









The Palmyrene Prosopography is a study of the Palmyrene social organisation through a
direct analysis of the available epigraphical material based upon published and
unpublished sources. The work is organized in the following divisions:
CATALOGUE. Six thousand anthroponyms have been listed in alphabetical order. Each
name is followed by its Greek or Latin transcription (this in the case of bilingual or
trilingual texts), the date and the document where it is attested. The genealogy of each
person is also provided.
TRIBES, CLANS and FAMIUES. Palmyrene society had a tribal structure; tribes and
smaller social groups belonging to them have been identified. Each family is graphically
represented by genealogical trees showing the relationship amongst members of the same
family. They are labelled with reference to the ancestor who often is the eponym from
which the whole family takes its name. At Palmyra, the most common onomastic
formula is represented by the individual's personal name, his patronymic and his clan or
familial name. The individual is identified by tribal and family names. The single name
is the first element of identification; thus whenever possible, an etymological explanation
of names has been provided to understand the ethnic origin of each family.
OFFICES and PROFESSIONS. Private citizens may also be identified through
professional information. The analysis of offices and charges partially allows to
reconstruct the social stratification. Religious offices were the most prestigious ones and
the clergy came from the most important tribes. It has to be noted that the limited
number of professions is due to the nature of the epigraphical material. Four main
categories have been recognized: public, religious, commercial and military. A more
complex picture of the society can be obtained from the analysis of offices and titles,
onomastics, and rights of succession. This also sheds light on the position of freedmen
and women within it.
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407. The Malkâ family: from the hypogeum of Nasrallat, SW
408. The Malkil family
409. The MaIkü family
410. The Malkfi family
411. The Malkü family
412. The MalktI family
413. The Malkü family
414. The Malkfl family
415. The Malkft family
416. The MalktI family
417. The Maqqai family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE
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420. The Maqqai family
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425. The Mattanâ family
426. The Mattanai family
427. The Mawêlâ family
428. The Menandros family
429. The MIkâ family
430. The MoqIm family
431. The MoqImü family
432. The MoqImü family: from the hypogeum of Nasrallat, SW
433. The MoqImtI family
434. The MoqImli family
435. The MoqImü family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE
436. The Naqbâ family: from the hypogeum of Yarhai, AteniirI and Zabdibôl, SW
437. The Nasrê family
438. The Nasrê family
439. The Nabé family: from the hypogeum of Bôlhâ, SE
440. The NabOlâ family
441. The NabilsEirl family: from the hypogeum of Bôlhâ, SE
442. The Nabilyadac
 family
443. The Nesâ Rabbâ family
444. The Nesâ family
445. The Nesâ family
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447. The Nafrai family
448. The Nafrai family
449. The NftPateh family
450. The Nflrbel family
451. The Nürbel family
452. The Nllrbel family
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454. The Qahma family
455. The Qatã family
456. The Qatâ family
457. The Rabbel family
458. The Rabbel family
459. The RabfitI family
460. The Rafael family: from the hypogeum of Li
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463. The RôtI family
464. The SokayyI family
465. The SabIhI family
466. The Saâ family
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467. The SaCad family
468. The	 family
469. The Safrâ family
470. The SagalSaga family
471. The Sagrai family
472. The Sagrai family
473. The Sahrâ family
474. The Salman family: from the hypogeum of CAbd Lcastôr,
 SW
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476. The Salamallat family: tower tomb no.145 of Salamallat
477. The Salmê family
478. The Salmê family
479. The Samuel family
480. The Simôn family
481. The Sohaimü family
482. The SoraikI family: from the hypogeum of Salamallat, VT
483. The Taibbôl family
484. The Taibbôl family
485. The Taibbôl family
486. The Taim'â family
487. The Taim'amad family
488. The Taimarsfi family
489. The TaimarsO family
490. The TaimarsU family
491. The Taimarsil family
492. The Taimarsil family
493. The Taim family
494. The Taimê family
495. The Taimé family
496. The Taimê family
497. The Taimê family: from the hypogeum of Lisams, SW
498. The Taimnâ family
499. The TawrI family
500. The Theodôros family
501. The Timaios family
502. The Wahbai family: from the hypogeum of Salamallat, VT
503. The Wahballat family
504. The Wahballat family
505. The Wall family
506. The Wartan family
507. The Yadat1 family
508. The YakIn family: from the hypogeum of Zabdacateh, SW
509. The Yamlê family
510. The Yamlê family
511. The Yamlikü family
512. The Yamlikil family
513. The Yarhai family
514. The Yarhai family
515. The Yarhai family
516. The Yarhal family
517. The Yarhai Edipus family
518. The Yarha family
519. The Yarha family
520. The Yarhai family
521. The Yarhai family
522. The Yarhai family: from the hypogeum of Julius Aurelius Male, SW
523. The Yarhibôlâ family: from the hypogeum of MalkII, SW
524. The Yarhibôlâ family
525. The Yarhibôlâ family
























549.The ZebIdâ family: tower tomb no.38 a, VT
550.The ZebIdã family







556.The BelürI family: from the hypogeum no.6 of Sasan, SE
557.The Bôlai family
558.The Bônnê family
559.The Bôrrefâ family of the Sergia tribe
560.The T. Claudius Felix family
561.The Gaddarsü family






568.The Marcus Ulpius Malkü family of the Sergia tribe
569.The MoqImiI family
570.The Acilius MoqImO family of the Sergia tribe
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593. The freedman Hermes Bassam
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595. The freedman Hermes: from the hypogeum of Bôlhâ, SE
596. The freedman Kilix
597. The freedwoman LuIâ
598. The freedman Maanâ
599. The freedman Nahastab: from the hypogeum of Malkil, SW
600. The freedman Narqaios: from the hypogeum of the Three Brothers, SW
601. The freedman Narqaios
602. The freedman Rauhibel: from the hypogeum of Malkft, SW
603. The freedwoman Regina
604. The freedwoman Salmat
605. The freedwoman Segel
606. The freedwoman Tada'al
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INTRODUcTION
The present work was inspired by the Italian M.A. of the author. The M.A., bearing the
title of Palmyra between Aramaeans and Arabs, was essentially a philological analysis of
Palmyrene anthroponyms. The interest there was focused on etymologies and onomastic
formulas.
The more that research was widening, the stronger became the realization that a
name is nothing more than a 'label' behind which there is an individual and his world of
relations. As the individual is part of a social group and he gains privilege from the
relationship with his father, ancestor or tribe, the study of the organisation of the
onomastic system becomes helpful in the understanding of the social organisation. This
is why the necessity was felt of a new study and a more comprehensive approach,
pointing to an overall and more complex picture of the structure of Palmyrene society.
The large amount of Palmyrene epigraphic material has been the source for an
endless number of publications, but none of them have been specifically dedicated to a
systematic reading of genealogies, kinships and connections between the single and the
tribe, the single and the family, the temples and the professions. Prosopography becomes
thus the more suitable ground for this kind of research and is the subject chosen for this
Ph.D. thesis, written under the supervision of Prof. M.J. Geller and with the external
collaboration of Prof. F.M. Fales and Prof. E. Lipiñski.
The aim of this study is to give a prosopographical representation of the city of
Palmyra at the apex of its development and, in the light of prosopography, to underline
the bounds that tie the single characters within the sphere of the familial, social, and
political relations. Moving from the reading and interpretation of names as possible
source for the determination of the origin of the individual and/or his affiliations, the
author has connected the names to specific figures, trying to distinguish the many
homonyms that, spanning four centuries, are to be found in Palmyra.
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The names of the characters have then been linked to their public and personal
spheres. The private sphere has been determined pursuing an analysis of the kinship to
which the inchviduals may be referred, at the level of his close family, his clan and his
tribe. On the other hand the public sphere has been identified carrying out a research of
the relations of the persons with the offices and charges assigned to them by the city of
Palrnyra.
The material studied for this thesis includes all the epigraphic data available,
starting from the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum; the Inventaire des inscriptions
paimyréniennes, I-XII (1930-1975); the material from the tesserae gathered in the Recueil
des tessères de Palmyre; the inscriptions from the region to the North-West of Palmyra
edited by D. Schiumberger; the texts discovered by the Polish archaeological mission
published in eight volumes Palmyre 1-Vu (1959-1984) and followed by M.
Gawlikowski, Recueil d'inscriptions palmyréniennes (1974); a catalogue listing all the
Palmyrene antiquities in the Louvre Museum by J. Dentzer-Feydy and J. Teixidor, Les
antiquités de Palmyre au Musée du Louvre (1993) and the ones in the Carlsberg
Glyptotek by F.O. Hvidberg-Hansen and G. Plough, Palmyra Samlingen. Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek (1993). The inscriptions published in major reviews and periodicals like Syria,
Berytus, Damaszener Mitteilungen, Mélanges de lUniversité Saint-Joseph, etc. have also
been used.
The thesis contains, in addition, published photographic material not yet
interpreted like several plates in the Japanese monograph on Palmyrene sculptures by K.
Tanabe, Sculptures of Pa/myra, I (1987), and the catalogue of a recent exibition in Paris,
Syrie, Mémoire et Civilisation (1993), with a section on Palmyra, that adds new
information to the onomastic catalogue and allows the reconstruction of family trees. The
bibliographic investigation has been carried out until June 1994.
The Palmyrene epigraphic material spans from the first witnesses attested in the
first century BC to the fall of the city, in the third century AD. The Latin and Greek
inscriptions belonging to the post golden time of Palmyra and Byzantine time were left
out from this research.
The nature of the inscriptions is mainly of funerary type; they come especially
from the large area of the necropolis where family tombs were excavated. Foundation
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texts sometimes record the date and the name of the builder but the funerary material
frequently lacks in dating and one has to rely on the script and the sculptural evidence.
Abundant are also the honorific texts where important figures, group or single
individuals, are honoured by the Senate and People. The last category is represented by
dedications made to and by the gods.
As one can understand from the title, the main interest was given to the Palmyrene
material available. All the inscriptions in Palmyrene that were analyzed come from the
oasis itself and from the places reached by Palmyrene tradesmen and soldiers: South
Shields (England), Romania, Hungary, Rome (Italy), El-Kantara (Tunisia), Lambaesis






The present catalogue gathers a list of all personal names attested in Palmyrene
inscriptions written mainly in Aramaic (Palmyrene) and Greek. The material used was
for the most part already published and the author has revised and checked all the
readings on the basis of photographs and plates available. In this regard, the catalogue of
the Musée du Louvre, the catalogue of the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek and the Japanese work
on Palmyrene Sculptures have been invaluable for the clearness of the photographs that
allowed a sale interpretation of the inscriptions. New and improved readings have been
included in the catalogue and the philological explanation and the vocalization of new
names have been provided in the genealogical trees section.
A portion of the epigraphic data is represented by the photographic material not
yet interpreted like several plates in the Japanese monograph by K. Tanabe, Sculptures of
Palmvra, I, Tokyo 1987, the catalogue of a recent exhibition in Paris, Syrie, Mémoire et
Civilisation, 1993, with a section on Palmyra, an unpublished stele of the goddess Allat
with inscription and the photograph of a fragmentary inscription published in J. Starcky-
M. Gawlikowski, Palmyre, Paris 1985, p. 85 which have been all studied and added to
the thesis.
The catalogue is arranged as follows: the first entry gives the Palmyrene personal
name according to the North-West Semitic alphabet. Feminine names are pointed out, in
the whole list and in the section of the family trees, by a superscnptf. In the case of the
same person being attested in more than one inscription, the name is designated by a
number in superscript (all the MLKW 1 refer to the same individual; the same name may
appear once in full and once in a shortened form also referring to the same person,
TYMRSW RB' 2 TYMS' RB' 2). The number in superscript has been adopted only in
the case of an undoubted reference to the same person on the basis of genealogical,
chronological and onomastic evidence.
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It can be noted that inscriptions mentioning the same person are not formulated in
the same way. In some the genealogy may reveal the names of the descendants and in
others the names of the ascendants of the person. In some the genealogy goes back to the
2nd or 3rd generation only, and in others the reference to the ancestry is more precise and
includes more generations, therefore a careful work of deduction and intuition is required
in the analysis of these data. The simplest way of identifying one individual attested in
different texts is to look at his genealogy, at the names of his father, his grandfather, his
great-grandfather, etc. Longer is the list of anthroponyms and safer is their identification.
A good example can be found in the Malkul family (no.82) where at least five inscriptions
mention a certain J. A. Nürbel and his genealogy is indentical in all of them (see Ingholt,
Berytus 2 (1935) 91-95 no.2-3 and 97-100 no.6-8. After 212 AD, the year in which
through the 'Constitutio Antoniniana' all the freemen of the Empire received the Roman
citizenship, his name is introduced by the gentilic Julius Aurelius). The same precise
genealogy can be found for NuIrbel's brother and sister, Male and Aqmat Habbâ. This
family not only is attested in the same tomb but also in the same chamber of the tomb.
In the case in which the archaeological context is missing, we can only base
ourselves on onomastics and chronology. The Belyada family may offer an example of
this type (see no.78). Three brothers, Belyadac , CAtenftrI and Macani3 sons of Taimcamad,
son of Belyada make in 115 AD a dedication to the Anonymous God (they are attested
together in one inscription, CIS 3995). A text found in a different place dates to 205 AD
and it mentions a certain Taimâ son of M[...], (son of) Taimâ, (ggs. of) Belyada. Being
the name Taimâ a shortened form of Taimamad, we have surmised the latter to be the
great-great-grand-father of Taimâ. Furthermore, the broken name M[...] can be possibly
restored M[NW], that is Maanü. For this family both the onomastics and the
chronology have supplied a valid ground so that these two groups were considered part of
the same family.
Missing a long and sale genealogy and the chronology, the reconstruction of a
family is made on the bases of onomastics and of sculptures. For the Male Rabbâ family
(see no.66) the only date available is 181 AD and the frequency of some names made
difficult the work of identification. In this case sculpture becomes important in that it
helps to make a distinction between a boy and a mature man bearing the same name (see
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the Marcus family, no.195) or it helps to discover a different iconography for two people
bearing the same name and genealogy. The rarity of certain names favours the
identification of people with the same ancestor's name as members of the same family
(see the Isicadar family, no.142). The name Septimius Worôd refers to the same person
although his genealogy is never given and no sculptures bearing his portrait are found.
He is only attested in honourary inscriptions for his public, religious and commercial
activities and, because of the rarity of his name, he is scholarly recognized as the same
person (see in the Catalogue under Worôd).
Each name of the general list is also followed by the number in bold of the family
the bearer belongs to and the number of his position within the family tree so to avoid
confusion in case of homonyms. For the same reason each family is introduced by a
number that helps to identify families bearing the same name. Not for all the people
attested in the texts has been possible to find a place in the genealogical trees. That is
because of the high number of homonyms (some names are more common than others)
and because of the difficulty to identify the archaeological context of inscriptions on
busts and slabs removed from their original location. Almost seven thousand of
individuals have been identified.
The second entry gives the Greek and/or Latin transcription of the name whenever
attested. This is followed by the date according to the Christian era although the
Palmyrene inscriptions are dated according to the Seleucid era, that corresponds to 312
AD. Furthermore, we have used sculptural evidence any time the inscription was undated
or the date broken. In this case the dates are based on Ingholt's classification of
Palmyrene sculpture, that is 50-150 AD, 150-200 AD and 200-250 AD.
The fourth column provides the full individual's genealogy as well as his position
inside the genealogy itself. The simplest onomastic formula indicating a family relation
is represented by X br Y 'X son of Y'. The most common formula, at Palmyra, is a three
generations' one, X br Ybr Z and also X br YZ 'X son of Y, (son of) Z' where the names
of the father and grandfather may follow one alter the other with or without the word bar
'son'. The third name does not necessarily stand for the name of the grandfather but, may
often represent the name of the forefather of the family. The presence or the absence of
bar 'son' becomes, at times, of difficult interpretation. The absence of this term of
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kinship is usually understood here as a reference to the ancestor and the abbreviation (s.
of; f. of; gf. of) indicating the family relation is put in brackets. It is possible to find a
further reference to the ancestor, through which the whole family is known, in the
expression dy, dmtqr' and dy mtqr 'liz 'called' (the best examples can be found in the
Sa'at family, no.17; the A'akai family, no.22 and the Azarzirat family, no.76). Whenever
two names within a genealogy present themselves one after the other preceded and
followed by the term hr 'son', they are listed together and regarded the first as the real
name and the second as a way of referring to the ancestor of the family (see under
YRHBWL' SLMWY, ZBDBWL QRBL, TNTN KPTWT, BYDW STYY/W, etc.).
It is also frequent to find double names, being one of the two a Greek or Latin name
added to the Semitic one following the onomastic fashion of the place.
References are usually given by text sigla, number and plate number. In the case
of articles published in journals and Mélanges the page number is also given. The
















marks a scribal mistake, to be deleted
marks a scribal mistake, to be corrected
marks uncertain reading or uncertain kinship in the genealogical trees







great-great-grandson of (5th generation)
great-great-great grandson (6th generation)
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gggggs. of	 great great great-great-grandson (7th generation)
d. of	 daughter of
gd. of	 granddaughter of
ggd. of	 great-granddaughter
gggd. of	 great-great-granddaughter (5th generation)
ggggd. of
	 great-great-great-granddaughter (6th generation)
gggggd. of	 great-great-great-great-granddaughter (7th generation)
f.of	 father of
gf. of	 grandfather of
ggf. of	 great-grandfather
gggf. of	 great-great-grandfather (5th generation)
ggggf. of	 great-great-great-grandfather (6th generation)
gggggf. of	 great-great-great-great-grandfather (7th generation)





sis. of	 sister of
u. of	 uncle of
a. of	 aunt of
n. of	 nephew of
c. of	 cousin of
h. of	 husband of
w.of	 wife of
s.-in-law of son-in-law of
f.-in-law of father-in-law of
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HYRN	 (1941)242 243 no 12, p1 XIX
['BGR] (129" 1)	 'Ayapov	 [gf o(MRQS 'LPYS YRHY. f of 	 Mv X 96 p1 IV S=Seyng Syria
flyf]	 22(1941) 259-263 no 23. ptXVII










(ggf of)'BGR,(gf of)MRQS 'LPYS	 InvX, 107, p1 vm 1
yRHy (f oi) HYRN
	
Tathnorea 111.28 a
25oAi) freedman of'DY	 Salihi,Iraq49 (1987) 55-56 p4
XIII XV and57, fig I
ID 27—Rep. VI, 169 no 683
['BYHNJ	 OaLaY	 mv X 15
'BYHN
	
PNO 52, p1. XXXIV 2
'BYHN (283. 1)









(gf of) MLKW, (f of) HRMS Ingbolt, Berylus 2 (1935) 101-
102 no 1O,pI. XII 1—MFP21O
no.2 1
f of ZBDBWL, s of ZBDBWL, gs of
	 1P34=Mihk, p 20-21
LSMS, ggs. o(MKN' RB'
0aLctvou	 gf of 'B[YHNJ, f. of [SM]WN, s of	 CIS 4162, p1. XXXIII=Inv VII, 1
NWRBL	 A—Cantineau, RB 39(1930)525-
527 no.2—MFP 193 no36
Es. of 9 TYJMRSW,gs of P1WS 'LYS 1ev W!,1B—Cantineau,RB39
'BYHN, ggs of VfCWN,
 b yw1xs (1930) 525-527 no 2=MFP 218
'WRLYS MLKW	 no
H6WALOc AtXLo A II8AD Es of SMt]WN.gs.of'BYHN,ggs of 	 CIS 4162 p1 XXXIII Im' VII I
NWRBL	 A—Cant,neau, RB 39(1930)525-
.527 no.2=MFP 193 no36
[gf of'7] YWLYS 'WRLYS 'BYHI'J 	 mv VII, I B—Cant,neau RB 39
and YWLYS 'WRLYS }flJ(/ f	 (1930) 525-527 no 2=MFP 2 8
[TY JMRSW s of SMCWN	 no5O
(F of) 'ZYZW	 Ingholt, Berylus 5(1938)114 p1
XII 2
f of 'ZYZ, (s of) MQY
	
















(f of) DKRY,s of HRMY	 PNO77a p1 XLVII 2ab
SO-ISOAD d of'WYDLT
	 RSP 6=Abdul Hak AM 2
(1952)224no4,pl 111




158 suggests ['gn hI] wn[bw)
p[k)Iy['] instead of the
anthroponym)
(s of) MQYMW. (gs of) TYBWL	 RTP638 b, p1 XXXI Milik, p
111 112
RTP93a,pI V—Milik,p 111
APML 97 no 40
f of WHBLT	 C1S3991,pI XV=Milik,p 211
d of QRBLEWN]. (gd of) 'FT[N]	 RSP 59=As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)41 no8
2 K/219 AL) d of SM'WN. (gd of) SQN. w of
	
CIS 4306. p1 L
H[YRNbcTYbrHYRN TWP
Much (9* d of SLMN. gd of SLMN. ggd of	 CIS 4354 p1 LV, LXIII P530(1)96 AD TYMRSW, w of X br ' y
 iiiwj	 p1 X 1 PSNCG 43 no 2
WHBY
m of ML' d of TYRIYF gd oIYRRY. PS 371 Starcky Deavault,
w of ML' HYRN SQN'	 Syria 24(1974 69-7 1 no 3 p1 II
w oIZBYIY 'SR'	 mv VIJI,27






(gf of) YRHBWL (f of) TYMRSW
	
C! 39&)rMiIik p 119-
Palmyre VI, 50 fig 7




	 SO15OAD f oI'(P and SLMF s of) HBN
	
CIS 4571 A B PS55
'BRYKW
	 RTh'303 a p4 XVII
'BPM (89 1)
	 (gf of) SM'WN. (1 of) 'B
	
CIS 4180















m ofBWLM',d 0fSSN.(gd of)
	
Saltby.DM6(l992)282no41.
BWRF	 Pl 55P'' '°
d ofRB'L,w oIMLKWbrMTY	 Sahby,DM6(1992)280no37.
p1 54 a, 58 c=Sculptw'es no 368
(gggf of) YDYBL 'GYLW. TYMB' 	 mv IV, 7 a-Cantineau, RB 39
and I'Y, (ggf of) TYMI?, (gf of) 	 (0) 529-532 no 4 A-MFP
YDY'BL and HYRN. (f ci) '131)TH	 1 no 12-Mihk, p 39
gggf of'LKDRYS, ggf of'LKDRYS,	 I,w JV 7 b=Cantineau, RB39
gi o(PLNYS NBWLBD, F. oCTYM" (1930)532 533 no4B
(1 of) HGWC1	 Starcky Svrm 26(1949)36
fbi APML144-145no153
F of YWLYS 'WRLYS TYDRWS [s C1S 4209-MFP 218 no 49
of MRQL
SepI- 214 s of 'GTPWS, freedman of HLYDWRS Inghoft MUSJ 38(1962 106 p1
YRHBWL	 111 PSNCG 162 163 no 131
213/214 AD s of 'GTPWS freedman of HLY WRS lnghot, Beryiu 2 1935)99 100
YRNBWL' br HYRN (kç) 9\fl)	 no 8 p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
200 no 19
(gf 01) MLKW I of) MQYMW	 RTP7O4b
37






I of YWLYS 'WRLYS 'GRP	 Ingtolt, Berytus 2(1935)99 100
no 8, p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
209 no 19






patron of 'BWHN	 Salihi, Iraq 49(1987) 55-56, p4
XIII XVand57,fg 1
gf of'G'.f ofLSMS (s. of)'QML	 RSP49.p1 I-Pabnyre IV, 185
no4. fig 216
RTP8O7a, p4. XXXIX
(ggf of) BLHZY, (ggf of) TYMN', (f	 mv WI!, 26
of) WHBY
APML 90 no 19 verso
'DYNT (14 16)
'DYNT (284 1)
I ofYRHYandDfRSTY',S ofYRHY RSP5OAB.pl I PalmyrelV,
186 no6-7, fig 218-219
gi of'MY'andYRHY,f ofTY	 C1S4594AB
YWLYS WRLYS GTWN	 March 267 s of BS' gs of GRMN	 Ingholt,Berylus2(1935) 104-106 no 12 p1 XIJI 2-MFP 210
no23




s &BR1S and MRYM
RSP 144=GawI kowski Syna 47
1970)318-319no3.Ig 1
C1S4023 p4 XIX Mi k,p 66
38
'DYNm' (120 5) (1 of) HYRN	 RiP 485 a, p1 XXIV Mi ik. p320
Aut. 271 AD C1S3946.pI XII mv III 19-
Gawlikowski, Syria 62 (1985)
256 no 11
Mouterde, MUSJ 38(1962)19
20=Mi ik.p 317 Inghofl. PB!'.
121 (law ,kowski, Syria 62
(1 985) 254 no3
BS 52 p1 XIV 4=Gaw ,kowski,
Syria 62 1985) 255 no 7
InvXll37.pI LX BS52,note2,
fig 2=Gawikowski,Syria62
1985) 255 no 8
IMYWS 'DY[NT] 120
5
[SVIMYWS 'DYNT] (120- €vT(PUov)
5)	 O&i(vaOov
SPTh4YWS 'DYNT] (120 !€WT(IJLoV	 257,25gAD
5)	 0&aiva0ov
[SVIMYWS 'DYNT] (120 [cwi-(ijt1ov	 2Sl2AD
5)	 'Obc.tv0ov
DY(Nfl' (120 5) (f of) HYRN	 RTP 746 a, p1 XXXVI Mlik. p30
[DYNIT'
	






'DYNT I (120 5)
'DYNT l (120 5)
'O&aLvaOou	 f o(SPTh4YWS HYRN	 CIS 3944, p1 X mv III, 16=
Milik, p 317 Ingholt, PBP, 13(r
Gawl,kowski, Syna 62 (1985)
254 no 4
IEIT4IIo	 s of HYRN, (gs of) VHBLT, (ggs o) CJS 4202, p1 XXIX mv VIII 55
O8a(vx0o	 NSWR	 -MFP 202 no 68-Ingholt, PB!'.120=Gawl,kowski, Syria 62
(1985) 253 no2
s of Wi RN. (gs of) WHBL[T]
	
Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 138
nol7,fig 17=MiIik,p 317
Pabnyre VI, 78-Ingholt, PBP,
120=GawI,kowski, Syria 62
(1985)253 no 1








(f of) HYRN and WHBLT	 RTP 736 a-b. p1 XXXV_Seyng,
AAS 13(1963)171172 fig 7-
Milik,p 32()-PSNCG 191 no 191
(1 of) HYRN	 APML 87 no 12
39
flv1YWS 'DYNT' (120-	 €T(T(ptov	 Apr 258AD	 CiS 3945, p1 X mv 1!!. 17-
5)	 'O&ava0ovJ	 Gaw ikowskj. Syria 62 (1985)
255 no 9
	1MYWS '(DYNT]' (120 , I€WT(IIIOV	 Apr 2S2AD Es of HYRN] gs of WHBLT (ggs of)
	 As'ad-Gawlikowski,MAS36
5)	 OSa(pa[Oov]	 NSWR	 (1986) 169 170 no 10
Gawl,kowski, Syria 62(1985)
257no 13
[SVIMYWS 'DYNT] (120 [€wni*(ou 	 1272 ADI	 Pairnyre Vi 100
5)	 'O6aLvdJOOu
'TjYMYJWS ['DYNT]
	 f of SVIYMYWS WHBL'r	 CIS 3971, p1 V
(120 5)	 'TNDR[WSJ
'DYNf 2
	(s of) [HIYRN	 APML 90 no 19 redo
'DYNT 2




'HWD (130 1)	 A€ouc(Sou
'HWD
gf of YWLY 'WRLYS MRWN. f. of CIS 4209—MFP 201 no 65
ML' [alias MZBNI
(ggf of)'LHBL(gf of)'LHBL(f of)	 InvX,63.pl Vii
ZBDJ3WL
foIRPBWL	 InvXI.98.pl XI
i,HRY,	 [jA]pt6i	 ID 26




250 Al) freedman of MLKWS'
RSP 106—Hassani Starcky. MS
3(1953) 146-151, p1 II
C1S 4385 p1 XLV PS 279-
Wajike, FB 31(1991)93 no 12,
fg 13
PNO5O p1 XXXVI I
40
'WiK'	 C1S4103.pl XVI
'W'lX' (553 1)	 f of YWLYS 'WRLYS TYM'and
	
RP 163 p1 VI Palmyre! 213
YWLYS 'wRLys	 214no913, fig 233 MbP216
no 43
W'IX' alias BWR1 994	 f o(ZBYD'	 C!S4357 p1 XXXVII, LIII PS
177 Milik,p 260
YWLYS 'WRLYS 'WiK' ['louXtos, 	 Aug , fl (s ol) HGY, b of [GYS YW]LY[S	 CIS 4211 p1 XXXIII MFP 215
(563 3)
	
A. pio	 IX) 4OPSNCG 164165 no 132
[nuxiJ
'WYR (or 'YWR)	 (f of) 'B!)'	 RTP 884 a, p1 XLII









f of'GYLW	 C!S4362, pl XUI P5519-
Milik,p 63
f of 'GYLW, s of KHYLW	 CJS 4119, p1 XXVII —MFP 186
no 9—Mlik. p 63—APML 187
no 188
449M) s of KFIYLW.gs of HYRN,ggs of 	 Cantineau, Syria 12(1931)130-
'WSY,(c	 'wsy	 132no11,fig 11 Milik,p 4748_Palmyre Vi, 63-64
48/49AD s of X gs of HYRN.ggs of'WSY,(c	 Cantineau, Syria 12(1931)130-
of) 'WSY, (n ol) K1-IYLW	 132 no 11, fig 11 Milik, p.4748—Palmyre VI, 63-64
ggf of'WSY and WSY, gf of	 Cantineau Syria 12(1931)130-
KHYLWandX,IofHYRN	 132no11 fig 11 Mjlik,p4748_Pabnyre VI, 63-64
[gf of] 1 'T M, [f of X], f n law of)	 CS 3969 p1 XII mv Xi, 84 p1
BWLH'	 IXMdk,p62
(gf o1	 WM. of) WSY	 CIS 4363 p1 XLIV P541 p1
Xml Mik,p63
'WSY (16 1 gfof t TMLK,IofWSY	 PS33pIX4_MiIkp63















(gf of) '\1 1N (1 of) L&vlS	 CIS 4361 p1 LVII LXIII PS
285=PSNCG 118 no 74-Mthk. p
63
I 0fr SLWM (s of) 'WSY	 C/S 4363 p1 XLIV P541 p1
X1ll I Miiik, p 63
f 0f TMLK,8 of'WSY	 PS33 p1 X4-M1c P 63
Parlaska RM92 (1985) 355 p1
151
PNO3S.pI XXVffl6




t 'H' 35 32
'HWT 551 3
(gggf of) [IIDWDN and 'LYS'], (ggf
	
C/S 4213 p1 XXXIV mv VII
of) [HGGWI (gf of) [LSMSJ, (I of)	 1 1-MFP 201 no 66-Milik. p 276
TYM'
(gggf ci) HDWDN, (ggf of)
	
mv X 24 p1 117 Seyng. Syrla
HID] WDN and 'LYS'. (gf of) HOOW, 22(1941) 267 269 no 27 Milik,
(fof)I	 p275
O-i20 AD d of ZBDBWI.	 C/S 4366 p1 LVII PSNCG 85
no43
d of'G'	 Ingholt.Bezylus5(1938 135
no4F
m of 1 'QMT, d of NS'. w of'TNTN br C1S4516A B, p1 L-PS 102
ZBD'TH
200-250 AD d of BWRP', w of BLYD' bc 'TYK'	 C/S 4440 p1 XLI, LXIII PS68
Felw i4 d of ZBDLH, gd ci) BR"	 PS39 pl XII 2-PSNCG 48 no 6
150 d of HLPT', gd of BR". (ggd ci) 	 C/S 4254. p1 XLIII, XLIV
ZBIYTH
150-200AD d of YRHY, gd of ZBYD'	 Sculplwesno349
42
calSOAfi soIHIRY
9SOAD (gf of) MLKW,(f oI)BWRF'
Sabeh AAS3(1953)22 24no3
l 111
CIS 4279. p1 XXXIX
'HYNY
'HYTWR (90 1)
HY' (584 2)	 freedman of KHYLEWI b of YRHY	 Rounni Melanges KMchaIowsk 1966,p314-316
fig 3 mv XII 56,pI XII
'HY'	 fofBWUvP	 PNOI7,pIXXJV6
'HYB (131 1)
	 (ggf f) 1 TYKS' gf of) NSRY (f of) IP 79
LSMS







(gf of) 'TNTN, (f of) MLKW	 CIS 4280 p1 XXXVII PS 218_
PSNCG 93 no 50
(ggf of) 'TNTN GWRY (gf of) 	 CIS 4281, pt XXXVIII, LI-PS
BWRI. (1 of) 'TNTN	 4. p I 4-PSNCG 46-47 no 5
(ggf of) WJ-IIILT. (gf of) BWLH'. (f	 CIS 4282, p1 XLVIII
of) BWRP
(ggf of) [B]WLH', gf of) 'TNTN. (f 	 CIS 4285, p1 XXXVI U PS
of) [BWILIP	 142.-PSNCG 64 no 20
(ggf of) HOT. (gI of) BWLH', (1 of) CIS 4287, p1 XLVIII PS 337
TNTN	 APML 164-165 no 168
(s 01) MN gs of ZBYIY	 PNO 76 a, p1 XLVIII 2 a-c
'HMR 52 9
'HMR 52 9
ggf of) NS', gf of) HL' f of) NS'	 mv IX 14 b=(ant(1931) 125 no6 fig 6









'YIYN 'SRY 3 4	 'A€t6auvou
Aoroptou
'YWN[W] 143 1)
HPLY (17 17)	 'Ao4,aXctv	 Ju'y 140 Al) s o(HYRN gs of SB') ggs of HYRN, C1S3927 p1 V Mlk,p 73 p11
gggs of BWN' S[']T	 Pabnyre V7,51 fig 8
50I5OAD d ofSL'	 CIS 4542 p1 XLIX PS366
r ,,	 d of TFN	 Scu!p*ires no 348





[f ofS(P1YMY') B]TZBY	 LeRider,RW2(1959-60) 18-19
no25.pl 11 Mili)cp 318
50-I5OAD	 RSP67 As'adlaha,AAS15
(1965)44 no 16
f of IIGT, s of LSMS. f in law of	 As'ad Teixidor, DM2 ( 1985)41
ZBDBL	 no 13
f of MLKT	 CIS 4581, p1 LX PS 404
f of 'L', s of YRHY, (gs of) MQY	 IP 78
f of TYMRSW, s of LSMS, ggs of	 mv VIII. 33
SWHBW
ggggf of YRIIY, gggl of'GYLW ggf
	 Gaw kowslu, Berytus 19 (1970)
o(TYMH' gfof'YD'N'SRY,fo(	 65-67no1.fig 1
ZBDBWL
I ofGYLW	 Tadnwreall 17 Miik,p
219-220
ggf ofYRHY, gf ofCGYLW f 01	 Ga kowski, Berytus 19 1970)
TYMIP s o(ZBDI3WL, ga of'YD'N	 65-67 no I Ig I







s of GD' g of X	 As'ad Te xdor M2(1985)43
no 17
gfo(X.foX	 Tadmoreall2S=PalmyreVl
56-57no3 Mililcp 303 304, p1
XII 2
gfofZBDL}IaIasSHPLH,f of	 RSP 159 p1 VI PabnvreV
SMWN	 111 112 no3 fg 108-.Mjlik.p79-80 p1 V 2




end I c s of WYDW	 Starcky Mélanges P Collart
AD	 19'76 p 327,fig 12
Aug	 s of	 gs of TYMRSW (ggs of) 	 As'ad Teixidor, DM2(1985) 40
'RGN	 1)010
s OIZBD'	 mv VlII,51
'YTYBL








YTY B[L] 24 1
mv XI 82, p1 X
gf of'YTYBLI OfTYM' s of	 mv VIII 4
'GYLW
s O(TYM' gs of YTYB ggs of	 mv VI 14
'G LW
gggf oflML'. ggf o 'C? (gf of) 	 CIS4 97 p1 XXXII mv VI1,15
ML',(fo 'GYLW	 ABMFP88no16
ggf of) MU(W (gf of) HYRN. f ci) RSP 161, p1 VI
'GYLW
ggf of X,gf of H]YRN f of'GYLW BS34 p1 X3
45
'YTYBL (24 1)
	 ggf of X gf of EHYRIN I of 'GYLW BS 2.3. p1 VIII I
'YTYI3L 1 (24 1)	 ggf o(G', gi of SLM' SMSGRM, I of CIS 4197 p1 XXXII liw VII 15
BR[SM]S'(?	 AD MFPJ88noJ6
gj	 i 1)	 ggf o 'LHBL, (gi ci) BRTI-1, (I ci) 	 RSP 137 Pabnyre IV 195 197MQYMW	 nol9 fig 227
	(JJ3 (26') )
	
(gI of) ZBYIY, (I of) SG	 mv XI 28 p1 IV
'KNBY (91 1)	 (gggf ci) NBWZBI) and YRHBWL', 	 CIS 3986 p4 XX Mthk. p 90(ggf of) I3RNHW. (gf ci) NBWZBD,
(f of) ZBDL'
'I(NT (261 1)	 gf of ZBDBWL, f of BRWQ' 	 1171' VIII. 22
'KRN (259 1)	 (gf of) t MRTY. (I. ci) SLMLT	 CIS 4391. P1 XU PS 437PSNCG 102 no 58
'LH	 [f of] SLM[T]	 CIS 4083, p4 XXV
['LlH[BlL alias	 WN	 O€o&i[pos1 6	 No, 85 Al) s of MQYMW, gs of 1BL. n and	 Gawlikowsb, Berytus 19(197)
(281 4)	 IK	 (iva	 a in law of MLKW	 6970, fig 4-5
F'IL[HB]L	 s of X	
CIS 4082. p4 XXI
LH[BIL (57 1)	 gf of 11(3GW 1 of MRYWN, (s ci)	 CIS 4299 p4 XLVIII U PS 175
HYRN
]LHBL	 EAuiSXou	 gf of 'QMf f of	 Ingholt., 
Berytus 3 1936 98- 04
no 7, p1 XIX 2—Mi k. p 182 84
'LHBL	
CIS 4223




IBL (127 6)	 2181219AD S of TYM', gs of HYRN b of HYRN	 C!S4305
'LHBL 1303)
	
'BAaiIAou	 I o('LI-IBLs oI ZBDBWL(gs of)
	
!nvX 63 p4 VII
'HWD
'LHBL (130 4	 'EXuAov	 119 AD s of'LHBL, gs of ZBDBWL, (ggs ol)	 mv X 63 p1 Vii
'HW
'LHBL (133 4)	 Oct 198 AD S oIBWTH, (gs o4) MQYMW, (ggs	 RSP 137 Pabnyre IV 195 197
() 'çjjj	 no 19 fig 227
LHBL (279 1)	 (gf oI) YRHY, (I of) 'GYLW	 BS 61 1, p1 XVI 2 5
'LHBL (280 1)





gf of SLMN, I of QLYBW	 lngholt. Berytus 5(1938)95 101
no2,pI XXXIV2-MFP 214
no36
gf of ['L]H[BIL alias MRWN, I of
	
Gawhkowski, Berytus 19(1970)
MQYMW and MLKW	 6970. fig 4-5
gf of 'LHBL and WHBLT, I of M'NY IP 33 Bounni-Saliby AAS 15
(1965) 126-135=41 52 p4 IV 3,
A 2163 Arabic)-Mihk, p 243
I of MQYMW,s of HYRN
	
PS 193




s of MNY gs of LHBL. b of WHBLT 1P33 Bounni-Saliby AAS 15
(1965)126-135=41 52 p1 IV 3,
A 2/63 (Arab,c)=M k, p 243
[S of HYRN,gs of U-IBL,ggs of 	 PaI,nvrell 237238no1,fig
MtNYJ	 -Mi ik. p 244
s of SKYY, gs of WHBLT	 CIS 4137 p4 XXVIII-Inv IV, 27
J







'LHBL 2 (63 21)
'LHBL 2 (63 21)
'LHBL 2 (63 21)
['LUBLI (39 17,42 7)	 'EAaXou	 f of [S'DWI a of BRT' 	 As'ad Gawlikowski, AAAS 36(1986) 165 no2
Apr 16(41 a ofMJKW ga o(7BDBWL (ggs ol) lnvtV 12—Cantineau RB39




gi of[MLKW], f of[S'DW].s of 	 As'ad-Gawlikowski,AAAS36
(1986) 164 no I
EAa1Aou	 I of S'DW, (S 01) ML(KW]. (gs of)	 AscadGawIlkowsk1, AAAS 36
l3R'P	 (1986) 165no3
gf of MLKW I of SDW, (s of) BRT	 As'ad-Gawlikowski. MAS36
(1986) 165 no4
Eat1Ao	 Apr 103 Al) a of \VHBLT gs of MNY, (ggs of) 	 CIS 4134—!nv IV, 27 a—MFP 191
'LHBL b of M'NY, SKYY and MLKW no.28
s of [WHBLJT, h of t 'MTH' bit BLCQB CIS 4151, p1 XXVIII—Inv IV, 27
brNS'
I of 1 SGL,s of WHBLT,b.offJJCw C1S4155,pI XXVHI—InvIV,27
w
'LHBL 2 (63 21)	 f. of BL'QB.S of WHBLT, gs of M'NY CIS 4157, p1. XXVIII -mv IV. 27
b
'LI-I/IL 2 (63 21)	 1 of BL['QBI s of WHBLT, b of	 CJS 4148, p1 XXVIII—Inv IV, 27
SKY[Y)	 p
'LHBL 2 (63 21)	 f of M'NY, s of WHBLT	 c/s 4138 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27
k
'LHBL 2 (63 21)	 f of WHBLT S O(WHBLT	 C1S4141, p1 XXVIIL—lnv IV,27
d
'LI-I/IL 2 (63 21	 I ofBL'QB,s OfWHBLT
	 CIS 4143 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
f
'LHBL 2 (63 21)	 I of t
 'MT', s of WI-LBLT, b o yy




'[LHBLJ 6 57 4
'LHBL 6 574 f of MRYWN	 CIS 4298 p1 XXXVII U PS302-PSNCG 120 no 76
'L}-IBL 2 (63 21)
MRQS 'LPYS 'LJ-IBL 2 63 M&pI(O ObAnio
21)
[LHI3LI (63 2)
'LHBL 3 (63 2)
'LHBL 3 (63 2)
'LHBL 3 (63 2)	 EA4iXou
'LHBL 4 (63 11)
'LHBL 4 (63 11)	 EA4iAou
f of HDYRT s of WFIBLT gs of) 	 CIS 4154 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
M'NY	 V
f of HDYRT s oIWFIBLT gs of 	 BounniSalbyAAcls 1965)
126 135=41 52 pl V X
(Arabic) n B 18164-MI ik, p 163
(ggf of) HYRN, (gf ol) MLKIWI I	 In, WI! 106Mil k. p 245
of) HEYRN]
gf of'LHBL I O(M'NY	 C1S4140 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
C
(gf of) MLKW, (f of) HYRN	 1P33.Bounni Saliby AAS 15(1965) 126-135-41 52 p1 IV 3
A 2i63 (Arabic)=MiIik, p 243
(ggf of) 'LHBL M'NY SKYY and 	 CIS 4134-mv IV, 27 a-MFP 1 1
MLKW, (gf ol) WHBLT I of M'NY	 °
S of M'NY, gs of'LHBL	 CIS 4140, p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
C
f of G'YS YWLYS HYRN	 InvX. 129, p1 m3-Milik,p 244
['L1-IBL] 4 (63 11) 'EACxXOU	 [gf of 'LHBL. f of HYRN, s of M'NY] Palm yre 11,237 238 no 1, fig
288-Milik. p.244
'LHB[L alias SIRNYNSI5	 Ca O-9O s of[MLKW]	 CIS 3962 p1 XIII InvX l7.pI




'LHBL 63 17)	 EAaAou	 f of BGDN,s o(MLKW	 CIS 4402 p1 XIII PS 144-
MII1JLp 24AJ-'ML 19D no 1R,
f of MRTY and MRYWN, s of	 CIS 4296 A H p1 U LII PS 49,
MRYWN	 p1 XV 1






'LI-lw (gf of) HLYPY (f of) YRHY	 RSP 159 p1 VI Pafrnyre V.
III 112no3 fig 108._Mihk,p
79-80 p1 V 2
(gf of) ZBDBWL, (f of) YDY'BL
	
C1S3980=Milik p 119-
Pabnyre VI 50, fig 7
(gf of) WLY, (f of) ML'	 Safar, Sumer 20(1964) 13 no 1,
pill Mihlcp 258
PNO 52, p1 XXXIV 2
5oIDYNYS	 Jnv!X,4b








'LI-IS' RB' (40- 14)
f of TYMS', (I in law ol)'H13' 	 Palmyre VlII,122no27,pl
LXXXV 184
Apr 79AD s. Of TYMS', gs of BNY alias 'RWN,	 C1S4121-Inv IV, 5rrMFP 188
b of BNY and 'RWM	 '0 14=Milik, p 305
ggf of MQYMW, TYMSE' and ZBYD'], CIS 4187, p1 XXX mv IV, 2=
gf of ['LHSJ', f of S'DY	 Milik, p 27
I oITYMS',(s OO'GYLW	 lnvlV,8a-lP68rMilik,p 28
f of MQYMW. s of MQYMW, gs of) CIS 4189, p1 XXXIV PSNCG
9DY	 166 no 133=Milik, p 28
(s of) &DY
	
Iiv Viii, 123-Milik, p 28




zt', ggs	 CJS 4188 p1 XXXIV Ingholt,
ol) 'LHS', (gggs of) S DY Mélanges K Mchalowski 1966p 472-Mi k, p 28.-PSNCG 166
no 134






'LI-IS' 2 (40- 10)
'LHS' 2 (40 10)
'LI-IS' 2 (40 10)
'LI-IS' 2 (40- 10)
'LBS' 3 (40 7)
'LBS' 3 (40- 7)
'LHSMS
(ggf of) 'LHS' RB', (gf 01) MQYMW. C1S 4188 p1 XXXIV !ngholt.
(f ol) ZBYD', (s of) 9DY	 Melanges K Mchaiowski 1966p 472—Mu k p 28—PSN G 166
no 134
(f of) ZB[YDI' (s ol) S'DY
	
RIP 775 a, p1 XXXVIII Mu k.
p 253




(s of) TYMS'	 RTP 725 a, p1 XXXV Milik, p
253 no 26—PSNCG 190-191
no 178
'EAaoa	 166 ( 136) s of T[YMS'J	 C1S4187,pI XXX—!nv IV, 2—
AD	 Mulik,p27
50-I5OAD s.ofTYMS'	 C!S4191.pl XXXIV PS 147
MIik,p 28
(s of) TYMS'	 Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 107
no24b,pl XIV—Milik,p 2.53
no26
'EXaoo&	 166( 136) [s of] MQYMW, b of'GYLW and	 CIS 4187, p1 XXX—Inv fV 2=
AD	 [S'DYJ	 Milik,p.27
s of MQYMW, gs of'LHS' (ggs of)	 mv Vii!, 127=Milik,p 28
S'DY
JI94AD s ofT	 !D25
'LWR
	 (f of) NHSTB
	
PNO 78, p1 XLII2
'LTY (92 1)	 'AAAaya(ov	 (gggf of) t llO'andHLFP (ggf of)	 !nvX, ll9,pl VTII5
TYM' (gf of) HLVF', (f of) BR'TH
'LYS' (312 2	 I of TYM1. (s of) 'GYLW	 Sculptures no 322
'LKDRYS (7 16	 • AA€av6pou	 I of 'LKDRYS, s of 'PU'.IYS	 In-v IV, 7 b=Cantineau, RB 39
NBWZBD gs OITYM", ggs O1'GDM (1930)532533 no4 B
51
'LKDRYS (7 17)	 'AAa&poc	 Apr 191 Al) S of LKDRYS gs of'pLNYS	 mv IV 7 b-Cantineau RB39
NBWZI3D ggs Of TYM" gggs of	 (1930) 532 533 no 4 B
'GDM
'LKSDRS	 'AA€av6pou	 f of LKSDRS s oIPU'IR	 C1S3913 col 12 p1 IV
'LXSDRS	 'AA€uv8pou	 AP Eli s of LKSDRS gs o(P1Y1R	 C1S3913 col 12 p1 IV
alas 'LKSNDRWS	 0718	 Cantineau SyrIa 12(1931)139AD)	 nolSIigl8
[SPIMYWS]	 €wrtii(ou
'LKS[ND]RWS (73 13)	 'AA€aJv6pou
'LKSNDRS	 ['A]A€av6[pouJ
'[LI"
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS SPIMYWS	 CJS 3940 p1 XI mv III 9
YD' S o4) HYRN (gs of) SRYKW
gfofX.f of X	 !nvX.112.piVfl2-Seyng,
Syria 22(1941) 252 253 no 21
I of 'TY
	 CIS 4433, p1 LVIII P5365
'LPY
	 ggf of MQY. gf of YRH'i, I of	 CIS 4018. p1 XXIV
ZBYD[']
'LQM' (351 3)	 s ofvt'WN.gs of FLN'Y	 CIS 4515, p1 XLVIII






S'DY w of TYM'
	
mv VII!, 149-Mu k, p 325
d SIR'	 CIS 4553 p1 LX
RSP 172-Pabnyre 11,243 no 6,
fig 215
soM) m oIZBYD',d O(GYLW, w of)
	










'MBY (35 21)	 134/135AD d of BR". gd of)ZBD'TH	 C!4248 p1 XLII! PS35,pIX12
'MBy 499 3)	 5O-LOM) d of TYBWL gd of) TWRY	 PS3S6
'MBY (50 13)	 200-250 Al) d of ML'	 RSP 12 Abdul Hak, AAS 21952)235no21 pl V2
'MBY (286 1)	 (gf 01)f[ ] t HGRandM'NY.(f of)	 lnvVfII 200=rInghot,Beiyu3MQY	 1936) 95-97 no 5 A B p1 XX 3
PNO55a,c,pI XXXVIII1
Apr 130 Al) d of 1YM' and NBWSY gd of ML',
	
Starcky BMB 12 (1955) 42-43
(ggd of) GYR',sis o(BRYKY	 1K) H.pI XX3 PS3 p113
Apr 239Al) freedwoman of LWQYS 'w1Lys	 Ingholt, Berylus 5(1938) 124-
BRSMY' foster mother of BWN' I,,-	 133 no 2. p1 XLVII 1 MFP 215
no4l
fofBWN'	 PNO6I.p1XL2
M 156 Al) s of YDY'BL half brother of LSMS br Ingholt, Beryws 5 938) 106-
lO9nol,pl XL1 MFP2O7
no 9
Febr 267 d of BS' gd of S'RWM'	 Ingholt, Beryflis 2 1935) 102i)	 104 no 11. p1 XLII 1-MFP21O
no 22
Mardi 267 d of BS' (gd of) S'RWN'	 1nholt, Berytus 2 1935) 104-
106 no 12, p1 XLII 2-MFP 210
no23
150-200AJ) s o(NS' gs oI)'G' (ggs of) SLM'	 P5244 A
MWN (58 15)	 1 I) N I n aw I) H	 PS 498-Mi! k, p 43-Ptetrangel,MBSA,120no249 p1 XX2
















(C	 YDY	 RIP 718 b p1 XXXIV
hegniiing d Of ZBD'T'	 Starcky flAIR 12 (1955) 35 no 5.LCAD	 pIXVIII2
i of YRHY	 CIS 4428 p1 XII PS 403
APML 180 no 181
23o2SOAD ff1 Of }-IIi1	 CIS 4074 p1 XVII PSNCG 160
no 129
(ggf of) BYDW 'STYYI'W (gf of) 	 CIS 4062 p1 XXI
G'WR' (f o) NSM
mv X, 68
RIP 37 b, p1 ifi-Milik, p 284
(ggf of) BRNY, (gf of) B'LY. (f of)	 RSP 134, p1 VHI-Palmyre It,
'BD'Y	 2 fig 298
s of 'C)', gs of 'BDY	 Chabot, JA 12(1918) 282 no 7
(gi of) TYMLT, (f of) 'WY DLI	 mv 1V,24
RTP42O a, p1 XXII
gf of'vfl", f of MQY	 CIS 4437, p1 XLVI
ggf of YDY L and WFLBLT gf of	 Cantineau, RB 39 1930) 545-
WHBLT and 'WYDLT f of YDY'BL 546 no.13 A MFP 191 no 27















'App[aá]paou	 gi of MQYMW. I o(BRYKY s of
	 CIS 3931 p1 XVI mv 113
YRHI3WL'
'Aiiptodiwou	 (gf 01) MQYMW (f at) BRYKY	 SMC294-295no?34
I ofTM'	 Beth 198 no 12 p1 VIII 4-




mv VIII, 146=1P21 Milik,p
252
d of'SL'and'GYLW gd ofMLKW	 Iin'X!1,12,pl III Sci4pturesno
and B(W)LBRK
m of MLKW. KHYLW and BWN, d
	
CIS 4233, p1 XXXV
oIBR'TH, w of X
d of' SLWM. (sis ol) ES'	 CIS 4368. p1 LV PS 525=Milik,
p 64
d of WHI3LT	 CIS 4523, p1 LXII
d of'YTYI3L	 mv VllI,54
d of BLH'ZY	 17W VIII, 98
d ofM'NY	 mv WI!, 173 Mi k,p 245
d 0f'H}3Y	 Ingholt,MUSJ46(197 71 191
d of MQY. gd of 'ii	 p1 XLVI
55
MI' (436 2




1 'NIT' (66 6)
['IMT['] 84 9)
'MTB LI ci. of SRYK' Ben Hayyim, BJPES 13 1947)
145
MT 435 5) d of MLK'L (gd of) MQYMW
c3Tdc wofBS'NQB'
Sahby DM6(1992) 276 no 28,
p1 51 d=Sculptures no 341
lngtiolt, Berytus 5(1938)102
no3c,pI XXXVII 5
Ingholt Berytus 5(1938) 102
103 no3c p1 XXXVII23
d of 'LHBL. gd of WHBLT w of
	
CIS 4145 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
(YY bi WHBLT
d of SKYY gd of WHBLT, w of 	 CIS 4153. p1 XXVIII ImP IV 27
WHBLT 1w M'NY
Id of ML]KW.[gd of BLS]WRY,[ggd Saliby DM6 (1992)278 no3O.
ofS]SN	 P1 52b
m of t Slvp,d of SSN	 Saliby DM6(1992) 274 no 23.
p1 50 c=Sculptures no 340
d of [TYJPDT	 CIS 4599, p1 LXII
YWLY' 'wi y' 'rr'	 IouA(q A,pi1M Awe 263 AD d of BWLHZY, (gd of) MQYMW	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 110
(432 3)	 ApaO	 112 no2, p1 XLIV MFP 217
no46
YWLY' 'WRLY' '1fP'	 Mardi 265 d of BWLIrZY, (gd of) MQYMW	 Ingholt. Beryus 2 1935) 112
(432 3)	 114 no3.pl XLIV! MFP217
no 47
'?vffBL	 2491250 AD d of BGRT	 Starcky 13MB 12(1955) 36-38
no6 p1 XVIII 5
"NffBL 566 2)	 m of'TYMRSW , 'TMN and YML' (w CIS 4081, p1 XXIV
oOMS
'MTIYrH 49 30









"MTSLMN 602 3) patron of RWHIIL, freedwoman of	 Ingholt, Bervtus 2 1935) 91 933L bit ZBYEP	 no 2, p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
207 208 no 12
PS 210
"?vfFI?




At d of BWN', w of'GYLW br 'G br
	
CIS 4193 p1 XXXIII
MQYMW hr HD(WJDN	 Cantineau RB 39(1930)535-536
no5-MFP 187 no 13
d of NS' (gd ci) RB L S's of DYNYS Sculptures no 320
of[BWLY,doIMQYMW,w of	 lnvlV9c-IPl3 Milik.p 250-
ZBYJY hr }IYRN brMQYMW MPJ	 Makowskj DM1 (1983) 181 p1
50a
d of BL'QB gd of NS' w of 'LHBL hr CIS 4151, p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
[WHBL]T
d of [SBTY]	 Gawlikowski, Syna 47 (1970)
319no4,pI X1X34
210-230AD d of M1BN'	 CIS 4367 p1 XL-PSNCG 124
no79
d of HYR'	 C1S4609
'MTLT (29 6)
"rrNNY (49 24)
J52ft.D d ofBR',gd ofTNTN,w oITYM?br BSII.pl V3
BLHZY br Z13DBL
d of(BWLBRK)	 mv XII, 10 p1 H
"N' 572 2
'N' 230-2
Al) d of RZYSYH. w of GDY'	 CIS 4376 p1 LV PS 359-
APML 208 no 206





d of T(Y)MRSW	 Ingholt. Beryius 5(1938) 135
no 4 A
'NBT 1 (77 1)	 (gI of)HI3YBY.(f of) MLKW	 C1S3905 p1 I
Annubathi
'NWBT (77 1)	 ggf oIHYRNandHBYBY gf of 	 IS 3960 p1 Xffl InvX 87
YRHY and YRHY f of TYM'
	
(Palm )-t-lnv X. (Gieek)_1P9
HYRN
'NTYWKWS (120 4)	 f of t SF1YMY BTZBY	 CIS 3971 p1 V
'NTIK'
	 AvTCoxo	 nvIX,4a=Milik,p 158





As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62(1985)
279no9, fig 9
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS YDYBL alias iigholt MUSJ38 (1962) 106 p1
MZBN'	 II 1 —PSNCG 162 163 no 131
[s oil WHBLT	 RSP 145, p1 IV Pabnyre II.
250-251 no 12. fig 299
Febr 262	 PNO 57 p1 XXXVIII 2
'NQY(R) I (J3 1)	 (gf cii) ZBIYI'H f cii) MTN 	 RIP 819 b p1 XL=MiIik. p 164
'NQYR (136 1)	 (gf of) GRYMY 1 ci) ZBIYI'H	 Scidplures no 173 BounniSal by AAS 15(1965) 133 134,
p1 X Milik, p 164
'NQYR 266 1)	 (gf of) MLKW, I 01) 'WYD'	 Cl 3968 p1 XIV 1ev VI, 6-MiIk,p 7-8--RSP 157
'SWYT (590- 1)	 (gf ol) ZBDI3WL (I of) MLKW	 In t, Berytu 2 ( 935)9899
no 7 p1 XXXIX 2, XL—MFP
208-209 no 17




	 CIS 4068 p1 XIX
'syc	 Of CTCQB
	 CIS 4432 p1 XXXVII PS 179
'SDR (142 1)	 (ggf of) GYLW, (gf ci) ZBYIY, (1	 Sculptures no 316
ci) 'GYLW
SCDR (142 1)	 (ggf of) YRHY,(gf ci) ZBYD'. (f of) 	 Sculptures no317
GYLW
'SPD/R	 (gf of) 'GYLW (f of) YRH}3WL' 	 BS 17 p1 VII
'SPDYN	 CIS 4054, p1 XIX
[']SPYDN	 258/259 Al) s [of X, gs of MJLKW, ggs of N[S'J	 CIS 4049
'SRY' (93 1)	 (ggf of) t HBP,(gf of)ZB[ .],(f of)	 RSPIO4.pI V
HI KS
'SRY' (93 1)	 (gf of) HNYN. (f of) 'GYLW	 PNO 2, p1 XLV 9
'SRY' (93 1)	 [gf ofX],(f of) [CGY]LW	 PNO2bs pI XLV4
'SRY (93 1)	 (ggf of)'G' (gf of)HNYN' (1 of) 	 PNO8
'GYLW
'sm	 3rd c. Al)	 Beth, 206 no 126, p1 XXVII
'BEY]
	
(gf ci) [MLKW, f ci) HYRN	 Ri'!' 770 a, p1 XXXVII
["13]Y 87 1	 ggggf of) ['GY]LW (gggf ci)	 CIS 3990 p1 XV
HYR[N] (ggf of) I3LHZY gf of)
BL. (f 01) [MIQY
59
"B(Y)' (44 1)
"BY' (44 1)	 'Aaa







["BY] (44 1)	 'Aa$€L
"BY' (44 1
["BY] (44 1)	 'Aalkt
[''BY]	 44 1)	 'AaeL
"[BY] 44143
(gf of) YRHBWL', (1 of) MLKW
	
1P36-MiI,k, p 233 Pabnyre
VI 89
(ggf ol)TYMRSW,(gf o LSMS,(f
	
C!S3963,p XIII InvX 47 p1
of) MLKW	 VIII 2
gggf of) MLKW (ggf of) LvIS, (gf mv X. 131 p1 ifi 8-MIIIIL p 234
of) HNBL, (f ci) BR'TH
(gggf of) YRIIBWI', (ggf of) MLKW, du Mesnil du Bu,sson CPA!.
(gI of) LSMS,(f of) HNBL
	
1966.170 174no4 P1 III IV
Pabnyre VI 83 mv XII. 48-49
pIXI
(gf of) YRHBWL', (f of) MLKW
	
RTP 763 a, p1 XXXVII Mitik, p
233 no 13
(ggf of) TYMRSW, (gf of) MLKW, (1 CIS 4457 p1 LVIH-PS 115=
of) TYMRSW	 APML 214 no 211
(ggf of) MZBN', (gf of) MLKW, (f
	
CIS 4456, pf LIX-PS 153 A
of) TYMRSW
[(ggggf of) SL?vlN, (gggf of)
	
CIS 4458 p1 XXXIX. LXIII
YRHBWL'J. (ggf ci) MLKW, (gf	 PS8. p1111 1-Mihk p 235=
LSMS, (1. of) HNHL
	
PSNCG 50-51 no 8
(ggf of) SLMN,(gf of)YRHBWL',(f RW3laand34a,p! ffl-Mthk,
of) MLKW	 p 233 no 13
Rostovtzeff &rytus 2 (1935
143 148
(gf of) BR'TH, (f of) HNBL
	
Ingholt. AA 1 193 191 194
fig 1 PSNCG42noI
(ggf of) YRHBWL', gf of) LSMS. (f
	
lnv X. 1 4 p1 IV 8 a-d_Seyng.
of) X	 Syria 22 (1941)256 no
XVIII
I ggf of) YRHBWL' (gf of) MLKW,
	
mv X 59-Seyng Syria 22
(1 of) L1Sj	 (1941) 249 no 17









RTP 908 a, p4 XLIII PSN G
201 no2C13
(gggf of)'X,(ggf of)MLKW.(gf of) C1S4318 p4 XXXVII PS83
LBDBWL (f of) MLKW	 PSNCG 87 no 45 Ingholl. AA 3
(1932) 10, fig 3
ggf ol) 'GYLW (gf ci) MQYMW. (f CIS 4319-PS 87
of)MLKW
gf of) 'RTH, (f of) MQYMW CIS 432 p1 XXXVII PS 379-
PSNCGS6no44 IngboILAA3
(1932)10, fig 4
gf of) 'SB', (f of) MQYMW	 CIS 4324 p1 LII PS 338-
APML 163 no 167
Apr 135A0	 mv Xi, 1, p4 I
"YLMY	 gf of BWLH]ZY, [f ofl NLWRY]	 BOUnnI,AAS 15 (1965)87 98 p1
I in the Arabic part
"YLMY	 of' NBY, s. of LSMS	 SaIiby.DM6 (1992)270 no 2, pt
45 b=Scu!pflues no342
"YLMY	 R7P3I8bis,b
"YLMY (138 3)	 'AatAapa	 f of YWLYS 'WRLYS HLPWN (s	 C1S4031 p1 XXI, XXII
of) ZBYD', (gs of) 'QWP'
''YUvIY (521 2	 f oV'YT',(s of)YRHY
	




of ZBYL gs of) HYRN	 In'i IV 9drrIP I5Mi1ik, p 25
Makowski DM 1(1983), p1 51 b
	
gggf ol) "YLMY, NRGLZBD and	 Canhineau RB 39(1930) 536-537
'G LW,(ggfof)BLHZY,(gfot) 	 no6AMFPl89nol9
NWRY, (1 of) ZBDBWL
No, 1 Al)	 HLHZY gs of NWRY ggs of 	 Cantineau RB 39(1930) 536-537
	




'YLM[Y] 2 (55 6)
"YLMY (55 6)
"YLMY (55 6)




(gf of)SGL,(f of)W1-IBLT,(s of)	 Ingholt,,SynaIl(1930)242,pI
BLIIZY	 XL 1
(ggf of) ZBYLP, (gf ol) MQYMW. (f
	
CIS 4243 p1 XLIII PS 24 p1
HPN	 VIII 2—Milik. p 252
'AaLXapELv	 Apr 139 AD s o(HYRN, gs o(MQYMW, ggs of 	 CIS 3930 p1 VIII mv 11,2
HYRN, (gggs of) MI"
'AUtAaMCLc	 Ax 149AD s ofHYRN,gs oIMQYMW.ggs of	 C1S4168 p1 XXIX lnvlV,9
HYRN, (gggs of) ?vff' b of ziytp	 ab—MtP 197 no 51 MIik, p
[gggf] of ZBDBWL (ggf of) 'GYLW	 mv X 40 p1 II 1-1? 7—Milik, p
(gf of) r 'OJMT, (f of) '[GYLWJ
(ggf of) ZBYIY. (gf of) WHBLT, (f 	 RSP 112_Hassani-Starcky, AAS
o zii	 3 (1953) 153 154, p1 1 7
bny	 R17'98bandlO9a,pl.VI=
Milik,p 149
bny	 RTP 503 b, p1 XXV
'TNDWR' 'FWQH (141. 1)	 (ggf of) DWR', (gf of) ZBDBWL, (1	 CIS 4084, p1 XXV
of)
'PYN (267 1)	 (gf of) LQSYNI'. (f of) ZBYIY	 CIS 4003 p1 XXIV
'PLY
	 f of F IDN	 mv VIII, 159-1P66
'PLY	 mv Xl 97. p1 XII Milik, p 308-
309
'pLy	 s of) KLB'	 RiP 439 b p1 XXffl
'PLNYS







'1}rr	 mv VIII 193








f of YWLYS 'WRLYS GYLW
	
Inghoft,MUSJ38(1%2) 106 p1
111 PSNCG 162 163 no 131
f of YWLYS 'WPLYS 'GYLW lngholt. Berylus 2(1935)98-99
no7.pf XXXIX2.XL—MFP
208-209 no 17
(gggf of) 'BD'STWR, (ggf of)	 Ingholt, Bertus 5 (1938) 120-
NWRBL. (gf of) KHYLW, (f of)
	
124no1. p1 XLVI I 2—MFP
TNWRY	 191 no26
(gf oflTM',f 01 cc?	 mv ViIi,11
(ggf. of) ML[KW]. (gf of) [LYS'], (1
	
BS 14. p1 V 2
of) MLKW
(ggf of)MLKW,(gf of) CLYSc (1 of) BS15 p1 V3
MLKW
(f of) ZBYD'	 hip Viii, 27
'SR	 941)
W 2631)
(gf of) LSMS. (1 of) MQYMY	 PNO 47 a p1 XXXIV 5
(ggf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS HLPWN, 	 CIS 4031 p1 XXI XXII
(gf of) "YLMY, (1 of) ZBYD'
gf 01 MLKW, I 01 NBWL' Teixjdoc Sumer 18 1962 63-64




C1S 3917 p1 VT mIX 15=








'QM' (14 17 68 26
t Q (150 5)
'QM' 169 4)
No I0SADg [ofN'JRY gs oPQYH	 C1S3917 p1 VI InviX 15=
Milik,p 307 Pahn)'reVl,73
• AKKc4ou	 [gf of 'QYH, f of wi-lB 'fl	 Palm yre 1,207 no 1, fig 229
[s of WHBLT gs of 'QYHI
	
Palntyre 1,207 no I fig 229
i50-200M) s ofHNBLand t HR' b oIML'	 C1S4615,pI XU PS 164
No is Al) d of 'GYLW	 As'ad Teixidor, DM2 ( 1985)42
no 15
50-150 Al) d of BR'TH	 RSP 103 e As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 106-108no30=
Sculptures no 209-212
d of BLTY GRMNWS gd of ML'	 CIS 4212. p1 XXXV mv VII, 13
rMFP 217 no 45
So-1S0AX) d of MQYMW	 C!S4466, p1 UX=PS 354
50-I5OAJ) d of MQY	 C154570PS347
d ofG'	 mv Viii, 185a
iso-zooM) d of HI )
	
P5394
50-IS0AD m o(NBWSWR.d of'G',(gcL ci)	 RSP 103 b=As'adTaha, AAS18
(1968) 106-lO8no3O=
Sculptures no 209 212
d of'(G)', gd of [MT]NY	 C1S 4472
50-ISOAS) m o(SRYKW and BTHW,d of	 CIS 4518 A-C, p1 xxxvm






1 'QM' (556 3)
1 [']QM (571 2)
5 'QM' (299 19)	 d of NWRBL gd of 'FYK' S's of S'D	 PSNCG 116-117 no73
5 'QM' (363 3)	 SO1SOAD d of?vfFNY.gd of HYRN	 C1S4606 pl L-PS352
d of BWLM', w of MLKW br MLKW CIS 4237 A 13 p1 XXXIV mv
MQYMW	 VII 8AB Milik,p 113
m of ML' (w of) TYBWL bc ML'
	
CIS 4573 A B PS 252-Parlaska,
DM3 (1988) p1 47d
d of 'TVB. (gd of) [ZBD]'TFI (ggd 	 CIS 4224
of) [TJQB
d of t
 SYG' and BLSWRY	 Saliby, DM6(1992) 278 no 31,
p1 52c
d of [NBIWM' sis of [N]YNY	 Tadmorea 111,36 e
'QM' (5793)	 50-150	 d of CGYLW. w of YDY'BL by YRHY CIS 4346, p1 XLVIII-PS 361
'QM' (586 2)	 patron of 'BD(')	 CIS 4482, p1 LXI!
'LQM'] (80 22)	 ['Asq1]v	 201t202 Al) [d of] MQYMW. (gd of) MN'[YM], w RSP26, p1 I Bounni. AAS 11
of TYMR[SW br] ZBIYTH	 (1961)151152 no3
1 'QM (85 14)	 200-250A!) d o(ZBDBWL gd of'G' w of	 CIS 4336 p1 Ull-PS267-MiI,Ic,
YRHJ3WL' 1w LSMSY br TYM'	 p 267
"QM' (90 23)	 ci of DYNYS and t HOT gd ol) S'DY CIS 4287, p4 XLVIII PS 337
APML 164-165 no 168
'WRLY' QM' 594 2	 [Aipi1A(u	 ci of 'NIIY]KLS HLYPY patron of [" mv fV, 13 IP 40=MFP 200
AaqifJ	 YWLY' 'WRLY' TIYM'
	
no 63
y y' ', y' QM'	 July243 Al) gd of RPBWL d of WRDN,sis of 	 Lngholt, Siuthes G C M1es. 1974,




QM'' (5973)	 d of HI3ZY	 C/S 4338 p1 XL-PS488
'QME1 597 3)	 [d of HBZ]Y, patmn ocr L]WY'
	
C/S 4339 p4 XL-PS 485
'QM[Ll (47 21)
'[QlvfJL '(14 1)	 Ayyupa).ou
'QML (14 1)	 'Aiciap[dA]ou






'QML (14 1,68 5)
1 ('Q]?vIf (63 20)
f o(SLM',[s of] SRY
	
C/S4220 pt XXXIV
(ggf of) [YWLYS 'WRLY]S	 Gawlikowski BeryJus 19(1970)




(ggggf 01) MLKW, (gggf of) LVfS,
	
C/S 4167 p4 XXX ME!' 196




(ggf of) 'RWN' and EGYLW]. (gf of)	 C/S 4120, pt XXVI mv VII!, 75
S'DY, (1 of) (NWRBL]	 A B+Inv VIII, 67 Milik, p 304-
305 ME? 187no11
(gf of)HB', (f of) '0'	 Palmyre Viii, 122 no 27, p1
LXXXV 184
(ggf of)'G' (gf of)LSIvIS,(f of)
	
RSP49,pI I PalmyrelV,185
'DYNI-1	 no4, fig 216
(ggf of) NWRBL,MQYMWand	 InvXIJ,1,pl I
HYRN, (gf ci) MLKW, (f ci) NWRBL
(ggf of) 'RWN' and ['GYLWJ, (gf of) 	 Tadinorea ii!. 38-Milik, p 305
S'DY, (1 ot) [NWRBL)
gf of) ['GY]LW. f of) NWRBL	 Tadmorea II 25=Palmyre Vi
56-57 no3-Mi k, p 3Q3 304 p1
XII 2
ggf of) NBWSWR, gf of) 'Q?vP (f
	 RSP 103 b=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
ci)'0'	 (1968) 106-108 no3O=
Scu4vures no 209 212









Mv VIII, 195 b
'Aicpu0q	 d of [MLXWI gcL of ['ILHBL	 Inghoft. Berytus 3 (1936) 98-104no7.pI XIX 2-MIik.p 182 184
150-2eOAfl d of YDY	 CIS 4584, p1 LXIII PS 426
d ofWHll',ss offf	 Hofhjzer,0MR068(1988)
3739. p11,11 1-4
RSP 123-Hassani-Starcky. AAS




1 'Qlvff (29 5)
cr (40 20)
1 'QMT (470 4)
50-'5OAD d of HYRN gd of BNR,m of	 RSP37-Boonni.AAS 11 (IXi)
NBWZBD BRYKY	 156-157 no 14-Bounni-Saliby.
AAS 7(1957)47 no 12-Land
des Baal.p 203. fig 182-
Sculptures no. 330
m of ZBD'TH, TYM' and PQB, d of	 mv Vi!!. 63=CanUneau, RB 39
TYM'. w of TYMS' be ZBIYFH QYS' (1930) 542 543 no.11
50-150 Al) d of 1NTN andt 'H' gd of ZBD'TH	 CIS 4516 A B, p1 LPS 102
and N
d of r H]IY. gd of MQYMW, ggd of	 CIS 4190, p1 XXXIV Milik, p
S'DY
50-ISOAD d0fYRHY.(gd of)SG'	 C!54574,pl LXI PS346
'QIvfl' (49 24)	 d of'TWY and CGYLW gd of	 mv XII. 13, p1111 Sculptures no
LESIMS ani iw LBRK	 356
'QlV!F (539-2)	 m of ZBDBWL d of ZBIYrH 	 CIS 4605. p1 LXIII
t 'QN'fF 62 10)	 d of BLHZY gd ol) NWRY	 CIS 4464 p4 LX
67
"QMT (74 5)	 d o(BRWQ gd of TYMS' w of 	 Saliby DM6(1992)279no33
RLswRbNcrY pj'	 p1 53a
'QMT (75 13)	 5MI94 d of YRHY.gd of MQYMW	 Ingholt,Betytu.c5(1938 95-1 1
no 2. p1 XXXIV 2—MFP 214
no36
'Q1V!F (83 6	 IO2OOAJ d of HGGW, (gd of) ZBYIY, (ggd of) 	 CIS 4200. p4 XL_PS 412
NN
'Q1{r (86 7)	 d o(S'DY	 Ingholt,Beiylus2(1935)81 no4
['Q]MT (22.5)	 IAxalpuOou	 gf oIZBDBWLf of'GYLW,s of 	 !nvX 40 pt II 1=1P7 Milik,p





ht c. BC gf of WHBY, f. of NWRBL	 Tadmorea 11,24
'QMT (28 1)	 gf of S'YL', f. of [NIWRBL	 Jiw XI, 92, p1 XI—MIik p 102
'QMT HB'' (82 7)	 '' '" d of MLKW RB'. gd of MLKW. (ggd.	 Ingholt, BerP1US 2 (1935)91 93
of) MLXW, (gggd. of) NWRBL S's of no 2. p1 XXXIX 2, XL—MFP
NWRBL	 207 208no 12
QMr IIB" (82 7)	 '	 d ofMLKWRB'.gd oIMLKW (ggd	 Inghoft,Berytus2 1935)9395
of) M11(W. (gggd of) NWRBL sis. of no 3 p1 XXXIX 2. XL=MFP
NWRBL	 208 no 13
'P'WM (271 5)	 Apr	 s oITYMS'. gs of BNY alias 'RWN, CIS 4121 mv IV, 5=MFP 188
b of BNY and 'LHS'
	
nol4—Mthk, p 305
'B'S' (47 1)	 (gf oOX.(f OOMQYMW	 i,wXJi 28,pl VII
'B'S' (47 1)	 (ggf of) PSY'L gf of) SRY, (f of)
	
CIS 4219. p1 XXXIV
RN3WL
'B'S (47 1	 gI of'X. (1 of) [S]RY
	
CIS 4222
'B'S 47 1)	 ggf of) RPBWL. (gf of) PQB f of) CIS 4225
ZBLYTH
68
'R'S (47 1)	 (gggf of) TVB RPBWL and SRY,	 1P35
(ggf of)BRTI-I,(gf of)'TQB (f of)
ZBD'TH
'RHDWN	 (1 of) 'BDSLM'	 RiP 682 b. p1 XXXII
'RW[N'l ? (580 2)	 s o(YDY93L,b O(tTDR[N]
	
C1S4352AB,p1 Lffl,UV PS
'RWN' (14 6)	 'APiV1<V>	 a of ST)Y, gs of [NWRBLI. ggs ci)	 CIS 4120 p1 XXVI mv VII!. 75
['JQML, b of ['GYLWI	 A B+Inv VIII. 67 Mihk. p 304-305-MFP 187 no 11
'RWN" (14 6)	 a of SDY, gs of [NWRBLI. (ggs ci) 	 Tadmorea III. 38-Milik. p 305
'QMLb of[GYLW]
'RIBN (139 1)	 (ggf ol)NSRY HBY,(gf of)'G',(f 	 C1S3968.pI XIV mv V1,6=
of) NSRY HBY
	
Milik. p 78=RSP 157
MRQWS YWLYWS	 MapKo 'Iou)aoc 150250 ) f c( LWQL' (f-in law ci) PR1NKS	 CIS 4401. p4 LVI APML 162
MKSMWS 'RSlYDS (552 MaLpo	 no 166
1)	 ApiaTEtbts
'RQTWS (606 1)	 gf of BSS. I of M'N[W]	 Mv XI. 5. p4. I
'RQYM9 (272 1)	 (gf of) TM'. (f of) GYLW	 Sculptures no 353
'RT (318 4)	 (m. ci) HYRN. d of BBT S's of t	 CIS 3907 p1 I
BKRW,acl'I3RIL,w cfMMbr
'WB
'SBR (275 1)	 gf ofZBDBWLand'SBR.f of 1 NBY	 Sculpfluesno352
'SBR (275 4)	 a off NBY,gs c('SBR,b of Z}3DBWL Scu4tures no 352
'SD





















f O1JVff (f inlawof)LSMS	 C1S4478AB,pI LXII
s of PSY'L	 mv VIII, 175
gf of) HYR', (1 of) MLKW	 Ingholt, PGS p1 12=Cussini,
Syria 69(1992) 427-429, fig 3-4
(gf of) 'GYLW, (f of) CGYLW	 RI'!' 537 a, p1 XXVII
(gi of) MQYM, (f of) ZBDBWL mv XI 99 p1 XIH—Starcky,
Stud, Levi Della Vida, 1956, p
516
(gf of) MLKW, (1 of) YRHY	 CJS 4467, p1 LVIII
(gf of) S'IM, (f of) HYRN	 Ri'!-' 480 b p1. XXIV
(f of)'LYS'	 RIP 181 b,pl X
(f of) 'GYLW	 RI'!' 420 b, p1 XXII












__ f of YRHY	 IP 3 1-Cant,neau. Syria 12AD	 (1931) 117no2 fig 2-Inv!X
28=Gaw kowski. Syria 48
(1971)413-414 p1 XXIII
2-Milik p 270-277 Aggoula.Semiflca32 1982 111 116
f of Si ', s of)S'
	
1P31-Cantineau. Syria 12
(1931) 117no2. fig 2-Isv IX.
28=Gawltkowski, Syna 48
(1 71)413-414 pi xxm
2_Milik. p 270-277 Aggoula.Semsuca32 19821111 116
I of ZBD'TH, s of ZBD'TI-L gs of
	
CIS 4159 p1 XXXIII MFP 192
SRY, ggs of ZBD'TI-1, gggs of MU(W '° 33
alias R'S
f of t W'(alias)BTHWML RSP42_Bounni,AAS1I(1961)












Bf JY (80 16)
113'
gf of LSMS,f of HLYPY
	
Cantineau, Syria 12 (1931) 132
133 no 12 fig 12-Palmyre W.
33 34, fig 5=Miltk, p 219, p1 IX
12
f of HLYPY. s of HLYPY	 CIS 3956 p1. XVI-Jnv V.7-
Milik,p 116
f of BLTY1N, s. of MLKW, (gs. of)	 C1S 4158 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 21
TRSWRY	 Y
I of BLTYHN	 CIS 4152 p1 XXVIII mv 1,27
s of [MJ'NY. gs of WHB T	 CJS 4135, p1 XXVIII mv IV. 27
I ofBLTYHN	 RSP2I Pahnyre 1,219 no 15
g 197-Sculptw'es no 275 and
423
9)-ISO AD [dl of ML[KWJ, (gd of) ED YNS 	 RSP3O=rBounni AAS 11(1961
153 no7 Bowini Saiiby,AAS7




BI3W	 Bou	 ID 36
BBT (318 1)
	 gm oft BRLL,m of BKRW andRF CIS 3907, p1 1
BBT'	 IAD w of X	 RSP 147, p1 VIII Pafrnyrel,
211212no61ig 128-
Oawlikowski, ET3 (1966) 142,
Ig 1 Milik,p 168-169
BGD	 (gf of) X. (1 of) I9WYD'	 CIS 4455 p1 LVI
BGDN	 f of q'ypj.	 PS 395
BGDN	 f of ZHDLH	 PS 141
BGDN (1541)	 (ggf of)MZBN',(gf of)YRIIBWL',(f P5210
ol) RPB
BGDN (604 2)	 patron of SLMI'
	 CIS 4340 P1 LIV PS 428=
APML 158 no 162
BGDN (63 29)	 [	 150 An s of'LHBL, gs of MIKW
	 CIS 4402, p1 XLII PS 144-
'A.}o)41&Ja.poc	 Mthk, p. 245=APML 195 no 196
BGY	 Buyyc	 Ap 191 Al) s of CZYZW, gs of MLKW




Boypavqç	 Ai 118 AD S of ZBIYTH	 liw Vi!! 78
[BORN] (537 2)	 Boypavou	 (f of RPBWL, s of ZBD'T1-{J	 my VIII 80













BGSW 1 (12 6)
BG[SW] ' (12 6)
RGSW 2 (12 12)
BO5 t,i 2 (12 12)
[BGSW] 2 (12 12)	 Byoo[J
BDN
gf of SLE ] I o(MQYMW	 mv XII, 15 p1 II
(s of) ]RW, (gs ot) HNYNY	 I,w VII. l4-Mlik, p 247
h.ic(I)74	 of QML' [gs of] 5D	 Starcky, ARNA. 161 162 no 1. p1
Al)	 31
f of HW, s of ZBDBWL	 mv IX, 33-Cantineau, Syria 12
(1931) 128-129 no9. fig 9-
Mihk,p 238
[gf of] BGSW [f of) HB['] mv IX 34=Cantineau. Syria 12(1931) 129 130 no 10 fig 10=
Milik. p 238-239
[gf ofBGSW.fofHB' s of	 InvXII,19 p1 V-InvIIl,2=
ZIIDBWL]	 Mthk, p 240=Pabnyre VI, 80-81
(gf of) RB'L (f of) HYRN	 CIS 3968, p1 XIV mv VI, 6=
Milik, p 7-8-RSP 157
(ggf of) "TY, (gf of) RB'L (I of)
	
CIS 4455, p1 LXIII-Milik, p 247
HYRN
s of HBEI. [gs of] BGSW mv IX, 34=Cantineau, Syria 12(1931)129 l3Ono 10. fig 10=
Milik,p 238-239
13V133 Al) (s of) H13'	 RI'? 32 a, p1 III-Milik, p 238
no 18
[s of HB' gs oIBGSW ggs of
	
mv Xli 19 p1 V-Mv 111,2-
ZHDBWL]
	
Mthk, p 240=Pahnyre VI, 80-81
















B(W)LBRK 2 (49 12)




f ofMl'	 C1S4043 !nvXI.18 p1!!
(s o4)TTN	 PN066
gf MLKW, I of MQYMW, (a of) 	 CIS 4122 p1 XXVII mv VII, 6
HWML	 A MFP 188 no 15
(gf of)BWLRRK,ff,0flMQYMW	 InvXll,2,pl Land!!
fof t '! 'fFJYFH	 InvX!16 pill
s o((BWLBRK)	 JnvXll,9,pl II
AF 239 Al) s. of MQYMW. (gs of) BWLBRK
	 mv XII 2. p1 I and II
hofJvffbrtBWRP	 lnvXll,5,pLll
h of 1 '?vfIIYFH	 InvXlI,6,pI 11
(gf of) '?vfr. I of) COY LW	 !rrv XII, 12 p1 ffl=Sculptures no
357
(gf of) 'QMT. ( o CGYLW	 Inv XII, 13. p1 1!! Sculplw-es no
I ofX	 InvXI,49 p1 VI
135-lw AD Es of) MLKW	 CIS 4400 p1 XXXV! PS 76=
PSNCG 60 no 16











BWL}? 246 2 35 12
BWL}?	 BwX	 Apr.	 s of WHBY, gs of BWLHZY b of	 mv VIII. 59—MFP 191 192 no29
MQYMY HYRN, ISMS and BCL[Y]
BWLL?	 bny	 RTP82a,pl V ?vblticp Ill,
150
BWLIP	 RTP235b Pl XIII
BWLH'
	 RTP28Ob.pl XV
BWLL?	 (S of) M'	 RTP 383 b, p1 XX
bny	 RTP7I8a,pL XXXIV
103	 s of'TNWRY. gs. of HYRN
	
Dunant, Mélanges P. Collart,
1976,p 161, fig 1
ggf of X, gf of [. .JTH, f of	 CIS 4488, p1 XLIPS 348=
[M1QYMW, (s. 01) QWPYN	 PSNCG 67 no.23
[gf of] 'LYS' and DYN', [f of] X. (s 	 In'i XI, 80, p1 IX—Milik, p 1-5,
of)'YWN[WJ	 p1.11
[s. of XI, (h. of)'PMbrtXbr'WSY	 CIS 3969. p1 XH—!nv XI, 84, p1
IX=Mjlik, p. 62
(ggf of) YRHBWL' and BHR', (gf of) 	 Sculptures no 277
B'DY' I of)G
f.ofBWN',s of BWN',gs of YQRWR C1S4195,pl XXVII.Ingholt,
Beylus 5(1938) 109 110 no 2.
p1 XL2—MFP2O7no1O
gf of RM'. f of ZBDLH
	
CIS 4257 p1 XXXVI PS 6 p1
U 2—CSIA 106-107no82
f of 1HIY, s of ZBDL', (f-in law of)	 CIS 4247, p1 XU PS 34, p1 XI
__	
1=PSNCG 45-46 no 4
75
BWLI? (336 1)	 gf of MYN' i of BWN'	 lnghoU, Rei'ytus 5(1938) 124-
133no2.pI XLVII 1 MFP 215
no 41
BWLH (341 2)	 1 of SLM', s of BWRP, (1 in law of) Cantineau RB 39(1930) 548-549
GYLW	 nol4—MFP2O6no6
BWLH (35 24) f of HDYRT 'H'. s O(BRC, gs of	 C1S 4255 p1 XXXV P544 p1
ZBD'TH	 XIII 4
BWLH' (441 2)	 f of HYRN (s ol) NI3WS WRY	 RSP 87, p1 III Asad Taha,
AAS 18(1968)97 no 12—
Sculptures no 188
BWLH' (454 2)	 f of YRHY, Ls ofl QHM'	 Seen on the market
BWLH' (68 11)	 f of BRCTH(s of) G(Y)LW, (gs ol)	 RSP94=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
NBWSWR	 (1968) 99 100 no 20=Sculptures
no 213
BWLI? (68 15)	 s of 7BDBWL h. off NYBN bit YDY RSP 80 p1 ffl—As'ad Taha,
brNHwSwR	 AAS 18 (1968) 95 no5=
Sculptures no 217
BWLH' (68 17)	 f of BWLI?, s of BWLH'	 RSP 78=As'ad Taha. AAS 18(1968) 94 no 3—Sculptures
no 197
BWLFP (68 30)	 50-150 Al) s o(BWLH', gs of BWLH'	 RSP78—As'ad Taha, AAS 18(1968) 94 no3 Sculptures no.
BWLH' (68 31)	 f of HWR', s of RWR', (gs of)	 RSP 88—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
NBWSwRY	 (1968) 97 no 13=Sculplures
no 205
BWLIP (68 48)	 I50AO S OfGYLW gs of ZI3DI3WL,(ggs of) RSP 100 c=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
NBWSWR	 (1968) 101 102 no 27—
Sculptures no 188 193
BWLH' (68 51 150200A1) s of HWR' RSP89=As'ad Taha, AAS 18(1968 97 98 no 14_Sculptures
no 207
BWLH' (906)	 1 of WHBLT, s of BWRP gs 01)	 CIS 4282, p1 XLVffl
'HYTWR
BWLH' (90 9) f of WiT (s of) 'T?'ffN, (gs of)	 CIS 4287 p1 XLVIII PS




BWLI? 2 (6 2)
BWLH' (99- 1)
	




'TNTN	 no 4 p1 IX 2_Milik, p 260












IaI,104An S o(NBWSWRY RB'	 RSP79-ASad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 94 no 4-Sculptures
no 199
gf of G[ J f of HWR (s of)	 RSP 76. p1 III As'ad Taha,
wswi	 AAS 18(1968)93 no I
Sculptures no 217
gf of BWLI? f of BWLH'	 RSP 78_As'ad Taha, AAS 18





f of ZBDBWL, (S of) NBWSWRY	 RSP85As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 96 no 10=Sculplures
no 194
(s. of) NBWSWRY, h of B'DY' bit 	 RSP 81-As'ad-Taha, AAS 18
HYPN p	 (1968) 95 no 6=Sculpiures
no.198
gf O(GYLW f ofHWR',(s of) 	 RSP9O.pI IV As'adTaha,
MS 18(1968)98 no 15=
Sculptures no 208
gf of t TM' f ofHWR'	 RSPIOIc As'adTaha,AAS18
1968) 102 105 no 28-
Sculptures no 188 193
ggf of MLKW, gf of'GYLW f of 	 RSP 101 e As'ad Taha, AAS 18
ZBDI3WL, (s i NBwswR	 (1968) 102 105 no 28-.
Sculptures no 188 193
gf ofGYLW f of ZBDBWL (s 01) 	 RSPIOIf As'adTaha,AAS18
NBWSWR	 (1968) 102 105 no 28-
Sculptures no 188-193
f of WDY s of) NBWSWR	 RSP 102 b=Asad Taha, MS 18(1968) 105-106no29-
Sculptures no 188 193
gf of MLKW f of rS' (s of) HSS	 Cantineau Syria 12 (1931) 123-125no5,fig 5=!nvJX,12a
77
BWLI? 2 (6 2)	 gf of HSS I of NS',(s of)HSS	 CIS 3915 p1 VI InviX 13





BWLH 4 (49 26)
BWLH' (49 26)
EBWIL}P 5 (90-5)
BWLI? 5 (90 5)
[B]WLH 6 (90 19)
BWL}? 6 (90- 19)
B[WJLHZY	 BwXaeo
BWLWZY
gf of MLKW I of NS'	 Cantineau Syria 12(1931)122
123 no4 fig 4-InvIX ha
(f f) ycj)	 Teixidw MI/SI 42 1966) 178
no3a p4 13
(f of) TYMQ4D	 RTP64b p IV
APr 205 AD s of HYRN.gs oI'TQB (ggs of) 	 RSP 127 Hassani-Starcky AAS
HWML	 7(1957)111114 p1 1V6=Milik.p 255-257 no.30
s of HYR.N	 RTP 33 a b p1 III Milik, p 255-
257 no.30
[gf. of B]WL}P. [f of] 'TNTN, (s. of) 	 C/S 4285 p1 XXXV!, U PS
'HYTWR	 142-PSNCG 64 no 20
gf of YRHY,I of 4TNTN	 C!S4283 ph. XLLLI PS 57=
PSNCG 73 no 29
120-140 AD [s. of] 'TNTN, [gs of BW]LH'. (ggs of) c/S 4285 pt XXXV! U PS
'HYTWR	 142=PSNCG 64 no 20
f of BWRP s of) 'T(N)TN	 C/S 4286 ph XXXVII PS 95=
PSNCG61 no 17
ID 24=Rep VI. 171 no 690
fofM(W	 lni'V1I,133
BWLffZY
	 R1P277b p1 XV
BWLHZY
	
BAaCaIou	 gI of BWU? MQYMY. HYRN, LSMS Mv VII 59-MFP 191 192 no 29
and B'LLY] I of WHBY
78
BWLY (162 1) (gf of) WI-IB', (I of) tBI)"	 lngholt. BeryfliS 1(1934)42-43
no6.pl X2
BWLHZY (27 1)
BWLRZY (432 2)	 BoAaCa(ou
BWLITZY (432 2)
BWLY
(ggf of) BLffZY,(gf of)'(3' (f of)	 BS43 p4 X113
WHBY
I oft y W y 'WRLY' 'M'P,(s of)	 1ngholt,Bery1us2(195) ii
MQYMW	 112 no2,pl XUV MFP217
no46
I of YWLY 'WRLY' '?vff', (s of)
	
Ingbolt Bervtuz 2(1935)112
MQYMW	 114no3. p4 XUV 1 MFP217
no 47
of CGYLW	 CIS 4533, p1 XLV!
BWLY (180 4)	 s of MLQ, gs. of [. ]R', (ggs of) HYPN RSP 180, p1 VIII—Palmyre Ill,
245no 15. fig 187
BWLY (557 1)	 f. of'LHBLRB'L and MHRW	 PNO37, p1 XXVIII 4
BWL[Y]' (55- 14)	 BdAa,'o
[BWLY] (55 14)	 BiAavo]
BWLY' (55 14)	 BuXavo'
[BWLYI I (55 14)	 [B4Aavo}c
BWLY'
20 Oct 162 s. of ZBYD'. gs of HYRN, ggs of	 RSP 125=Hassani Starcky. AAS
MQ(YMWI (gggs	 7(1957) 101 102, p4 IV 1
s of [ZBYD' and 1 '!TFH, gs of HYRN mv IV 9 c!P 13 Milik p 250=
and MQYMW,ggs of MQYMW gggs Makowskl, DM1 (1983) 181, p1
ofMT]	 30a
20 Oct 162 s of ZBYD', gs of HYRN, ggs of 	 RSP l26Hassani Starcky. AAS
MQYMW.(gggs	 7(1957) 102 111, p1 IV 2
[s oIZBYIY,gs ofHYRN ggs of	 Miik,p 250(C+D.A+B)=!P14
MQYMW, gggs of MT', h oft 	 A+B C+D=Makowsia. DM 11983), p1 49b
(s o1)'}'ff	 !rsv XI, 57, p1 VII
BWLY' (50 12)	 '°" d ofCGs gd oCBWRP,sis ofML'	 RSPI1—AbdulHak,AAS2(1952) 233 235no20 p1 112-
Lan.d des BaaI p 199 fg 178=
Sculpiures no 424
BWLYIY	 s o() MHRJYF	 R71'36 a, p1 III Mjlik,p 295-296
79
B[W]LM' (or B[W]LW)	 (s of) HYRN	 R1P8O4a, p4 XXXIX
BWLM'	 sofllY'	 PNO17.pIXXIV6
















[f of) WYDW, MU(W, YRHI3WL'	 BS 25. p4 VIII 3-4=Tadmorea
and [WGW], s of 'WYDY. gs	 11,21 Milik, p 59-60
BWL?VP '1J3
of 'BRNYQ, gs of SSN, (ggs ol)	 Saliby, DM6 (1992) 282 no 41,
BWRP	 p4.55 a=Sculpiures no344
f of 'QM'	 C1S4237A B p4 XXXIV=Inv
Vii. 8 A B=Milik, p 113
I of PSY'L,s of MQY	 Saliby.DM6(1992) 283 no46,
p1 56 b=Scu(ptures no 301
ggf. of 'WYDW, MLKW, YRHBWL'	 BS 25. p1 VIII 3-4=Tadmorea
and [EflGW], gf. of BWLM', f of	 Ii. 2lMiIik, p 5960
'WYDY
of YRHBWL', (d-in-Iaw of) ZBDBL As'ad Teixidor, DM 2(1985)42
no 14
gfofYWLYS 'WRLYS BWLM',f.o( C!S4206.pI XXXI lnv!V1a-
ZBDBWL (s of) NYNY'	 MFP 214 no38
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS BWLM'. f of CIS 4206. p4 XXXI—inv IV. 1 a=
ZI3DBWL, (s ol) [NYNY']	 MFP 215 no39
iai. 229 Ar) s of ZBDBWL gs of I3WLM'. (ggs. of) CIS 4206. p1 XXXI—Jnv IV. I a-
NyNY'	 MFP 214 no.38
Febr 234 s of ZBDBWL. [gs of BWIJVP, (ggs 	 CIS 4206. p4 XXXI mv IV,! a=
of) NYNy']	 MFP 215 no39
150-200 AD of p	 RSP44—Bounni,AAS 11(196!)
161 no2l
200-2SOAD s ofYKW, ga O(BLHZY	 Gawlikowski, Bery&c 19(1970)
79. fig 9
80
BWLN (215 5)	 s of'ZYZW gs ofZYZW ggs of
	
CIS 3976, p1 XIX
S'YL'
BWLNWR (832)
	 gf OCZBYIY,1 ofM1N.(s of)
	
C1S4199,pl XXVII MFP 199
(NWRYTH
BWLC	 boy	 R1P83b p1. V Mtlik,p 150=
PSNCG 173 no 142
BWI$"	 boy	 RTP 107 a, p1 VI Mlik. p 150
BWL"	 boy	 APML 97 no 39
BWL"1	 bny	 APML98no.42
BWL"	 boy	 APML 130 no 135
230 AD d of CQYB)	 CIS 4394 A, p1 XL! PS 476=
PSNCG 126 no8l
BW[N]	 Apr USAI) S o(NS', gs of TYM['], b of NS' 	 C1S4161
BWN'	 S of YRHY gs of TYMRSW	 Palmyre VIII. 121 122 no25 p1Cl 231
BWN'	 S OPLYS'.S of TYM'	 ASdTCIXdOI,DM 2(1985)39
no5
BWN	 f o(G'	 CIS 4475 p1 LX
BWN	 RTP 881 b p1 XLII PSNCG 200
no 201
















Bvou	 [ oIYWLYS 'WRLYS X, 8 c,(X]	 mv VIII, 68-1P72—MFP2I80051
mv VI 1,76
s of BWN	 mv VI!!, 190
f of BWN'	 mv VIII. 190
AF 216M) s of r ,MDBW	 PNO6I.pl XL2
(1 of) GYLW	 Ri'!' 477 b, p1 XXIV
Ri'!' 795 a, p1 XXXIX
RTP9O6b.p( XLIII
boy	 RTP993a,pl XLV
I of'?vff1?	 C1S4193,pf XXXIII-
Cantineau,RB 39(1930)
535-536 flO5MFP 187 nol3




I of WLTG' and CLYS) s of SBY	 CIS 4129 A p1 XXXVII
Bwvvo [Uk
	 gi ci) [YWLYS] 'WRLYS	 ho' IX. 30
[NBWMY}. (I ol) LTYMS)vflS (s ci)
[SBY]
Bovvou	 Aw	 S of BWN', gs of HYRN	 CIS 3913, ccl 11 p1 IV
82
BWN'(236 2)
	 gf of BWN'.f of BWLH',s of
	
C1S4195 p1 XXVII, lnghoft,
YQRWR	 &lytW 5(1938) 109 110 no 2.
p1 XL2—MFP2O7noIO
BWIP (236 4)	 No,	 s of IIWLH' gs of BWN', ggs of
	
CIS 4195, pl XXVII, lngholt.
YQRWR	 Beiytus 5(1938) 109 110 no 2.
p1 XL2—MFP2O7no1O
BWN' (2503)	 s OITYMRSW, h of N9 bct TYPYLS Tadniorea 111.36 d
BWN (325 6)	 gs of BR'TH, s of X and 'M{P], b of CIS 4233, p1 XXXV
MLKW and KHYLW
BWN' (332 2)
	 (f 01) S'IM, (s of) BLTY
	
RIP 752 b. p1 XXXVI
BWN' (336 2)	 f.ofM'YN',s of BWLI-P	 Ingtiolt,Bervtus5(1938) 124-
133 no2,pl XLVII 1=MFP 215
no 41
BWN' (347 3)	 (s of) 'C?, (gs ol) GBYNS	 hw XI, 16. p1 III
BWN' (53 9)
	 f of YDY'BL, s. of'BD'STWR 	 CIS 4420. p1 XLII—PS 196
BWN' (54 2)	 ggggf o(MTNY, gggf of NWRBL ggf. CIS 4130, p1 XXXI MFP 190
oIMIKW,gf ofTYMH',Loflvfl'NY, no24
s of MTNY alias MHWY
BWN (558 1)	 1 of YRHY and M'YNT
	
CIS 4479 A-B p1 XLII PS 261
BWN (583 1)	 gI of) HLYDWRS YRIIBWL', (f of) Ingholt. Berytus 2 1935) 99 100
no8 p1 XX)UX2,XL—MFP
209 no 19
BWN' (585 2	 AF 239 s of RB'L, foster son of "MDBW	 Ingtiolt. Berytus 5 1938) 124-




ggf of ?vfFN' gf of BWN', 1 of
	
IS 4334 p1 LIV PS 214-
YRHBWL' SLMWY	 APML 236 no 229
BWN' (79-3)	 f of MTN' s o(YRBBWL' SLMWY	 CIS 4334 p1 UV PS 214-
gs of BWN'	 APML 236 no 229
83
BWN (79- 8)
[YWLYS 'WRLYS BWN'J Bvsl
BWN l (17 7)	 B.VVa(OU
Bon
BWN (17 7)	 [Bwvv]ou
BWN" (17 7)
BWN[' alias RB'L] ' (17 7) 8uvvo[uc T6V
gu P]ai)io[vJ
Bo{nnae 11 qui et
Rabblum
BWN' 9T' (17 7)	 B4nvouç
BWN 2
 (17 4)	 Buvv1
BWN' 2 (17 4)	 [Bn'vouc I
[BWN'J 2 (17 4)
BW[NP 3
 (17 10)
150-200 AJ) s of YR1BWL gs of MLKW
	
CIS 4333 A B p1 UV PS 229-
APML 237 no 230
Es of MQYMW, gs of Xl
	
mv Viii, 68-IP 72-MFP 218
no5l
f of HYRN s O(RB'L gs of BWN'.	 Rodinson. Syria 27(1950) 137
ggsofl'NTN gggs ofTYMY, (h jf)t 142 fig I Milik.p 72-
WLTG' brt BLSWRY	 Pabnyre Vi fig 12
f of HYRN s Of RB'L gs of BWN', 	 ml, 1X. 20MIik. p 72
ggs ofTWI'N alias BRT
gf of [BWN' and SB'] f of[HYRNJ s TathnDreaJ.7A-Mllk,p 227-
O(RB"L, gs of [BWP]	 Palmyre Vi 44
f of H[Y]RN	 Tadnwrea 1.2 B
gggf of 'HPLY. ggf of HYRN gf of 	 CIS 3927, p1 V Milik. p 73. p1 I
.f oIHYRN	 3 PalmyreVl.51,fig.8
ggf. of HYRN, gf. of BWN', f of RR'L. Rodinson, Syria 27(1950) 137
s.ofTNTN gs of TYMY	 142, fig. i-Milik, p. 72Palmyre Vi. fig. 12
ggf of HYRN, gf. of BWN, f of RB'L, liw IX, )vfihik, p 72
of'T'ffN al as BRS'T
[gggf Of BWN' and 513'. ggf of HYRN, Tadmorea 1,7 A-MiJiJc p 227
gf of] BWN,[f of] RB'L	 PalmyreVi.44
of flyp,N	 RiP 463 a, p1 XXIV
[BWN'] 3
 (17 10)	 Al) Es of F1 RN gs of] BW. Eggs of]
	
Tadmorea 1,7 A Milik, p 227
I3'L [gggs Of BWN b of i	 Pab'nyre Vi. 44
BWN' 3
 (17 10	 Bovvsouc	 f f13LJ)g of Hypj'	 CIS3913.col 12 p1 IV
BWN' 4 (338 1)	 I of' H
	

















(gf of) MRTIIWN (1 ol) [H]LYP	 CIS 45128 p4 L—PS 446
R1P7b,pl I Milik p 51
f0(BDN	 RSPI97
RTP8I3b=PSNCG 195 no 188
RTP 485 b. p4. XXIV Milik, p
320
bny	 RTP64a,pI IV
bny	 R1P62a,pl IV M'Iik,p 118
(f oi 'zyzw	 RSP 195. p4 IV
RIP 793 a, pt XXXIX
RIP 795 b p4 Xxxix
RTP9O9 a, p1 XLIII
[AtAiov Bwixwl
	
1	 s O(1YTS 'LYS 'GYLW	 Ingholt, Syria 13(1932 278-289,Al)	 fig 1 (Greek)^Milik, p 37, pt
(gi YRIIY. (1 ol) ZBIYFH	 RIP 640 b p1 XXXI
















Mzy24OAD s of H[LPTJ' gs of X	 C1S4037.p1 XVII
gf oIMLKW [Z]BD'frH]andX f of Tadmoreal!I,33 MI k,p 147
TYM'MD, (s of) ZOEWO]
B.po4,(z	 S of RB'L, gs of BRC) b of	 CIS 4163 p1 XXXIII mv VIII,
61+Tadnsorea 111,39
I of ZBDBWL	 Starcky, BMR 12(1955)34-35
no4,pI XVIII I
I ofHN'P	 C1S4388 p1 XL-PS406--
PSNCG 100 no.56
135150AD S OFMLKW	 C1S4494.pI XXXVI LX PS75
=PSNCG 59 no 15
f of	 CIS 4547, p1 LXI PS 424
RiP 858 a, p4 XLH=Milik,p
232=PSNCG 199 no 196
(f of) YRHY	 RTP 274 b p1 XV_APML 99
no44
(s of) GYLW	 mv Xl, 98 p4 XI
CIS 4006, p4 XXffl
R7P257b p4 XIV
RIP 699 b, p4 XXXIII Mi k, p
232





I of HYRN s of HYRN. gs of TYBWL C!S 4292. p1 LII Parlaska, DM
3 ( l988), pI 45b
I of' 'IP, (f-in law ol) BLYD' 	 CiS 4440, p1 XU, LXIII PS 68
BWRra










(gf of)I3LKZ (OrBLSZ),(f of)	 R7P990a,pl XLV
TYM'MD
No, 118 AD $ of 1'WN. gs of BWRP ggs of
	
Cantineau RB 39(1930) 537 538
'GYLW, (gggs ol) lofiN, b of MLKW no 7 MtP 193 no37
(ggf 01) I3WLM, (gf or) "BRNYQ. (f Saliby, DM6 (1992) 282 no 41,
ci) SSN	 p1 55 a=Scu4*res no344
I o(SSN	 Saliby DM6(1992) 282 283





Sahby, DM6 (1992) 283 no 45,
p1 56a
gf of BWRP.f of SSN	 Saliby,DM6(1992)283no43,
p1 55 c=Sculptures no 302
s of SSN.gs of BWR}	 Saliby.DM6(1992)283no.43.
p1 55c=Sculplw'es no302
(s of) (P, (gs of) ZBYIY, (ggs. of)	 CIS 4597, p1 LXII
MY1Q'
I of' M'	 CIS 4290
BWRP 299- 8)	 I of' HGR, s of 'TYK'	 CIS 4438 p1 LVII
BWR1 (340 1) gf of 'GYLW, I of YDY BL	 RSP 165, p1 VII Palniyre V 110
no2. fig 107—MFP 185 no4=
Milik.p 268
87
BWR1 (341 1)	 gf of SLM' f of BWLH' 	 Cantineau RB 39(1930) 548-549
no 14-MFP 206 no 6
BWR1 341 3)	 f of'GYLW, (fin law ) M'	 Cantrneau RB 39(1930)548-549
no 14-MFP2O6no6
BWRFb
 45 7)	 s o(MQYMIWI RB'. gs of 	 liii' XI. 81 p1 X MIiIc. p 234-
ZBDBW(L). (ggs of) CRYM), (b o1)	 Pairnyre VI 83-84
MQYMW, Z[BDBWL] and MLKW
BWRP (456 2)	 1 of) 'GYLW. (s of) QSI'	 RTP 60 b. p1 IV
BWRP (49 29)	 fofMT	 InvXII.5.plII
BWRP 502)
	
gfo(BWRP.[ J'Mand'GYLW.f of RSPI-AbdulHak,AAS 2
'GYLW, (s ol) QSM' 	 (1952) 199
BWR} (504)	 s of'GYLW.gs of BWRP.(ggs. 01) 	 RSP1-Abdul}lak,AAS 2
QSM' b O('GYLW and [.. I'M	 (1952) 199
BWRP (54)9)	 f fc(p	 RSP7=AbduIHalçAAS 2(1952) 225 no5, p1 1111
BWRP (509)	 gf.ofML'and'BWLY',f.o1G'	 RSPII-AbdulHak AAS2(1952)233235no20 p1 112=
Land des Baa&p 199,fIg 178=
Sculptures no 424
BWR} (50 9)	 15O-2OO	 s of cG3,(gs of)1Y	 RSP9-Abdul-Hak,AAS2(1952)228no17p1 1V2
	
BWRIb (51 8)	 B4p64,u	 15AD	 s ofMSGR14], gs of MLKW, ggs of As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62 985)
tSGRM	 274 no 4 fig 4-AAS 32(1982)
91no4.fg 4
	
BWRP (559- 1)	 Bup9ou	 I of G'YS [LQN]YS PLWYNWS	 hiV X, 130, p1 ifi 6[MLKW)
	
59$ 3)	 s of MRQL' patron of M'N' 	 CIS 4567 p1 XLIII-PS 273










BW1*PJ 2 (247 2)
I of QBWDIRM and 'PY 	 RP 5=Abdul Hak, MS 2(1952)
223 no3 p1 111
F of[ }' (s 01)'PY	 RSP8-AbdulHak,AAS2(1952)226no7,pl lvi
135-I5OAD a o(BWLH' gs of)1(N)TN	 CIS 4286 p1 XXXVII P595=
PSNCG6I no 17
I of 'TNTN GWRY (s ci) 'TNTN, 	 CIS 4281 p1 XXXVIII, LI PS
(gs ci) HYTWR	 4. p1 1 4=PSNCG 46-47 no 5
S of BWRJb. gs of"JNFN ggs of	 Inghoit, Beiytus 1(1934) 38-40
BWLI?	 no4 p1 IX 2-Milik, p 260
100-150 Al) f oIBWR1, s of'TWrN, gs O(BWL	 Ingholt. Berylus I (1934)38-40
- no 4 p1 IX 2-Miuik, p 260
(gf ci) MLKW. (f ci) SM'WN	 Dupont Sommer, Syria 23(1942-43)80.pI V
gf of BWPIb and MLKW, F. of	 Cantineau, RB 39(1930)537 538
M'WN, s of GYLW. (gs ci) ?ffN	 no 7 MFP 193 no 37
(f ci) ZBDL[H]
	
RTP 419 b p1 XXII
BWRP 2
 (2472)	 gfofZBD3WL.fcfZBDLH,s of
	 C1S4575,pl LXI P5161
ZBDLH
BWDFZ (247 2)
	 1 of ZBDLJTI	 CIS 4576
BWRP' (247 2)	 I 01 WHBLT	 CJS 4577, p1 LX PS 140
BWRP 3 (41 5)
BWRP 3
 (41 5)
f CITYMRSW, a Cl MLKW gs of	 mv VII 5A=Cantineau, RB 39
SYLT	 (1930)523524no1A MFP
197 198no53 Mthk,p 237
gf of MLIKW], I of YRHBWL', s of CIS 4618-Mthk, p238
M(L)KW [s of SYLTJ
89
BWRI 4
 (90 2)	 f of MLKW, (s o1) 'HYTWR	 CIS 4279, p1 XXXIX
BWRfD4
 902)	 gf ofWHBLT,f ofBWLH',(s ol) 	 C1S4282.pl XLVIII
'HYTWR








f of) 1NWRY	 Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 105
no 13 b, p1 XIV
gf of) WHLILT, (f ol) BLNWRY	 Caimneau, RB 39(1930) 536-537
no6B—MFP 189 no 19
gf of WHBLT, f. of BLNWRY alias	 Ingholt, Syria 11(1930)242. p1
BWLY	 XL2
gf of) HYRN, (I of) NDB'L	 Ingholt, Syria 11(1930)243, p1
XLI 2
50-150 Al) of TYM, h. of SLM? brt M1KW	 CIS 4579, p1. UX—PS 64
gf of) MLKW, (f of) TYMN'	 lily Viii, 24
bny	 RiP 106 b, p1. V1 —MIik, p. 150
BHR' (165 5)	 s of B'DY', gs of G', (ggs of) 	 Sculptures no 277
BWLH' b o(YRHBWL'
BYIY	 s of B[ ]	 RTP436b.pl XXffl
BYIY
	 RiP 759 a
BYD' (97 1)	 B(LL8 gggf 01) wixs 'wiuxs ThYD'. CIS 3933 p1 V. VIII mv 111,21







(gf of) ZBIYI'l-I, (f of) Zy'
	
Teixidor, MUSJ 42(1966)178
no5 p1 15=MiIzk,p 102 103
APML 147 no 155
(gggf of) BRTH. ggf of) ZBYIY. (gf Mv IX 29-Caimneau, Syna 12
of) [ZBIYFH, I of ZBYDI'	 (1931) 117 no 1. fig 1 Mil.k, p
I oft i&p	c/s 4548. p1 LX




BYLT d of'ELHBL	 Sahby DM6(1992) 283 no 48,
p1 56 d=Sculpswes no 354
m ofBRLLd ofBBT.ss of 1 'RT	 C/S3907.pI I
(gf of) ZBD' (I of) MQYMW RSP 21 Pabnwe 1.219 no 15.fig 197-Scu4rnwes no 275 and
423




	 Aggoula, Semffica 27(1977)
117 122,pI XIV
BLW
	 5O-ISOAD s o(NBWSWR	 RSP 92-As'ad Taha, AAS 18




	 I O(GYLW	 Rep VII 282no912
BLIP (164 1)	 ggf of) IlL', (gI of) NBWSWR, (I	 RSP 83 As'ad Taha, AAS 18
of) YDY	 (1968) 96 no 8-Sculptwes
no 203
BLIP 68 45)	 50A1) s oINYBN' bit BLIP b oIHYRN	 RSP77 p1 III As'ad Taha,
US 18(1968)94 no 2=
Scilpnires no 217
91














patron of fIRMS b of MLKW	 RSP 102 a Ascad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 105406 no 29—
Sculptures no 188-193
ggf of ['GYJLW gf of HYR[N1. f of	 CIS 3990, p1 XV
BLHZY,s iEMIQY gs of) s CfI]Y
(gf of) t LBN, f of) YRHY RSP 86—Asad Taha, AAS 18(1968) 97 no I 1—Sculptures
no 195
fof'NYBN,sOfNBWSWR	 RSP97 AscadTaha,AAS18(1968) 100-101 no24
50-I5OAD a Of NS (gs of) HSS	 C!S4559. p1 XLVIII PS 117M,hk, p 39
f of NS',(s of)HSS	 CIS 4560
a. of'LYY,b of ZBDBL	 BS22,pI VII 2—Milik,p 120
s. of K, (gs of) BRT'	 (lawlikowski, Mélanges P.Coilart, 1976. p 198, fig 2 3
f. o('MT'	 f V!!t,98
PNO5I,p( XXXVI
(s of)SLMN	 RTP26Ib.pl XIV





	 (f o1) RPB[WIL
	 Ru' 887 b, p1 XLII
BLHZY (112 6)
	
s of ML[KIW. (b 01) TYMLI-PI	 Galikowski, Beryus 19(1970)
79
BL}fZY (115 3)	 gf of ZB', I of MQY', [s of X, gs of]
	
BS 51, p1 XIV 5
MQY'
BLHZY (144 4)	 a of TYMN', (gs of) WHBY, (ggs of)	 mv Vii!, 26
'DY [NT]




1 of TYM', a. of ZBDBL (f-in-law of)	 BS 11. p1 V 3
t,MTLT





f ofWM,s of SWYR'	 As'ad-Gawlikowski,AAAS36
(1986) 168-169no9
gf. of ['GYLW. f. of HYRIN], s. of	 CIS 3990, p1 XV
BLH', gs of [MJQY, (ggs of) ["131Y
ggf of ZB', gf of TYMN', [1] of	 B538 p1 XI 2—Milik, p 221
WI-IBY
ggf of MLKW, gf of '(3' f of WHBY BS 40 p1 XI 3—Mihk, p 95
BLHZY (27 1)	 ggf ofMLKW.gf of'G',f ofWHBY BS7.pl 1113
BL}TZY 2 (62 4)	 No, 57 Al) f of' 'YLMY. NRG[ZBD and 'GYLW, Cantineau RB 39(1930) 536-537
a of NWRY gs of ZBDBWL, (ggs of) no 6 A MFP 189 no 19
'YLMY
nurz 2 (62 4)	 1 of'QMF,(s of) NWRY	 C1S4464 p1 LX
93







(ggf of) '3L (gf ci) WHBLT (f of)	 ingholt, Syria 11(1930)242. p4
"YLMY	 XL1
I of SRYKW, (s of) MLKW	 Gawlikowski Berylus 19 (1970)
77 78no7, fig 8
I of YD''BL, (s of) MLKW	 Gawtikowski, &rytus 19(1970)
79 fig 10
f of [}vILIKW, (s of) MLIKWJ	 Gawlikowski, Berytus 19(1970)
80, fig 11
gf of BWUP, I of SRYKW	 Gawl,kowski, Berytus 19(1970)
79. fig 9
m of ZBDBWL 1NWR, MLKW,	 CIS 3911, p1 ifi —Milik, p 89
MRW and YDYBL,d ofMRW,w of
114S br ZBDB\W.






f of X, s of BL[YJ	 As'ad Teixidor, DM 2(1985)43
no 18
(s of) WHBLT	 RTP 746 a, p1 XXXVI Mthk. p
320
(s of) ZBYD', (gs ci) MLKW, (ggs ci) RTP 720 b. p1 XXXIV—APML
NSRLT	 86no9




150-200 Al) h off MRY	 Ingholt, MUSJ 46(1970-71)
1S0-181.pl 14
f of 9RWN Inghof 1. Berylus 2(1935)9596
no4,pl XX)UX2,XLMFP
208 no 14
(gf of) BS' and RYSQ', I of) SRrP lngholt, Berytus 2 1935)9798
no 6 p1 XXXIX 2, XL= MFP
208no 16
94
1 BLY' (85 10)	 150 zooM) d of YRHY, gd oPG3	 CIS 4537 A B. p1 LXI, LXIIMthk, p 267
BLY flY]
	
(gf ol) 1IBYBY. (f of) MLKW	 CIS 4509, p1 UX
BLYD'	 (f of) BRYKW	 RTP 810 a, p1 XXXIX






gf of SLM', I of MLKW	 CIS 3970, p1. XVI Mlik, p.255
no29
gf of BLYIY, 'TNIATRY and M'NW, f.	 CIS 3995. p1 XV
of TYM'MD
(ggf of) T[YIM", (gI of) M't 1. (1	 RSP 127 Hassani-Starcky. MS
of)TYM"	 7(1957)111 ll4.pl 1V6=Milik.p 255-257no30
fl Febr 115 [ of) TYMMD, gs of BLYIY. b of 	 CIS 3995, p1 XV
AD	 q.yty M'NW
RTP 556 b, p1 XXVIII
BLYIY'
	 APML 102 no53
[BL]YD' 2 (232 4)	 BALabouç
BL[YIY] 2 (232 4)	 B[wALdSoucl
BLYD' 2 (232 4)	 Bii.Mu&ovc
[BLYD9 2 (232 4	 BALa6OUç
I S'DW, a of SCD(W], (gs of)	 Mouterde Poidebard, Svna 12




I o(S'DW,s of S'DW gs of	 Gawlkowski Rerys 19(1970)
TYMAS	 65-67 no! fig 1
[I oIS'DW,s ofS'DW]	 BS45A B p1 Xffl 13 Dunant,
MH 13 (1956) 216-225
95














f of NS'	 mv X 29—Seyrig Syria 22(1941) 263 no24 p1 XX
a of MQYMW gs of MLKW	 mv VIII, 109-1P75
f of ZBDBL (f in law of)' HOT	 Asad Teixidor, DM 2(1985)41
no 13
gf of YRHBWL', I of ZBDBL	 As'ad Teixidor, DM 2(1985)42
no 14
gf oCTYMY, I of TYMY	 Teixidor, Sumer 18(1962) 63-64
nol,Iig 8—Syria 40(1963)33
42 no.1, p1 III
(s of) TYM'MD, (gs of) BWRP	 RTP 990 a, p1 XLV
litc.BC a ofX,gs ofX	 Tadmoreall,25=PabnvreVl,
56-57 no3=Milik, p. 303-304, p1
XII 2
RIP 130a,pI Vifi Milik,p 74






I of WHBLT, a of) BWS'	 Cantineau R 39(1930 536-537
no6B—MFP 189 no 19
96
25/2S9AD s of HRS'
lngholt, Syria 11(1930)242 p1
XL 2
Tadmorea II 25=Palmyre VI
56-57no3 Mi k,p 303304 p1
XII 2
As'ad Teix.idor DM 2(1985)37
fbi
RI'!' 877 a, p1 XLII—PSNCG 200
no 200
CIS 3937, p1 X Iiw III, 12


















f of X	 Thy Xl, 97, p1 XII Milik, p
308-309
gf of ZBYD, f. of [SJWN	 CIS 3973
s of HYRN, gs of BL'QB mv X, 145, no3=Starcky Syria
26 (1949) 4445no l—Mihk,p
223




InvXI 65 p1 VII
f oIRBT,(f-inlawof) 1 MQY	 CIS4353A B p1 LV—PS7O
f off 'Mn?, s of NS'	 C1S 4151 p1 XXVffl mv tv 27
S
S of'LHBL gs WHBLT	 CIS 4143 p1 XXVII! mv IV 27








BLVI3 2 (63 34)
BL'QB (4 5)	 ggf of YMLKW. gf of MQYMW alias CIS 4123 p1 XVI mv IV. 6 b=
'QLYSJ oIMLKW	 MFP 188 no 17
I of MLKW s of M[YK'j mv X 145 p1 VI 8-Starcky.
Syria26(1949)4445no l,pl
111 I Milik, p 223
I ofMLKW.s of'BNYT	 mv X 145, no 1-Star ky Syria
26(1949)44-45no1 p11111
Mthlcp 223
gf ofBLVB I o(MLKW	 InvX 145. no4-Starcky Syria
26(1949)44-45 no I Miiik. p
223
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(f of)SRY,(s ofl SRY	 Ingholt,Berytuss(1938) 116.pI
Xliii
ggggf of WHBLT, gggf o(l'vffNY, ggf BS6O, p1. XVI 1 2=Palmyre Vi,
dGDRSW,gf ofMTNY,Lo(QYNW, 17
s of YDY'BL RB'
BapaO[ouc]
	
[ggf ci] MLKW. [gf ci) MQYMW, [f. ftp, X, 1O=Tadmorea 111.30
of HYRN]
	
Bapz0,	 ID 27—Rep Vi, 169 no 683
gf ol)3' (I of)'TTN	 mv VIII, 107
patlon and husband c('RGYN' 	 CIS 3901 p1 I
Barates
I of] ZBDIBW]L	 C1S 4090 p4 11
	
AEUKO'	 OcS. 31 AD f of'BBWHY. s of LWQY	 ID 23—Rep VI! 309 no 915
















f of NBWYIY, (s ci) NBWYIY 	 J?v VII!, 28
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS NS 	 Ingholt' MUSJ 38 1962) 106, p1
111 PSNCG 162 163 no 131
r of'QM'	 RSP1O3e_AscadTaha,AAS18
(1968) 106-108 no3O=
Sculptures no 209 212
I of MR'	 Saliby DM6(1992) 284 no5O,
p1 57b
I of HGWG3	 C!S44'T3, p1 LXII PS 297
An f of X. s [oil [M]LKW	 CIS 4489 p1 XL—PS 444=
PSNCG 99 no 55
(gf. 01) MLKW, (f. of) ZB'	 C!S4552 p1. XXXVI
gf oIYRHBWL',f oflvfl'N RTP3O2b=PSNCG177noI47
—Stucky. Syrta 48(1971) 137-
1381ig 2ab




RIP 669 b, p1 XXXII
(f of) WI? (or 111I)	 RiP 993 a, p1 XLV
(I of) PQB	 RiP 996 a, p1 XLV
I of 'LHI3L, a ci) MQYMW (gs ol)	 RSP 137 Pabnyre IV. 195-197
'KLB	 nol9.fig 227


















s of BRNBW	 CJS 4231 B.p1 XXXV. XXXIX
1ev VIII, 194 B
oi. 131 AD s 0tMRQS RSP51. p1 VI 1ev XII 14 p1
II As'adlaha,AAS15(1965)
31, fig 3
gf of HDW[DN], I of SFY	 C1S4165-MFP 195 no44
gf of MLKW KHYLW and BWN. I	 CIS 4233, p1 XXXV
of 'MET']
I of 'BRWQ. (8 01) GHYNT	 1ev VIII, 25
ggf ofMLKWgf ofL1S,f of	 lnvX.131.pl fflS-Milik,p 234
HNBL,(s of)"BY
beguii	 mv XI, 73, p4 Vifi MIrk, p.
lit C-	 233-Palnryre Vi, 40
65/66AD a of}INBL,(gs ol)"BY,kofX	 Ingholt,AA1(1930) 191 194,
fig 1-PSNCG42noI
[ggf of StDW.gf ofBRT1tf.of	 Inv!V, 14=MFP198no5S
SDW]
[1 of DW, s of S'DW, gs of BWtHI trw IV, 14=MFP 198 no 55





'T'QB.gs of ZBIYTH,(ggs o1)'R'S
(a of) BRNBW, patron of FIRMS
	
Sculptures no319
)-15O AD s of BWLI?, gs 01) G(Y)LW (ggs
	
RSP 94-As'ad Taha. MS 18










BWTH 2 (104 2)
I3R1H 2 (104 2)
BRTH 2 (104 2)
BRTY' (21 8)





Maxh 229 s of LMS gs of MLKW ggs of	 CIS 3957 p4 VIII mv V.6
MQYM[WJ gggs of MYTY. ggggs of
HLYPY
(ggf of) HLVP and Ifl', (gf of)
	
mv X, 119 p4 VIII S
TYM', (1 of) HLFP, (s of) 'LTY
23 a of ZBYEP ga of [ZBIYTH, ggs of
	
mv IX 29=Canlineau, Syna 12
ZBYDJ' (gggs o4)BYr	 (1931) 117 no 1. fig I MIIk,P
150-200 AD a of BRNBW gs of BRNBW
	 CIS 4231 A. p4 XXXV, XXXIX
mv VIII, 194A
(s of) BRNBW	 R7'P 296 a, pi XVI
f of HSD. (a of) }IGGW	 CIS 4449, p1 LX PS 453
(gf of) tflGW,(f of) BRNBW
	
mv IV, 15a
(gf of)MQYMW,(f of)BRNBW	 InvIV,15c
(ggf of) GDRSW, (gf of) YRHY, (1.
	
RSP 143 Gawlikowski. Syna 47
of) GDRSW	 (1970)313-316 not. p4. XVIII
1 2—Pointyre VI, 97
(gf of) NffNY, (f of) QYNW	 RSP 143_GawI,kowski. Syria 47
(1970)313 316 no 1. p4. XVffl
1 2_Pahnyre Vi. 97
f of DYNY	 CIS 4520, p1 LXII—PS 80
(f of) N	 RiP lOb,pl I MiIik,p 221
(f of) ML	 CIS 3996, p1 XV





B[R]SMS (326 3	 Bapuup
SMS
RRSMS
(ggf of)MN (gf oI)NS' (f of) 	 C1S3999 p1 XX
HYR'
f ofMLK1"andML',(s ol)'G' (gs
	
Sal by DM6 (1992) 278 279
ci) SSN
	
no32. p1 52 d=SculØw'eS no 269
R7P903b p1 XUII Milk,p
278 no 38
s of BLY, gs of BRBVIYN	 ID 35Ml ik, p 132
f of HYRN	 RP 4-Abdu Hak, AAS 2(1952)
222no2.pI 12
I of CQRBN	 C/S 4450, p1 XXXVII PS 287
BRSMS (542 3)
BRSMS (554 1)
BRISM]S CG3 (24 11)
of ZBDBWL, 'FNWR, MLKW,	 C/S 3911, p1 ifi-Milik, p.89
MRW and YDY'BL a of ZBDBWL, h
off BLHY bit 'MRW
(227 r of 'DYN'r. Ii. of MRYM	 CIS 4023, p1 XIX Milik, p 66
gf of ((3), f. of SLM' SMSGRM, s of 	 C/S 4197, p1 XXXII mv VII 15
'YTYBL	 A-B-MFP 188 no 16





Bapqa6oc	 [a o('GYLW, gs ofMLT ggs of	 CJS 4215 p1 XXXII MFP 203
NS' b of YRHBWL', M', NS', M'NY
and 'GYLW]
(gf of) BLHZY, (1 of) X
	
Gawlikow ki, Mélanges P
Coliwi 1976 p 198 fig 2 3
ZOO-250 Al) d of !K3GW	 RSP 54-As'ad Taha. AAS 15
(1965)40 rio3






1 BRT' (470 6)
BRT (67 21)
[BRV] 39- 15 42 1)	 Bp8fl
[BRT'} 42 1)	 BpOq





d of 'M', w of MLKW br YRIIY SC' fir' XI, 50, p1 VI
150-200 Al) d ofMWDL', gd of MQYMW
	
RSP 15=Abd I Hak MS 2
(1952) 239 240 no 27, p1 VIII 2
[gf of SDW, f of 'LHBL]
	
As'ad-Gawlikowsks, AAAS 36
(1986) 165 no 2





(1986) 164 no 1
(ggf of) SDW (gf o) 'LHBL, (1 of)
	
Asad-Gawlikowsb, AAAS 36
ML[KWJ	 (1986) 165 no3
(ggf ol) MLKW, (gf. of) SCDW,
 (f of)
	
As'ad Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
'LHBL	 (1986)165no4
(ggf of) YRHBWL', (gf of) 'LHB[L], 	 Asad-GawIikowski, AAAS 36
(f of) [MLKW]	 (1986) 165no5
(ggf of) 'LHBL, (gf of) MLKW, (f of) mv IV, 12=Cantineau, RB 39
ZBDBWL	 (1930) 527 529 no3=MFP 198
no54




1 BT' (3271)	 (gm of) MTNY, (m o4) BRYKY	 tin' VIII. 10
Ingholt, Stuthes G C MIles, 1974,
p 38, p1 1 2
JWy24SAD d of WRDN gd of RPI3WL,sis of
	 1nghoIt,SndiescG MlIes, 1974,
'YWLY' 'WRI Y' 'QM'and'YWLY' pSO p1 1V2
'WRLY' BTRPBWL




BTWSY (159 1)	 (ggf of) GPN', (gf of) NBWL', (f ofY Sczdpsw-es no 347
SW'?
	
Yfl4y BTZBY (120- 6) €wyti*Cuv	 Aug. 211 AL)
Zvctav
t 1YMY' I3TZBY (120	 wnu(ac
6)	 Zv41a
[S(PIYMY') B]TZBY' 	 [(TLp(a)
(120 6)	 ZZJJVOLU
1 BTZBYD' (561 2)	 Aug. 230AJ)
C 3947. p1 XII mv 111,20
m of SP'lYMYWS WHBLT
	 CS3971.pI V
'TNDRLWSJ, d of 'NTYWKWS
Ed oil 'TYKS	 Le Rider. RN 2 (1959-60) 18 19
no25,pi ll-Milik,p 318
d oIGDRSW, w of'BYDW
	
CZS4(727, p1 XXV=APML 138
no 148
BTHBY (55 18) 	 226/227AD d of ZBYIY	 (-IS 4244, p1 XXXV=I-'SM,pI
XV 3
BTHW (169 7)	 d of 'QM' and BNWRY, gd of 	 CIS 4518 A-C, p4 XXXVIII-
14LKW, ggd o(DYNYS, SIS of	 P5363
SRYKW. n. of MLKW
RFHYRN	 d of MU	 CIS 4568 A, pt XUV
BTY (230 6)	 S. of'G'	 lngholt, Beryflis 5 (1938) 135
no4E
BTY	 230 Al) d of YRHY	 CIS 4384 p4 XL-PSNCG 128129 no 84
(BTY] (39- 18,42 8)	 B00dv
BTY (5483)
1BTML'
iiii *1) [d of MQYMW gd of MLKW ggd of As'ad-Gawlikowski, AMS 36
CNNW, w of S'DW br 'LHBL Lw BRP] 	 1986) 165 no 2
250 Al) d of YRHY gd of YPJIY	 CIS 4383 p1 XLVI LVII
Wartke, FB31 (1991)91 no5,
fig 6






	 3rd C AD	 Beth 202 no 83 99 fig 10'













(m ci) HYRN, d o(ML', (w of) QRD' CIS 4413 p1 LXIII PS 462
d of ZBDBWL gd of ZBDBWL, ggd	 CIS 4176
of SIDY
d of ZBDBWL, gd of ZBDBWL, ggd. CIS 4184
of SDY
' d of ZBDBWL, gd of SrDY	 CIS 417SzMFP 206 no 5
Frbr. 9 AD	 TnhnIt Siuthp c CC Mil,x 1974
p ,8. p1 I 2
B'P'
	 Rep. VJ,170no687
B[T]" (895)	 ci of SMrWN	 CJS 4179
f BTc (242 4)	 d ofML'	 C!S 4178
BT" (3O 3)	 d of BR'. gd of L4S alias S&RY	 APML 246 no Z39102 AD
BT" (70 12)	 ci. of QREP	 CIS 4416, p1 XLVIII P5481
BT'BDY





As'ad Teixidor DM2 (1985)43













d of HYR' (gd of) BLSWR. (sIS. of)	 C!S4358 A Milik. p 260
BLSWR
. 150 Al) d of HYR' (gd of) BLSWR	 CIS 4621 p1 XLVI PS 368-
Mackay Iraq ll(l949)pl LVII
2 A.PML222 223 no218
i50-2 Al) d of YRHY, gd of HYRN	 CIS 4431 p1 XLIX PS 399
patr of HDWDN	 Ingholt. Berytus 3 (1936)89 91
no2pl XX2
July243 Al) d of WRDN gd of RPBWL, sis of	 Ingholt. Sniihes C G Miles. 1974
'YWLY' 'WRLY' 'QM' and 'YWLY' p 50, p1 IV 2
'WRLY' BT'T'QB




50i50AD d. of YML' (gd.	 CIS 4448, p1 LVII, LVIII-PS358
(ggf of) ZBYIY. (gf. of) YDY. (f of) 	 BS 39, p1 XI 4
MQYMW
(gf of) BWN', (f of) '0' 	 mv XI 16. p4111
200-2SOAD d.ofTYBWL	 CIS 4593 p1 IXHI PS478
GD'
	 gI of GDY',f of[YRJHY
	 CIS 4076=Inv XI, 9, p1 II
GD'
	 23&'Z39AD s of HU

















Safar, Swner 20 (1964) 13 no 1,
AD	 plIIMiIik,p258




f of ZBDBWL and MQYMW. s of	 CIS 3981, p1. XVffl, XIX
MQYMW. (gs o4) RPL
Oct(2)13 s of MSKW,(gs 0OHPQWS
	
Teixidor. MUSJ42 (1966) 177
Al)	 I78nolplllMihk,p26
I of'T'	 1nvX1!.3.pI landlI
I of MLKW and R"Y'L s of TYMY 	 BS 24. p1 VII 3-4
50-I5OAD s of TYMY	 mv VIII 35
of WN	 CIS 4089 p1 XVffl—PSNCG 159
no 128
s of [YRJHY. gs of GD'	 CIS 4076=Inv Xl, 9, p1 II
mv XI, 67, p1 VIII
s of TYBWL (gs o) NWWFH	 CIS 4529. p1 XLVI
124
GDY' (572 3)	 h of 'N brt RZYSY H
	
CIS 4376 p1 LV PS 359-
APML2Cno206
GDY'' (19- 3)	 f of MQYMW, (s ci') PQB, (gs of)
	
C1S 4118 p1 XXXVIII PS 151
[Z]8I [RJB'
GDY' (193)	 gf of CQYBS f Of'T'QB	 C1S4117 p1 XXXVI PS 204
ODY" (19 3)	 f of PQB,s of'VQB	 C1S4116-MFPI86no8
GDY'' (19-3)	 (gf of) TQB, (f. of) MQYMW	 mv Viii 95
GDYBWL (157 1) 	 (gf of) 'TM, (f of) MQYMW	 CIS 4231 E. p1. XXXV, XXXIX
=Jnv Viii, 194E
GDYLT	 lof NCM	 C1S4092,pI. XXI
EGDNIBW	 (f of) [']SFWR	 Chabot,JA 22(1918) 282 no6
G[D]RSW (238 2)	 f of'N'M[Y]	 CIS 4313 P5433
GDRSW
	





gf of GDRSW, f of YRHY. (s 01) 	 RSP 143-GawI,kowski, Syria 47
(1970)313316no1.pl XVIII
1 2-Pabnyre Vi. 97
s of YRHY gs O(GD1SW. (ggs ol)
	
RSP 143-Gawl,kowslu, Syria 47
iiry	 (1970)313 316 nol pt XVIII
1 2-Pabnyre Vi, 97
gf of WHBLT, I of NffNY, s of 	 BS 60 p1 XVII 2-Pabnyre VI,
MfNY, gs of QYNW ggs of
	 17
I4<DIR>TY gggs of YDYCBL RB'
s of ML', gs OIHNYN'	 C154316
125
GDRSW' 238 6) I of MLKW (s of) HNYN'	 CIS 4317 Ingholt, Bery us 1(1934)32no1 p1 Viii
GDRSW (561 1) I of 1 BTZBYIY. (I. in law oF) CBYDW CIS 4027 p1 XXV—APML 138
no 148
GDRSW' (238 6)
GDRSW 2 (13 2)
G[DIRSW alias BRB'2
(13 2)
GDRSW alias BRW 2 (13. ras&ou io9
2)	 ILKUOUVOU
GWB'
f of MLKW, (a of) HNYN' 	 feixidor Semffica 25 (1975)
1(13-104 p1 VI 1
(gggf of) SI3Y. NI3WZBD and NBWL', Milik, p86
(ggf of) BLSWRY, (gi of) HYRN (I
of) BLSWRY
ggf 0fBLS[WIIRY,gf oIHYRN.f of 	 C1S4114 p1 XXVI InvfV4a,
BLSWRY	 fig 1 MFP 185 no 5=Milik. p887
gggf of SBY. NBWZBD. TY[MYand	 C1S4124=lnv IV, 3—MFP 189
NBWL'], ggf of BLSWRY, gf of 	 no 18—Miiik, p 7
HYRN, I of HIS WRY
(f of) BLBW	 PNO 53
GWG'
GWGW
boy	 R17'80aand 100 a, pl V-VI
Mihk,p 150
boy	 RTP81 a, p1 V—Mi ik, p 150




GWR' (135 3)	 f of 'BYDW 'STY. s of Nv1, (gs of) 	 CIS 4062, p1 XXI
(GWIR'' (178 1)	 (gf of) YRHBWL' (I of) WHBLT	 CIS 4349 p1 UV
GWR' (178 1)	 ggf of) WHI3LT (gf of) ML' (1 of)	 CIS 4348, p1 Lifi PS 227
WHBLT







GWRNY (1791	 (ggf o4)[TYM'] (gf of)TYMRSW.(f InvX 77 p1 V17 Tadi'norea
Of)LVIS	 III.28c
GHYNT (350 1)	 (gf of) 'BRWQ (1 01) BR'TH
	
In'i VIII, 25
GY	 I of MQYMW	 CIS 4024 p1 XXIV
f0fYRHY,(f.rnlawof)RWMY	 CIS4587p1 XLV
(gf of) SMSGRM. (f 01) NWRBL
	
RTP 381 b p1 XX Mu k p 279
no54—PSNCG 180 no 155
(ggf of) BRYKY and 'MB'!", (gf. of)
	
Starcky. 8MB 12(1955)42-43
TY?vP, (f of) ML'	 no 11, p1 XX. 3 PS 3. p113
(gf of) LSMS. (f of) HYRN
	
InvXI,42,pI V
d o(NGMW	 mv XI,62
GLNWS	 raAec	 Aug. 174 AD	 mv X, 113, p1 III 5=Seyng.
Syrui 22(1941) 264-266 no2S,
pl XX
Galenus





ggf of 3L gf of EMQY]MW. f of 	 C1S4058,pI XXVI Milik, P.
YRBI3WL'	 181 182
(gf of) MQYMW. (f of) YRHB WI]	 CIS 3994 A-C, p1 XVII
ggf of) ML', (gf of) Z'WR, (f ol)
	
PSNCG 106 no 62
KMLW
- '	 Starcky, MUSI 28(1949 50)





















	 1ev VIII 99
(ggf of) ML', (gf of) SWN (1 of)	 1ev XI 55 p1 VII
MLKW
(I o1)G'	 1D47
(gf of) YWLYS 'WRL' S LMLK' (I	 lngholt. BeiyIu 2(1935) W0-
o4)MN	 101 no9 pI.XU2_MFP2IO
no2O




(ggf of)t MRTHWN. (gf ol)
	
CIS 4524. p1 LXII
TYMRSW, (I of) YDY
(gggf of) YDY and ZBDBWL, (ggf of) c'IS 3948, p1. XII=Inv 111,28
TYMRSW, (gf of) TYM, (I. of)
MQYMW
[(gggf of) YDY, (ggf. of) TYMRSW,
	
CIS 3949. p1 V1_hiv 111,29
(gf of) TYM, (I of) MQYMWI




Oct44 BC S of NBWZBD mv XI, 100, p1 Xffl Starcky.
siuth Levi Della Vula. 1956 p
514516 no 2. p1 I A-MIIIk, p
31.pI 113
PN052 p1 XXXIV 2
RW298b p1 XV!







CIS 4604 A B, p1. XLVII—PS
260
ID 55





(s ad) NBWL'	 RiP 3C b p1 XVII Milik. p
159 163
s of ZBIYFH, (gs ad) 'NQYR	 Sculptures no 173 Bounni
Sal by AAS 15(1965)133 134
p1 X Milik,p 164
gfoVHLYVF.fo('TFN C1S4460 p1 LX PS54 p1 XVI
3 Parlaska, RM 92 (15) 355,
p1 152
(gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS 'GTWN', (f Ingholt, Beiylus 2 1935) 104-
os'	 106 no 12, p1 XLII 2—MFP21O
no23
I of YWLYS 'wRLYs HYRN	 Tadmorea 111,36 c=MFP 215-









I aITYMW,s OIHMYN	 Inghott, Berytus5(1938) 95-lOt
no 2. p1 XXXIV 2—MFP 214
no36
F 261 s of HBY,gs of DYGNS	 Ingholt.Berylus2(1935) 102
AD	 1O4no11p1XUI1MFP2IO
no22
(ggf ad) YRBY. (gi of) GYLW (f of) BS 46 p1 XIII 4
HYRN
(ggf at) YWLYS 'WRLYS MQY (gf Ingholt. Berytus 2(1935) 60-64
of) ZBDBWL, (f of) MQY	 no 2 p1 XXIV 2—MFP 200
no62_Seyng.Syrzal8 1937)
220/221 Al) d of YDY'BL gd. of YPJIY	 CIS 4020 A B p1 XXII
129
f of ML'DYNY (405 2)
DYNY 2 (I ol) TYMRSW







DYWN 2 (114 6)
DYWN 2 (114 6)
s of ZBDBWL. (gs of) MLK'. (ggs of) CIS 4084 p1 XXV
1FNDWR' 'PWQH
gf o(DDYWN. f of HBY
	
Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 102
IO4nolI.pl Xliii MFP2IO
no 22
gf ofry	 I of	 Ingbolt,MUSJ46(1970-71)
WLY,s O(MLKW	 184187.pl Ill IV




no 3, p1 XXXIX 2. XL=MFP
208 no 13
I oIWLY.s.ofMLKW	 Ingholt,Beiytus2(1935)9596
no 4, p1 XXXIX 2. XL=MFP
208 no.14




May lfiD s.oIWLY	 lnghoft,MUSJ46(1970-71) 190
DYN' (143.5)	 Es of X,gs 0fJBWLH',(ggs of)
	
lnvXJ.80.pI IX Milik,p 15,
'YWN[W],bo('LYS'	 p111
DYNY	 50-I5OAD s of BRP	 CIS 4520, p1 LXII PS8O
DYNY' (405 2)	 I of ZBYIY s o(ML'	 CIS 4519 p1 XXXVI PS216
Canftneau, Syria 12(1931) 134
no 13 fig 13—Milik, p 171
RTP11Ia,pl VI Milk,p 150
[Xinant, Syria 36(1959) 104 no 2
b p1 XIV
130
to[vuoLooJDIYNYS I (80 1)
to vuotouDYNYS 802)
IoytaLouDYNYS 2 80 14)
&OVL€YLOSDYNYS 2 80- 14)
D[Y JNY S (101 1)	 ggf of BRYKY gf o(NBWZBD,f of RcP38-Bounrn AASII (1%!)
BRYKY	 157 no 15=Boonni-Sahby AAS 7
1957) 47 no 13
[DYINYS	 RSP46A E-Bo4mnl,AASI1
(1961) 162 no23
DYNYS	 f of 'LHS'	 Mv IX 4 b
DYNYS (1691)	 ggf ol'SRYKW aIKI BTHW,gf 0(f	 C1S4518A-C p1 XXXVIII
'QlvP and MLKW, I of MLKW
	
PS 363








(s of) YDY'BL, (gs of) SLM'	 RTP 250 b. p1 XIV
f of MIKW. (a. of) }1NBL RSP27 Bounni,AAS 11(1961)
152 no 4-Bounni-Saliby AAS 7
(1957) 43 no 1_Sculptures
no 283
f. of 1 'QM', (a of) SDY, h. of' WiT bit C!S4287, p1 XLV1ThrPS337_
BWL}P 1?'TI'N 'HYTWR	 APML 164-165 no 168




RSP31 Bounm.AAS 11 (1961)
153-154 no 8.-Bounni-Saliby,
AAS 7(1957)45 no 6=
Sculptures no 286
(gf of) 1{LT, (1 of) MLKW RSP 28-Bounni, AAS 11(1961)
152 no 5=Bounni-Saiiby, US 7
(1957) 43-44 no 2_Sculptures
no 284
ggfo(IINBLgfofSLMLTand	 RSP24-Bouni'u AAS 11 (1961)
ZBD'TH, I of MLKW and HNBL	 no Bounni-Saliby.
f of ZBIYfH, (a of) ZBIYI'H	 RSP3BOWuLAAS 11(1961)
155 no 12_Bounni-Saliby. AAS7
1957)46 no 1O=Sculptaires
no 290
a o(ZBIYTH. gs of HNBL	 RSP34-Bounm AAS 11(1961
155 no 11 Bounni-Sal by,AAS7
957) 45-46 no 9-Sculpiures
no 289
131
DMS 217/21$AD b of MLK
[DINY Jime263AD f.ofX,s ofX
DYNYS 80 4	 gf of) MRTY. I of) TYMRSW	 RP3&Bounn, AM 11 1961)156no13 BoonmSaIbyAAS7
(1957)47 no I Scu1pnues
no 329
(D YNS 80 8)	 (gI f)B[ IY. (I of) MI4KWI	 RSP3O=Bounn AAS 11(1961)153 no7 Bounni-Saluby U57
1957)44 no 4—Sculpture no
328
DK' (64 1)	 (ggf of) EHGIGW (gf of) YHYB' (I	 CIS 4050 p1 XXI XX11I M uk
of) ypjiy	 P 449
DK' 64 1)	 (ggf of) 110GW. (gf of) YHYB' (I of) CIS 4030 p1 XVIIIYRHY
DK' (64 1)	 ggf of) YRHY. (gf of) M[QJYMW. (f 1gw X. 4. p1 V 4
of) ZBIYTH
DKY'	 (gggf of) HDNI'I, (ggf of) HK[.. (gf	 Pa!mre VI!! 122 no 26. p1
of) TYMH['J. (I of) ML'	 LXXIX 166
DKRY (352 3)	 (s of) 'BYN. gs of HHMY	 PNO 77 a, p1 XLVII 2 a b
RSP 108.-Hassani-Starcky AAS
3(1953) 149 151. p1 13
CIS 4052 p1 XXV
DNY





gI of DNY and I9LYW. I of STRG' CIS 4002. p1 XXffl Mi ik p
194
s of cSTERG1 gs o(DNY,b of	 CIS4OCl2 p1 XXIII M ik p
[']LYW	 194
70-140 d oI'DYNT. gd of YRHY sis of	 RP50A B p1 I Pabnyre IV
YRHY	 186 no6-7 ig 218-219











Scuiptures no 209 2 2
CIS 44459 p1 LIX LX
mv VII 156a
1 HGY (11 10)
1 HGR (13 32)




1 [H}IY (40 17)
HD[']
'1-11) 246 5 35 16
HDYR'
HDYR' 113 3
I215 d ofHDWDN,(w of)ZBDBWLbr
	
CIS447OAB p XLI PS
Al)	 SLMN	 69—APML 200-2 1 no 199
50-150A1) d of ZBYD' gd of ML',w of TYMY 	 &Iers AfO 16 1 52 53) 311
brBLSWRY TYMY	 315 fig p313
50-ISO Al) d of MQY. (gd of) 'MBY sis of I p	 mv VIII. 200=Ingholt Beryflis 3
andM'NY	 (1936)95-97no5AB.pI XX3
d of ZBYIY. gd O('TYK'	 CIS 4444, p1 LIX
d of BWRP. gd of 'TYK' 	 CIS 4438 p1 LVII
150-200 Al) (m of) 1 HP'. d of ML', w ol) MIWK' C/S 4443 p1 LVIII P5432
m oV'QMF. d of MQYMW. gd of 	 C/S 4190. p1 XXXIV Mi k, p
S'DY
212/213 Al) d of TYMW	 Gaw kowski SP 4 ( 97 90-
92 fig 3
123/126 AD d of BWLH' gd of ZBDL'. w of BR' C/S 4247 p1 XLI PS 34 p XI
br ZJ3IYT 1-1	 1 —PSNCG 45-46 no 4
d of X Egd oil MRQL'	 C/S 4080 p1 XXVI
ofMLKWbr1]GWbrMLKW	 C1S450 p1 XLII PS73




HDY [RT] (463 3)





m oITYM' w of MLKW	 US 4502 p1 XLII P74-
APML 178-179 no 180
d of BR'TH. gd of RW'Y	 RP 188 p1 VII Palmyre IV
197 no 21. fig 229
d of MRQS 'LPYS 'LUB gd of	 Bowmi Saliby.US 15 1965)
WHBLT ggd of M'NY
	
126 135=41 52 p1 V X
(Arabic) no B 18/64-Milik, p
163
d of 'LHBL. gd of WHBLT. (ggd of)
	
CIS 4154 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27
M'NY	 V
d of M'NY. gd of WHBLT	 CIS 4147 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
0
s of HK[ 1. (gs of) TYMH['I. (ggs of)	 Paftnyre VIII, 122 no 26 p1
ML'. (gggs of) DKY?	 LXXIX 166
RTP251b p1 XIV
HN'Y (189 5) 1 of TDMR, s of MLKW RSP 105, p1 VI=lnv Xli, 17 p1
IV=As'ad, AAS 18(1968) 132













HRMY (352 1	 gf of DKRY f of ' N	 PNO 77 a p XLVII 2 a b
[GYS Y W]LY S HRMYS raLo ]v 'IOUALOV	 (s of) HGY. b of YWLYS 'WRLYS	 C1S 4211 p1 XXXII MFP 215
563 4)	 Epa€(av	 no 40=PSNCG 164-165 no 32
134
FIRMS	 PNO 48 p1 XXX 2
FIRMS	 PNO .59
FIRMS	 s o YDY	 PNO 72, p4 XXX 5
FIRMS 190 4	 Oct. 128 Al) s o X. gs of) ML'. ggs of ML'
	
RSP l40-Palnyre V 113 114
no5, fig 11
FIRMS (284 2)	 1 of MLKW (s of) BYHN	 lnghol Berrus 2 1935) 101
lO2nolO.p XLII MFP21O
no2I
HRMS (422 2)	 f of YWLYS 'WRLYS SYBY. (s of) 	 Ingholt, Berytu 2 ( 935) 82-84
MRQ'	 no5. p4 X)(XVI. XXXVII 1=
MFP 212 no 31




FIRMS (592 2)	 freedman of BWTH BPNBW	 Sculpiurec no 319
FIRMS (595 1)	 50-150 Al) freedman cC MLKW and BLIP
	
RSP 102 a-As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 105-106 no 29-
Sculptures no 188 193
FIRMS BSM (593 2)
	 freedman of MLKW 1w WHB' 	 CIS 4013 p1 XXIII
YWLYS 'WRLYS FIRMS IouAu.oc	 May232AD Kof YWLY' 'WRIY' T]YM'.
	
lniP V, 13- P40zMFP200
(594 4)	 ApilAios	 reedman of 'WRL[YSJ	 no 63
HRMSYN	 Oct 22 Al) of RDWN	 CIS 40 6 p4 XXIV
HRQL'	 s of X	 InvXI 44 p4 VI









200-250 AD d o(RPBWL




154/155AD s ofBD" (p of)BWLY
f of r ']LYY (s of) srWR
of MLKW
RSP56 pill As'adTaha,AAS
15 (1965) 40 no 5
CIS 4008 p1 XVIII PSNCG 52
no 9
As'ad Teix dor, DM2 1985) 43
no 18
H fuzer 0MR068(1988)
3739 p1 1,11 1-4
Ingholt Berytus 1(1934)42-43
note 98
Ingholt. Berylus 1(1934 42-41
oo6,pI X2








200-250 Al) s of ZBIYH-L gs of WHB', ggs of	 CIS 4327 p1 XXXVI PS 282
ZBIYFH
s of ZBD'TH. b of ZBDTH	 CIS 4328 p1 XXXVI PS 202
i50-200A1) s of ZBD'TH,b of YRHBWL and	 C1S4329A B p1 UV PS 183
MQY [MW]
gf of WHB' I of ZBIYTH.s of	 CIS 4327 p1 XXXVI PS282
ZBIYTH
gf of) 0' (1 of)ZBIYFH	 C1S4330 p1 XXXVI PS 169
















Ou4a(ou	 f of BWLH' M YMY HYRN LSMS
	
nv VIII 59-MFP 191 192 no 29
WL[Y] s of BWLITZY
Mv Vi 1 50
tiw XI 77 p1 VIII
RTP37Ob p1 XIX




gf of) X. (f of) 'GY [LW	 CIS 4354 p1 LV LXIII PS 30.
pl Xl PSNCG43no2
6O9O s of'(3', gs WHBY
	
BS 6 p1 1112
1st c BC s of NWRBL gs	 çç	 Tadtnorea 11,24
s of RMY. h 0ff HG' brt ZBIy
 br	 Mv Vi!!, 138
NY
f of (Y. s of ML'	 In VII! 180-Seyng, Syrw 14
(1933) 167, p1 XX
g of M'N [f I of X	 RSP 43 Bounm AAS 11(1961
160 161 no 20=Sculpsures no 293
f of) HN'F' (s of) HLFI" Ing Be7ytus 2 1935)91 93
no 2. p XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
207 208 no 12




















gf of ZR' I of TYMN' Es] of BLHZY BS 38, p1 XI 2—Mu k. p 221
gf of MLKW 1 '(3's of BLITZY 	 BS 7 p1 1113
gfofWFU3Yfof'G'	 8S6.pIffl2
of SPT[YMY]WS ['DYNT] and y	 CIS 3971 p4 V
IYMY' BTZBY 1* 'NTYWKWS
gf oIX I O(MQYMW
	
mv Viii,66
[f of] 'NS	 RSP 145 p1 IV Palmyre 11,
250-251 no 12, fig 299
I of NBWL'	 'Iy	 RSP 3 Habdul Hak, AAS 2(1952)221no1.pI Ii
f Of SBTY	 C1S4048.pI XXIV Muik,p 67
I of MKTS,s ofX	 C1S4063 p1 XXII
Mrd 231 s of SRYKW	 CIS 4028 p4 XVIII
of'BMRr	 C1S3991.pl XV Mi k,p 211
f of 13'	 CIS 4474 p4 LXII PS 523


















(f ol) liLY	 RTP 746 a. p1 XXXVI Mi ik. p
320
(fof)BSY	 RTP84bpIV












s of) 'DY'Tf (b ol) HYRN	 RIP 736 b p4 XXXV S yng
AAS 13 963 171 172 g 7
Mi k,p 320=PSN G 19 no 91
gf of) MLKW. I of) W) ]W	 CIS 4232 A p1 XXXV nv IV.
17 a
139










ggf of) PSY'L, gf of) HGGW (f of) CIS 4232 B, p1 XXXV mv IV,
17b
(s of MQYMW gs of TYM' ggs of	 Inghol Berytus3 1936) 104-
105 no 8 p1 XXI I
No, g7j) s of BLNWRY (gs of)BWS' 	 CanUneau RB 39 (1930) 536-537
no6B-MtP 189 no 19
150-2(8) AD s of W}IBLT	 Ingholt. Syria 11(193 243 p1
XU 1-APML 244 no 237
I5O-200AD s of ML' gs of WHBLT ggs of)	 CIS 4348 p1 L1H PS 227
GWR'
(gf of) WHBLT, (f of) ZBYIY (s of) 	 Aggoula, Sem:hca 27(1977)
QMYL'	 117 122. pt XIV
May 182 AD s. of ZBYIY. (gs of) WHBLT, (ggs of) Aggoufa, Semihca 27(1977)
QMYL'	 117122,pl XIV
MIyIIAD s oIMTNY.gs 0fGDRSW.ggs of 	 BS6O.p1 XVII2-PalmyreVl.
MTNY, gggc of QYNW. ggggs of 	 17
.d) R>TY. gggggs of YDY'BL RB'
f of ZBYIY. s of ZBYD' gs of)' KY RSP 1 12-Hassani-Starcky, AAS
3(1953)153 154 p117
50-ISOAD s. of BWRI	 CIS 4577, p1 LX PS 140
[WHBLTI (270- 2	 OuA X a6ou	 [f of 'Q H,s OPQYH]	 Palniyre 1,207 no 1, Ig 229




WHBLT 348	 fofY	 Lso(Y YBLgso(	 Canneau,RB3 (1930545-
'?s4S', b o('WYDLT u o(WHBLT	 546 no 13A MFP 191 no27
WHBLT (373 3)	 s of q'	 gs of 1Y	 mv VIII 39
140
WHBLT (411 3)	 20 Apr 6 s O(TYMRSW gs of MLKW	 RSP 135=Palmyre II 241 no 11
fig 277 PalmyreVi 96no 13
WHBLT (4443)	 s ofBL'QB.gs o([NJS
	
!nvXI 65 p Vii
WHBLT 460 4)	 50-ISO AD	 pp	 CIS 4600 p1 LXIII PS 109-
Ingholt, &rytus 5 1938 p1
XUI 3
W1-IRLT (461 3)	 a of MLKW (gs of) RPNW	 RTP 765 a b, p XXXVII Mi ik,
p 279 no55
WHBLT (482)	 gf oV'T[Y].f of[M]LKW,s of'RGN CI3988 p1 II InvVJ,3 RSP
WHBLT (49 34)	 a of (BWLBRK)	 Mv XII 7, p1 II
WFIBLT (491 2)	 1 of T[YMRSWI a of TYMRS[WJ	 CIS 4026 p1 XX Mi 1k, p 347
WHBLT (493 2)	 1 of TYMH' and PLNS, s of TYM'	 CIS 4369 A-B p1 LV-PS 514
PSNCG 88 no 46
W1-IBLT (503 3)
	
50-I5OAD a of YMLKW,gs of WHBLT	 PS 148
WHBLT (504 1)	 gf of M'[NY]. f of MLT	 RSP 60 p VI_Palrnyre V 118
no 14-MiIik,p 76 p1 V I
WHBLT 524 3)	 a of'GYLW, gs of) YRHBWL'	 Mv WI!, I 5
W1-IBLT (541 3)	 a of BRYKY gs of ZB BWL	 C/S 4244) p1 XXXIV
WHBLT 62 12)	 1 of) SGL a 01) "YU4Y. gs
 of)	 lnghoit, Syria 11 930 242 p1
BLHZY	 XL!
WHBLT 63 33)	 a of 'U-IBL, gs of WHBLT	 C/S 414 p1 XXVII mv !V 27
141
WHBLT (63 41)	 s of SKYY gs of WHBLT	 CIS 4136 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27




WHBLT 2 (J63 4)
WHBLT 2 (163 4)







00-130 s of BWLI? gs of BWRP (ggs of)	 CIS 4282 p1 XLVffl
HYTWR
gf of WHBLT f of ML'. s of) GWR' CIS 4348 p1 Ull PS 227
f of YRHI3WL' (s of) GWIR
	
CI 4349 p1 UV
	
130-140A1) s of BLNWRY alias I3WLY,gs of 	 tugholt, SyrIa!! (1930)242 p1
BWS'	 XL2




gf ofWl-IBLT.f ofYMLKW	 PS 148
(s of) M'WN	 RTP 724 a,pt XXXV Milik, p
23! 232 no 10
(s of) [WN]	 APML 105 no 62




s of) HYRN	 APML!07no6&67
142
W}-IBLT 6 (63 14)
WHBLT 6 (63 14)
WHBLT 6 63 14)
WHBLT 6 (63 14)
-	 WHJ3LT' (63 14)
WHBLT 6 63 14)
WHBLT 6 63 14)
WHBLT 6 63 14)
WHBLT 6 63 14
W[HBILT 6 (63 14
[WI- BLIT 6 (63 14
WHBLT' 3696314)
WHBLT 6 (63 14)
WHBLT 6 63 14)	 O4aaXAaOou
I o((YY	 RTP376b p1 XX Mlik,p
227 228 no 5
I of'LFIBL	 CIS4 51.pl XXVIII InvJV27
S
s o(MNY,h oI3L	 C1S4149 p1 XXVIII InvlV 27
q
s oIM'NY, gs 0PLHBL b oI'LHBL 1P33 Bourmi Saliby AAS 15
965)126-135=41 52 p1 IV 3,
A 2163 (Arabic)=Milik, p 243
f of MLKW, s of M'NY
	
CfS 3921, p1 XVI mv IX, 31
gf of WHBLT. f of (y y	 CIS 4136 p1 XXVIII Th y IV, 27
gf of'TPNY,fof[MJ'NY	 C1S4135.pI XXVIII InvIV,27
h
gf of'LHBL.f of(YY	 C1S4137.pl XXVIII lnvIV,27
gf of MNY.I ofLHBL	 !S4138 p1 XXVIII InvlV.27
k
gf of WHI3LT I ofLF1BL	 C!S4141, p1 XX V1II-InvlV. 27
d
gf oIWHBLT.1 oIMLKW




CIS4143 p1 XXVIII InvIV27
gf of WHBLT I of MCNY	 IS 4144 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
g








WHBLT 6 63 14)
WHBLT 6 (63 14)
WHBLT 6 (63 14)
WFIBLT 6 (63 14)
WI-IBLT 6 (63 14)
f 0IMLKW b OfSLMLT	 CIS 4146. p1 XXVIII InvIV27
n
gi of'HD RT f oIM'NY	 C1S4147 p1 XXVIII InvIV 27
0
gf of SGL and BL[CQB] f of 'LHBL	 CIS 4148 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27
and SKYIY]
I of [f 'OJMT a of M'NY	 CIS 4 50 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27
r
I of M'NY	 C1S4152,pI XXVIII InvIV27
gf of 'MI" and W1-IBLT. f of SKYY
	




gf of SGL and WHBLT, I of'LHBL	 CIS 4155, p1 XXVIII InvIV,27
and MLKW	 W
gf ofSGL I of MLKW, s of M'NY 	 CIS 4156, p1 XXVIII lnvIV,27
x
WHBLT 6 (63 14)	 gf of BL'QB. I of 'LI-IBL S of M'NY	
b	




I of M'NY. (s of) M'NY	 CIS 4158 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
y
f of LHBL MtNY SKYY and MLKW. CIS 4134-mv IV, 27 a-MFP 191
a of MNY gs of)'LHBL
gf of HDYRT.I OIMRQS 'LPYS 	 Bounni Saliby AASI5 1965)
LHI3Ls of M'NY	 I264341 52 p1 V X(krabic)noBl8J64-Mi k,p
163
gf of HDYRF I oI'LHBL a of)
	
CIS4 54 p1 XXVIII InvIV 27
M'NY	 V






WHBLT 8 (63 45)
WHBLT 8 (63 45)
WHBLT (192 2)
WHBLT 9 (192 2)
WHBLT 9 (192 2)
WHBL(TJ 120 2)
WHBLT '° (120 2)	 O,aAXa0ou
WHBLT (120 2)	 0 jixJaAAa0[ou]
WLY 505 1
I ofMNYjun,s of[M' JY	 CIS 4139 p1 XXVIII InvIV 27
s of M'NY gs of WF!BLT	 CIS 4144, p1 XXVIII InvIV 27
8
oIMNY h of t
 '?vfP bi SKYY fr	 CIS 4153 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
WHBLT	 U
s of MLKW gs of WHBLT	 C1S4142 p1 XXVIII InvIV,27
e
s of MLKW gs.ofWHBLT.h of	 C1S4155,pl XXVIII InvlV,27
SGL liii 'LHBL 1w WHBLT	 W
gf of MLKW I of SY'WN	 RSP 69=As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 44no 18
gf of MLKW I of SY'WN'	 RSP 73 As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)46 no 22
I of SYCWN. s of MLKW	 RSP74-.As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 46 no23
(gf of) 'DYNT. (f of) HYRN	 Cantineau Syria 12(1931) 138
no 17, fig 17—Milik, p 317-
Palniyre VI, 78_lngholt., PAP,
120=Gaw kowski, Syria 62
(1985) 253 no 1
(gf of) 'DYNT, (f of) HYRN (s of)	 CIS 4202 p1 XXIX mv VIII 55
NSWR	 MFP 202 no 68—Ingholt, PBP.120=Gaw ikowski, Syria 62
(1985)253 no2
gf of SPIMYWS '[DYNI] f of	 As'ad-Gawlukowskj MAS36
[HYRN] (s of) NSWR	 (1986)169 170 nO 10
Gawl kowski, Syria 62(1965)
257 no 13
gf of Z13[Y I of ML'	 mv VIII 168
WLS 1953	 50-ISOAD f oIMRQWS s 0fMRQWS,h of' 	 RSP63 p111 As'adTaha,AAS
TDMWR	 15 1965)42 no 12=Sculpiw'es
no.367
WLS 195 8	 SO-I5OAD	 RSP72—As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)45-46 no 21
145
'TM[Y]WS WRWD	 EwT(pIOv	 A 262 AD
Oupw&iv






(Ou)aoou	 ggI of YWLYS 'WRLYS MLKW gf mv X 115, p1 VII la-c
of WSHW of MLKW (s of) NBWL'
gf of)MLKW and WSHW (1 of)
	
mv XII 36 p1 IX
MLKW
Ouuoou	 fofYWLS'WRLYSMLKWsoI	 nvXll5pIVIIla-c
MLKW gs of WSHW (ggs of)
NBW'
s oCMLKW.(gs of) WSHW b of	 hwXII,36 p1 IX
MLKW
IofYRHY	 B29plVHI2
WRDN	 f IYWLY' 'WRLY' 'QMYWLy'	 Ingholt, Studies G C. Miles.
'WRLY' BTRPBWL andYWLY'	 1974, p 50 p1 IV 2
'WRL'' BT1'QB. s of RPBWL
WRDN	 PNO55a,cpIXXXVfflI
WRDN' (149 5)




MY 186 Al) freedman of 'NIYKS RPBWL br	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 106-
'NlYKS T'QB p73U	 109 no 1 p1 XL l—MF'P 207
May 22$ Al) freedman of 'NIYKYS RPI3WL bc 	 Ingholt. Bervtus 5(1938)110-
1 13 no 3 p1 XL 2—MFP 207
Mv IV 21 JP7I Schmidt
Cohnet, Tempeigrab Nr.36, p 4142,pI lSa-d
f of YLW	 1P31 Can neau, Syria 12(193 )117no2.Ig 2_InvIX.
28=Gaw kowski Syria 48
1971 4 3-414 p1 XXIII
2—Mi k,p 27 277 Aggoua.
Semtzca32 1982 111 116
S ('tL	 mv VIII 99
WRWD
	 Tadrnore ill 36 f Amy Seyng
Syria 17 1936) p1 XLVIII 2
146
WRWD
WRTN 506 1) gf of SM'WN. f of M'N






fl'.4YWS WRWD	 €WT(ULOV	 264 267






	 €TTCI(LOV	 Ore 262 AD






C/S 3941 mv I/I 8-Mi K. p
236
mv III 3 Seyng Syria 18
(1937) 1-4-Schlumberger BEO
9(1942-43 35-50-IngholL
PBP 135=GawI kowski Syria 62
(1985) 255 no 10
CIS 3940. p1 XI mv III 9
C/S 3943 p1 XI mv III 6
C/S 3942-/rn' II!. 7
C/S 3939, p1 XI mv III. 10
C/S 3937. pl X Mv III. 12




C!S4lO5ter p1 V,XXI Ingholt,
BeryhLc3 ( 1936) 93-95 no 4, p1
XIX 1
PNO 35 a b, p1 XXVII 3
ZB'
	
I [of] MLKW. s of) BR[T}I] 	 C/S 4552, p1 XXXVI
7J3,	 offf
	 Mv VII! 116





















50 A]) s of [YIMN. (gs 01) WHB[Y
	
BS 54 A B p1 XV 12
gf of RMY f o(TYMN' 	 mV VIII 23
I of X h ci)' L	 IS 4476 A 13 p1 LXIII P5355
gf ci) ZBY 1 o ZBIY	 CIS 4070
ggf ol)MQYMW gf of) Y', I
	
C1S4118.pI XXXVIII PS 151
of) PQB
AW 26X ADsof}]L	 C1S4053,pl H
I oIYMLKW	 lnvXI,79 p1 Vifi
f of [H]LPWN', (s of) ZBDW
	
CIS 4009 p1 XXIII mv Xl, 8
p11 Mthkp 106
I oft ]', (s of) 'G[YLW]	 RSP 161 p1 VI
(s of) X, (gs 01) MQYMW	 Ingholt. Berytus 5 1938) 137
As'ad Teix dor Syrui 62 1985)
277 no8 fig 8
I ol'MLT	 CI 4351 p1 Lifi
I oCX s of YRHY	 IS 4564. p1 XLIV PS 223
Mv IX 5=Fema. Bas r 263
















RSP 129—mv VI 4_Pa frnyre V
117 lI8fig 226
ca 50-100 s of NS'	 RSP 177 Palmyre 11!, 238 no 6
fig 158
I of'YTYBL	 mv VIII 51
soIBNY	 InvXI4p1I
$ ofHYRN	 InvXI 27 pIll1
s of ZB(D)L'	 11)34—Rep. VII. 281 no9lO p1
XXXVI 1
I ofYRHY	 RTP227b,pI XIII
S of MQYM[W]	 RTP 468 b, p1 XXIV
(f 01) BWTH	 RTP 669 b, p1 XXXII
s oI)GMR'	 R27'673b p1 XXXII
(s o1)YDYBL	 R7P715b p1 XXXIV
i. 138A1) s of BRYKY, gs ofWN ggs of
	
BS46, p1 XIII 4
BRWKY
gf oIPZLf of ZBEP. s ot)P7L	 1S4595 p1 LXII lers AJO
17 1954-56) 192 193 fig 5 b
I of PZL s of ZBIY, (gs ci) F7L
	
IS 4595 p1 LXII Ealers AfO
17 1954-56) 192 193 fig Sb
149
ZBDE'J (188 3)	 1 of YDY'BL (s 01) L{S (gs 1)	 CIS 4007 p1 XXIII
MY
ZBD'(2286)	 50ITYM'gsoIHLVP.hol'HBV	 InvVJJ2
bct HLPT' bc HELIPIT'] br TYMRSW
ZBI (243 2)	 gf ofZBD'.I of'ZYZW	 RSP4O p1 11 Bounni AAS1I961 15K- 59 no 17 Bounm
SaIbyAAS7 1957)50no23
Sculptures no 335
ZBIY (2436)	 200-250AJ) S Of ZYZW gs oIZBIY h oI 1 MZBW RSP4O pill Boonni AAS11
bit BRYKY br MQYN 1961 158- 59 no 17 BoontuSaibyAAS7 1957)50no23
Sculptures no335
ZBD' (314 2)	 1 OIMLKW s of 'GYLW	 Scuiplures no 321
ZBD (370- 3)	 (s of) pjpp	 Saliby DM6 1992) 275-276
no 26. p1 51 tScs4pbres no 371
ZBIY 3922)	 f of HG',s of M'NY,(f in-lawof)	 mv VIII, 138
WHBY
ZBD' (399 3)	 Es of H]YRN (gs ol) MLK'L 	 mv Xl, 61, p1 VII
ZBD' (47 19)	 101 MQYMW s o(MQYMW,gs of 	 CIS4 59 p1 XXXIII MFP 192
1'QB ggs of MQYMW gggs of 	 no33
MLKW al as 'R'S
ZBIY (505 3)	 s of ML', gs of WLY
	
my VIII 168
ZBD' 531 2	 1 of ZBY s of) ZBD	 CIS 4070
ZB1I 532 1	 gfO1MQYMWfO(GYLW	 1P85
ZBD' 533 1	 (gf of)MLKW. I of)S'DW
	
8573 p1 V1115
ZBD' 59- 17)	 I of N MYs of TYM' gs of HLF'P
	












8AD	 s ZB BWL8s of SSN,b of
	
Sal by.DM6(1992) 272 no 13.
MPLWN	 p4 48 cu4rnues no 3 0
S of MQYMW (gs of)BKRY.h oV	 RSP2I Pabnyre 1,219 no 15
BLTYHNMIPNY	 Ig 197 Sculptures no 275and
423
5OI5O Al) s of c(y	 RSP 23 Palmvre 1 220 no 17,
fig 201 Sculptures no 279
Aug 271AD C1S3946 p4 XII mv 111 19-
Gawlikowskj, Syrui 62(1985)
256no Ii




y 2 (534 1)




ZBIY 4 51 10)
gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS HLVP. (1	 Ingholt. Bervtur 2(1935)84 no 6.
of) MQYMW	 p1 XXXVI XXXVII 1 MFP
213 no 32
gf of) HLPP. (f of) MQYMW Inghott, B rytus 2 1935) 86-88
no8 p4 XXXVIII 2—MFP213
no34
gggf of' TDMWR. MQYMW and 	 CIS 4259 A D, p1 XXXIX PS
'LYT, ggf of ZBDBWL, gf of
	
67
MQMW f ofNWRBL,s of'HDY,
gs f) IZBD]BWL
gf of MQYMW.f of NWRBL	 Sabeh,AAS3 (1953) 18-21 no2,
p112
f of NSWM.s of MLKW,gs of	 RTP778b.p4 XXXVIII Milik,
NSWM	 p 235 no 14-15
f of NSWM. s of MLKW gs of
	
RTP 887 b p4 XU Mi ik. p 235
NSWM	 no 14-15
	
gf of)[HJ LPWN,(f of)ZBIY	 lS4009 p4 XXIII In Xl 8
p41 Mi k,p 106
AipiAto	 200-15OAD of MQY (gs of) HBZY,b of	 mv VJI1.58
Z4.8 44liAOS	 ywy S 'WRLYS NWRY and
YWLYS 'WRLYS ['GYLWJ
Febr 235 s of ZBDBWL. gs ci) KHYLW Ingholt. Bervius 2 1935) 84.86









[gf of] X	 of 15W [s of IS'	 CIS 3979-IP 60 Mu IL p 117
s o(MQYMIW] RB' gs of	 lnvXJ 81 p1 X Mi ik, p 234-
ZBDRW(L ggs ol) 'RYM' (b of)	 Palmyre VI 83-84
MQYMW MLKW and BWRP
fof)BRKJ-P	 1D43
f of MQYMW s of HJ3RY	 CIS 4078, p1 XX
[sofBR'TH	 CIS4O9Op1H




gggggf of) TDMWR, MQYMW and CIS 4259 A D, p1 XXXIX PS
1 'LYT (ggggf 01) ZI3DBWL, (gggf of) 67
MQYMW (ggf of)NWRBL,(gf of)
ZBD' f of) 'BDY
I of'TS'	 CJS4'41.pl XL-PS349-
PSNCG 68 no 24
s ofMTN'.gs oIZBDLH,ggs of 	 mv VIII,9
BL'QB alias 'SR'
ZBDB[WLJ	 mv VIII 77
ZBDB[WL] (75 12	 tu of TDMtR] brtMQYMW E,r	 CIS 4262 p1 U
NWRB[LJ
ZBDBW[LJ	 f of HYR'	 mv VIII 93
ZBDRWL
ZB I3WL
I of C?	 C1S4079 p1 XXV


















gf of) BRT' (I of) HLYPY





Dec (2)12 s of'SR'
bny
OAD soIZBIYTH
CIS 4112 p1 XXVI! MFP 184
no 2—APML 89 no 90
BS 22, p1 VII 2—Mi k, p 120
RSPI94p1 VII
Starcky BMB 12(1 55) 34-35
no4 p1 xvin i
CIS 4366 p1 LVU—PSNCG 85
no43
CIS 4396
SMA 85 no 37 APML 139 no 149
SMA 85 no 37—APML 139 no 149
PNO 13, p1 XXIV 2
BS93 p1 XX 13
BS6Ib p XV125
RTP 137 b p1 Vifi Mi k, p 158






























im' Xl, 12 p1 II
JnvXJ.36.pI IV
mv XI 67 p4 VIII
tnvXI,78,pl IX
mv XI, 77, p4 VIII

















ZBDBWL (130 2)	 [Za6Lf1uAOJu
f o(TYMR5W	 Ben Ham. B PES 13(1947)
144
s O(ZBDBWL CIS 1998 B, p1 XV liw Vi 5=
RSP 130 p1 V Paimyre V. 177,
fig 227
180-215 AD S of SLMN. (h of) HGY bil HDWDN C1S 4470 A B p1 XLII PS 69-
APML 200-201 no 199
gf of'LHBLf of'LHBL(s of)'HWD !nvX 63,pl VII
ZBDBWL (141 3)	 f of DWR' (s on MLK'.(gs of)	 C1S4084.pl XXV
'TNDWR' 'PWQH
[ZBDBWLJ (147 3)	 ZalILIWA0u	 [f of ZBDBWL s of ZBD'TH. gs of	 JnvX, 125=Seyng Syria 22
'QLBJ	 iI'I.P $U flU 0, )1
(ZBDBWL] (147 4)	 Za&wXo	 [s of ZBDBWL gs of ZBD'TI-L, ggs of mv K. 125=Seyng Syria 22






'QLBJ	 (1L/ L'' flO.
Zc4I&4 [AouJ	 gf of 'T'QB. f of GYLW.s of	 Asad-Gaw kowski, AAAS 36
MQYMW alias QR'	 (1986) 169 l7Ono 10=
Galikowski, Syria 62 (1985)
257 no 13
50-150 AL) f of TYMRSW and MLK'L, s of	 CiS 4372 A-C Pl LV P598
MLK'L (gs of) RMY
Ic 188 Al) s of GD' gs of MQYMW (ggs ol) 	 CIS 3981 p1 XVffl, XIX
1L,b of MQYMW
Z}4wAov	 Au SI AD Es of) 'GYLW gs of L'Q IvfF ggs of	 Jiw X 40 p1 II I 17 Mi k. p
fiaApupiivLovi
	
(GYLW) gggs ol) [ 'IKY	 102
(gf ol) ZBDBWL f MLKW	 CIS 4036 A,
155
ZBDBWL 247 5)	 150-200M s OIZBDLI-L gs o(BWRIb ggs of	 CIS 4575 p1 LXI P5161
ZBDLH
ZBDBWL 261 3	 s of BRWQ'. gs of'KNT	 mv VIII 22
ZB BWL 262 3	 F 34 AD S of YDY BL gs 01) 'LHW	 C1S398QrMiI k, p 119-
PaLmyre Vi 50 fig 7
ZBDBWL (275 3)	 s oC 1 NBY, gs of'3R.b O('SBR	 Sczdpflwesno352
ZBDBWL 322 3)	 M3' 91 AD s of KVWT gs of BR' 	 CIS 4173 p1 XXXI MFP
205-206 no 4
ZBDBWL (368 2)	 1 of HYR', (s of) }IYR'	 CIS 4525
ZBDBWL (37 3)
ZBDBWL (37- 5)
[ZBDBWLI (38 2)	 Za6ttAou
ZBDBWL (381 2)
ZBDBWL (415 1)
gf of ZBDBWL. I o('BYHN s of	 1P34-Milik,p 20-21
LSMS gs of MKN' RB'
s of'BYHN. gs of ZBDBWL ggs of	 1P34-Milik, p 20-21
LSMS, gggs of MKN' RB'
[gf of TYMS'. f of TYMS'. s of RB'L] mv VI!. 3-MFP 189 190 no 20
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBDBWL (s 	 Ingholt, Beryws 2 1935) 84-86
of)KHYLW	 no7,pl XXXVIII 1 MFP213
no 33
I o(MRYWN,s of MLKW	 C!S4021 p1 XXI, XXII
ZBDBWL (42 3)	 gf of 'LHBL I of MLKW. (s of) BRT' mv IV 12=CanUne u RB 39
(1930) 527 529 no 3-MFP 198
noS4
ZBDBWL 535 2	 I of STh& s f)ZBD'TH	 R11'407b p1 XXI
ZB I3WL 5393)	 s of 'QNrr gs of ZBIYTH	 154605 p1 LXIII
156
ZBDBWL 541 1)	 gf of W}IBLT f of BR'y K	 CIS 4240 p1 XXXIV
ZBDBWL 542 1)	 gf of ZBDBWL qNWR, MLKW	 CIS 3911 p1111 M ik, p 89
MRW and YDY'BL I of B 4S,
I in law of) BLHY
ZBDBWL 542 5)	 s of BRv1S and BLHY ga of 	 C1S3911 p1111 M ILp 89
ZBDBWL and MRW b of 'TNWR,
MLKW tMRW and YDY B
ZBDBWL (543 1)	 gf o(ZBDBWL f of ZGWG	 Seyng Syria 18(1937)31 no!
fig 20=Pajlaska, RM92 ( 1985)
150.1
ZBDBWL 543 ) 5oM) s of ZGWG gs of ZBDBWL Seyng. Syria 18(1937)31 no 1,
fig 20=Pailaska, RM92 (1985)
355 p1 150, 1
ZBDBWL (581 1)	 f of t 'LYT,(f in law of)TYMY	 C!S4412,pI LVI P556-
APML 212 213 no 209
ZBDBWL (62 11)	 - 150 AD a of BY RN. (gs of) NWRY	 CJS 4465 p1 XLII PS 146-
APML 194 no 195
ZBDBWL (65 7)	 ZaI&Aou	 Al 193 AD s of TYMRSW. gs. of TYM'. ggs of	 CIS 3948, p1. XII mv 111,28
MQYMW. (gggs 01) GRE' b of YDY
ZBDBWL (66 26)	 f of ZBD' and MPLWN, a of SSN	 Saliby DM6 ( 1992) 272 no 13,
p1 48 a=Sculpwres no 370
ZBDBWL (68 22)	 Al) a of BWLH', gs of) N13WSWRirY	 RSP 85 Asad Taha, AAS 18
(1968)96 no 10=Sculplures
no!94
ZBDBWL (687)	 fofBWLff',(f in law I) NYBN'	 RSP8O p1111 As'adTaha,
AAS 18 (1968) 95 no5=
ScuLptures no 217
ZBDBWL (72 8) 	 f of YWLY' 'WRLY BTMLKW a C1S4175=MFP 206 no5
of 9DY
ZBDBWL (75 9)	 133/134AD s of MQYMW b of YRIIY and	 Ingholt. Berytus 5 1938 94-95
'TNWRY	 no 1 p1 XX)UV 2—MFP 194-1 5no43
ZBDBWL 8 3	 Za8 iAou	 gggf of YRHY ggI of'G'ILW gf of	 Gaw kowski Berytus 19 197)
TYMH' f o('YIYN 'SRY a o('YD'N 	 7 no!. fig 1
157
ZIIDBWL 85 11	 f of 'QM s of'(J'	 CIS 4336. p1 LIII P5267 Milk.
p 267
ZBDBWL	 4)	 gf oft X. f of MLKW s of MLKW.	 CJS 43 8 p1 XXXVII PS 83
(gs of) "WY D	 PSNCG 87110 45. Ingholt, AA 3(1932) 10. fig 3
ZBDI3WL 1)	 gI of GYLW f of TYMY
	
CIS 3922, p1 XVI nv IX 9
ZIIDBWL alias QRBL' U
ZI3DB WL] (45 2)
ZBDBW(L) (45 2)
ZBDBWL (45 2)
ZI3DBWL 2 (12 3)
[ZBDBWL] 2 (12 3)	 [Zo& jI[AouJ
ZBDBWL (622)
f of 'GYLW,s of NBWSWRY RSP %—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 100 no 23 Scuiphues
no 213
f of MQYMEW] s of'RYM[']
	
Tadmoreal. 1211 mv VIII 71-
MH'204no8 Mi k,p 233
gf of MQYMW. Z[BDBWLI. MLKW mv XI 81, p1 X—Milik, p 234—
and BWRP, f o(MQYMfW} RB'. (s	 Paimyre VI 83-84
of) 'RYM'
gf of MQYMW. f of MQYMW. (s of) du Mesnil du Buisson CRAI
'RYM'	 1966 170-174no4 p1 III JV=
Palmyre Vi, 83 mv Xii, 48-49,
I XI
gf of 1113', f of BGSW	 mv IX, 33—Cantrneau, Syria 12(1931) 128-129 no9, fig 9-
Mihk,p 238
[ggf. oITBGSW, gf o(HB'. f o(BGSWJ mv Xli, 19 p V mv ill 2-
Milik, p 24(-Pal,nyre VI 80-81
gf of) 'GYLW. (f of) NWRY	 C1S3980-rM k p 119-
Pabnyre VI,50 fig 7
ZI3DBWL 3 62 2)	 ggf of cyJ),4y NRGLZBD and	 Cantineau. R 39 930 536-537
'GYLW gf of BL}fZY I of NWRY, (s flO 6 A MFP 189 nO 19
of) "YLMY
ZI3DBWL 4 11 3)	 gf of IIDWDN I of SLMN	 CIS 4171 p1 XXXI MFP 205
no2
ZBDBWL 4 11 3)
ZB BWL 4 11 3
[Z 8ti'Aou	 gggf YRHBWL'apd'WYIY.ggf of	 1S3914 Pl V mIX 25=
'(3' d HDWDN gf of YR}IBWL' 	 Milik. p 3334
of HDWDN,S of HDWEDNI gs of)
MWN
gf of BGR, I of j4jI	 Slarcky Syria 40 963 47 55
p1 IVc
158
ZBDBWL (245 3	 f of MLKW, s of MLKW	 CIS 40368 p1 XX
ZBDBWL 5 245 3)	 Aj 240 AD s of MLKW, (gs I) ZBDBWL	 C/S 4036 A, p1 XX
ZBDBWL (171 3
ZBDBWL 6 171 3)
ZBDBWL 7 (590 5)
ZBDBWL (590 5)
ZBDBWL 8 (75 9)
ZBDBWL 8 (75 9)
f o(MQY	 Ingholt.Berytu.s2 1935)64no3,
p1 XXVI
f Of YWLYS 'WRLYS MQY s ol)	 Ingholt, Bertus 2(1935) 60-64
MQY (gs of) DWHY	 nø 2. p1 XXIV 2—MFP 200
no62—Seyng, Syria 18(1937).
pl IV
of MLKW gs of) 'SWYT patron of Ingholt, Ber9ftis 2 1935)9899
YWLYS WRLYS GYLW	 no7. p1 XXXIX 2, XL— MFP
208-209 no 17
patron of YWLYS 'WRLYS GYLW	 Ingholt.MUSJ38 (1962) 106, p1
111 PSNCG 162 163no131
'°°° f O(TDI%fWR.MQYMWafld 1 'LYT. C!S4259AD.pI )O0UX_PS
S of MQYMW gs 0 NWRBL ggs 01 67
ZBI)gggsf BDY. (ggggs of)
f off CLYT	 C!S 4260, p1 XXXIX PS 420
ZBDBWL 8 (75 9)





I of SD'L, s o(MQYMW	 C/S 4261. p1 LI
f of SD'L of MQYMW	 CIS 4261 bis. p1 XXXIX PS 13,
f of YWLY wpjyS BWLM' s of CIS 4206 p1 XXXI mv IV, I a
BWLM'. (gs of) NyNY'
	
MtP2I4no38
f of YWLYS WpyS BWLM' g of CIS 4206 p1 XXXI mv IV, I a=[BWLM'	 f) NYNY	 MtP 215 no 39
Of	 of ZBDBWL gs of CIS 4176




ZBDBWL 2 (68 22)
ZBDBWL 2 (68 22)
ZBDBWL QRBL' (68 47)
ZBDBWL QRBL" 3 (68 47)
ZBDBWL
ZBDBWL
gf o('BTMLKW I of ZBDBWL s of CIS 4176
9DY
gf of t BTMLKW f of ZBDBWL s of CIS 4184
9DY
gi ofZBDBWL QRBL'.I 0f 6GY W RSPIOb=M'adTaha.AAS18
(s ol)NBWSWRY	 (1968)1011 2no27
Sculptures no 88-193
gf of BWLH', f of GYLW (S of)	 RSP 100 c-Asad Taha. AAS 18
wswi	 (1968)101 102no27
Sculptures no 188 193
f of'GYLW	 RP IOOa Ac'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 101 102 no 27-
Sculptures no 188 193
50-I5OAD $ of CGYLW. gs of ZBDBWL (ggs of) RSP 100 b=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
NBWSWRY	 (1968) 101 102 no 27-
Sculptures no 188 193
(s oflZBYIY	 Dunant,Syrta36( 959)107
no25b p1 XIV-Mi k,p 158
(s of)ZBYD'	 RTP295b,pl XVI Milik p 158
[ZBDBWLI (106 4)	 Za&w [AocJ	 0t 132 AD s of YRHBWL', gs of LSMSY. (ggs	 CIS 3998 A p1 XVInv VI 5=RSP 130. p1 V=Palmyre V. 177,
ZBDBWL (106 4) f of ZBDBWL CIS 3998 B p XV-Inv VI, 5=RSP 130, p1 V_Pabnyre V. 177,
Ig 227
ZBDBWL 6 68 22
ZBDBWL 6 68 22)
ZBDBWL 6 68 22
ZBDBWL'
gf of MLKW, I ofUYLW. s of 	 RSP 101 e-Asad Taha, AAS 18
BWL}P (gs ol)NBwSwR	 (1968)102 1 5no28-
Sculptures no 88 93
I of GYLW s of BWLH gs I)	 RSP	 ad aha, AAS 18
wswi	 (1968) 102 1 5no28-
Sculptures no 188-93
I of GYLW f n w o4) 13' Y'	 RSP 02 b= s'ad	 AAS 18
1968)105- 06no29-
Sculptures no 188 93

















(f of) CFNWRY	 RTP 1 lOb, p1 VI
s of LYY b of BLIY
	
BS 22, p1 VII 2—Mi ik, p 120
f o( CGYLW	 BS22, p1 VII 2—Mi k, p 120
f of YRHBWL', s of BLYH (1 in law M'ad Teixidor DM2 (1985)42
OOBWLM'	 nol4
s of BLYH. h of HGT
	 As'ad Teixidor, DM2 (1985)41
no 13
(gf of) RPL (f of) TW1	 Stareky. Syria 26(1949) 36 38
no 2=APML 144-145 no 153
f ofX,s.of[ ]N'
	
mv VlII,73—MFP 203 no 75
(f of) [TY]M'M1)	 RTP 223 b, p1 XIII
(f of) 'TNWRY	 RTP 995 b p1 XLV
150-ZOOM) s of GDRSW	 PS 174
gf ofTYM'.f oIBLHZY	 BSII.p( V3
140 M) s [of) MQYMW gs of) HI?
	
CIS 4392 p1 LVI PS 96-
PSNCG 57 no 13
f of BYSY s of MLKW	 mv VIII 12
161
ZBDL' Zc&X&
I of ZBYD('). s of) YDY B	 CIS 3997 p1 XV
gf of LYS'. I of LMS	 BS 3.4 A F. p1 111-4
gf MQYMW. I of KHYLW
	
Tadmorea 111.31 Mi 1, p 17
Seji 67AD s oIZBDNBW.(gs of)QRZN	 C1S3983.pI XVI InvI,4—BS
13 p1 Vi
(1 ci) 110GW	 R7P473 b
ZBDBI 528 2
ZBDBL (540- 1)












f OIZBIY	 ID 34_Rep. VII, 281 no9lO p1
XXXVI 1
15O-200frJ) [s of']BGL	 BS64,pI XVII 3-4
I of SMSGRM	 RSP 53—As'ad Taha, MS 15
(1965) 39 no 2
f of YRHY. (s oI)QR( ]
	
InvX,127,pI 1V6
gf of HD'. I of BWUP	 CIS 4247 p1 XU PS 34. p1 XI
I PSNCG 45-46 no 4
s of)BRWQ'. b ofyp	 Sal by.DM6(1992) 275 276
no26 p1 5lb=Scup1uresno37I
-iso D s of ZBYIY. (gs ci) ZBDL'. ggs of) 	 RSP 20=Abdu Hak, MS 2
,1Y	 (1952 245-246 no 37. p1 XII 1
gf ci) Z13 L' (I of) ZBYD'. s of)
	
RSP 20=Abdu Hak, MS 2
,lY	 (1952 245-246 no37 p1 XII I
ggf oINI3WZBDaOdYRHBWL' gf of CIS 3986 p1 XX Mi k,p 90




	 Zu&A	 f of[ZBIYJT}1 s of YDY	 CIS 3928
ZBDL' (234 4	 Za&X	 f o(ZBIYflI,s of YDY	 C1S4192 p1 XXXII InvfV,
22—MFP 198 no56
ZBDL['] (234 4)	 ZCX&AaTO	 f of YDY. s of) YDY	 mv X, 90 p1 m 7
YWLY s 'w1LYs ZBDLH 'IouAov	 242/2 AD s of MLKW, gs of MLKW, (ggs of)	 CIS 3932 p1 V IX mv III 22
(51 16)	 ApiAiov	 NSWM
Zp$tov Toy
KaI Za.8Oiiv
[Z]BDLH	 s of) N	 Thy Vii! 125
ZB[D]LH (33 5)	 ZuP&Xav	 75(76 AD s of SMSGRM. (gs of) 'YS'	 mv X. 39. p1 II 5=!P 6
ZBDL[H]	 gf of X, f of [L]WY	 mv VIII, 65=IP 77 MFP 202
no 70
ZBDLH	 s ofX	 InvXl 97.pl XII Miltk,p
308-309
ZBDLH f of TBR' mv XI 99 p1 XIII Starcky.
Suih Lew Della Vida, 1956, p
516
ZBDLH	 gf of) MQYMW. (f of) 'LG'. s of)
	
RTP 395 b. p1 X)U
MSY
ZBDLH	 50-I5OAD s of BGDN	 PS 141
ZBDLH
	
I of }IYR'	 Scu4flures no 260
ZBDLH 184 2)	 gf of 1) I of YRHY, (s of) KDIRH CIS 4480. p1 LXII













f of RM' s of BWLJP	 CIS 4257 p1 XXXVI PS 6 p1
II 2-CSIA 106-107no82
ggf oIZBDBWL gf oIZBDLH, I of
	 CIS 4575 p1 LXI P5161
BWRJ
176 s of BR" gs o(ZBD'TH	 CIS 4250 p1 XXXVI P514 p1
IV 4-APML 184 no 185
I of 'H', (s of) BR"	 PS 39, p1 XI! 2-PSNCG 48 rio 6
I of 110GW (a of) KMR'	 CIS 3980=Mil k, p 119-
Pabnyre VI, 50, fig 7
May iz Al) a of MQYM[WJ. (gs 01) 'IMJYS]	 CIS 3992-Milik, p 293
gf oIZBDB(W)L,f of MTN',s of	 mv Vffl,9
BL'QB alias 'ZR'
May62 AD s ofvt'WN. gs. of'YS'	 RSP 159 p1 VI Pabnyre V, 111
112no3 fig 108-Milik,p 79
80 p1 V2
	
67AD s of ZBD'TI-L(gs of) MYK'	 BS5A-C p1 III I
	
s of ZBIYT1-L (gs of) MYK'	 RTP 830 a b, p1 XL
ZBDLLH] or ZBDB[WL	 (s ci) BWR[P]	 RiP 419 b p1 XXII
ZBDLH 2 247 3
	
1 of ZBDBWL a of BWRP gs of	 CIS 4575, p1 LXI PS 161
ZBDLH
ZBDU-1 2 247 3
	
s of BWRI	 CIS 4576

















fof'TPNY	 ID 19—Rep W183rto845
f of 'WYLY	 PNO 47 a p4 XXXIV 5
foIMLKW	 In V1117
f of 'MYT	 Starcky BMB 12(1955)35 no 5,
p4 XVIII 2
ZckOij	 Ju'y I2 s of CWYDLT b of [MIZB!P and	 tineau, RB 39(1930) 546-547
'	 YRHY (c of) YDY'BL	 noI3B MFP2IIno26—Miiik.
p 19
f oIYR}IY,(s oOPWR' ' 	 C1S4531,pl XLVI
f of HDWDN, (s of) [H]DWDN	 RcP98—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968)101 no2S
'50-200AD s of YMLKW (gs of) NS'	 CIS 4617, p1 XXXVI=PS 224-
CSIA 105 106 no8l
f of BR	 CIS 4247, p1 XLI P534 p1 XI
1 PSNCG 45-46 no 4
Fek 37 Al) s of TYMCMI) gs of BWRI ggs of)	 Tadinorea 111,33—Mi uk, p 147
ZG[WGJ b of MLKW and X




















b of YDY'	 I gholt,Beylus5(1938) 137
f of MQYMW	 CJS 42 2 p1 XXXV mv VII,
13 MFP2I7no45
Starcky BMB 12 (1955)30 33
nol p1 XVII4
f of X	 Tadmorea I, 9-Milik, p 74
(f of) BR"	 Starcky cyria 26(1949)38 39
no4-APML 144-145 no 153
f of ZBDBWL	 RSP 52-As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)39mb!
s o('TNWRY	 RSP68-As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)44 no 17
s of [']TNTN	 mv Viii, 1
gf of KRSM', f of H[ 1, s of X	 mv XI, 6
f of X, s of BB'	 ID 14-Mi k, p 328
f o(TYMY	 R77'451 b p1 XXII!
of) ?vffN'	 RIP 836 b, p1 XU
[gf oil ZBIYTH Ef ofi HDYDW, s of Safar. Swner 20(1964)20 no 12,
YRHYgS0ISDIY	 P4111













[gI of ZBDBWL I of ZBDBWL s of mv X 125=Seyng Syria 22
CQLJ3]	 (941)240 no 8 p4 XVIII
gf of ZBIYI'H. I of HGGW s o	 Caquot. Syria 62 1985) 57 59
'LYBL	 fg 1-APMLI4SnoI56
Apr 142 AD g of HGGW. g of ZBIYTH. gg of)	 Caquot, Syria 62 1985 5759
'LYI3'L	 fig 1-APML 148no 156
gf of ZBJYFH. TYM' and Cf 1QB f of	 mv VIII 63-Cantineau, RB 39
TYMS' (s of) QYS'	 (1930) 542 543 no 11
s of TYMS' and 'QIvif gs of ZBIYTH mv VIII 63Cantineau. RB 39
and TYM'. (ggs of) QYS', b of TYM'
	
(1930) 542 543 no 11
and 'T'Q13
I OU'TNFN and HIYRIN. a of YDY.	 Ingholt, Berylus 2 (1935) 59-60
gs ciTYMY	 no I p1 XXIV l-MFP 199no5
ggf of WIlD'. gf of ZBIYrH, f of
	
CIS 4327, p1 XXXVI PS 282
WH
AD s of ZI3IYFFL b. of WI-IB'	 CiS 4328, p1 XXXVI PS 202
gf of'QML f of'TNTN, (fin law	 C1S4516A B,pI L-PS 102
of) t
 'H'
(f of) YRHY. (a of) [B WR}	 RTP 640 b. p4 XXXI
ZBD'TH (3442	 fofyRBY.(sOOPG'	 P5192
ZBIYH 35 11	 fofBR".S of ZBIYr}L(gs of)BR"	 C1S4246 p4 XXXVII
zBIYTII 35 1	 gf of) 'MBY (I of) BR'	 IS 4248 p4 XUI! P535 p4XI 2






ZBD'TH 35 13)	 ZabaaOou
ZBD'TH 35 13)
ZBD'T1-1 35 13)
gf ofZBDLH,f oCBR"	 CIS 4250 p1 XXXVI PSI4 p1
IV 4.-APML 184no 185
gf of) BNWR. f of) 13R"	 CIS 4251 p4 XXXVI PS 10 p1
1113 APML 185no 186
ggf ol) t 'H'.(gf 0 HLPT'.(f oI)BR' C1S4254 p1 XUII,XUV
ggf of HDYRT 'H'. gf of BWLH'. f	 C1S 4255, p1 XXXV PS 44, p1
of BR"	 X1114
(ggf of) BR". gf 01) BNWR. f of)	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)114-
R", (s of) TS1	 116. p4 XLV 2—MFP 19911058
(gf OOZBD'TH. f of) BR"	 Hvidberg Hansen, AH3 (1991)376.flg 12
gf of M'N, f of BR"	 PS 209
ZBDCFH (35 27)
ZBD'TH 35 35)
160 s of BR" (gs of) ZBD'TH
s ofBNWR,(gs of) BR"
Hvidberg Hansen, Al-I 3 (1991)
376 fig 1 2
C1S4253.pI XXXV
ZBD'TH (35 4)	 f of'TNTN. (s of) TS13	 CIS 3972 p1 XVII PSI, pl II-
Seyng Bervflts 3(1936)137
139, p1 XXX Mi ik, p 224
ZBIYFH 35 8)	 gf of BR". f of ZBD'TFL s of) BR'' 	 CIS 4246 p1 XXXVII
ZBIYTI- (365 5)	 s of MU(W gs ci HYRN b of X and Ingholt, Ber tus 3 936)9798
KHYLW	 no6.pI XXI Miik,p 188
ZBIYI'H 371 2	 f of (HL)IY. s of HLD[	 CIS 3993 Milik, p 293
rZBD1'TH 47 1
	 gf	 'QM'. I of) 'QB s of)	 C1S4V4
'TrQI3
168









gf O(ZBIYTH. I ofT cQB S of SRY.	 C1S4159 p1 XXXIII MFP 192
8 Of ZBIYTH,ggS oiMLKW alias	 iio33
R'S
A 114Afl S OI'TCQB gs 0(ZBIYrFLggs of SRY. C1S4159 p1 XXXIII MEP 192
gggs o(ZBD'TH ggggs of MLKW	 no33
alias R'S
gggf of ZBIYTH. ggf of'T'QB gf of 	 C1S4159 p1 XXXIII MFP 192
ZHD'TH, f of SRY. a of MLKW alias 0033
f of SRY.s of 'T'Q8	 CIS 4194, p1 XXVII MFP 207
noS
00131Afl S OfHYRN. gs of)YKYN	 RSPSI pt VI-InvXfl,14,pt II
-As'ad Taha, AAS 15(1965)31
fig 3
I of'B1YSTWR	 C1S4418.pI LVII
gf of S'IM. I of ZBDBWL	 RTP 407 b, p1 XXI
gf of'BGR.f of ML' 	 Teixidof, Sumer 18 1962 63-64
nol.fig 8-_Syna 40(1963)
33-4200 1, p1111







200-250 AD s of YDY'BL. gs of ZBI)TH 	 CIS 4603 pt LXIII-PS 259
gf of ZBDBWL I of 1 'QMT	 CIS 4605 p1 LXffl
gf of YRHY I of MLOJYMW (s of)	 InvX.4.pl V4
DK'
a of DYNYS gs of) ZBIYI H
	
RSP35-Bounni MS 1 1961
15500 12=Bouzas-Sal by AAS7
1957) 45-46 no lO-Scu1pnres
no 290
If of) TYMRISW)	 RSP 26 pt 1 Bounru. MS 1(1961)151 152 no3
169
ZBD'TH 97 6) '50 AD s of ZBYD' gs 0OBY1Y Te,xidor,MUSJ 42 (1966) 178
no5 p1 15=Miik p 102 103
APWL 147 no 155
EZBD'TH] 97 6)	 gf of BWFH. f of ZBYD, Es of 	 hw IX 29=Cantineau, Syria 12
ZBYDJ' (gs of) BYE
	
	
(1931) II7noI fig 1 Milik,p
103
ZBD'T1-I (244 3)	 f of WHB'. S of WI-tB' gs o(ZBD'Til CIS 4327 p1 XXXVI PS 282
ZBIYFH (244 3	 f of zBrYrH and WHB'	 CIS 4328, p1 XXXVI PS 202
ZBIYIH (244 3	 f of WHB'. YRHBWL' and MQY[MW] CIS 4129 A B. p1 UV PS 183
ZBDH'(244 3)	 f of ['1 0'. S of) WHB'	 CIS 4330, p1 XXXVI PS 169
ZBD'TH' (429 2)	 f. of ZBDLH. (s. of) MYK'	 BS5A-C,pl 1111
ZBD'TH (429 2)	 I o(ZBDLkL(s of)MYK' 	 RTP83O a-b. p1 XL
[ZB]DT]}1 2 (80-9)	 s of HNBL (gs of) DYNYS	 RSP3I Bounni AAS 11(1961)
153 154 no8—Bounm Saliby,
AAS 7 (1957) 45 no 6=
Sculptures no 286
zBIYTh 2 (So 9)	 Zaa0	 Ap 147 AD s of }fl'1BL gs of DYNYS c of	 RSP 24—Bounni MS 11(1961)
MLT	 146-149 no 1—Bounni-Saliby.AAS7(1957)29 30
ZBD'TH 2 809)	 1 of HNBL s of HNBL	 RP32—BOUnnI AAS 11(1961)
154 no 9—Bounni Saliby. MS 7
(1957)45 no 8_Sculptures
no 287
zBIYrH 2 80 9)	 Za&z0ou	 f of YRHY. (s of) HNBL	 RSP33 Bounm MS 11 1961)
154-155 no 10=Bounni-Saliby
AAS 7 (1957) 45 no 7
Sculptures no 288
ZBD( ru-i 2 80 9 Za60ou I of DYNYS (s of) HNBL RSP34—Bounni,AAS 11 1961)I5Sno 11 I3ounni-Sai by AAS7
(1957) 45-46 no 9—Sculptures
no 289
YFH 2 80-9	 gI of) ZBIYFH. f of) DYNYS	 RSP35rBounni MS 11(1961)155 no 12—Bounni-Sal by AAS7
1957) 45-46 no I Sculptures
no 290
170
[ZBD' TH (234 8	 Za&a&wc	 A	 Al)8 of ZBDI gs of) YDY	 CJS 3928
ZBD'T1-1 3 234 8	 Z6aaO	 Nov 181 s of ZBDL' gs of Y Y	 C1S 4192 p1 XXXII mv IV, 22(171	 MFP 198no56
ZBD'T11 4 47 3	 gf ofRPBWL! O(PQB s ci) R'S
	
CIS 4225
ZB1YTH 4 47 3	 ggf OIPQB RPI3WL and Y. gf of 1P35
1ITH,f of'T'QB,(s of)'R'S
ZBD'TH (136 2)	 (1 01) GRYMY s ci) 'NQYR	 Sculptures no 173 Bounni
Saliby.AAS 15(1965) 133 134,
p1 X Mihk,p 164
ZBD'TH (136 2)	 (1 of)MTN'	 RTP3O5b,pI XVII
ZBIYI'H 6 (134 5)	 (s 01) MTN', gs 01) 'NQY R)
	
RTP 819 b. pt XL-MIik, p 1(4
ZBD'TH 6 (136 5)
ZBD'TH 7 (537 1)
	
Z[a6aaOou]
[ZBD'TH] (537 1)	 u(J&auOou
ZBWD
ZBWD
(s of) MW	 RTP 287 b, pt XVI
f. of [BGRN
	 mv Viii. 78
[gf of RPBWL, f of BGRN]
	 mv Viii, 80
mv IX 5=Fiema, Basor 263
(1986) 81-83. fig I
Ajw249AD fof( J	 CIS 4045, p1 XXV
ZBWD	 CIS4O%.pl XXVI
ZBWDW	 6D fo(Xs	 B'	 In'.' Xl 19
171





IEwT(IiLO	 Aug 271 AD	 CIS 3947, p1 XII mv III 20
Zatto
ZBY	 Oct. 243 AD 5 oi Sqy	 Inghoft. Syria 7(1926) 128-141.
p1 XXXIV M I k, p 261 262
no 31





ZBY (531 3)	 s of ZBD', (gs of) ZBD	 C1S 4070
[YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYD'] 'IouALo	 88188 AD s of 'S'FWR. (gs of) ZBYIY 	 CIS 4209-MFP 218 no 49
(97 10)	 AipYjA&o,
ZiiV6LO
YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYIY 'IoUXLoV	 AJW	 D s of MQYMW, gs of ZI3YD'.(ggs of) CIS 3933, p1 V. VIII mv III, 21
(97 11)	 AV	 STWR,(gggs of) BYII)'	 Mi k,p 103
[ZJBYD'	 RTP3I2b,pl XVII
[Z]BYIY	 1)	 Z€€(8ou	 gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS TYPYLS. f 	 Tadmorea lii 36 c=MFP 215-
of TYMRSW	 216 no42_Amy-Seyng Syria 17(1936)260 p1 XLVIII 3
ZB [Y ]IY	 f of SY N'	 CIS 4073, p1 XXII
ZB[YLY] (547 1	 gf of) ZB[YD'] f oIZBYD' 	 InvXi 34 p1 IV
ZB[YIYJ 547 3)	 [s OI]ZBYIY gs oCZB[YD']	 lnvXl 34 p1 IV




















s. ol'TYMW	 BS22 p1 VII 2—Mi ik, p 120
ZEEC8OU	 I8A	 s of N	 C1S3913 col I3,pI IV
gf of SBQ f of X	 RSP 190=Palmyre V. 115 no 7,
fig 79
I of TYM'	 CJS 4545 p1 LXIII_PS 163
I of 'MFH'	 CIS 4546, p1 LXIII PS 480
I of I'ff NY	 CIS 4551, p1 XXXIX PS 283
I of NBWZBD	 RiP 822 a, p1 XL—Mjlik, p 279
no 48—PSNCG 198 no 190
Rfl' 805 a, p1 XXXIX APML
85 no 5
Z€La	 s of N[S' (gs of) 'T']QB. b of BDY	 mv X 130, p1 ifi 6
and BD'STWR
f of .M'	 ScuiptuTes no 323
















Z1!'o1 ou	 mv X 45=Seyng, Syria 22
(1941) 248-249 no 16
(s ci) MHRDT	 PNO 59
s clx	 PN075.pl XLVII5
(sof)[ 1W	 RIPl79bpIX
(s ci) 'LG	 RTP 293 a, p1 XVI
s of X	 RTP 406 b, p1 XXI
RTP44Lb.pl XXIII
RIP 581 b, p1 XXVIII
R7P626a XXX
RTP659b p1 XXXI
(f ci) RB'L	 RIP 745 b. p1 XXXVI
RTP792a.pl XXXIX
Zivotou	 f c(QSPRYNS	 Seyng Syria 20 1939 320
no24—Miik,p 247no19
I of HGR. s of ML', I n aw f)	 Et is Aft) 16 1952 53 311
TYMY	 315 fig p 313
174
ZBYIY (138 2)	 Ziwo(ou	 (gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS ILPWrP.	 C/S 4031 p4 XXI XXII
(f of) "YLMY. (s of) 'QWP'






(gf of) ZBYE (1 ci) MLKW (s of)	 C/S 4033
(B'
	
AIr 236 Afl s of MLKW gs of) ZBYIY. ggs of)	 C/S 4033
'B'
SWt	 Ds ofMLKW.gs ofYDYq3L ggs of	 C1S3978.pl XXI_Milik,p 306
NS' alias BR'BDBL,b of LSMS









s of YRH. gs of ('IGYLY. (ggs of)	 C/S 4532, p4 XLVI
MLKW, b of LWY'
(gf of) ZBYD'. (1 of) TYM'MD. (s of) Safar, Sumer 20(1964)19 no 9,
MSKw	 p1119
(gf of) BWRP. (f of) '(P. (s. of)	 C/S 4597, p1 LXII
MYQ'
(f of) BLY (s of) MU(W. (gs of)	 RiP 720 b p4 XXXIV APML
NLT	 86no9
f of WHB T (s of) WHI3LT (gs of)	 Aggoula. Serrnnca 27(1977)
QMYL'	 11 l22.pl XIV




gf of ZBYD' I OIWHBLT. S of)	 RSP 112—Hassan -Starcky AAS
"KY	 3 1953 153 154 p117
Od 225 Al) s of WHBLT gs of ZBYIY ggs of) 	 RSP II 2—Hassan Starcky MS

















gf of X f of YR}IBWL' s of TYMY	 Tadmoreal,7B MFP2O3 no76
Apt IliAD s of SDW.(gs of.SMS	 C139I9 p1 VI InVIX, 19-
Mihk,p 228-229
I of'V. s O4'T'Y. gs of) RI	 C!S4010=InvXl, 23 p1 XIII
ggf of) ZIIYD' (gf of) NSR'. (f of)	 CIS 4404 p1 LXffl
MLK'
s of N. gs of MLK', (ggs of) 	 CIS 4404 p1 LXffl
ZBYD'
Es oil SG,(gs of)'KLB	 mv XI. 28.pl IV
I of [QSYN}', (s of) 'PYN	 CIS 4003, p1 XXIV
f ofHGR,s of'TYK'	 CIS 4444. p1 UX
(Xl 61 Al) s of YDY, gs of MQYMW. (ggs of)	 BS 39. p1 Xi 4
GB'
f of Nff. s of'GYLW	 Scu4vures no 346
cat5OAD gs of'GYLW.s o(YDY'BLand 	 Ingholt,Beytus1(1934)40-42
'MBY	 no5.plXl
Se5. 132 s of S1MWN gs of BLCQB	 CIS 3973
IofTDMR	 C154252,p1XXXV
















I of }IBY (s of) H13\' 	 Safar, Sumer 20(1964)20 no II,
p4 11111
f of ZBYD'.(s 0OLSMS
	
Saliby.DM6 1992 283 no47,
p1 56 c_Sculptures no 299
s o(ZBYIY (gs of) ISMS
	
SaIiby,DM6(1992 283 no47,
p1 56 c=Sculptures no 299
lSo.200M) s of DYNY gs of ML	 C1S4519,pl XXXVI PS216
f of SM'W[NJ. (s 04') MW'L'	 CIS 4(,01, p1 XXXVIII PS 264
I oIMQYMW.S °1YRHY	 C1S4164.pI XXX !nvIV,19-
-	 MFP 194 no42
Sept 129 s o(ZBDBL (gs of) YDY'BL	 C!S3997, p1 XV
f of HG' (h 04) MF bri	 CIS 4421 A 13 p4 XXXVIII-
'BIYSTWR YRHBWL'	 44nghc4Bytus 5
(gf of) MKY. I of) Ml'	 Starcky Delavault. Semfllca 24(1974)71-72no4.pl 11
gf off SBHY. I of TM'	 CIS 4382 p1 XLV LVII PS 378
Wartke, FB3I ( 1991)89 no 2,
fig 3 Ingholt,AA3(1932) 9, fig
[1 of) ZB[YIYI s of ZB[YD') 	 liw XI. 34. p4 IV
gf of 'HL f O(MN	 PNO 76 a, p4 XLVIII 2 a-c
gf of) ZBYD' f of) MQYMW	 CIS 4170 p1 XXXII mv IV 23
MFP 197 noS2
No, 150 Al) s of MQYMW gs of) ZBYIY	 CIS 4170 p1 XXXII mv IV, 23
MFP 197 no 52
177
ZBYJY (55 17)	 j j 1 	 CIS 4244, p1 XXXV PS 51, p1
XV 3
ZBYt (55 17)
	 1 ofMQYandBR[K)' s o)	 C1S4245AB,pI XLVII PS
MQYMW	 271
ZBYD' (55 7)	 233/234 AD s of MQYMW gs of HYRN ggs ol) 	 CIS 4243 p1 XUII PS 24. p1
'YLM[YJ	 Vifi 2-Mi ik. p 252
ZBYD' 557)	 Zivdo	 Apr 149AD s oCHYRN.gs oCMQYMW.ggs of	 CIS 4168 p1 XXIX !nvTh9
HYRN (gggs of)?vff' b of"YLMY	 Mo51-Mihik.p
ZBYIY (550 1)	 gf of HYRN.f of SM'WN	 Salar Swner20(1964 14no2,
p112
ZBYD' (551 1)	 gf of 1 'HWF. f of YPJ1Y	 ScuiptuTes no349








gf of ZBYIY I of HLVT', $ of TYM',	 CIS 4268, p1 U P540
(gs of)HLVF'
Dec 150 Al) a of HLVP and 1 NCMY. gs of ZBYIY, CIS 4268, p1 U PS 40
ggs of TYM'. (gggs ol) HLVP
f of 1 SGL Ingholt,Berytus2(1935)91 93
no 2. p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
207 208 no 12
ZEEC&V	 No,	 [a of TYM' gs of MQYMW. ggs of 	 mv 111,26
CBi











(gf of)ZBYIY (f of)TYM'MD	 Salihy DM6(1992)280no38
p1 Mb 58c









f of ZBI)TH. (s ol) BYD' Teix&w MUSJ42 (1966)178
no 5 p1 1 5=Milik. p 102 103
APML 147 no 155
ggf of BRTH. gf of ZBYIY, f of
	
mv IX, 29—Cantineau, Syria 12
IZBD'TH]. (s of) BYE)'	 (193 ) 117 no 1 fig 1 —Milik, p
103
I of BReTH. s of [ZBD'TH. gs Of	 mv IX, 29=Cantrneau, Syria 12
ZBYDJ' (ggs of)BYIY	 (1931) 117no 1,fig 1 Milik,p
103
152OOAJ) s of'WlX' ahas BWPJb	 CIS 4357 p1 XXXVII, LIII PS
177 Mihk,p 260







March97 s of TYM'MI). (gs of) MSKW
	
Safar Swner 20 1964)18 no 8
p111
(s of) TYM'MD, (gs of) ZBYD', (ggs
	
Sa ar Sumer 20 964)19 no 9.
Of)M(W	 pill9
s of) 'LHS' gs ci) SDY	 RTP 775 a, p1 XXXVIII Mlik.
p 253
gf of) 'LHS' RB' I MQYMW. s Cl 4 88, p1 XXXIV Ingholt,
of) 'LHS' gs ci) S'DY	 Me74iflges K Mi halow ki. 1966p 472—Mi k, p 28—PSN G 166
n034
[Z€d&OU]	 166w 36 [s o(LHS]' gs CISDY ggs of LHS'. CI 4187 p1 XXX mv IV 2-






ZBYD' 3 (55 7)





ZBYIY 2 (4) 6)	 [Z€$€(Sou)
ZBY	 (55 7)
ZBYJY (55 7)
ZJ3YD[J 3 (55 7)







I of [MQ MW]	 CIS 4187 p1 XXX mv !V 2-
Mihk.p 27
I of MQYMW. s of HYRN gs ol) 	 CIS 4169 p1 XXXIV+IP 16-
PvfP
I of"YLMY s	 1nvIV,9d_IP15cMiuik,p 251Makowski DM1(1983) p1 51b
(I oI) [MQY]MW. S ot) BY[RN]	 RTP 375 b p1 XX Mi iic, p 252253 no 24—PSNCG 179 no 154
f of BWL[Y] s of HYRN. gs of	 RP 125=Hassani Starcky. AAS
MQ(YMWJ (ggs oOvfT" 	 7(1957) i0i 1O2.pl JVI
f of I3WLY. s. of HYRN gs of 	 RSP l26Hassani Staiky, AAS
MQYMW.(ggs O1)MT'	 7(1957)1(12111,pl 1V2
[f of BWLY s of HYRN. gs of	 Milik, p 250 (C+D, A+B)=IP 14






(I of) MQ[Y]MW	 RTP 580 b. p1 XXVIII Mthk, p
252
[I ofBWLY.s oIHYRN gs of	 InvJV,9c=1P13 Milik p250
MQYMW. ggs of?vfP. h o('tvfru'	 Makowski. DM1 (1983) 181,
MQYMWJ	 p1 a
I of MLKW MQYMW and YRBY a. Thy X 2—Seyng Syria 22(1941)
of MQYMW,gs o(ZBYD'.ggs 	 241 242 O 11. p1 XX
HWMLJ
[I oIMLKW,MQYMWandYRHY s InvX, 1 Seyng Syria22 (1941)
of MQYMW gs ci) HWMLJ	 2410010
(S	 HWMJ.	 Safar Swner 20 1964)13 no 1.
p111 Mi k,p 258








ZBYD' 5 (49 5)
ZBYD' 6 (97 5)
I9 AD)	 (a of) HWML	 Safar Sumer 20(1964)15 no 3,
p1 13—Mthk.p 258
soCHWML	 Safar,Sumer20(1964 1617
no5 p1 115 Mihk,p 258
(gf of) [YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYD']. 	 C154209—MFP218flO49
(f of) 'STWR
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYIY. f of CIS 3933 p1 V. VIII lily 111 21
MQYMW (s of) 'STWR, (gs of) BYI)	 ik p 103
(s oO'STI,VR
	
R7P997 a, p1 XLV
ZBYIY 7
 (142 3)	 f ofGYLW. a ofGYLW, (gs of)	 Sculptures no 316
'S'DR
ZBYD' 7 (142 3)	 f of YRHY a of CGY LW, (gs. of) 'S'DR Sculptures no 317
ZBYIY8
	 (1 of) ZBDBWL	 Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 107
no25b,pI XIV Mihk,p 158
ZBYD'
	 (f of) ZBDBWL	 RTP 295 b, p1 XVI Milik, p 158
ZBYD'° (83 4)	 o(M'N gs o(BWLNWR,(ggs of)	 C1S4199 p1 XXVII MFP 199
(NWR)'TH	 nos9
ZBYIY 9 834)	 (gf of) 'QMT. f of) 110GW, S of)	 CIS 4200, p1 XL—PS 412
M'N
ZBKN
	 PNO 34 a, p1 XXVIII 1
ZG[WGI 	ggf of) MLKW [Z]BIY HI and X,	 Tad,norea 111,33—MI ik, p 147
(gi of) TYM'MD, (f of) BWRI




iooi) I oIZBDBWL,s O(ZBDBWL Seyng Syria 18(1937)31 no I,
fg 20=Pariaska, RM 92 (15)
355, pI 150 1




ZWR ! (248 1)
ZWRW' (248 1)
d of BRNBW	 Starcky, Syria 26(1949 38-39
no4—APML 144-145 no 153
(ggf of) MIX' and F'Y. (gf of)	 RSP 1 16=Hassani Starcky AAS
IflGW, (I ot) MLKW	 3(1953)158-159, pIll3
(gf of)'C? (1 of) TYBWL	 CIS 4294, p1 U
(ggf of) [c]G3. (gI I) MLKW. (f of) 	 CIS 4295. p1 U
'C?











f of TYM'	 PNO 39, p1 XXIX I
(s of) BPNY' ' 	 RTP 933 b p1 XLffl—Md K p.
279 no 56
(f of) ML'. (S. of) KMLW (gs of)
	
PSNCG 106 no 62
GMLWH
Aug. I47AD s o(HYRN.gs of1R' 	 PNO55d p1 XXXVIII 1
1291 3OAD
	 InvJV4b
Gawikowsin Syria 48 1971)
422 p1 XXIV I
d of '(3'. gd of) 'QML w of TyMS'	 Palm re VIII 122 no 27. p1




ca2SOAD d ofG' gd of) YRHY
d oIHNYN'
CIS 4538 p1 XLII PS512-
Mackay iraq 11(1949) p1 LII
2 APML 196-197 no 197
CIS 4315
'1113' (299- 14)	 gd of ML'. d of MLWK' and'HGR 	 CIS 4443. p1 LVIII P5432
HI (338 2)	 ° d of BWN'	 CIS 4512 A. p1 L-P5 446
'1113' (403 2)	 (m ol) H13', d of ML'. (w of) ML'	 C1S 4513 A B p1 XLVIII PS418
HB' (403 4)	 d of ML' jyJ 1 p13'	 CIS 4513 A B, p1 XLVI11-PS418
'H (58- 18)	 °°°	 d of'G',w Of N 'MWN	 P5498-Milik,p 43 Pietrangeli,
MBSA 120no249.p1.XX2
1313'	 f of'SGL	 C1S4548.pl LX
¶3'	 RSP 1 14-Hassani Starcky, AAS3(1953)154-156, p1 II I
H13'	 mv VII!. 183 b




1113' (297 5)	 s of 'QB and' S I gs of) TYM'	 CIS 4373 A B. p1 LV LVII
and MQYMW
	
p 353 1)	 (gf of) ZB BL (f of) MQYMW	 C!S 4392 p1 LVI PS%-
















May 128AJ) s of BGSW, gs OI'ZBDBWL	 mv IX 33=Caimneau Sna 12
(1931) 128-129no9 fig 9-
MIIIIcp 238
f of BGSW. Es of] BGSW fin, IX, 34—Cantineau, Syna 12(1931)129 130 no 10, fig 10=
Milik, p 238-239
(f of)BGSW	 RTP32a,pI ifi Milik,p 738
no 18
rA)[€]ouc	 [f of BGSW,s ol'BGSW,gs of 	 mv XII l9.pI V mv Iii.
ZBDBWL]	 Milik. p. 240=Pabnyre Vi, 80-81
100-iso AD d. of MLKW	 CIS 4399, p1 LVI PS 372—
Mackay. iraq 11(1949). p4 LXI
3—APkIL 166 noi69
f of Y(D)Y'BL	 CIS 4355. p4 Lifi
(ggf of) 'LHS'. (gf of) TYMS'. (f ol) 	 CJS 4191, p4. XXXIV—PS 147=
SMSGRM	 Milik, p.28
Aaou	 200-250 A1) gf. of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRY, 	 mv Viii, 58
YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBDBWL YWLYS
'WRLYS ['GYLW). (f. of) M[QY]
f Of' 'Q p	 C1S 4338, p1 XL-PS 488
[f ofi 'QM[']	 CIS 4339, p1 XL—PS 485
d of BRS'DW	 Ingholt, MUSJ 46(1970-71) 186
noie 2
s of CWYIY	 C154230
f o(DDYWN,s of DYGNS	 Ingholt,Berytas2(1935) 102
104 no 11. p1 XLII 1 MFP 210
no22















HBYBY RIB'] 452 3
HBYBY 95 3)
a of ZBYIY (gs of) HJ3Y	 Safar. Sumer 20(1964)20 no 11.
p1 11111
d of B<LY gd of DYWN ggd of	 Ingholt ML/SJ 46 (1970-71)
MLKW, S's of Y and NBY	 184-i 87, p1111 IV
m ofMT'.d oI(WLY)	 Ingholt.MUSJ46(1970-71) 191




s. of MLKW (gs of) BLY[D']
	
C/S 4509 p1. LIX
(f of) TYMRWJ	 RTP 171 b, p1 X
•— '57 s. of YRHY. gs of HYRN. ggs of	 C/S 3960, p1 XIII mv X, 87
'NWBT	 (Palm )-i-lnv X, 88 (Greek) /P 9
S of MLKW. (gs of) 'NBT	 C/S 3905, p1 I
Habib,
of HBYBY.(gs ol)NS'	 C/S 4311A.pl LIII
200-250 AX) a of HBYBY	 C/S 431013. p1 XLIX PS 263
0I CLYY	 Ins VIII 110
150-200 AX) a of YRHI3WL', gs of NWRB	 PS 167
a of N. (gs of) 'LBN	 C/S 4309
185
HBYBY 2 (95 6)




I of HBBY (s ci) NS' 	 CIS 4310 A. p1 XLIX PS 263HBYBY (95 3)
HIIYBY' (95 3)
	 I O(HBYBY (s oI)NS'
	 C1S4311 A, p1 LIII
HBYBY 2 (95 6)
	 20G-250 AD S of HBYBY (gs ci) NS'
	 CIS43IOA ,l XLIX P5263
I of HBYBY	 C1S 43108, p4 XLIX PS 263
d 0IMQY gLoINWRBL	 Saliby DM6(1992)284no51
p4 57 c=SculØures no 271
Parlaska. Land des Baa! p 195
fig 175
(gf of)'G'and t SUAT.(f oO'BRWQ C1S4571 AB PS55
gf of MQYMW. I. of ZBD(BI WL	 CIS 4078, p1 XX









14(Y141 AD d of HLVF' gd of HEL1P[T'l. ggd of	 mv VIII 2
TYMRSW,w o(ZBIY twTYM' Lw
AaO	 "	 d of ER B'L gd of YRMY (ggd ci)	 CIS 4022, p1 XXII+PNO 73. p4
Y'T,s,s of HGT	 XXVIII 3 Mi k, P 263
m of MLK[W].d oIZB[ J [gd of]
	
RSP 104 p1 V
HNYN' (ggci of) 'SRY, w of MLKIW
Lw] X (lx HLKS
dofZBITYgdo(MCNY woIWFIBY	 IrtvVII,138
hr RMY
200-250 AD d of ZBYIY and MF. gd of	 C!S4421 A B p4 XXXVIII











'IouA(u Aüpt)ALQ Jan. 214	 dAyy	 AD(Gieek,	 °t"'	 d 0IHLFI" (ggd ci) 	 InvX,119 p1 V1115
216 Al))	 1'TH gggd ci) 'LW S's of HLPF'
Ayéyou	 Febr 132 S (of YRIIBWL']	 BS 45 A B p XIII 1 3 Dunant.Ab
MH 13 (1956) 216-225
I of MLKW, (s ci) WHBLT	 C!S 4232 A. p1 XXXV mV IV,
17 a
[1 of] 1 PS' (S of)MJL'J	 C1S4232E p1 XXXV InvIV,
17 e
s of TYMRSW, gs of HGGW ggs of
	 Asad TeixidoT DM2 ( 1985)42
QWZ'	 nol6






I of [BIRT'	 RSP 54=As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)40 no3
S of K, gs of [YR]HBWL['J 	 liw Vii!, 152
HGGW	 mv XI 77 p1 VIII
1100W	 RTP 239 b, p1 XIII
1100W	 (I of) ' ( SI)	 RTP 336 a
110GW	
s of) [Z]BDL'	 RTP 473 b











HGGW 104 5)	 (s of)BRNBW (gs O1)BRT1-1 	 invIV, ISa
110GW 1283)
	




1. of PSY'L s of ML', (gs. 01) WHBLT C1S 4232 B p1 XXXV mv !V
17 b
110GW 128 4)	 s of ML'	 CIS 4232 D, p1 XXXV mv IV,
17d
110GW (13 4)	 f of MQYMW and BLSWRY	 mv IV 26 a b
f of [BLS] WRY. s of BLS WRY, (gs	 CIS 3929, p1 VIl—Milik, p 85
00W'
f of ZBD'TFL s. of ZBIYTTI. (gs. of)	 Caquot, Syria 62(1985)57 59,
CLYBL	 fig 1—APML 148no 156
Febr 115 [S of) BWLM', gs of'WYDY, ggs of 	 BS 25. p1 VIII 3-4=Tadnwrea
BWLM' 'BB, b of'WYDW. MLKW	 11.21 Milik, p. 59-60
and YRHBWL'
f of MLK' and 'T'Y. s of MLKW. (gs. 	 RSP I 16=Hassani-Starcky, AAS
of)ZWZY	 3(l953)l58-l59,pl 113
FeIr 34 Al) s of ZBDLH. (gs of) KJvLR'	 CFS 398OrrMiIik, p 119=
Pabnyre Vi, 50. fig 7
f of HLYPY, s of MLKW	 CIS 3956 p1 XVI—lnv V.7-
Milik,p 116
150-200 AD s of MRYWN. gs of 'LH[BJL ggs of CIS 4299. p1 XLVIII U PS 75
HYRN
'AyIyou	 ggf of)'GYLW (gf OOMQY.(f of) InvX 44 p1 V2(PaIm Ingholt,
GYLW,(s of) SWYR'	 Syria 13(1932 289,Iig 2Greek Miik,pIlll





I of 'QtvfF (s of) ZBYD'. (gs of)	 CJS 4200 p1 XL—PS 412
M'N
150-200 AL) s of C(3 gs of YDY'B[LJ
	
CIS 4448 pI LX. LXI PS 230=
Mi ik, p 267
HGGW (85 8)
HGGW 1 (113 2)
HGGW (113 2)
110GW 1 (113 2)
110GW 2 (113 6)
'A'€yov	 Aug. 112 Al) a of YRHY gs ofG, (ggs of)	 mv X 69, p1 III 2—Mi Ic p 26
YDY'BL
f of MLKW, a of MLKW (f-rn-law 	 CIS 4501 p1 XLII PS 73-
oO'HDYR'	 APML 172 173 no 175=Milik, p
367
gf of TYM'. I of MLKW	 CJS 4502. p1 XLII PS 74=
APML 178-179 no 180
f of TBNN (s. of) MLKW	 CIS 4503 p XLII PS 409
APML 171 no 174
f. of MLKW	 CIS 4504, p XLVII PS 301
HGGW 2 (113 6)
110GW 3 (76 4)
[110GW] (76 4)




f of MLKW	 RTP 315 b p1. XVII
Apr 99A1) s of LMS. gs. of TYM' alias	 AsadTeixjdor Syria 62 (1985)
'ZRZYRT,b of MQYMW	 272 no2 Ig 2=AAS32 (1982)90 no 2, fig 2
Ef of HDWDN and CLYS]. [s of	 CIS 4213 p1 XXXIV—Jnv VII,
Lv1S],gs dTYM',(ggs of)	 1IMFP2O1n066=Milik,p 276
"ZRZYRr
'Ayyou	 gf o(HDWDN, f of H[D]WDN and	 mv X 24 p1 II 7 Seyng Syria
'LYS' (a of) LS[MS]. (gs of)	 275	
267 no 27 Milik, P
'ZRZYRT
261 Al) s of YHYB' (gs of) YRHY. (ggs of) 	 CS 4050 p1 XXI, XXIII Mi Ic
DK'	 P 48-49
Jilyt32AD s of YHYB' gs of YRHY. ggs of)	 CJS 4030 p1 XVIII
DK'
200-250 'J a dBWFH	 CIS 4473 p1 LXII PS 297
189













(s of) oY	 Starcky Syria 26(1949)36
no I-APML 144-145 no 153
21W237 AD s of MLKW, (gs of) MLK13L	 Inghoft Berytus 1 1934 36-38
no3 p1 IX I
RTP 727 b pl XXXV Mi ik, p
55
(gf of)HGY,(f of)'G' 	 CIS 3967 p1 XIV mv VI,7-
RSP 158_Palniyre IV. 189 no 9.
hg 220
Aug.150AD5 ofa' (gs of)PY	 C1S3967 p1 XIV InvVI,7
RSP 158-Pabnyre IV, 189 no 9,
fig 221
(1 of) YWLYS 'WRLYS 'WiK'. [GYS CIS 4211 p1 XXXIH-MFP 215
YW]LY[S	 no 40=PSNCG 164-165 no 132
s of YRHY. gs of Ca,, (ggs of)	 mv VIII, 1C-MiIik, p. 267
YDYCBL
5O-150A1) (L0fYRHY.gd 0fj'	 RSP 181 Palmyre 111, 246 no 17,
fig. 200
d of'YD'N. gd o(Lv1S. w of ZBDBL As'ad Teixidor. DM 2(1985)41
no 13
d of YRHY. gd of ZBDLH. (ggd of) 	 CIS 4480, p1 LXII
KDRH
d. of 'GYL (gd of) 'fvfl	 RSP 171-Pafrnyre II. 154 fig
170 and 241 243 no5 fig
292 293
J 225 Al) d. of [RJB'L gd. of YRHY, (ggd of)	 CIS 4022 p1 XXII+PNO 73, p1
Y'T S's of' HBV	 XXVIII 3 Milik, p 263
5O-150M) m of 'QM' and 'T'QB d of BWLH', 	 CIS 4287 p1 XLVIII PS 337
(gd of) 'TNTN ggd ol) 'HYTWR, w	 APML 164165 no 168














(ggfof)CCYLW,(gf of)[M]Qy (f	 Cantineau.SynaI2(1931)138
of)HDWDN	 no 17 Ig 17 Milik,p 317
Palinyre VI. 78-tngholt, PBP,
120=Gaw ukowski, Syria 62
(1985) 253 no 1
gIEfJ'G [LW) f[oI)TYMRSW	 InvXIl.pII
(gf 01) HDWDN, (f ol) ZBDP
	 RSP 98-As'ad Taha, 1
(1968) 101 no25
Ilic	 S ofX,gs o(X
	 Tadmoreall 25=Pabnyre W.
56-57no3--Milik,p 3II3 304 p1
XII 2
gggf of'G' ggf of CGYLW gf of'(]'.	 CIS 4193 p1 XXXIII
1. of MQYMW	 Cantineau, RB 39(1930)
535-536 no 5-MEP 187no 13
ggggf. of YRHBWL' argl'WYIY, gggf
	
c/S 3914. p1 V-/nv IX, 2.5=
of 'G and HDWDN, ggf of YRHBWL', Milik. p3334
gf of HDWDN, f of ZBDBWL, (s o()
FMWN
AI	 s ofSPRY.(gs of)BRTH
	
C1S4165=MFP 195no44
(gf. of) }IDWDN, (f of)'WYIY
	






C/S 4425, p1 LVI
f of flNYNW	 mv X 96 p1 LV 5=Seyrig. Syria
22(1941)259 263 no23,pI.
XVII
[gf of X f of MLKW]	 mv !V 16=Milik, p 148-149
(1 0 NBWLH	 RTP 290 b. p1 XVI Mi k, p 163
HDWDN	 R7P753b p1 XXXVI
HDWDN
	
freedman of BTPRMWN	 ngholl. Bervrus 3 1936)8991
no2.pl XX2
191
AS8ou&wou(HDWDNI 2 (11 5)
A&bou&[vou]NDWDN 2 115)
HDWDN (102 2)	 (gf of) 'GYLW (f of) [M]QY s of)
	
Cantineau, Syria 12 (1931) 138
ND'	 noIl,fig 17 Milik.p3 7
Palmre VI, 78-1ngholt, PBP
120=Gawlikowski, Syria 62
(1985)253 no I
}JDWDN (11 20)	 (s of)WYIY. gs of) [HDWD N	 RIP 851 b. p1 XU
HDWDN (11 8	 Ji.rIS9AD s oIIIDWDN (gs oOPp.MWN	 Tadmorea 111,28 c=Mi k, p 32
HDWDN (358 3)	 s of ZBD'T', (gs of) [H]DWDN	 RSP 98-As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968)101 no25
HDWDN (423 2)	 f. of MRWN'. S of [MR]wIP	 C!S4061,pI XXIV
HDWDN (76 8)	 'A&u&Lv11v	 AIR I64A) s O('LYS', gs o(HGGW, (ggs of)
	
mv X 24 p1 117 Seyng. Syria
LMS1. (gggs of) 'ZRZYRT of	 22(1941) 267 no 27 MIik, p
11101 WDN	 -
HDWDN' (102 5)	 of'GYLW. (gs of) MQY	 1P31-Canlineau, Syna 12
(1931)117 no 2. fig 2-1nv IX,
28=Gawlikowski, Syria 48
(1971) 413-414, p1 XXIII
2-Milik, p. 270-277-Aggoula.
Senuflca32(1982 1 1116
HDWDN' (102 5)	 (gs of) MQY	 RTP 486,490-492 495, p1 XXIV
-XXV-Milik, p 270
HDWDN' (102 5)	 (gs.of)MQY	 APML114n087
S[P]1M[YWS] HDWDN'	 Aug An s of SP1M(YW)S 'GYLW (gs of) 	 Gawl kowski, Syria 48(1971)
(102.5)	 MQY	 412-421.pl.XXIII1 Pabnyre
VI, 76-77 no 11
HDW[DN] 2 11 5)	 fA8]o6avou	 gf of[MCNY], f of Mr. s of)	 IP1O=MThk,p 34
[PRIMW[N]
HDWDN 2 (11 5)	 I of HDWDN (s of) PRMWN	 Tadmorea 111,28 c=MiI k, p 32
[ggf CITMLK, gf of HDWDN, I of	 Ingholt,Berytus3 1936 109
YRHBwL', s f p {Lr	 112 no 11 p1 XXII 1 Mi ik, p
31 32_Ingholl. Swdies G C
Miles, 1974 p 45, p1 III
ggf of YRHBWL' and 'WYIY gf o('G C1S3914 p1 V mv IX. 25=
and HDWDN, f of YRHBWL',S of
	
Miik,p 3334
LBDBWL gs of IIDW[DNJ (ggs of)
MWN
192
HWML 49• 1) I ci) ZBYIY SaIar Swner20 (1964) 15no3,p4 13-Miik,p 258
HDWDN 2 (11 5) f of HGY (f n-law ci) ZBDBWL	 CIS 4470 A B. p1 XLII PS 69-
APML 200-201 no 199
[HDWDN] 11 14	 'AS6ou&u'ou
HDWDN 3 11 14)	 ['A&Sou&av]ou
HD'WDN 4 (11 12)




31 3.._1ngholt. Studies (,C.
Miles, 1974. p 45, p4 II I
f d'WYLP S ofYRHBWL' gs of	 CIS 3914 p1 V InviX 25=
BDWDN ggs of ZJ3DBWL gggs of	 Milik, p 3334
HDWEDNJ. (ggggs ci) PRMWN (b
of) '0' u o) YRHB WI)
O. 160 Al) s of SLMN gs of ZBDBWL	 C1S 4171, p1 XXXI MFP 205
no2
HDWDN 4 11 12)	 (f ol) KW
	 C1S4183
HID]WDN 5 (766)	 rA&6ouS]avou	 Apr IuAI) s of HGGW.(gs ol)LS[MS] (ggs ci) InvX 24.pl 117-Seyng.Syna
'ZRZYRT. b of 'LYS'. u of HDWDN	 22(1941)267 no 27 Milik, p275
[HDWDN] (76 6)	 'A6&U&Wi	 Sp(. 253 [s O(WIGW gs o(LSMSggs of 	 C1S4213 pt XXXIV mv VII,
TYM', (gggs of) 'ZRZYRT lb of	 11 MFP 201 no 66=Mjlik, p 276
'LYS']
HDYDW (122 4)	 [f oil ZBD'T1-I. [s of ZBD]'TFL gs of	 Safar Swner 20(1964)20 no 12,
YRHY.ggsofSDIY	 pl.IU
HDYRT 'H' (35 33)	 Apr 169 AD d of BWLH'. gd. of BR". ggd of	 CIS 4255, p4 XXXV-PS 44, p4XIII 4ZBIYTH
HWML' (49.1)	 (ggf ol)YRHY.(gf oi)MLKW.(f.ol) C1S4236 p4 XXIX un' Vll.6
YRHY	 B Milik. p 257
EHWML]' (49 1)	 'AupaAou	 gggf of MLKW. MQYMW and	 InvX, 2-Seyng, Syria 22(1941)
YRHY ggf o(ZBYD', gf of MQYMW 241 242 no.11. p4 XX
I of ZBYD'l
LHWML] 49. 1	 'Auiaou	 ggf OfMLKW.MQYMWandYRHY, InvX, I Seyng,Syria22(1941)
gf ofZBYIY I oIMQYMW]	 241 no 10




HWR' 1 (68 18)
HWR'' (68 18)
HWR' 2 (68 46)
f2 (6846)
HWR' 2 (68 46)
HFR'(orHLI)
HWML' (491)	 f oIZBYD'	 Safar Sumer2O(19M) 16-17
1)054)1 ll5rM1lIk.p 258
HWML' (49 1)	 (ggf of) BWLH'. (gf of) HYRN, (f of) RSP 127 Hassani-Starcky. MS
7(1957)111 114, p1 1V6=Mjlik,
p 255-257 no.30
HWML (49 1)	 (ggf of) MLKW, (gf of) MQYMW, (1 C1S4122. p1 XXVII mv Vl1,6
0flBWL]BRK	 A MFPI88no15
5°	 s of PSY'L gs oI'T'QB alias HWR.	 RSP 105, p1 V1-Inv XII 17 p1
(ggs of) ML'. h o( 1 TDMR brt HN'Y br IV As'ad, AAS 18(1968) 132j)1 III Bounni, MUSJ 46(1970)
337
f of 'GM s of BWLH', (gs of)	 RSP 76. pI ifi As'ad Taha,
NBwSwRY	 MS 18(1968)93 no 1-
Sculptures no 217
gf of HWR', f of BWLH', (s. of)	 RSP 88-As'ad Taha, MS 18
wswr y	(1968) 97 no 13 Sculptures
no 205
f of 'GYLW. s of BWLH', (gs of)	 RSP 90. p1 IV-As'ad Taha,
wswiy	 AAS 18(1968)98 no 15=
Sculptures no 208
1601161 Al) s of BWLI*', gs of HWR', (ggs. of)	 RSP 88-Asad Taha, MS 18
NrlwSwRY	 (1968)97 no 13 Sculptures
no.205
f of BWLH'	 RSP 89=As'ad Taha, MS 18
(1968) 97 98 no 14=Sculplures
no 207
f of 1 TM,s oCBWLIP	 RSP1O1c As'adTaha,M518
(1968) 102 105 no 28-
Sculptures no 188 193
(s of) BWf H	 RTP 993 b, p1 XLV
H1'RY 109 8)	 of YRHY, gs of HLPT'	 CIS 4484
HFRY 1098)	 of	 C1S4485


















f of a,'. (f in-law 01) EYJRJIY 	 Starcky MUSJ 28(1949 50)
51 55no2. p1 XVI
I oIMQYMW	 1D9
(IoORBW	RTPI83bpIX
(ggf ol) YRIJY. (gf 00 YRBBWL'J.	 CIS 4039, p1 XXIII
(I ol) [YR]HBWL'
f OI CGYLW	 CIS4O77pIXXII
s ofZBYIY	 C1S4098,pl II
I of 'MTLT	 CIS 4609
s of ZBDBW[LJ	 mv Viii. 93
RTP424a,pI XXII
R1P910b,pi XLIII
O-130A1) s of ZBDLH	 Sculptures no 260
s of HYRN gs of HYRN. ggs of	 CIS 4623, p1 XLV
tGYLW
gf of MN. I of NS' (s ol) BRQ
	
CIS 3999. p1 XX
s of MLKW gs of) 'SY. (h of) 1 N'M Ingholt PGS p1 12=Cussini,
















(s of) YRHY. (gs ol) MRT	 RTP 783 b pI XXXVIII M uk,
p 278 no39
(gf of) YWLYS 'W(R)LYS	 CIS 3939. p1 Xl mv III, 10
NH(WJZBD. (1 of) SDW
(a of) SDW	 RiP 550 a b. p1 XXVII
(gi of) HYR', (1 of) ZBDBWL	 CIS 4525
s of ZBDBWL. (gs of) HYR'	 CIS 4525
252/253 AD a. of RPBWL (gs of) TYBWL	 Starcky Delavauli, Semitica 24(l974)72-73no5.pJ I
a of CWYDLT . gs of MQYMW. (ggs.	 Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938) 135, pt.
of) 'LBN	 XJJX 2
f of BT'G'. (s of) BLSWR	 CIS 4358 A-Milik, p 260
f of 1 HN3'. (s of) BLSWR	 CIS 4621, p1 XLVI PS 368-
Mackay. Iraq 11(1949) p1 LVII
2-APML 2_2 223 no 218
f of BLSWR	 CIS 4358 B Milik. p 260
f of MQYMW	 CIS 4359-Milik. p 260
f 0fBLSWRandMQYMW	 Sabeh,AAS3(1953)24-26no4
p1112
(a of) MLKW	 R17'222b p1 XJII
f of'WYT (a of) TYMRSW Masson, E&W 17 1967) 239-
247 fig 1 3-A theim Stiehi in
















s of SDLT	 BS 22, p1 VII 2—MIik, p 120
gf of[HYRJN. I of [BLSWJR[YJ, s of C/S 4126 p1 XXVI mv Vii!,
RLSwRy	161 a—Gawlikowskj, Beryus 19
(1970)83 fig 14
Atpavip'	 O'- % Al) a of ZBrYTH. ga of YDY ggs of	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 59-60
TYMY,boflr'flN	 nol.pl XXIVI MFPI99no5
(f of)'DYNT	 Aj'ML9Onol9recto
(1 oI)'DYNT	 APM'L9lno23verso
Nov 144AD a of MLKW gs of NWRBL (gs of)	 mv XII. 1, p1 I3QMI, b of NWRBL and MQYMW
S of YML', b of MQYMIW}
	 CJS 4032, p1 XX
[f. ofi ZBJY. s of) MLK'L
	
Iiw XI, 61, p1 VII
S of QRIY	 C/S 4415, p1 LVII
2OO25O AD a of QRIY. gs of YDY	 CJS 4414, p1 LVII PS 268
In'.' XI 13
RTP36Ib.pl XIX
(I ci) [MJF?	 R71'488b.pl XXV
















(s o)'GY(LW)	 RTP799 a, p1 XXXIX
R7P870a,pI XLII
R7P646b p1 XXXI
f of) (PQB	 RTP 756 a, pt XXXVI
15O-200A1) s of MEQ1YFMW1. gs of'I 1
	
PS 201
s of [BLSW]R.{Y]. gs of [H]YR[N].
	
CIS 4126 p1 XXVI=Inv Viii,
ggs i l3LswRy	 161 a=Gawiikowski, Beyzus 19
f of ['GY]LW. s of BLWY. gs of 	 CIS 3990, pL XV
13L}P, ggs of [MIQY ["BJY
f of MLKW [s of ]GYL[WJ	 Tadmorea III, 32-Milik, p 46
f of MiIMJJ'	 Palmyre VIII, 122 123 no 29, p1
CU 232
gfof'GYLWfoCMLKW	 BS6O.p1XVII2
50-I5OAD S of BRSMS	 RSP4-Abdul HaIcAAS2(1952)
222 no2. p112
gggf of YRHBWL'. ggf of 'WYD['],	 RSP 162=Gaw ikowski Syria 47
gf of X,f of[YRHBWJL'	 (197 )319325no5,iig 2
176 s of [M]QY [MW1 gs of YRHY	 C1S4004.pl XIX
S of MLKW b of NWRBL and
	














	 Ajw	 s of WIIBY gs o(BWLHZY, b of 	 11EV VIII, 59-MFP 191 192 no29
BWLH', MQYMY LSMS B'L[YJ
HYRN
	 IP 20
I of PQB	 I,w XII, 43 p4 X-Gawlikowski,
Syna 48(1971)408. p1 XXIV 2
(f ol) [M]LKW. (s of) "B[Y]	 RTP 770 a, p4 XXXVII
f of BNY	 CIS 4434 p1 I VI
(s. ol) SRYKW	 Rn' 742 a, p1 XXXVI PSNCGl92iio 182
(s. ofl'DYNT	 APML87 no. 12
f of YE j	 BS 22, p4 VII 2=Milik, p 120
I O(SM'WN	 RTP12b,pI I Mjltk,p 279
noS3
(s 01) 'TNWRY. (gs of) SLMY	 RTP 27 b, pill Milik, p 278
no35
RTP38 b p1 ilI-Milik. p 284
(I of) HRWS	 RTPI56b p4 IX
PSNCG200no 199a
HYRN













HYRN	 s of YRHBWLP1
HYRN


















Teixidor Sumer 18(1962 63-64
no I fig 8—Syria 40(1963)33








mv XI, 56. p1 VI
mv XI, 72
Iriv XI 75


















(gf of) BLNWR, (1 of) MQ(Y)MW, (s RTP 272 b p4 XV
ol) MLY
(sof)YD'W	 RTP29Ib,pIXVI
(I of) MLKW	 RTP 465 a, p1 XXIV
RZP48Oa,pl XXIV
(s. ci) MLKW	 RTP 482 b. p4 XXIV
(f. of) MQYMW	 RTP 576 b, p4. XXVIII
RTP666b,pl XXXII
(1. of) MLKW	 RTP 729 a, p4 XXXV
(s of) SRYKW	 RTP 741 b, p1 XXXVI
RTP 762 a, p4 XXXVII
(1 ci) B[W]LM' (or B[WJLH')	 RTP 804 a, p4 XXXIX
(s ci) YKW
	

















I of RB'L	 Levi Del a Vida, Melange: R
Dussaud 11, 1939 p 883-886-
du Mesnil du Buisson Syria 23
(194243) 133 134-.Starcky
Gaw tkowski Palmyre 142 no4e
11 Mi ik ii 4
f of LSMS. s of LSMS. gs of	 Safar Swner 20(1964 20 no 11
T(Y)BWL, (ggs ol) SKYBL	 l III 11
150.2cmAI) s o([QRBJLWN
	
RSP60=Asad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)41 no9
gi of NBWZBD.1 ofQMF.s of	 RSP37 Bounni.AAS 1(1961)
BNR, (f-in law of) BRYKY	 156-157 no 14-Bounni-Saiiby
AAS 7(1957)47 no 12-Land
des Baa&p 203. fig 182-
Scuiplures no 330
gf of BWLH', f of 'TNWRY	 Dunant, Melange: P. Collart,
1976 p 161, fig 1
I of SM'WN	 Dunant, Mélanges P Collart,
l97(zp 161. fig 1
ggf of EZBDBWL] gf of YRHBWL', I. CIS 3998 A. p1 XV-lnv VI, 5=
of	 RSP 130, p1 V-Palmyre V. 177,
fig 227
gggf. of'FNIN, ggf of KYLY. gi of 	 C1S4596
MSKW, f of TD1RT
I ofBRBR1-L (f in law of) DYWN	 Ingholt, MUSJ 46(1970-71)
189 190
I of FQJRYN. s of YRHBWL', [gs of	 RSP 122=1-lassam-Starcky, AAS
LS]MS, (gs of) QRYN
	
' (1957) 97
(gf of) BDY, (I of) TNWRY	 11W XII, 15. p4 H
HYRN 120 3)
HYRN (120 3)
A(pdvou	 I of'DYNT,(s of)WHBLT,(gs )
	
C1S4202 p1 XXIX mv VIII
NSWR	 55=MFP 202 no 68.-Ingholt.
PBP 120=Gaw kow ki Syria 62
(1985)253 no2
I of'DYl'JT (s of) IiBLfFj	 Syria 12 1931) 138
nol7 fig 17 Milik,p 317
Pabnyre Vi 78_Ingholt, PBP
120=Gawl kowski, Syria 62
(1985)253 not
202









[AI]gxwou	 if of] SPIMYWS '[DYWFJ s of 	 As'ad-Gawlikowski AAAS36
W}II3LT. gs of)NSWR	 (1986 1691 OnO 1&=







S of [BLSWRY. gs ofi HYRN. ggs of Gaw4 kowsb Berytus 19(1970)
[BLWRY).(b of) SBY	 82 fig 12
ggf of X gf o1BY]. f of	 C1S4128,pl XXVI
BLWRY] (s of) BLSWR
gggf of cLYSandBcLTG ggf of
	
C1S4129B p1 XXXVII Mthk.
BWN, gf of SHY. I of BLSWR	 P
gf of SHY. NBWZBD and NB WI]. f. of Mi ik, p 86
BLSWRY, s of BLSWRY, gs ol)
GDRSW
gf of HYRN and SBY. Ef of
	
Gaw1ikowski Berytus 19(1970)
BLSWRy], s. of	 pyj	 82 fig 12
gf of HYR', f. of HYRN s of 'GYLW	 C1S 4623 p1 XLV
HYRN (152 3)	 I. of HYR',s of HYRN, gs OI'GYLW	 CJS 4623, p1 XLV
HYRN (156 2)	 ALpavou	 gf of MLKW. f of MQYMW s of 	 mv X, 105=Tad,norea iii, 30
HYRN (16 11)	 gf of'WSYand'WSY f o(KHYLW	 Cantnwau. Syria 12 (1931) 130-
andX,s.o('WSY	 32no11.1g11Miik.p4748_Palrnyre Vi, 63-64
HYRN 16 9)	 Niw 90C s of'I'NTN. gs of KFIYLW (b of)	 CIS 4109 A B p4 XXVII Mv
IU-IYLW	 iv 28a-b=MFP 184 no 1 —
Ml ik, p 62
HYRN 16 9)	 s of 'TNTN b of KHYLW	 C1S 4
203
HYRN 241 3) f of t '113'and SYSV.s of KEYLY	 CIS 4462 p1 XXXIX LX PS524






ALpavoo	 I of 'HPLY (s of) SH gs of HYRN, 	 CIS 3927 pI V Mi ik, p 73. p1 1
ggs oII3WN' S(9T	 Pabnve W.51, fig 8
gf of YRHY. f of'GYLW. (s of)
	
BS46, p1 XIII 4
DWHY
(ggf OOBWLY (gf of)MLQ I of)	 RSP 180 p1 VIII Pabnyre III
I IR'	 245no 15, fig 187
(ggf of)NBWZBD.(gf of)S'DY (f	 PN043,pI XLV6=MAikp 178
o4) MQYMW
gi oIHYRN,f oIYDY.(s of) lINT'	 Ingholt,AA3(1932) 1 fig I
Mt P 192 no 30
HYRN (183 4) 11J06/107 s 0fYDY,gs oIHYRN.(ggs of)BNT' Inghoft AA3(1932)1,fig 1—
AD MFP 192 no3O
HYRN (187. 2)	 (gf of) SLMLT. (1. of) MLKW. s of)	 RTP 630 b, p1 XXX Milik, )
Mw	 279no51
HYRN 200 4)	 S of MQYMIW]. gs of MLKW, (ggs	 mv VIII, 124—Milik, p.246
of) MQYMLWI
Wi RN 213 5)	 13 AD 8 of NS'. (gs of) TYBWL (ggs of)	 Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 538-519
'vP, c of PPLYS 'LYS TYBWI .d	 no 8—MFP 195 no 45
PPLYS 'LYS YRHBWL'. n of MLKW
HYRN 219-7)	 '- AD s of BWRP. gs of HYRN. ggs of	 C/S 4292, p1 UT Pailaska, DM
TYBWL	 3(1988),pI 45b
HYRN 235 6)	 243/244AD s of YML'. gs of) MQYMW	 RP 117 Hassanu-Starcky.AAS
3 ( 953) l59, pl 114
















(f of) S'IM. (s of) 'S' c 	 RiP 480 b pl XXIV
f of CTNWRY s of'TNWRY	 fin' XI, 59 p1 IX
110 20AI) s ofJvfN gs o( CG	 CIS 4360 p1 LVII. LXIII P590
PSNCG 54 no 10
I oI'G (a of]'G'	 CIS 4350 p1 UV PS88
of MM and 'RT. gs of'WB	 CIS 3907. p1 1
(I ol) MLKW, s of) B	 RIP 643 b. p1 XXXI
gf of'BT'TY. I of YRHY
	
CIS 4431. p1 XLIX-PS 399
gf of HYRN. f of BRYKY	 mv Xl, 25, pl.ffl
of BRYKY, gs O(HYRN
	
mv Xl, 25, p1 ifi
gf of 'QM' I of MTNY	 CIS 4606 p1 L-PS 352
gf 0IMQYMW, I of'LHBL	 PS 193
gf of X KHYLW and ZBD'TH, I of	 Ingholt, &iylus' 3(1936)9798
MLKW	 no 6 p1 XX 1 MI k. p 188
gf of HYRN. I of BLT'	 CIS 4610PS 300




f of MLKW, of QLIS1]'?
	
RiP 661 a, p1 XXXII Milik, p
278 no 44
HYRN (4 7) f of BLQB. s ci BL'QR liw X 145 no 3 Slarcky Syria
26(1949)44-45no1 Milik,p
223
HYRN (409 3)	 S of MQYMW (gs ol) MLKW	 mv VII! 103
HYRN (413 3)	 Aw 205*0 s Of MQYM[W, (gs of) MLKIW	 RSP 127 Hassani-Starcky, AAS
7(1957)1!! ll'&pI 1V6=Milik,
p 255-257 no.30
HYRN (428 2)	 (f ol) TYBWL (s of) MNDRS	 RTP 954 b. p1 XLIV
HYRN (439 2)	 f of YDY. s o(NB'	 RSP9I—As'ad Taha, AAS 18(1968) 98-99 no 17 Sculptures
no 204
HYRN (44 8) gI 0ff X. f of SWN. (s of) PRDSY CIS 4458 bis p1 XXXIX, LXIII
—PS 38, p1 XII 1=Milik, p 235=
PSNCG. 50-51 no 8
HYRN (441 3)	 150-2(M)AD S of BWLFP (gs of) NBWS WRY	 RSP87. p1 II1=As'ad Taha,
AAS 18 (1968) 97 no 12—
Sculptures no 188
HYRN (473. 2)	 1 of Z'QW s of 1?	 PNO 55 d, p1 XXXVffl 1
HYRN (5082) 1 ofZI3IYFFL(s O1)YKYN RSP5I.plVI InvXI!,14,pI II
—As'ad Taha, AAS 15(1965)31
fig 3
HYRN (5104)	 140*1) s. of TYM1 gs of YML' b O(YML'	 BS 19 p1 V13-4
HYRN (55 10)	 gf o(ZB t I 0CMQYMW.(s of)	 CLS424'4 p1 XLIII PS24,pI
'YLM	 VIII 2—Mi ik, p 252
[HYRNI 55 9)	 Hp[oJu	 [I of HNWNY, S of MQYMWI	 Mi k, p 250 C+D, A+B IP 14A+H, C^D—Makowsio, DM 1
(1983),pI 49b




HYRN (5641)	 I ofRW, fin awof)MT	 CIS 4234 p1 XXIX XXXV
HYRN (569 1	 f of TYIM'. (f n law of) ZBY 11)1	 IP 26
HYRN (575 4)	 s of Mf and SMSGRM. b of	 CIS 4507 p1 LXI, LXII PS 46,
sur	 pIXIV2
Ht RN (583 3)	 1. of ULYDWRS YRHBWL', (s 01)	 lngholt, BeryflLs 2(1935)99 100
BWN	 no 8. p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP209 no 19
HYRN (588 2)
	









I of B'DY', (s of) HSS	 RSP81As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 95 no 6=Sculplures
no 198
I of ZBDBWL (s of) NWRY	 CIS 4465, p1 XLII-PS 146-
APML 194 no 195
[f of'LHBLs of'LHBL,gs of M4NY] Palmyrell,237238no1,fig
288-Milik,p 244
50-150 Al) s of NYBN brt BLI? b of BLH'	 RSP 77 p1 III As'ad Taha,
AAS 18(1968)94 no 2=
Sculpwres no 217
f of GYLW TYMI? and TY. s of	 mv IV, 7 a-Cantineau RB 39
BIYTH, (gs ol) 'GDM, (h of) MYS',	 (1930) 529 532 no 4A MFP
(bof)YDYBL	 no.	 i p
200-250A1) s of QRIY and BTMI.KW. (gs of)	 CIS 4413. p1 LXIII PS 462
MI]
gf O(BBYBY.f o(YRBY,s of	 C1S3960 p1 XIII InvX 87
'NWBT	 (Palm )+Inv X. 88 (Greek)=IP 9
March57 s01YRHY gso(TYM'.ggsof	 C/S3960pl XIII InvX7
'NWBT	 (Palm )^Inv X. 88 (Greek IP 9
gf of) ML, f of) ML' s of) SQN.
	
PS 371-Star ky De avault,





gf of BGR. I of MRQS 'LPYS YRHY. mv X 107 p1 VIII 1




May 215 AD s of YWLYS 'WRLYS MQY gs of	 Ingho4t, Berytus 2 (195) 7778
(522 3)	 YRHY, b of YWLYS 'WRLYS 'H'	 flO 3 p4 XXXVI, XXXVII 1MFP2l2no
YWLYS 'WRLYS HYRN 'louXtoc	 Aug24IAD cC GRMN' b yw ys 'WRLYS	 Tadmorea 111 36c=MF'P215-
(562 2)	 AAtos,	 MLWK'	 216 no42—Amy-Seyng Syria 17
Apv	 (1936) 260, p1 XLV 113
HY[RNI (129 2)	 Atpavou	 f of MRQES 'LPYS YRHY (s ci)	 mv X 78-1P8
'BGR]
[HYJRN' (129 2)	 1 of M[RQS] 'LP[YS] YRHY. Es of	 C1S 3961, p1 XIV mv X. 89
'BGRJ
HYREN] (129- 2)	 A[pavou	 C of MRQ(S] 'LPYS LYIRHY, (s of) 	 mv X. 128 p1 VIII 6=Seyng,
['BURl	 Syria 22(1941)234-236 no 5
[HYR]N ' (1292)	 1 [OIMRJQS 'LPYS YRHY.(s ol)	 InvX,111.pI VII 5=Tadmorea111, 28 b
[HYRN]' (129-2)	 [A(pixvou]	 I of MRQS 'LEP]Y[SJ Y R[HY , s of	 C1S3928
['JBGR
[HYRNI' (129-2)	 Apct[wouJ	 [f o(MRQS 'LPYS YRBY. (s ol)	 mv X. 96. p1 IV 5=Seyng Syria
'BURl	 22(1941)259 263 no23, p4
[HYRNI' (1292)	 ALpavou	 [I of MRQS 'LPYS YRHY], (s of) 	 Im' X. 77. p1 VI 7 Tadnsorea
'BGR	 111,28 c





A(pavou	 I of MRQWS 'LFS YRBY S 01)	 mx, 90, p11117
'BGR








A(pu	 Aw 32 AD s of BWN' and BQTG' gs of RB'L
	
Rodinson, Syna 27(1950) 137
and I3LSWRY, ggs of BWN gggs of
	
142 fig I Ml k. p 72-
CTNTN ggggs oITYMY	 Pabnyre V7,18 12
Haeranes
HYRN 17 9	 [A(paviiv]	 Ajw 6OAD OIBWN gs of RB'L, ggs of BWN, mv IX,20-Mi k.p 72
gggs of1NrNaliasBRST
HYRN (17 9)	 [Aip]avou	 ggf of HPLY,gf o(HYRN f o(', 	 C1S39'27.pf V MlIik,p 73, p1 1
(s ci) BWN' 1T
	
3 Palmyre Vi. 51. fig 8
[HYRNI 2 179)	 6&69AD [f ofBVN'and'I (s of] BWN'.[gs Tathnoreal,7A-Milik,p 227




 (17 9)	 ALpuyou	 gf of BWN, I of BWN	 CIS 3913, col 12 p4 IV
HYRN 2 (17 9)	 I of BW[N]'	 R7P463 a, p4 XXIV
EHIYRN 3 244)	 I of X s of cGYLW gs. oPYTYB[J] 	 BS34. p4 X 3






foIMLKW s of'GYLW,(gs ol) 	 RSPI61.pI VI
['YT}YBL
I of RB'L a of) BGSW	 CIS 3968 p4 XIV mv VI, 6-
Milik, p 7-8--RSP 157
gf of C1'Y f of RB'L (s of) BGESWJ	 CIS 4455 p4 LXIII Ml k, p 247
G'Y S YWLYS HYRN 5	raLov • IoUAiov M ' AD s of 'LHBL
(63 1	 Atpcvip'
mv X 129 p1 ifi 3-Mi ik, p 244
HY4RN 554)	 (gI ci) EMQY MW. (I of)ZBYD('] 	 R1P375b p4 XX Mi k,p 252




ALpavouHYRN 5 (55 4)
AEpcwouHYRN 5 (55 4)
[Atpavou][HYRNI 5 (554)
[AtpuvoujEHYRNI 5 (554)




HYRN 5 (55 4)
gf of MQYMW. f of ZBYIY (s ci)	 CIS 4 69 p1 XXXIV+IP 16=
M'r'	 Milik,p 251
f of"YLMY s of M YMW gs of	 CIS 3930, p1 VIII mv II 2
HYRN (ggs ci) MP
I of 'YLMY andZBYD' a of	 C1S4168 p1 XXIX fin' IV 9
MQYMW gs of YRN (ggs ci) ?!P ab MFP 197 no 51 Mi k, p
(gf oi)"YLMY,(f oi)ZBYL	 Jn!V9d=IPISrMiik.p 251
Makowskj DM1 (1983), p1 51 b
HYRN 6 (120 7)
HYRN 6 (1207)
gf of BWL[Y], f of ZBYD', a of	 RSP 125=Hassani-Starcky, AAS
MQ[YMWJ (gs oO?vff'	 7(1957)101 102,pI 1V1
gf of BWLY, I of ZBYL)', s of 	 RSP 126=Hassani Starcky, AAS
MQYMW,(gsof)MT'	 '1(195'7)IO2llI,pI 1V2
[gf of BWLY, f of ZBYD', a of	 Milik, p 250 (C+D, A+B)-IP 14
MQYMW, gs of pj	 A+B; C-i-D=Makowski, DM I(1983), p1 49b
[gf of BWLY, I of ZBYIY a of 	 mv IV, 9 c=IP 13 Milik, p 250=
MQYMW, gs of lvfP]	 Makowskj, DM1 (1983) 181 p1.
50a
(s ci) 'DYNT. (b ci) WHBLT RTP 736 a, p1 XXXV-Seyng,
AASI3 1963)171 I72fig 7-





miyws HYRN 6 (120	 EtT(pLov	 0a 251 AD of'DYNT
7)	 A[pavi
ESFIMYWS HYRN] 6 (120- [€wrLpLov]	 257r2.A1) a of['DYNTJ
7)	 ALpdvip
[SF1MYWS HYRN] 6 (120 IEwr(ptov	 a of ['DYNTI
7	 Atpavip'
CIS 3944 p1 X mv III 16=
Mu k, p 317 Ingbolt. PBP, 130
-Gaw ikowsku, Syria 62(1985)
254 no 4
Seyng MS 13 1963) 161,Ig 1
lngholt,PBP, 131-
Gaw kowski, Syria 62 1985)
254 no 5
Seyng MS 13 1963) 161 Ig 2
Ingholl,PBP. 131-
Gaw kowsku, Syria 62 1985)
254 no 6
210
HYRN (55 2)	 ALparou	 ggf of' YLMY gf of HYRN f of	 CIS 3930, p1 VIII mv 11,2
MQYMW s of) Ml"
HYRN (55 2
HYRN8
ALpc	 ggf c1'YLMYandZBYIY gf of	 C1S4168 p4 XXIX lrrvIV9
HYRN, f of MQYMW s
	
ab MFP 197 no 51 Mihk. p
f of) WHBLT	 R7P787ab p4 XXXIX
HYRN8
	 (f ci) WHBLT	 APML 107 no 66-67
HYRN 9 (121 2)
HYRN 9 (121 2)
HYRN 9 (121 2)
HYRN 9 (121 2)
HYRN (121 4
HYRN '° (121 4)






(ggf ci ywus 'wm,ys flJ,(gf	 Ingholt,Beiytus2(1935)84no6,
of) 'WRLYS HYRN. (f of) ML'. (s (If) pl XXXVI. XXXVII 1 MFP
SSN	 213 no32
(ggf of)YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'.(gf.	 Ingholt,BeryuLS2(1935)82-84
of) HYRN (f of) ML', (s of) SSN	 no 5 p1 XXXVI. XXXVII 1 -
MFP212no3I
f. of YWLYS 'WRLYS ML', a of SSN Ingholt, Berytuc 2(1935)7778
no 3. p1 XXXVI. XXXVII 1=
MFP212no29
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'. a. of SSN Ingholt,Be,ytus2(1935)78no4,
p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1—MFP
212 no 30
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS ML',s of Mi], Ingbolt,Bervtuc2(1935)82-84
(gs of) HYRN. (ggs of) SSN
	
no 5, p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1=
MFP 212 no 31
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'. (s ci)	 Ingholt. Berytus 2(1935) 84-86
ML'	 no7,pI XXXVIII I WFP213
no33
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS Mjjs o ML', 1ngholt,Berytu2(1935)84no6
gs of) HYRN. (ggs of) SSN
	
p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1 MFP
213 no32
Dmc 237 Al) a of MQY gs of YRHY	 Ingholl, Bervlus 2(1935)88-89
no9 p1 XXXVIII I MtP 213
no35
aP a of MQY gs of YRHY	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 86-88
no8 p1 XXXVIII 2—MFP2I3
no34
f of BWLH'. a ofT'QI3 gs of)
	
RSP 127 Hassan -Starcky, AAS
HWML	 7(1957) 1111 4. p1 IV 6=Mi ik.
p 255-257 no.30
211
HYRN 2 (42O)	 f OIBWLH'	 RTP33ab p1 III MUk.p255-257 no 30
H[Y RN]	 63 )
	
gi of HYRN. f of MLK[W]. s of	 liw VIII. 106-Milik, p245
'[LHI3L]
HYRN 635)	 f.0CMIKW.(s oI)'L}LBL	 1P33 Bounni-Sa1byAASI5(1965) 126-135=41 52. p1 IV 3.
A 2/63 (Arabic)-Mikk, p 243
HYRN	 3 i8)	 f of MLKW (s ci) M[LKWI 	 mv VIII. 129-Mit k, p 245
HYRN (63 8)
HYRN' 5 (13 5)
	 Mpuvou
HYRN 15 (13 5)
HY[RN] 16 (73 5)
HY[RN] 6 (73 5)	 Atpcwou
HYRN 6 (73 5)	 Atpavou
s o(MLKLW] gs oIHIYRN].ggs of	 Inv V1ll,106=Milik,p 245
'[LHBL]
gf of SBY,NBWZBD,T[YMY and	 C1S4124-Inv IV, 3 MFP 189
NBWL'] f of BLSWRY s. of	 no 18-Milik, p g
BLSWRY, gs o(GDRSW alias
B"
I.ofBLS(WY.s.ofBLSWRY.gs .of C1S4114 p1 XXVI Inv!V4a,
G[DJRSW alias BRB"	 fig 1-MJ'P ISSno.5=Mihk.p
(gf of) FHYRN1. if. of) SRYKW	 CIS 4066
gf of YIY, f of SRYKW, s of CLYN3	 CIS 3950. p1 XII mv V. I
(gs ci) SIR'
f ofLYIP.s of[']LYN' (gs of) SIR' 	 C1S3951.pI VU-mv V.2
HYRN 6 (73 5)	 ALpcaou	 I ofYKW,s ofLYN' (gs of)SIR' C1S3952.pI VII InvV3
HYRN 6 (73 5)	 ALpuvou
EHYRNI 6 (73 5)	 A(pcvou
HYRN 6 (73 5)
gf o(HYRN.f oISRYKW.s of	 CIS 3953 p1 VII-Inv V.4
'LYN'.(gs of) SIR'
of) YK[W1	 CIS 3954. p1 IX mv V 5





. 179 .D s o(SRYKW, gs of) HY RN1	 C!S4066
HYRN ' (73 10)
	
'Hpii6iv Tàv KaL March 119 s oISRYKW gs oIHYRN ggs of 	 CJS 3953 p4 VII In'.' V.4
Atxxvou	 LYN. (gggs of) SW'
EHYRN) (73 10
	




(gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS SPIMYWS CIS 3940 p1 Xl mv 111,9
YIY (1 of) ESFIMYWSI
'U(S [NDJRWS. (s of) SRYKW
HIYR]N e (127 7)	 218219 AX) s of fYlvP gs of HYRN. (ggs of)	 CIS 4306 p1 L
TWP, h of 'BN9 bit SMWN br SQ'I
HYRN (127 7)	 242.'.P S of TYM' gs of HYRN.b o('LHBL	 C!S4305
HYRN (127 7)	 f of MZBV. (s. of) TYM'	 CIS 4307, p1 LII, Lifi




s. of TYBWL, h of M' bit BWRP	 CIS 4290
HYRN ° (21P 3)	 f ofWF',(s of)TYBWL	 C1S4291 p1 U PS482
I3YRN (2I9 3)
HYR[N1 2 579
HYRN 2 (57 9
HYRN 2 202 4
gf of HYRN. f of BWRP. s of	 CIS 4292 p1 LII Pajiaska, DM
TYBWL	 3 1988) p4 45b
i50-200AP s of MRY[WNI. gs of'IUIBLJ	 C S 4297 p1 U LII
ggf of) 110GW (gf of) MR WN. f
	
CIS 4299 p1 XLVIII U PS 175
of) 'LU 13 L
A4w 1W A!) s of MLKW, gs of NSWR	 JD 28-3 Rep Vi! 278 no 907
213
HYRN (202 4)
	 A[puvi	 Apr 159 AD s of MIKW, gs of NSWR
	
ID 31 32-Rep VII 279 no 908
NYRN" 127 2)	 gl of 'LHBL and HYRN I of TYM'	 CIS 4305
lft'RN 22
 (127 2
	 gf of HEYR N F ol• TYM' (a co TWT CIS 4306 p1 L
I of HDN('J (a ol) TYMH['J (gs oO)	 Palmyre Vi!!, 122 no 26 p1
ML' (ggs of) DKY?	 LXXIX 166
HKYM	 Ri? 225 a, p1 XIII
HKYM	 hey	 RIP 364 b, p1 XIX Mfik. p 77
' U 4)	 200-250 AD d of NBwSwR. (gd 01) YDY. (ggd	 RSP 83—As'ad Taha. MS 18
of) BLIP	 (1968) 96 no 8_Sculpiures
no 203
	
HL	 1)	 gf of ML'.f of ML'	 C1S4342.pl UV
	HI)	 f of ZB[D'J
	





IL'	 ç of ?(ZB'f(	 mv Vi!!, 166
	
HL'	 (I cif)	 ma VII! 84
IlL 108 1)
	







1L'' (52 7)	 ['AA]
ilL' 2 (52 4)	 'AA







'N'lTYJK[S HLYPY] 594 L'Avr L6XOV
1)	 Ka 'OAat4i€t
(ggf of)SBTY gf 0OCNNY.(f of)	 fin' Viii IScrMilik,p67
MQYMW
lXJie 237 s o(NBWZBD,gs of KY Y
	
C1S4210,pI XXXIII
I ofNS' s ofNS'.(gs of) HMR	 mv IX, 14b=.Cantrneau,Syna 12(1931) 125no6 fig 6
I ofNS',s ofNS' gs 0IHL',ggs of 	 C!S3916.pI VI InviX,14a
1L gggs of 'BSY
I of (N)S' s of NS (gs of) IlL' 	 mv X 124. p1 IV 2 a b
ggf oINS'.gf ofHL',f oCNS',s of	 C1S3916.pI VI invIX,14a
1L gs of 'BSY
(ggf of) (N)S'. (gf. ol) IlL', (I of) NS'	 Thy X, 124. p1 IV 2 a b
s ofZBIYTJLgs oIHLD[') 	 CJS 3993 Milik,p 293
gf of [HLJIY f. o(ZBIYFH	 CIS 3993—Mthk, p 293
d of ML'	 Saliby DM6(1992) 272 no 12,
p1 47d
°°°' d of [Ml WK[' , (gd. of) 'TYK'	 CIS 4442, LVIII, LX PS 491
I of MRTHWN, s ci) BWN'	 C1S4512B p1 L—PS 446
I ofSY'T	 CIS 4530 p1 XLVII APML
224-225 no 219


















I of MQYMW	 CIS 4347 p1 Ull PS 154
s o1)[ jJ3L.h of 1 [ ]MN	 RSP4S=Bounni,AASLI (1961)
161 162 no22
fo(BRT' (s ol)ZBDBWL	 RSPI94 p1 VIII
0IYRHY.(gs ol)'LHW RSP 159 p1 VI PalmyreV 111
no3 fig 1(-MIik, p 79-80, p1
V2
I of YRHY,S Of YRHY gs o(L4S,	 C1S3902,p1 I
(ggs ci) DW
rth 166 s of'TPNY. gs of HLYPY	 C!S3956 p1 XVI-Inv V.7
Milik,p 116
Mardi 166 s. of HGGW, gs of MLKW	 CIS 3956. p1 XVI mv V 7
Milik.p 116
ggggfofBRTH.gggf oILSMS ggf of C1S3957,pI VIII InvV,6
MLKW,gf o(MQYMIIWJ.f of
M'YTY
gf of HLYPY, I of 'TPNY	 CIS 3956 p1 XVI Mv V.7-
Milik,p 116
f ofL'AS.&of'TPNY	 Cantineau.Syna 12(1931) 132
133 no 12, fig 12_Palmyre VI,
fig 5=MiItk, p 219, p1 IX
241P242AJ) d of'TFN gd ofGRYMY	 154460 p1 LX PS54 p1 XVI
3 Pailaska, RM 92(1985) 355.
p1 152
ntofZBYD'	 CIS4582p1 LXII
ca.OM s of [1]YMI'	 Ingtiolt,MelangesK
Mclialow ki 1966 p 461-462,
fig 4=APML 238 no 231











IILKS (71 2	 f of [MILKW, (s of) QRQPN	 Tadmorea 1 12 A
HLKS (93 4)	 (gf of) MLK[W]. (f of) X	 RSP 104 p1 V
HLFF' (370 1)
HLVP
I of 01)	 C1S 4035=Inv XI 15 p1 1
I of HLPW, [s of) LSMS, (gs of)
	




150-200 AD d of HIP [gd of] LSMS (ggd. of)
	




s of ZBD'. (gs of) ZBDBW
	
CJS 4009 p1 XXIH mv XI, 8,
p1! Mililçp 106
50-150 AD (s. of) NS'. gs. of YRHBWL'	 PS 149=MiIik p 43 PetrangeIi.
MBSkl2Ono25O,pI XX!
JL233AD s of"YLMY,(gs of) ZBYD',(ggs.of) C1S4031,pI XXI, XXII
'QWP
(s of) BRWQ'. b of ZBDL'
	
Saliby, DM6 1992) 275-276
no 26, p4.51 b=Sculptures no 371
gf 0ff HBT', I of HLPT', s. of	 mv VIII, 2
YMiSW
s of QWQ', (gs of) HLVP
	
Thy VIII, 198
I of BWRP,s o(X	 CIS 4037 p1 XVII
(f of) ZBI)	 Sal by, DM6 1992 275 276
no 26. p1 5 b=Sci4vliues no371













a of MZBN'	 CIS 4427, p1 LVII
fofM'YTW,s olMI j 	 C1S4166,pI XXXIV MFP 195
no46






gf oIZB1Y,f olTYM	 mv VIII 2
f of 'LI a of BR". gs of) ZBD'TH	 CJS 4254, p1 XLIII, XUV
a of HN'.gs oCYRBY	 1"v Viii. 134
f of ZBYIY s of ZBYD'. gs of TYM'. CIS 4268, p1 U PS 40
(ggs 01) HLPf'
(gf of) LINT', (f of) WHBY	 Inghott Bervtus 2 (1935)91 93
no 2, p1 XXXIX 2. XL_MFP
207 208 no 12
AX k*t1o6 	 gf of HWP and 1 ', f of TYM' (s	 liw K, 119, p1 VIII 5
BR'TH, (ggs of) 'LW
'AAwa0av	 J214A1) a of TYM' gs OIHLVP (ggs of)	 mv X. 119, p1 VIII 5
tTH, gggs of)'LIY b of'HG'
	




f of[Y]RHY s oIYRHY gs of HLFP. Star ky.MUSJ28(194950)




YWLY S 'WRLYS HLPT'2
(534 3)
HLVF' (59- 16)
cà237 s of MQYMW. gs of) ZI31Y
r	 oIMQYMW (gs of) ZBI
f of TYM',s o(TYM'
Ingholt, Beryus 2 1935) 84-86
no7 p1 XXXVIII I MFP213
no 33
Ingholt. Berytus 2(1935) 86-88
no8 p1 XXXVIII 2—MFP2I3
nol4
lnghoft, Beryus 2(1935)84 no 6,
p1 XXXVI. XXXVII 1 MFP
213 no32
CIS 4265, p1 XLIX P599
HLVP 3 (59 16)	 s of TYM'.(gs of) HI±PT'
	 CIS 4267 p1 U
HLPT' 4
 (59- 12)	 gf of ZBYIY,f of TYM'
	
ClS42fi6,pf XLV
HL1r' 4 59- 12)	 (gf. ol) HLVF', (f. of) TYM'
	 CIS 4267, p1 U
HLVP 4
 (59- 12)	 ggf 0ff NMY, gf of ZB[, f of TYM' CIS 4268, p1 LI PS 40
HLVP 4 (59- 12)	 (gggf of) ZBYIY, (ggf of) }ILPP, (gf
	
CIS 4268, p1 U PS 40
of) ZBYIY, (1 of) I YM'
HLVF' 4
 (59- 12)	 f of TYM, s of TYMJSW, gs of	 C1S 4277, p1 XLIX
HLVP, ggs of M'WN alias QWQH
RB'
HLP'F' 5
 59-2)	 f of S'YL (s OOQWQH	 C1S4272,pl XLVI U
HLFI" 5
 59-2)	 foINS',(s of)QWQH
	 CIS4273 p1 XLV PS228
HLVF s
 (59-2)	 (gf of)NS' f OI)QWQH
	
C1S4274 p1 XXXVIII PS 165
HU'T' 5
 (59-2)	 ggfofTYM'.gfofflLp'p,f of
	
C1S4277p1 XUX
TYMP.SW,s of SMCWN alias QWQH
RB'
219
HLVP (59 2)	 (gf 01) HILIVP, (1 of) QWQ'	 mv VIII. 198
HLVF' (S9 2)	 f o(TM	 CIS 4278 p1 XUV





HMYN (377 1)	 gf of TYMW f of DBH	 Ingholt, Ber tus 5(1938) 95-101
no2,pl XXXIV2-MbP214
no36
HMNWN	 (gf of) BW(. ]. (f. of) [BJLCQB	 Tadmorea II 25=Pabnyre VI,
56-57 no 3-Milik., p 303 304 p1
XII 2
RTP 541 a, pt XXVII
'HN' (10 8)	 . 140 AD d of MQYMW. gd of ETYBIWL [w	 CIS 4493, p1 XU PS 344=
ofl LSMS SKYBL
	
PSNCG 70 no 26=Parlaska, DM
3(1988)217 p1 46b-Mihk.p
112
HN' (101 10)	 50-1SOAD d of BRYKY (gd of)NBWZBD, w of RSP39-Bounni.US 11(1961)
BRYKY hr NBWZLID bi NBWLBD	 157 158 no 16-Bounni-Sahby,
AAS 7(1957)48no14=
Sculptures no 331 332
'HN' (519 2)	 m of HLPT['l, d of YRHY	 mv VIII, 134
HNB[L]	 JnvXI,97 p1 XII Miik.p
308-309
HNBL (565 1)	 I of ML' and 'QYR. (h ci) HJ
	
C1S 4615 p1 XU P5164
HNBL 80 1)	 AIr 147 AD a of MLT and FRSrN' gs of	 RSP 24-Bounm AAS 11 1961
MLKW and TYMRSW ggs of DYNYS 146149 no 1 Bounni-Sal by.
AAS 7 (1957) 29-30
and 'TZBD
HNBL 80 12)	 a of	 gs of HNBL
	










AVL190UHNBL 2 (80 5)




(gf of) MLKW (f of) DYMYS RSP27 Bowini AAS it (1961)
152 no 4-Bounni-aJiby US 7
(1957)43 no! Sculptures
no 283
ggf of YHBWL' gf of MLKW f of do Mesnil do Bwsson CRA!.
LSMS,(s of)'BY
	
1966.170 !74no4 p1 IlL IV
Palntyre VI 83 In'.' Xii 48-49.
pIXI
gf of MLKW f of LSMS,S of BR'TH, invX 131.1)1 111 8-Milik,p 234
(gs of)'tBY
Lgggf of MN. ggf of YRHBWL']. gf CIS 4458 p1 XXXIX LXJH
of MLKW, I of L.SMS, (s ol) "BY
	









(gf of) DYNYS. (1 of) ZBDE')TH
	
RSP,	 11(1961)
155 no 11 Boonni-Saliby.AAS7
(1957) 45-46 no 9-Sculptures
no 289
(gf of) YRHY. (I. oOZBD'TH	 RP3 Botinni.AAS 11(1961)
154-155 no 10=Bounni-Saliby,
MS 7 (1957) 45 no 7-
Sculptures no 288
gf of HNBL f. of ZBD'TH 	 RSP 32-Bounni, AAS 11(1961)
154 no 9-Bounni-Saliby, AAS 7
(1957)45 no 8_Sculptures
no 287
I of ZBD'TI-L,s oIDYNYS (b of)
	
RSP-Bouiit'.i	 11(1961)
MLKW	 146-149 no 1_Bounni-Saltby.
AAS 7(1957)2930
f of[Z13]D'[T]H.(s of) DYNYS	 RP31 Bounni.AAS1I(1961)153 154 no 8-Bounni-Saliby.
AAS 7(1957)45 no.6-
Sculptures no 286
mv Viii, 144-!P 24_MiIiIc, p
251
[HNWNY] 9 (55 15)	 KaAAIOT1
HNWR
HNYN'
[d of HYRN. gii of MQYMW w (
	
Mi k. p 250 C+D A+B)riP 14
BWLY]	 A+B, C+DrrMakowskz. DM1
(1983) p1 49b
Ra,p1V1ik,p150
I Of YWLYS 'WRLYS 'SE j, s lngbolt. Bervtus 2(1935)86-88


















of'GYLW (gs of) NBWL'
	
mv VIII, 119
I of SR'. (s of) QWQH
	
CIS 4276. p1 UI




gf of WN, f of 'B'
	
CIS 4174—MFP 205 no 3
gf of 1 HBT'.f ofZB[.J,(s OD'SRY
	
RSP1O4.pl V
(s. of) 'GYLW. (gs of) 'SRY
	
PNO 2, p1 XLV 9
S of 1','J As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62 (1985)
276 no5. fig 5=AAS 32 (1982)
92 no 5, fig. 5




I oIYRHY	 C1S4314.pl Lffl—PS217
I ofHB'	 C1S4315
gf of GDRSW, f of ML'
	
CIS 4316
gf ci) MLKW, f c4) GDRSW
	
CIS 4317 Ingholt. Berytus 1
(1934 32no1.pI '(1111
(gf of) MLXV?. f of) GDRSW
	
Teixidor, Semih a 25 ( 975)
103 104 p1 VII
222
HNYN' 2 (866) I of'BSY s of) HNYN'. gs ci) YRQ Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)7879
no 4 & a
	
HNYN 2 (86 6)	 1 of	 'wir S qy s of	 Ingholt, Berus 2(1935)78 no 4,
HNYN'.gs ofG' ggs 0OYRQ
	
p1 XXXVI. XXXVII 1 MFP
	y 2 (86 6)	 S O(HNYN gs of) 'C'. (ggs ci) YRQ lngholt. Berytus 2(1935)7879
no4A. b
	
y 2 (86 6)	 f of HNYN'. s ci) HNYN. (gs of)	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)80 no4
YRQ	 A.d
	
HNYN' 2 (86 6)	 bC S'DY (s oOHNYN'.(gs of) YRQ Ingholt,Beiytus2(1935)81-82
no 4 A. g
	
jyp 2 (86 6)	 200-250 Al) s of HNYN. (gs of) '0'. (ggs. ol) YRQ CIS 4557, p1 XLVIII-PS 275
HNYN' 2 (86 6)	 (gf. of) SCDY (1. ci) 'BSY, (s. ci) YRQ Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)82 no4
HNYN' 2 (86 6)	 I of'SL'.(s oflNYN'.(gs Of) YRQ lngholt.Berytus2(1935)82no4
HNYN' 3 (86 3)
HNYN' 3 (86 3)
IiNYN' 3 (86 3)
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS 'BSY. I of	 Ingbolt. Berytus 2 1935)78 no 4.
HNYN' s of'G'. (gs of) YRQ	 p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1-MFP
212 no3O
gf ol) 'BSY (I of) HNY p (s ci)
	
Ingholt. Berytus 2(1935) 78-79
YRQ	 no4A,a
I of HNYN' s oO'0' ga ci) YRQ	 lngholt, Berytus 2(1935) 78-79
no4A,b
	
}1NYN' (86 3)	 gf o HNYN'. I of) RNyN' (s	 Ingholt.Berytus2 1935)80no4
YRQ	 A.d
	
HNYN' 86 3	 gf of) SrDY (1 ci) HN\'N), (s of)	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 81-82
YRQ	 no4Ag
	
3	 1 ci HNY N' s 'C' (gs ci) YRQ	 CIS 4557, p1 XLVIII PS 275
223
HNYN' (86 3)
HNY1P 4 93 5)













(gf of)L'.(f of)HNYN'.(s of)	 Ingholt,Beiylus2(1935)82no4
YRQ	 A,i









151 a of [HDWDN]
	
mv K. 96 p1 IV 5=Seyng SyriaAl)	 22(1941)259263no23,pl
xv"
[s of MIHRD[T]	 RSP IS5rrPalniyre IV, 193 no 12,
fig 224
(gf of) BGSW. (f of) RW
	
mv VII, 14-Milik, p. 247
Now 123tv w O(LSMSWbrMQYMW&HRSW Cantineau, RB39(1930) 539 540124 Al)
no9-MFP 194no41
I7&179AD d of ['WJYD	 CIS 4006, p4 XXIII
d. of BWRP	 CIS 4388 p4 XLPS 406=
PSNCG 100no56
ggf of) IWRN, (gf of) YDY. (f of) 	 Ingbolt, AA 3 (1932)1, fig I
HYRN	 MFP 192 no3O
a of) W1-IIIY.(gs of) HI9P.palronof Ingho4t,BeryIu2(1935)9I 93
NB	 ° 2 p4 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
207 208 no 12
150200A0 cL o(BRff}I. gd of) H(30W	 CIS 4449 p4 LX PS 453
















1 HRF' 97 4)
RSP7O—As'ad Taha. AAS 15
(1965) 44no 19
(gf of) 01) (f of) tw	 Te xidoc MUSJ42 (1966) 177
1781)01 pIll Milk.p26






m of ML' and 'QY H, w of) HNBL
	
CIS 4615, p1 XU PS 164
f of LSMS	 Starcky-GwIikowslu, Palmyre
p 85. p1 IX 2
(s.oI)HYRN	 RTP156b p1 IX
(gf of) 110GW (f. of) NS'
	
Safar, Sumer 20(1964)16 no 5,
p1 115
f of BLQB	 CIS 3937, p1 X mv II!, 12
I of 1 TM', in law of) MrNY	 CIS 4131 p1 XXXVIII
gf of LSMSW and ', f of MQYMW Canftneau RB 39(1930)539 540
no9—MFP 194 no4l
gf of) LSMSW. (f of) MQYMW
	
Lozachmeur. Senunca 29 1979)
105-107.pI V











HSS'(6 1 68 1)
p52
p2
(f o4) TYMRSW, (s of) TYM
	
ID 17
gf of WIII3LT f of 'T'QB
	
liw VIII. 39
Nov 21AD s ofNS,gs ofBWLH' (ggs of)HSS
	
C1S3915.pI VI InvIX 13
(ggf of) HSS. gf of) NS'. (1 of)
	
C1S 3915, p1 VI mv IX, 13
HWLI?
(ggf of) MLKW, gf of) NS', (f of)
	
Cantineau, Syria, 12(1931) 123
I3WLIP	 125no5,fig 5=InvIX,12a
(gf of) BLEIPI (f of) NS'	 CIS 4559, pf XLVIII PS 117-
Miltk,p 39
(gf of) NS'. (f of) BLH'
	
CIS 4560
(gf of) BDY', (f. of) FIYRN
	 RSP8I—As'ad Taha, MS 18
(1968) 95 no 6=Sculplures
no 198
boy	 R1P93b,pI V=Milik,p. 111
boy	 RTP457a,pf XXIII
iffY 374 1




boy	 RTP 457 b, p1 XXffl
gf of) MLKW f of) YRHBWL'
	
C1S 3980=Mi ik, p 119=
Pabnyre L7 59 fig 7
lnvX 128 p1 VIII 6—Seyng
Syria 22(1941)234-236no5
226














(ggf oflMY' gf of) TYMS'. (1 of) 	 1,w IV, '7 a=Cantrneau RB 39
YDY'BL	 (1930) 529 532 no4A MFP187no ..._Mltk.p39
f of BYLT	 Sal by DM6(1992 283 no48,
p4 56 d=SculpUues no354
I OfKS1	 CIS 4408 p4 XL-PS445=PSNCG 9798 no 54
gf of Z}3DLH. I of MQYM[W]	 C/S 3992-Milik. p 293
ca150/.D (gf oIYX.(f 001 JBWL	 C1S4410 p1 LVI APML 191
no 192
(gf of) NBWL'. (1 of) MW	 RSP 6-Abdul flak, AAS 2(1952)240no29 p1 1X2-Land
des Baal, p. 200. fig 180
gf OINI3WL' I oIWHBLT	 RSP3 Abdulflak,AAS2(1952)
221 no 1. p4 1 1
(gI. of) BW1P. (I ol) , 	 Rcp9=Abdul flak, AAS2 (1952)228no17,pl 1V2
50-ISO Al) s of BWR1. b of QI3WD/RM	 RSP 5=AbdUI Hak, AAS 2(1952)
223 no.3, p1 111
200-250A1) s of MQYMW.gs Of 1W	 R P 3 Abd Hak,AAS2( 952)237no22.pl VI 1
(ggf of) ZBDL. gf o ZBYD'.(f of) RSP2OrAbd Hak,AAS2(952 245-246 no.37. p4 XII 1
gf of) MQYMW (I of) YPWL	 RSP 19-Abdul Flak. AAS 2952) 242 no.32, p4 Xl I
gf of) X. (f of) BWRP	 RSP 17 Abdu flak. AAS 2














gf of 1tY. f of MQYMW
gf O(BWR1. f of MQYMW
1. of SDW
227122€AD s of YRHY
RSP 2—Abdul flak. AAS 2(1952)
210
RSP 8—Abdul Flak, AAS 2(1952)
226no7.pI WI
RSP 10—Abd Flak, AAS 2
(1952)228 229no 18 p1 V I
RSP 18—Abdul Flak, AAS 2
(1952) 242 no3I. p1 X2—
Sculptures no 263
RSP 13 Abdul flak, AAS 2
(1952)237no22,pI VII
RSP 14—A bdul Flak, AAS 2
(1952)238no24.pl VIII
As'ad Tejudor, DM2 (1985) 7
no 2
CIS 4025, p1 XVIII
YL
	
a o(M'Y'	 mv XI, 13
YE, (233 1)	 ggf of YWLYS 'WRLYS SLM]'J and CIS 4204 p1 XXXIH—MFP 214
YWLYS 'WRLYS SLNY, gf of
YRHY,f of SLMN
YE)' (73 11)	 'Ia&nv	 rch179 sofYKW gs o(HY[RN] ggs of	 C1S3950.pl XII InvV,1
LYN, (gggs of) SEW
YDI'] (73 6)	 'AA€dv8pou 100	 f oVMR1Y [a of WHBLT] gs of 	 CIS 3954, p1 IX mv V S
KUL	 'VfWN, (1-in-law o4) SRYKW
YWLYS 'WRLYS	 'JouAio	 a of SVTh4YWS] 'LKS[NDRWS,(gs C1S3940,pI XI mv 1119
SE'TMYWS YE)' (73 14	 AupiAio	 ol) HYRN ggs SRYKW
crTqJto
YDBW	 I o(YDYBL	 CJS 4491 p1 LIX,LX PS213

















Fe 24 AD f of 'GYLW and ' DY a of MLKW.
	
mv IX, 7
gs O('GYLW ggs of BDrSTWR, gggs
of 'TZ'




I of Q?ff	 CIS 4584 p1 LXIII PS 426
I Of3L	 CIS 4585, p1 LXIII PS431
I of BNY	 CJS 4586, p1 XLVIII PS 77
I o(TBLL	 mv VIII, 18
mv VIII. 183 b
f oCHRMS	 PNO 72. p4 XXX5
(I of) GWR'	 CJS 3906
May 171 AD s of KYLY	 Cantineau RB 39(1930) 548-549
no 14=MFP 206 no 6
IoCMLKW	 RIP2S3bpLXVI
of MQ MW	 RTP363b p4 XIX
I of MQYMW	 R7P 660 b p1 XXXII
RTP 674 b p1 XXXII
229
YDY	 (s oI)MYN	 RTP7I8b p1 XXXIV
YDY	 (s of) MTNY	 R7p987a,pl XLV Mitik p 95
YDY	 ioryrijy	 1P61
YDY (10* 3)
	 gf of YDY,f of MQYMW,s of RMW, 1P37
gs oIHL'
YDY (108 5)	 s of MQYMW. gs of YDY ggs of
	 1P37
RMW, gggs of HL'
YDY (161.2)	 gf of YDY, f of YRIIBWL', s of
	 RSP 84, p1 ifi As'ad Taha
BLSWR	 AAS 18(1968)96 no 9=
Sculptures no 202
YDY (161 4)	 150-ZOOM) s of YRHBWL, gs. of YDY,ggs of
	 RSP84 p1 ifi As'ad Taha,
BISWR	 MS 18(1968)96 no9=
Sculptures no 202
YDY (164 2)	 (gf. of) ilL', (Ii of) NBWSWR. (s of) RSP &3 —As'ad Taha, AAS 18
BLH'	 (1968) 96 no 8—Sculptures
no 203
YDY (173 2)
	 pryp	 CIS 4446 p1 LVI—PS
YDY (173 2)	 gf of YD'W, I of MLKW	 CIS 4447 p1 L—PS 120
YDY (183 3)	 1 of HYRN,s ofNYRN (gs of) 1INV Ingholt,AA3(l932) i.fig 1-
MFP 192 no3O
YDY (2 7)	 MAD s of[YDJY, gs of MU(W ggs of
	
mv IX,7




'hSuCou	 gf of 'TN1'N and }IIYRIN, I of	 Ingholt. Bei tus 2(1935) 59-60
ZBIYflt s of TYMY	 no I p1 XXIV 1 MFP 199 no5
YDY 234 2)	 (gf of) YDY. f ) TJJ
	
CJS 4010=mnv XI. 23 p1 XIII
230
gf of ZBIYETH], I of ZBDL'
gf of ZBIYTFL f of ZBDL'
• IciI&8atou]
Ia6&uou
YDY(234 7)	 (1a8&uou	 J-iS1AD s oIZBDLI'J,(gs of)YDY	 IiwX.90 p1 ffl7
YDY (234 9)	 19 Aug i9 s of TYMRSW.(gs ci) YDY h oV'L' CIS4OI&=Jnv XI. 23 p1 XIII
brt'T'Y Rib
YDY (30 3)	 1 of ZBYD' s of MQYMW. (gs ci)
	
BS39, p1 XI 4
GB'
YDY (439-3) iso-zoo *n s of HYRN. gs of NB' RP 91 As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 98-99 no 17 Sculptures
no 204
YDY (68 8)	 r ( NYBN a of RBWSWR	 RSP 80, p1 II1 —As'ad Taha,
AAS 18 (1968) 95 no5=
Sculptures no 217
YDY (70 9)	 jypj. f Qpjy	 C/S 4414 p1 LVII PS 268
YDY I (234- 2)
YDY (234 2)
YDY '(234 2)
YDY 2 (65 6)
YDY 2 (65 6)




C/S 4192, p4 XXXII mv IV. 22
-MFP 198 no56
'1a6&uou	 (gf of) YDY, (I ci) ZBDLE'J	 mv X, 90 p1 m 7
gf ff MRTHWN I of TYMRSW. (s CIS 4524 p4 LXII
ci) GRB'
'Iab8a(ou	 AF 193 AL) s o(TYMRSW, gs o(TYM', ggs of
	
C/S 3948 p1 XII mv 111,28
MQYMW. (gggs ci) GRB', b of
ZBI)BWL
Ia&nov	 rd, 211 Is of TYMRSW, gs of TYM' ggs of	 C/S 3949, p1 VI mv 111.29
MQYMW, gggs 01) GRB'J
b of MQY and ZBI)TH	 Ingholt, Rerytus 5(1938) 137
I of YRWBWL)[J 7, s of)'WR[ J
	







Y [DYBL] (530 3)








s of MLKW b of HYRN and NWRBL BS 22, p1 VII 2—Milik, p 120
s cf'G'. (gs ci) Y'TW	 CIS 4324, p LII
a of HBWL'	 c/s 4355 p1 Ull PSNCG 167
no 135
200-250 AD a of BLH'ZY. (gs ci) M1.KW	 Gawlikowski. Berytus 19(1970)
79. fig 10
a of TM', (gs of) TYMNS	mv WI!. 47
°-	 a of NB' ga. of YDY'[BL]
	
mv XI. 87 p1 X Tadmorea 1.6=
Milik, p 173—Paintyre Vi. 22
gi of 'GYLW, f of yc	 mv XI. 69, p1 IX Milik, p 262
bny	 RTP95b.pI.VI Milik,p99
150-200AD s of YDBW	 C1S 4491, p1 UX LX PS 213-
Parlaska, DM3 (1988). p1 47 c
bny	 BS34pIX3
(fof)Lv1S	 RTP19b p1 II Milik,p 253
254 no 27
bny	 RTP124a.pl VII Mililcp 99












h of	 MT	 Starcky Delavauk, Semitica 24
(l974)67-68no1,pl I
gf of L.SMS and ZBYD', f of MLKW. CIS 3978 p1 XXI Mlik, p306
s of NS' alias BR'I3DBL
AF I0	 s of ZB[DJ' (gs of) LSMS (ggs of)	 CIS 4007 p1 XXIII
MY
gf of 1 NBY,f of KHYLY
	
C1S4463.pl LIX
ggf of LMLT gf of YRHBW]L'. f
	
CIS 3966. p1 XIV mv 11,1 (p1.
of NWRBL alias [ j
	
IflV VI. p 6 RSP 156. 1)1 V
Milik,p 82-85,pl 1V23
f of ZBDBWL,(s. of) 'LHW
	
C1S3980=Mlik, p 119-
Pabnyre W.50. fig 7




YDY'BL (317 2)	 f of B'LY.s of BLY	 Bnquel-Chatonnetand
Lozachmeur, BMML 2(1993)
4-Il, fig I
YDY 6I3L (34 10)	 AF 101 AC s of WHBLT. gs of YDY'BL ggs of
	
Car,tineau RB 39(1910) 545-
	
c of WI-IBLT, n o('WYDLT	 546 no 13 A MFP 191 no 27
YDY'BL (34 10)	 'I€6€(iiAoc	 gf of YDY'BL I of HLYDRWS
	
Cant,neau RB 39 1930) 546-547
[ISJM	 no 13 B-MFP 211 no26=MiIik,
p 19
YDYBL 34 14	 'IE&E(iiAOc	 '	 S d}{LYDRWS alas ELSIMS gs of CantineauRB39(1930)546-547




YDY BL 34 6	 gf 0fYDY'BLand WHBLT. I of
	
Cantineau RB 39 1930 545-
WHBLTand'WYDLT	 546no13A MFP191o27
YDYBL 3402)	 1 ot'GYLW,s o(BWRJb
	
RSP 165 p1 VII PabrreV 11
no2, fig 107 MFPIS5no4=
Mi k,p268
233
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(gi of TMLK I of HDWDN, s of	 Lngholt, Ber tus 3(1936)109
I)WDN gg of	 112 no 11 p1 XXIII Mu k, p31 32_lngho4t, Siudies G C
Miles, 1974, p 45, p1 II 1
gf of YRHBWL and 'WYIY f of 'G	 CIS 3914 p4 V mv IX, 25=
and HDWDN s of HDWDN. gs of 	 p 3334
ZBDPWL, ggs of HDW[DN]. (gggs
of) PRMWN
s ii HYRN gs of) BWN'. patron of	 Ingholt, Bervius 2(1935)99 100
YWLYS 'wiYs	 no8 p1 XXXIX 2. XL—MFP209no 19
patron o(YWLYS 'WRLYS 'GRP br
	
lngholt MUSJ 38 (1962) 106 p1
'GTPWS	 II 1 PSNCG 162 163 no 131
f of MQYMW. (s. of) GML'	 CIS 3994 A-C, p1 XVII
YRHBWL' (176 2)
YRHB[WL'] 6 (58 14)
YRHBWL' 6 (58 14)
YRHBWL' 7 126 5)
YRHBWL' 7 126 5)
YFRH1Y
gf of }L. I of [MQYIMW. s of	 CIS 4058, p1 XXVI Milik, p
(GML'J	 181 182
s of NS' . (gs of)'G' h of 1 CLYFT brt]	 CIS 4411 p1 LXI—PS 497-
YRHB[WL'I
	
APML 170 no 173
s of NS'. (gs of) 'O, (ggs of) SLIvP
	
Ingholt, BeryWs 1(1934)33 no 2.
p4 VII12
s. o(SBY	 RiP 15 b p4 1 Milik, p 248-249
no 22—PSNCG 171 172 no 138
s of3y	RTP 22 b pill Milik. p 248
249 no 22
APML89no 18
Y[RHJY 480 2)	 f of M2BN s of WN	 Mv XI. 39 p4 V
(Y)PHY	 gf of 'T'M, f of TLY'	 Starcky, BMR 12 1955) 38-40
no8.pf XVII 1
250







(1 of) UNYN'	 CIS 4313 P5433
f of	 WN. (s oF) SM'[WN]	 mv XI, 33 p1 LII
f of GDY' s of GDY'
	







CIS 4607, p1 LXIII PS 245=
Milik, p 264-265=APML 216-
217 no 213
APML 124 no 117
Aug Z31 AD
aIAD[s of] YRHY . gs ofX
s of'G'.(gs of)"RG
s of NSI?
RP I I3—Hassani Starcky. AAS
3(1953)l54.pl 18
PNO3I.pf XLIII 1










aid	 b of 'H freedman of KHYL[W]
	
Bounni Mélanges K
M,chalowski 1966, p 314-316,
fig 3 mv XII, 56, p4 XII
s of YRHI3WIJ. gs of SSN
	
Sal by DM6 1992 272 no 14

















a O(MQY	 BS22, p1 VII 2-I,4iIik p 120
I ofBWN a ofTYMRSW	 Palmyre Viii, 121 122 no25 p1
azi
(s oOYMLKY	 BS71 p1 XVIH3
gf of HYRN. f of [MIQY[MW]	 C1S 4004 p1 XIX
f of MQY. s of ZBYDE'I. (gs of) 'LPY CIS 4018. p1 XXIV
fofYD'	 C1S4025.p1XVIH
f. of HLYPY. (s of) 'LHW RSP 159, p1 VI Palmyre V. 111
no3, fig. 108-Mthk, p 79-80. p1
V2
f of EH]GT. s. of NBWZ'	 RSP 181 Palmyre Iii, 246 no 17,
fig 200




2-Mi k. p 270-277-Aggoula,
Semihca32(19821 111 116
f of 'L'	 Ingholt. Berylus 1(1934)38-40
no4,pI 1X2_Miuik,p 260
a of'LHIIL C!S4381, p1 LV LVII PS 221
Mackay Iraq 11(1949)162, p1
L113 AP4L l9Ono 191
f of BTY	 CiS 4384 p1 XL-PSNCG 128-
129 no 84
I of 'MYT	 CIS 4428 p1 XU PS 403
APML 180 no 181












YRHY	 s o(GYN,b oIRWMY
YRHY	 S ofSLI¼'IN
YRHY	 s of CGYLW gs of TYMH
YRHY










CIS 4430 p1 XLIX PS 294
CIS 3974 p1 III PS22 p1 VII
2-MIik. p 22
CIS 4543 p1 XLIX PS 291
CIS 4564 p1 XIIV PS 223
CIS 4587 p1 XLV
CIS 4624, p1 XLV
Mihk, p 232
R17'7'79a p1 XXXVIII Milik,
p 2795OPSNCG 194no 186


























239(240 p of	 RSP 1 14—Hassani-Starcky, AAS
3 ( 953) 154-156 pIll1
RSP139—PabnyreV 112113
no4.fig 109
s o(BIS%VR	 Thy Viii 6
f of HYPN	 mv Vii!, 8
f of MQY [MW]	 mv Viii, 37
s ofX [gs 0fJMLKW,ggs ofX
	 invXi,48
sofRY	 invXiS3.pIVI
'Icip[atorj	 Sc1	 AD s ofZBDI) (gs of)QR[ J
	
invX.127.pI 1V6


































RiP 798 b, pt XXXIX
























gf of YRHY I of TYMY	 Dunant, Melan es P Collart,
1976 p 161.1 g 1
103 104 Al) s of TYMY gs of YRHY	 Dunan Mélanges P Coilart,
1976 p 161 Ig 1
I of TYM'	 Dunant, Mélanges P Collart
1976 p 161 fig 1
gf oI'.f.o(IilRY	 C1S4483AB,pI LXII,LXIH





[ZBDJFH,s of SDD'	 P' III
gfoIYRHY.fofHLYPY sofLSMS. C1S3902.pII
gs. of) SDW
1. Ap.	 Febr 236 S of HLYPY gs of YRHY ggs of	 CIS 3902, p1 I
HAL68wpo	 L1S, (gggs 01) S'DW
gf of YRHY and D STY' f of	 RSP 50 A B p1 1 Pafrn re IV.
'DYNT	 186 no 6-7 fig 218-219
70-40 s of DYNT gs Of YRHY b Of	 RSP5OA B p1 Pabnyre IV.
AD	
twisri"	 186no6-7 fig 218-219
'Iapu(ou	 gf of YWLYS 'WTRLYS X f OILMS Gaw kowsk.Berytus 19 197)
71 73 no5
s of ZBYIY gs of 'GYLW ggs o1)	 Sculpture no 317
'S'DR
256
YRHY (148 4	 'Iapatov	 Aiw 13lA1) s of NBWZBD gs of[SLMLT.ggs of InvX 38 p1 1111 Seyng Syria
QDN?J	 22 1941)253255no21bis





J US Al) s of 'GYLW gs of HYRN. (ggs of) 	 BS 46. p1 XIII 4
DWHY
I of W3T s of ZBDLH. (gs of)	 C/S 4480. p1 LXII
YRH
I of ' LWY' and ZBYIY s of	 CfS 4532. p1 XLVI
['IGYLY, (gs of) MLKW
gf of 'L' I of 'YD'N. (s of) MQY	 1P78
YRHY (199 4)	 200-2S0 AL) a of NS'. gs of) [MJQIY)M[W] 	 C/S 4558, p1 XLVIII PS 272
YRHY (21 12)	 1 of GDRSW. s of GDRSW. (ga of) 	 RSP 143-Gawlikowski, Syria 47
'TY	 (1970) 313 316 no 1. p1 XVIII1-2 Pabnyre Vi, 97
YRHY (216 2) C Al) f off 'LYT s of SMY As'ad Teixidor. Syria 62(1985)
276 no6 fig 6=AAS32 (1982)
92no6 fig 6
YRHY (233 3)	 1 of YWLYS 'WRLYS SLMN and	 C/S 4204. p1 XXXIII MFP 214
YWLYS 'WRLYS SKNY, (s of)	 no3'7
SLMN.gs o(YJY
YRHY (237 1)	 (gf of) LID'. (f ol) 'C?	 C/S 4538. p1 XLII PS 512-Mackay Iraq 11 (1949) p1 LII
2 APML 196-197 no 197
YRJIY 238 5)	 150-200M) S of FINYN	 CfS4314.pl LIII PS2I7
YRHY (239- 4	 Ajw 241 Al) s of YRHB[WL' gs of YR]HBWL'. 	 C/S 4039 p1 XXIII
(ggs of) HYQ[ I
















of MLKW. (s ol) 'SDR	 Is 4467, p1 LVIII
of'TY. gs of'DYNT. (b of) 'MY'	 154594 A 13
I of) HYR' (s ci) 'Miff	 RiP 783 b p1 XXXVIII Milik,
p 278no39
(s ci) ZBD'TH. (ggs ci) [B]WRP	 RTP 640 b p1 XXXI
'IupaI	 JIY 192	 s of'WYDLT, b of EMIZBN' and	 CaAlneau, RB 39(1930) 546-547
193 Al)	 ZBD'T', (c ci) YDY'13L	 no 1313 MFP 211 no 26=Milik.
p 19
150-200 Al) a of ZBDTI4, (gs of) PC?	 PS 192
of ZBDP. (gs ci) PWR"	 CJS 4531, p1 XLVI
f ofBT'TY, s of HYRN	 CIS 4431, p1 XLIX-PS399
f of MZBN. (s ci) KYLY PB'
	
CIS 4034, p1 XXIV
(a of) KYLY	 RIP 557 b, p1 XXVIII
I of MLKW and 'NNW	 Starcky Syria 26(1949)40-41
no2,pl 16
f of EMIL'. (s of) Ml'	 1P3 1-Cantrneau, Syria 12
(1931) 117 no2 fig 2-IwvIX.
28=Gaw kowski Syria 48
(1971 4 3-414 p1 XXIII
2-Mlik.,p 27 277-Aggoua.
Seuhca 2 1982 111 116
• Ictp€o	 I of 'TS1J' (a ci) MLKW	 my VIII 64
















I o('WYDLT, (s of) N' 	 mv Vi!! 19-/P 76
s of BWLW, [gs of) QHlP	 seen on the market
S$ 251 s of'GYLW. gs of SKYY	 RSP 120=Hassant Staicky. AAS
Al)	 3(1953)164.pI 1113
I of F'1GYLW, s of SHY HY	 Ifl VIII, 94
ca 150 Al) s of TYMRSW gs of SFR' Teixidor Sumer 18(1962) 63-64
no 1. fig 8-Syria 40(1963 33-
42no1,pI ifi
'Iapa(ou	 2lMirch s of NWRBL,(gs of) SGRY	 CIS 3994 AC. pl. XVII
210-230 Al) s of YDY'BL gs of SMWN, (ggs of) CIS 4364 p4 XXXVII PS 3 5=
'RGN	 PSNCG 119 no 75
gf of YRHY, f of MLKW. (s i4)	 C/S 4236, p1 XXIX mv VII, 6
HWML	 B M1ik, p 257
March 185 s of MLKW gs of YRHY. (ggs of)	 CIS 4236, p4 XXIX mv VII 6
Al)	
HWML	 B-Milik. p 257
f loll BL[SWR), s of [TYM')	 mv X, 78-/P 8
gf of MQYMW.f of ZBYLY	 C/S4164 p1 XXX 1w, IV 19-
MFP 194no42
of YMLKW gs of WHBLT, b of
	
cms 4591 A B p1 LXIII PS 84
MLKW











(gf ol) SBYNS (f ol) YRHBWL'	 CIS 4086 p1 XXV
gf of YRHY I of'GYLW	 RSP l7OrrPahnyre 11, 240 no4,
fig 291
Nc iI) s of CGYLW gs oIYRHY	 RSP 170=Paimyre 11,240 no4,
fig 291
gf of' BTY. f of YRHY	 CIS 4383 pt XLVI, LVII-
Wartke, FB31 (1991)91 noS,
fig 6
1. of BTY. s of YRHY	 CIS 4383 p1 XLVI LVII-
Wartke, FB3I ( 1991)91 no5,
fig 6
gf of HLVF['l,f of'HN	 mv VIII, 134
YRHY (5201)	 (gf oOQYP.(f 0OSRYK[W]	 Safar Sumer2O(1964) 15no3,
p1 I3-Mlhkp 258
YRHY (521 1)
	 (gf of)"YT'.(f of)"YLMY	 C1S4461,pI UX.LX-PS 335
YRI-JY (522 1)	 gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS HYRN and	 lnghoft. Bei las 2 1935)7778
YWLYS 'WRLYS 'B', I of YWLYS	 no3 p1 XXXVI, XXXVII I
MFP2I2no29
YRHY 544 2)	 f of' [NJBY. a of ZGWG	 CIS 4522 p1 LXII
YRHY (551 2)	 f of' 'HWT, a o(ZBYIY	 Sculpiures no 349
YRHY 55* 2)	 oo-2so*v a &BWN' b of' M'YNT 	 CJS 4479 A B, p XLII P5261
YRHY (564 2	 I o('SLvff,(f in law of) JRW	 C1S4234,pl XXIX XXXV
260
YRHY (579- 2)	 I of YDYCBL f in law at "QM'	 CIS 4346 p1 XLVIII PS 361
YRRY (605 2)	 patron o(SGL	 mv VtIt,114
YRHY (61 12)
	
I5OI7OAD (so('G' (gs of)Y'T.h o( 1 X	 C1S4325 p1 XL Ull PS40(
PS,VCG 95-96 no 52-Mi ik, p
263
YPJIY (61 13)	 gf of YRHY f of YRHY. S of)	 C!54322. p1 xxxvii PS3U3-
YDYcBL (gs yq'	 PSNCG 156-157 no I26Mil k. p264
YRHY (61 17)	 (gf of) PRINKS and MLKWS' (I ol)	 logholt, Syria 7(1926) 128 141.
YRHY 'GRE,(s ol)YDYBL(gs of) p1 XXXIV Milik,p 261 262
no3l
IC?, (ggs. of) Y1
YRIIY (61 18)	 1 of YRHY.s of YRHY.(gs of)	 C1S4322 p1 XXXVII-PS 303
YDYcBL,
 (ggs of)	 PSNCG 156-157 no. 126-Milik, P264
YRHY (61 21)




230-250AD s of YRHY. gs of YRHY. (ggs of)	 CIS 4322 p1 XXXVII P5303
YDYBL (gggs of)	 PSNCG 156-157 no 126 Mlik P264
YRHY (64 4)	 Oct ii s of M[OJYMW gs of ZI3IYTI-L (ggs	 Thy I, 4. p1 V 4
1$2Ai)	
of) DK'
YRHY (68 43)	 50-iSO Al) s o(MUCW, (gs of) oYLW. b of	 RSP 99 p1 IV As'ad Faha,
QRBL'	 AAS 18(1968) 101 no26
YRHY (68 59)
	
5O-1SOAD s of MLKW.gs oIGYLW	 RSP 102 drAsad Taha. AAS 18(1968) 105-106 no 29-
Sculptures no 188 193
YRIIY (77 4)	 1 of HYRN, S ci TYM' gs of'NWBT	 CIS 3960 p1 XIII mv I 87(Palm )-*-Jnv X. 88 Greek) IP 9
YRHY (77	 f of BBYBY. a of HYRN. gs of	 CIS 3960 p1 XIII mv 1 87





M 147 s of'GYLW, gs of TYMH'. ggs of 	 Gawl kowski Berytus 9 1970




YRHY 'DPWS 517 2)
YRHY 1GR1 61 21)
YRIIY 6820)
YRHY (68 20)
YRHY 2 ( 3
YRHY 2 ( 3)




I of SWYR', (f in law f)' WM
	 As'ad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
(1986)168 169 no9
243 Al) I of PRINKS and MLKWS'. (s )
	
Ingholt. ¶yna 7(1926) 128 141,
YRHY (gs OO YDY'BL(ggs 1)'('.
(gggs of) Y'T
I of NBWSWR,s of BWLH'
	 RSP 82-As'ad Taha. AAS 18
(l968)95no7 Sculptures
no 200
f of' LBN', (s of) BLIP RSP 86_Ascad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 97 no I 1-Sculptures
no 195
Sept 67AD s oIISMS.gs OIR'Y	 Invi 5=BS1B.pI 113-BSI
A.pl 11,4
c.67AD sofLSMS.gsofR'Y	 BS2AE,p115
YRHY 2 ( 3)
	 IctpcLtou	 I of [ML' alias )GR}bJ, s of L[4S],	 CZS 3959 p1 IX ml, 2-BS 44
(gs. of) R'Y	 A H.P1 XII 4-5=Milik, p 10-11
YRHY 2 ( 3)	 (s )
	
RTP 575 b, p1 XXVIII
C1S3961,pl XIV InvX,89M[RQSJ 'LPEYSJ YRHY	 s of [HYJRN. (gs of) ['BGRJ
(129-4)
[MR]QS 'LPYS ypjft' 3 	 Au 156 Al)8 of (HYR N. (gs of) 'BGR
(129 4)
MRQ[SJ 'IPYS [y]1U1Y 3 Maco O?iAwtos . ISO AX) s of HYRIN (gs co 'BGR]
(1294)	 'Iapato
MRQES 'LPYS YRBY]	 Mpso v]	 157 ISBAI) (s ci) H [RN (gs of)'BGR
(1294)	 OliAitov
'I apov
MRQS 'L[PIY [S] YR[HY]3 FMaov	 Aug. 155 Al) s of[HYRNI 55 olE' (B)GR
129-4)
laputov]
lnvX lll , pl VII 5=Tadmorea
111.28 b
InvX 128 p1 VIII 6-Seyng.








MRQS 'LPYS YRIJY	 Mffpiwv O1Awtop Mcb j1 s Of HYRN (gs of) '13GR
(129 4)	 'Icipatov
Jiw X 96 p1 IV 5=Seyng Syna
22(1941)259263 no23, p1
XVII
CIS 3960 p1 XIII InvX,87
(Palm )^1,w X, 88 (Greek)—JP 9
MRQS 'LPYS YRHY
	
[Mp.ov	 iM) I of'BGR.s of HYRN gs of) BGR 	 lnvX 107 p1 vm 1
(I	 Tadmorea 111,28 a
•1
[MRQS 'LPYS YRHYJ 3	Mffpicoy OljA,nop Aw 157 M) s of [HYRNI. gs of) 'BGR
(129-4)	 'Iapaov
MRQWS 'LPYS YRIIY 3	Mp.ov OAwuov iai- IS7AD S of HYRN. (gs Of)'I3GR
(129-4)	 'Japcctop
YRHY (254 2)	 1 of 'L' (s of) 'PB
Thy X 77, p1 VI 7 Tathnorea
111, 28 c
InvX, 90, p1 1117
C1S4374bs.pl XLII PS32,pl
X 3—PSNCG 44-45 no 3
YRHY 4
 (2542)	 1 of'L' (sof)'HI3	 CIS 4374, p1 XLII PS 31, p1 X
2
IYJRIIY 5
 (1095)	 AW I7SAD s of HLPT'.gs of YRHY.ggs of 	 Starcky MUSJ28(194950)51-
HLPT',Kof '&tHIRY	 55no2.pI XVI
YRHY (1095)	 s [of) HLVP h oft SL' b1 HI RY br
	
CIS 4483 A B, pt LXII. LXIII
YRHY
YRHY (109-5)	 1 of HI RY. s of HLVP	 C!S 4484
YRHY 5
 (109-5)	 I of HI RY I rn-law of) ' RP	 CIS 4485
YRHY' (84 4)	 I of) TYRIJT. I in law of)
	 4T	 CIS 4598, p1 LXII
YRHY 6
 (84 4)	 ggf Of ML. gf of RN, I of TYRIJf P5371 Star ky De avault,
Syrza24(1974 6971 no3.pl II














YRIHYJ	 I of) [M]ZBN['J
YRHY	 (I of) B' and MZBN'
YRHY 8	 (1 of) "3'
YRHY8	 (f of)'G'
YRBY 8	 (I of) 'G'
APML 95 no35
RTP493ab p1 XXV PSNCG
182 no 162
APML 103 104no56-59
RiP 429 a b. p1 XXII APML
Il8no 101
APML 108 no69
(1 of)'G'	 APML 117 122no97 100, 102-
110.112
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS IIYRN, f of
	
Ingholt, BeryUs 2(1935) 88-9
MQY	 no 9, p1 XXXVIII 1—MFP 213
no 35
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS IIYRN. f of
	
Ingbolt, Ber lug 2(1935)86-88
MQY	 no 8. p1 XIXXVffl 2—MFP 213
no34
133 I34A1) s o(MQYMW b of TNWRY and
	
Ingholt, Berytu5 (1938) 94-95
ZBDBWL	 no 1. p1 XXXIV 2—MFP 194-
195 no 43
I oft 'QMT. a. of MQYMW	 Ingholt, Berylus 5(1938) 95-101
no2,pl XXXIV 2—MFP2I4
no36
Is of ZBYIY. gs of MQYMW ggs of
	
Mv K 2_Seyng Syria 22(1941)
ZBYEP. gggs o(HWML, b of MLKW 241-242 no 11, p1 XX
and MQYMW]
a of ZBYD' gs 0IMQYMW ggs of	 InvX I Seyng Syria 22(1941)
HWML. b o(MU(W and N4Qy)4']	 241 no 10
a of ffWIN. gs of BWLH	 CIS 4283 p1 XU U PS 57
PSNCG 73 no 29





YRHY '(85 5)	 Iapu(ou
YRHY ' (61 9)
15O-200A1) (f of) BLY s of'(3'	 C!S4537A 13 p1 LXI, LXII
Mthk,p 267
I oIW3Y s o('G' (gs of) YDY'BL	 fin' VII!. 108—Mi k,p 267
f of 110GW s of G' (gs ol) YDY'BL 11w X 69 p1 2—Mu k. p 266
f of CG). s of) Y'	 CIS 4323, p1 XXXVIII PS 246




YRHY 16 (64 6)
YRHY 16 (64 6)
YRHY 231 3)
(I of) RB'L s of) Y'T	 CIS 4326, p4 XLII LIII PS 483
gf of 6 BBT' and 1110T.f.of[RJ13'L
	
C1S4022,pI XXII^PN073 p1
and '(3(9 s of"r	 XXVIII 3 Mi ik, p 263
f of QMT, (s of) SC'	 CIS 4574, p4 LXI PS 346
I of MLKW s of) SO'. (I in law of) ' un' XI, 50, p VI
BR'P
(gf of) [110GW, (1 of) YHYB'. (s of) CIS 4050 p4 )0U, XXIU—Milik,
DK'	 p 48-49
gf of}JOGW,f oIYHYB',(s of)DK' C1S4030,pl XVIII




YR}JY ' 396 3)
YRHY (396 3)
s of B[R]YKY. gs of [TYIMRSW
	
Tadmorea III 36 a=MFP 192
no3l Amy Seyng Syria 17(1936) p4 XXXVII 5





YRQ (86 1)	 (gggf of)YWLYS 'WRIYS BSY.
	
Iflgholt,BeTytUS2(1935)78no4,
(ggf ol) HNYN, (gf of) HNYN, (1 	 P1 XXXVI, XXXVII I MFP
212 no 30
YRQ 86 1)	 (ggf of) 'BSY. (gf of) HNYN'. (f of)	 fngholt, flerylus 2(1935)7879
py	 no4Aa




YRQ (86 1)	 (ggf of) HNYN'. (gf of) HNYN. (f 	 CIS 4557 p1 XLVIII PS 275
of)'(P
YRQ' (86 1)	 (ggf of) HNYN'.(gf of) HNYN',(f	 Inghoft,Beryus2(1935)SOno4
A.d
YRQ' (86 1)	 (ggf of) SDY. (gf of) HNYN. (1 of)	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 81-82
py	 no4A,g
YRQ (86 1)	 (ggf of) StDY. (gi of) BSY. (1 of)
	
lnghof 1, Berytus 2(1935)82 no 4
A,h
YRQ' (86 1)	 (ggf	 J. (gf of) HNYN', (1. of)
	
Ingholt, Berylus 2(1935)82 no 4
py	 A,i







	 Starcky, MUSJ 28(1949 50)
45-51 no 1.fig 1
(ggf of) WJf. (gi of) YRHY. (f of)	 CIS 4480 p1 LXII
ZBDLH
gf of) YRHY. (f of) NSR	 CIS 4481, p1 LXII
-ISOAD d. of MLKW,(gd of) BQY	 CIS 4517, p1 XLVIII P5364
ggf o(M}LKW gf of) KHYLW
	
InvX 54 p1118
QYMW [f of NWRBLJ
266
KHYL(WJ (584 3)	 patron of 'jy'	 Boonni Melanges K
Mwhalowsk, 1966 p 314-316,




56-57 no 3 Mi ik. p 303 304 p1
XII 2
KIIYLW	 (s ol) NBWZBD	 Ri'!' 191 b p1 XI
KHYLW (1 2)
	 1 o(MQYMW,s of ZBDBL alias	 Tab,wrealll,31 Milik,p 17
BRZBYDY
KHYLW (16 10)	 gf oNJYLW f of'WSY	 CIS4 19 p1 XXVII MFP 186
no 9-Mihk, p 63 APML 187
no 188
KFIYLW (16 4)	 f of'WSY,s of HYRN,gs of'wSy,	 Cantineau,Syna 12 (1931) 130-
'U "f"WSY	 132no11,lig 11 Mi ik.p 4748 Palnzyre VI, 63-64
KHYLW (16 2)	 gf of KJ-IYLW and HYRN I of TNTN CIS 4109 A B p1 XXVII mv
IV,28ab=MFPI84no1 Milik,
p 62








No,	 s of"INfN.gs of KHYLW. (b ol)	 CIS4IO9A B,pI XXVII mv
HYRN	 lV28ab=MFP184no1 Milik,
p 62
gsofBRTas ciXand 'M[T' b of C1S4Z33.pl XXXV
MLKW and HWN'
s of MLKW gs of HYRN. b of X and Ingholt, Beryzus 3 1936)9798
ZBIYTH	 -	 no 6. p1 XX 1 Mi k. p 188
gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBDBWL I gholt. Berytus 2 1935) 84-86
(f ol) ZBDDWL	 no 7 p1 XXXVIII I MFP 213
n 33
a of M(W. gs of YMLK[W1
	

















gf of BD'STWR. f of NWRBLs of 	 Ingholt. BeryWs 5(1938)120-
'TNWRY (gs of) 'SWLY	 1241)01 P1 XLVI 1 2-MbP
191 no26
f of [MILKW [a of NWRBL. gs of
	 mv X, 54 pI 118
KHYJLW
gi o(PPLYS 'LEYS] KHYLY, f of	 RSP 136 p1 VII PaIm'9re ill
NY s [of Xl	 244iio I4,fig 279-lvb 'LP 230
gf 0ft '1313' and SYSP. f of HYRN 	 CIS 4462 p1 XXXIX LX PS
524
f of NBY. a of YDY CBL	 CIS 4463 p1 LIX
KYLY
(gf ol) KHYLY. (1 of) ML' 	 Saliby.DM6(1992)280no39.
p1.34 c=Sculpwres no 265
S of ML', (gs of) KJ-{YLY	 Saliby.DM6(1992) 280 no39
p1.54 c=Scu4'tures no 265
(S ol) M'NY. gs of K1-IYLY. ggs [of	 RSP 136. p1 VII-Palmyre II!,
X)	 244 no 14. hg 279-Mihk, p 230
gggf. of t 'TY, ggf. ofTSWR. gf. of	 CIS 4527 PS 45. p1 XIV 1
KLBYfofLSMS	 PSNCG49no7
a of SLMLT	 C1S 4588 p1 LIX PS 515=
APML 192no 193
(ggfof)yML',
 (gf ol) TYMLT (f of) CIS 4589
(ggf of) LSMS (gf ol) TYMLT. (f ol) CIS 4590
YMLKW
f	 of[JB'	 CIS 4101 p1 XXVI
1 °f YDY	 Cantineau,RB39 1930 548-549
















f of'TNTN. s of MSKW. gs [oil	 CIS 4596
TD1RT, ggs of HYRN
gI of HL'. I of NBWZBD	 CIS 4210. p1 XXXIII
(f of) YRHY	 RTP 557 b p1 XXVIII
of Y'QWB. (gs of) TYMRSW	 CIS 4029, p1 XXV Milik. p 152
(gf. of) MZBN. (f. of) YRIIY	 CIS 4034. p1 XXIV
(I. of) GYLW	 PNO 14. p1 XXIV 3
of KYTWT	 CIS 4075=i!nv XI. 29
I of KYTWT	 CIS 4075=Inv XI. 29








4OAD s of TYMRSW.gs of KYTWT,ggs of C1S4115=InvIV, 18arMFP 185
TYMS' RB'	 no 6
gI of KY fWF. I of TYMRSW. s of	 CIS 41 15=Jnv IV 18 a=MFP 185
no6
s of) MZBN (gs of) PQB	 lnghofl. Beiytus 5(1938)115. p1
XLI 5
(s ci) 4Z13N'	 Ingholt. Beryus 5 1938) 116
269
KLB (382 1)	 (gf of) [YDYJ'BL (f of) [M}QYMW C1S4555-4556 p4 XXXVII
LXIII P5211 PSNCG94noSI




(f of) 'PLY	 RTP 439 b, p4 XXffl
gf of t 'TY.f o(TSWR.s of LSMS.	 C1S4527 PS45.pI XIV 1"
gs of KWLY	 PSNCG 491107
f of MLKW	 BS22,pI VII 2-Milik,p 120
KMLW (175 2)	 (gI of) ML', (f of) Z'WR' (S. of)	 PSNCG 106 no 62
GMLWH
KMR' (386: 1)	 (gf. of) HGGW, (f of) ZBDLH	 CIS 3980=Milik, p 119=






'	 d. of 1M(Y)S	 CIS 4408, p4 XL-PS445=
PSNCG 9798 no 54
RTh850b.pl XU
Je 225 An s. of SLWM	 Tadmorea 1, 4-Milik, p 64
(1 of) 'GYLW and WN	 RTP 731 a b p4 XXXV=
PSNCG 191 no 179











[1	 AOuktOS w&O Sc;4 Al)	 CIS 4235 P1 XXXIV mv Vii!,
KRYSTWS	 XpuQavOoFcrJ
	
57 MFP 186-187 flO 10
IL Sjpedius
Chrysanthus











so-isoAl) d oIYRHY, (gd 0OBLH'	 RSP86-As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 97 no 11 Sculpw,-es
no 195
I of X, s of ZBDL[H]	 Mv WI!, 65=IP 77 MFP 202
no 70
I of ZI3YDP] and [S]MW'L, s of
	
CIS 4201, p1 XXX Mv Vii, 4-
Y'QWB, gs ofv1W'L	 MFP 199 no6O
Ireedwoman of 'QM[' brt HBZIY 	 CIS 4339, p1 XL=PS 485
234/235 Al) m of MJ'J, w of SY'WN bc SLMN	 CIS 4301, p1 XLV-PS 52=
Mackay iraq 11(1949)174 fig
5 a-Wartke, FR 31(1991)91
no6.flg 7
d YRHY. gd of [9GYLW. (ggd of) C!S 4532, p1 XLVI
MLKW, sis of ZBYIY
gf of'BBWHY.f of B[R9TH	 1D23 Rep Vii,309no915c=
Mihk,p 327
isv XL 46
AoisdAAq'	 d o(MRQWS YWLYWS MKSMWS CJS 4401 p1 LVI APML 162
'1'1YDS, w of PRTNKS	 no 166
s 2'.4N (ga of)GPN Ingholt,Berjeus2 1935) 100-
101 no9.pl XLI 2-MFP21O
no2O







HLYDRWS (alias) [LS)MS 'HALo6Ipov Toll








f of YDY'BL, s of YDY93L
f of MLKVL a. ofX
f of'WRLY' vlY
f. of MQY
RTP776 a, p4 XXXVIII MiI,Ic,
p 231 232 no 10
RW700b.pI XXXIII Milik,p
231 232 no 10
RTP 35 a, p1 XU Milik, p
231 232 no 10
RTP35a,pl 111 MAlik,p 237
no 16
Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 546-547
no 13B—MFP2II no26=Miiik,
p 19
RSP 164, p4 VH—MFP 190no21
=Palmyre 111, 235 no.1.fig 272
Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 88-89
no9, p1 XXXVIII 1=MFP 213
no35
C1S4046, p4.11
LSMS	 s.of..]	 cis 4056
LMS]	 gf of [ IS. f of 'GYLW	 Tadmorea ii. 25=Palmyre Vi,
56-57 no 3 Milik, p 303 304. p1.
XII 2
LSMS	 gf oVHGF,f of'YD'N	 As'ad-Teixidor,DM2(1985)41
no 13
A(oapao	 Aw IO4AD s of WHBY, gs. of BWLHZY, b of
	
Mv Viii. 59—MFP 191 192 flO 29
BWLH MQYMY HYRN and BCL[Y]
[LA1S	 [f of] X, Es of] X	 CIS 4325 p4 XL, UII PS 400=
PSNCG 95-96 no 52=Mihk, p
263







150-200 Al) s of MN
[gf of MQY.f of ML'][ALaalaou]
Manth 129
AD

























RIP 19 b.pl II Milik,p
253-254 no 27
RiP l02band 195b.pI VI,
X1—Milsk,p. 118
RSP 65, p1 II As'ad Taha, AAS
15 (1965) 44 no. 14
CIS 3904, p1 I=Milik, p.266
C1S3955,pl VIII InvV,8
mv VIII, 79
hw XI, 10 p1 I
PNO76b,pl XLVIII2a-c





Tadmorea II 20, p1 LIII RS 48,
p1 XIV I Paimyre Vi 26-27
no I MiIk p 309 315
R7P362b,pl XIX(S ci) MQYMW
L




	 (s ci) MQY	 RTP 579 a, p4 XXVIII
(LSMIS







LS1vIS (10 12.39 10)
LSMS (110 2)
[Lv1S 111 2)
f. of MQYMW and 'ST[WRG'j. s of	 iiw XII, 26 e, p1. '/l
BNH




f. of CMRT S of YREBWLE'J
	
C/S 4241, p1 XXXIV mv Viii,
100=Mihk, p 113
s of YRIIBWLN	 C1S 4242 p1 XXXIV—Milik, p
113
I of MRTHWN. s of YPJIBWL', (gs 	 C/S 4238 p4 XJOCJV liw Vii, 7
oi)SKYBL	 Mitk,p 113
ggf of"TY gf O('TSWRI of KLBY, C1S4527 P545 p1 XIV 1=
S of KWLY	 PSNCG49no7
EggI of) QWI HII [gf of) SPRY. [1 CIS 4198 B p1 XXEX
ol)X S CIX
274
LSMS (14 11) f. of CG s of 'DYNH. (gs of) 'QML	 RSP 49. p1 I Pairnyre 1V 185
no4, fig 216
ALaa4wouLSMS 179- 2
[LS]MS 118 2)	 [ggf of OJRYN. [gf ofi HYRN, [f of]	 RSP 122-Ilassani-Starcky MS
YRHBWL'. (s o1) QRYN	 7(1957)97
LSMS (118 7)	 Ajw 256AD of QRY	 gs ofl4JJ	 RP 121 Hassani Starcky,AAS
7 1957)96 p11114
LS[MS ] (123 3)	 gf of L4S. f of 'STWRG'. s of 	 Cantineau RB 39(1930) 540-542
[BJRYKY, gs
	
sni	 no 10=MFP 201 no64
LfS (123 5)	 JwiZ32AD s of CSTWRG. gs OLMSJ. ggs af	 Canuneau. RB 39(1930)540-542
[BJRYKY gggs (y	 no 10=MFP 201 no64
LSMS (124 2)	 ggf. of YRHY, gf of HLYPY. f of	 CIS 3902, p3 I
YRHY (s of) S'DW
LSMS (131 2)	 gf o(TYKS', f of NY.(s OO'HYB /P79
LSMS (14 21)	 [Ai.auiwo,]	 Jwiel43AD I of MLKW,s of NWRBL,gs.of	 C1S4167,pl XXX=MFP 196
MQYMW. ggs o(CIYLW. (gggs. of) 	 no.49-Milik, p.305
LSMS (14 36)	 [Aiaapoo]u	 f of YWLYS 'WRLYS X, s. of YRHY Gawlikowski Berytus 19(1970)
7173 no5
LSMS (140 4
	 s of HLYPY. gs of 1rpNy	 Cantineau, Syria 12(1931)
132 133 no 12, fig 12.-Pahnyre
VI,3334,Ig 5-Miltk,p 219,pl
1X12
LSMS (15 5)	 SpL £0 s of MJ..KW. gs of YDY'BL ggs of	 C1S 3978 p1 XXI-Mi k p 306
NS alias BRBDBL b o(ZBYD'
LV1S (1 22) f of WTN, (s ol) 'WSY	 CIS 4361 p LVII, LXIII PS
285=PSNCG 118 no 74=Milik, p
63
(gf of)(TYM'] f of)TYMRSW.(s	 InvX77.pI V17 To4morea
of) GWRNY	 C

















gf of YDYBL f of ZBIDI'. S	 CIS 4007 p1 XXIII
MY
gf ofTYMRSW,f o('YD'N,s of	 mv VI! 33
SWBHW
I of SWS'.s of'GYLW [gs of TYJ1vP C1S4057 p4 XVIII
f of LSMSY. s oI'DYNT	 RSP 144Gav.likowski Syria 47(1970)318-319no3,fig 1
I of YRHBWL', s of MQYMW alias 	 Safar, Swner 20(1964)19 no 10,
'ZWLT	 p1 1110
s oIKYTWTand 1 MYS'.gs.of	 CIS 41 15 bts, p1 XXVII=InvIV,
TYMRSW, (b of)SLMN	 18b
ggf of ZBDBWL. gf of'BYI-IN, f. of 	 !P34"}vfthik, P 2021
ZBDBWL, a. of MKN' RB'
IoIMQYMW,s of I1J'RY	 Ingholt,Bervtus5(1938)95-101
no 2, p1 XX)UV 2=MFP 214
no36
(gf of)ZBYD'.(f.of)ZBYIY	 Saithy DM6(1992) 283 no47,
gf o NrNY. I of J4LT	 mv VII!, 157
(gf ol) JvfF. (f 01) TYMW	 !fl'l XI. 52 p1 VI
f o(TYMRSW.s of MLKW.(gs of)	 CIS 3963, p4 XLII !,w X, 47. p1
"BY	 V1112
I 0IYRBI3WL',s ofX.(gs of)["BY 	 InvX 114 p4 IV8a-d=Seyng
Syria 22(1941)256 no 22, p4
XVIII
[ggf oil ( ]' [gI oIl TYMRSW [f of] mv X 57 p4 LV I Vifi 3








I o(NWRB[L],s of NWRBL	 RSPI76=Palmyre 111,237 r.o3,
fi8 182
cal5OAD s of RMY.(gs O1)RPL	 Ingholt,Beryus5(1938) 117, p4
XUI 2
gf of 'QMf. I ofTW/Y, (f in law	 mv XII, 13 p1111 Sculptures no
of)'GYLW
5O-ISOAI) s. 0I CGYLW. gs of YMLKW	 Starcky Delavault, Semiftca 24(1974) 69no2,pl I
s of SKY. (gs of)YRHY	 PN067





gggf of PSY'L ggf. of 'STWRG'. gf. of CIS 4199, p4 XXVII MFP 199
'WYD, 1. of LSMS	 '°
ggf OIPSY'L. gi. of'STWRG'.f. of 	 CIS 4199, p1. XXVII—MFP 199
'WYD, s of LSMS	 no.59





	 s of HYRN. (gs 01) GL', patron of
	
mx!, 42, p1 V
'BNRGL
L1S (591 3)	 v1SGR1& patTern of PRN(K)	 CIS 3996, p4 XV
LSMS 81	 I of BR'rH. s of MuW gs of	 CIS 3957. p4 VIII mv V.6
MQYM[W]. ggs of MCYTY, gggs of
HLPY
LvtS (94 i	 s of MQYMY. gs of) 	 PNO 47 a p1 XXXIV 5
277
LSMS alias SPRY (390 1)	 gf o4fBTc.f O(BR'	 APML246no239
Lv1S alias YRHY]	 'HALo&sp[ou]
roO Kid'
'lupe [(ou}
[LWQYS 'WRLYS LV1S] Aow(ou
AA(ov
HAL0&iipou
YWLY S 'WRLYS LSMS
Iiw X 34—Seyng Syna 22




	 s of WIX'. b of YWLYS 'wILys	 RSP 163 p1 VI Pabnyre 1,213
(5533)	 'I'YVP	 214no98, fig 233 MI'P216
no43
LvfS' (497 5)	 'W	 $ of LSMS. gs of TYM'. half brother of Ingholt. Beneus 5(1938) 106-
'MDY	 109 no 1, p1 XL 1—MF'P 207
no9
LSMS (497 5)	 No, 1AD S ofLv1S.gs ofTYM'
	
C1S4195 p1 XXVII lngholt
Re,ytus5(1938) 109 110 no2,
p1 XL2—MFP2O7 no 10
LvIS (497 5)	 • 181 s of LSMS. gs. of TYM'	 CIS 4194, p1 XXVII MFP 207
no8
LvtS 2 (497 2)	 f of LSMS. s of TYM' 	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 106-
lO9nol.pI XL1—MFP2O7
no9
LV1S 2 (497 2)	 f of Lv1S s of TYM'	 CIS 4195, p1 XXVII Ingholt,
Berytus5(1938) 109 110 no.2,
p1 XL2=MFP2O7noIO
jS 2 (497 2)	 f of LvS, s Of TYM'	 CIS 4194 p1 XXVII MFP2O7
no8
LAS 3 (262)	 fofYRHY,sofR'Y	 BS2AE,p115
L vlS	 26 2	 gf of IIML' alias 'GRP f OCYRHY. 	 153959 p1 IX mv! 2=BS44
A B p1 XII 4-5=Mi k, p 10-11




ALoapaouFLMS] 4 (44 5)
AaapovLSMS 7 (76 3)
ALaupuoulLM] (76 3)
LSMS 3
 262)	 (f of) YRHY	 RTP 575 b, p1 xxvm
LSM 4
 445)
LSMS 4 (44 5)




LSMS 6 (222 2)
gf of YRIIBWL' f of MLKW, s of
	
du Mesnil du Buisson CRAJ.
FNBL (gs 01) "BY p66. 170 174 no 4. p1 III. IV
PaInyre Vi, 83 tin' Xii, 48-49,
pIXI
f of MLKW. S of }INBL gs of BR'TH mv X, 131, p4 ifi 8-Mihk, p 234
(ggs of)"BY
[ggf of SLMN. gf of YRHBWL'] f of CIS 4458 p4 XXXIX, LXIII-
MLKW,S o(HNBL,(gs of)"BY	 PS8.pl 1111 Mil,k,p 235=
PSNCG 50-51 no 8
[gf of YRHBWL' f of MLKW. (S of) mv X. 59-Seyng. Syria 22
"BY]	 (1941) 249 no 17
Oct45 AD s of TYBWL gs of SKYBL	 mv IX 1-Tadmorea 1,1, p4.
XXII, 11g. 1
(s of) SKYBL h (f HN bi MQYMW CIS 4493 p4 KU-PS 344=
br [TYB]WL	 PSNCG 70 no 26=Parlaska, DM




Safar, Sumer20 (1964)20 no 11,
T(Y)BWL,(gs.0OSKYBL	 p111111
f of TYBWL (s. of) TYBWL RB' 	 CIS 4288, p4 XXXVIPS 251
LSMS 6 (222 2)
[LSMS] (76 3)
LSMSW 375 4)
[gf of] IILPW. [f ofl HIP, (s of)
	
CIS 4289, p1 XLVI APML 159
[FYBWL] RB'	 no 163
f. of WIGW and MQYMW. s of TYM' As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62(1985)
alias	 272 no 2. fig 26AAS 32(1982)
90no2. fig 2
[gf of HDWDN and 'LYS'. f of	 CIS 4213 p4 XXXIV mi' VII
HC3GW],s of TYM', (gs of) 'ZRZYRT 11 MFP 201 r° (	 P
(ggf of) HDWDN gf of) RED WDN
	
liii' X 24 p1 117 Seyng Syria
and 'LYS'. (f of) HGGW, (s of)
	
1941) 267 no 27 Mi k, p
'zRzYRr	 -
Nov '23 ov s of MQYMW gs of HRSW b of	 Cant,neau RB 39(1930) 539 540
124 Al)






	 (gf of)TM'. (f. of) TYMY




LSMSY 2 (85. 12)
LSMSY 2 (85. 12)
MGRT
s of MQYMW. (gs o) HRSW	 Lozachmeur Senuflea 29(1979)
105-107, p1 V
gf of(ZBDBWL].f ofYRHBWL'.(s 	 C!S3998A,p1 XV mV! 5
of) [HYRNI	 RSP 130, p1 V Palmyre V. 177,
fig 227
Apr 139AJ) s o(Lv1[S]. gs O('DYNT	 RSP 144=Gawlikowski Syria 47
(1970) 318-319 no3. fig 1
gi ofDW.1 of TY1.s.of'&.gs of C1S392f) p1 VI mv IX 32-
YDYBL	 Mihk,p 267
gf. of SVW. I of TYM'	 CIS 3904, p1 1-Milik. p 266
(ggf of) ZBYIY. (gf. of) LSMSY. (f.
	
mv Xi, 2. p1 1-Murk. p 267
01) TYM'
f. of YRHBWL', s. of TYM'	 CIS 4336, p1 Ull-PS 267-Milik,
p 267
Apr. 131 Al) f. of ZBYD'. s. Of TYM', (gs. of)	 mv Xi. 2. p1. IMilik, p. 267
LSMSY
bny	 RTP1O5b.pl VI_Milik,p 150
MD/RW
	 (S ci) ZBDIBWJL	 ID 41
MI-IWY' (54 1)	 (gf of) MTNY, (f of) NWRBL	 C1S 4131, p1 XXXVIII
MHRDD	 f of'GYLW
C1S4132,pI XXVI
Teixick Swner 18(1962 63-64





1971)413-414 p1 XXIII 2=
Milik,p 270-277 Aggooa,













If of] HNY[NWJ	 RSP 185=Palmyre IV, 193 no 12.
fig 224
s.0fRSMHR,b of[Y]RIIBWL' 	 APML 149no 157
(1 of) BWLYD'	 RTP 36 a, p1111 Mi ik. p
295-296
PNO 55 a, p1 XXXVIII 1
M1-IRLYr	 (f of)ZBYIY	 PN059
MHRUF (587 2)	 Jan. l6OAi) b ofBNRGL freedman of MQY br	 Starcky. MUSJ 28(1949 50)
TYM'	 45-Slno1.Iig I
MHRW (557 4)	 Aug 194 Al) s of BWLY. b of 'LHBL and RBL	 PNO 37, p1. XXVIII 4
[S. of] 'TPNY. [gs. oil MRQL'	 C!S4080, p1. XXVI
(gf of) SMW[NJ, (1 of) ZBYD'	 CIS 4601, p1 XXXVIII PS 264
150-200 Al) m øf BRT'. d of MQYMW	 RSP 15 Abdul flak MS 2(1952) 239 240 no 27, p1. VIII 2
s ofG'	 Ingboft,Beryflsss(1938) 135
no4D
d. of MZBN	 CIS 4067, p1 XXV
200.ZSOAI) m o(QYRL'.d of BRYKY gd of	 RSP4O p1 II Bounm MS 11
MQYN', w o(ZBD' br'zYzw bc y (1961)158-159 no 17 BounmSal by. AAS 7 1957)50 no 23-
Scu4ptures no 335
I O(ET]YM'	 CIS 4426
281
[M]ZBN (34 15)	 M€apq	 ' s of'WYDJj, b of YRHY and ZBIYF', CanUneau RB 39(1930)546-547
(c 0OYDY'13L	 noI3B—MFP211fl026cM1hk,p 19
RSP 169 p4 II Pabnyre 1,212
no7, fig 1(17
MZBN	 J'y 243	 s of Y'QWI3. b of 'WRLYS SM'WN
	
Ingholt. SWdies G C. Miles. 1974,
p5OpIIV2
MZBN	 s O(NS'	 RSP 173 Palmyre 11, 243 244
no7. fig 294
MZBN	 f of	 CIS 4067, p1 XXV
MZBN'	 s ofBLY	 mv Xl, 22, p1 III
MZBN	 f of 'MTLT	 CIS 4367. p1. XL—PSNCG 124
no79
MZiP'N	 f of HDWDN	 CJS 4425, p1 LVI
1. of HLVP	 CIS 4427, p4 LVII
MZBN'	 200-250	 s of 13R'	 PS 288
M7BN	 (s of) NWRBL	 RTP 855 b p1 XLII—APML 86
no8
M72N	 RTP 739 b, p4 XXXVI
MZBN	 RTP 743 a, p4 XXXV!












238/239 Al) s of YRBY. (gs of) KYLY RB'
	
CIS 4034, p1 XXIV
s cIT 13R" (gs of) ?1P	 Masson, E&W 17(1967)239
247 fig 2 4—Altheim-Stiehi in
GMA, 1970, p 706
s. of MLKW, (gs. ci) TYMRSW. (ggs
	
CIS 4456. p1 UX PS 153 A
of) 'BY
s of Y[RH]Y. gs of SM'wN	 mv XI. 39. p1 V
f. of X, s. of YDIR[..J	 mv VIII, 1 15=Milik, p 25
MZBN' (47: 32)	 (IT. of) KYTWT, (s. of) (FCQB	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 115, p1
XLI 5
MZBN'' (47: 32)	 (1 of) KYTWT	 Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938) 116
[MIZBN['I 2	 (s of)YR[HY]	 APML9Sno35






(s of)[Y JRHIY],(b OO'B['J
l50AD d of MLKW
APML 96 no37 verso
RTP 493 b. p1 XXV PSNCG 182
no 162
APML 95 no34 verso




	 ci of IlL'	 mv VIII 166
MZBT' (127 9)	 M ci of HYRN. (gd 01) TYM'	 CIS 4307 p1 UI LIII











M[YK'] 2 (4 3)
RTP23b p1 II Mlik,p 279
no 47
ggggf of MLKW. gggf of X, ggf of	 mv VIII. 73 MFP 203 no.75
[M]LKW, gf. of MQYMW. f of X
(gf. of) t SLMT, (f. of) MLKIW]
	
Saliby, DM6(1992) 279 no 34,
p1 53b
f. of BRWQ'. s. &BLSWRY 	Saliby, DM6 (1992) 280 no 36,
p1.53 d. 58 c
f of MLKW, (f. in-law of) 1 'BRNYQ	 Saliby, DM6(1992) 280 no 37,
p1 54 a, 58 c=Sculptures no.368
f ofBLSWR,(f. in law oOt'QMT	 Saliby DM6(1992)279no33,
p1 53 a
(gggf oOBWRFandMLKW.(ggf of) Cantineau RB39(1930)537538
SM'WN, (gf of) 8WRI, (f ol) 'GYLW no 7=MFP 193 no 37
(ggf of) BWRI, (gf of) '0'. (f of)
	
CIS 4597, p1. LXII
ZBYEP
gf of) ZBDLH. (1. of) ZBIYH	 BS 5 A-C, p11111
(gf of) ZBDLH, (f of) ZBD'TH 	 RTP 830 a-b. p1 XL
gi of MU(W, f of BLCQI3	 Inv X 145 p1 VI 8-Starcky
Syria 26 (1949)44-45no 1.pl
ifi 1 -MiIilc, p 2Z3
284
M"K' 2 (4 3)
MYS (36 12)




gggf o(YMLKW ggf o(MQYMW	 C!S4123b18-InvIV 6arrMFP
'QLYS,gf ofMLKW 'BNYT f of	 188no17
BL'QB,s oflfP
m of LIS and SLMN. d of [4LK1W, CIS 4115 bis p1 XXVII mv IV.
wo(KYTWT	 18b
m of YDYBL'GYLW.TYMB'and	 mv IV 7arCantineau,RB39
TY,w o(TYMH'andIIYRN.d (J	 (1930)529532no4A MFP
TYM.9. gd of YDYBL (ggd of)	 187 no 12-Milik. 39
1YMWN
ggf of YDY'BL gf of ZB[DJ'. f of	 CIS 4007, p1 XXIII
(f. of) s'IM'	 RTP 720 a, p1. XXXIV-APML
86 no 9
f.of'BDY	 RTP507 a, p4 XXV
BL
	 PS 232
fy (316 3)	 d. of TYMW. (gd. of) 'LYB'L 	 mv VIII. S
1 MKY (545: 3)	 150-200 Al) d. of ML'. (gd. of) ZBYIY	 Starcky Delavault. Sernilica 24(1974) 71-72 no4, p1.11
MKY (567-3)	 J 207 Al) d of CG. w of ML'. (d in law d)	 CIS 4014. p1 XVII!
MLKW
MKY (394 I)	 gf o('LYI3'L f of 1 SLMT	 mv XI 63,pl VII
MIKY 3s i)	 gf of MLKW f of f.4j	 CIS 4492 p1 XXXVII PS 89-PSNCG 58 no 14
MKY 431 2)	 1 of MQYMW. s o(MQYMW	 mv VI!! 177
MKY 396 1)	 gf of) YRHY (1 of) NS	 C/S 4207 11W IV. lb
285
fl(J('
MK.N' RB' (37 1
ff(N"
ff(N"
GYS YWLYS MJ(SMS' 	 ['IouAto]ç	 March 115
MaLpo
MKY' (396 1)	 (f of) YRHY	 C1S4208-Jnv IV, I c
Apr 157 AD S of ZB[ I
	




gggf of ZBDBWL ggf of 'BYHN. gf 	 IP 34-Milik, p2O-21
of ZBDI3WL, f of LS4,S
boy	 Teixidoc, MUSJ 42(1966) 178
no4a-b.pI I4-Mihk,p 21,118
boy	 RTP96a,pIVI
mv XII, 33, p1. Vifi
YWLYS MKSMS	 mv X, 81=Seyng, Syria 22
(1941) 242 243 no.12. p1. XIX






'	 s of BW'IN	 CIS 4043 liw XI, 18, p1 II
(gi of) P9. (f of) HGEGWJ	 CIS 4232 F., p1 XXXVrInv IV,
17
March 2fl s. of YRHY gs 01) Mi'	 IP31-Cantjneau, Syria 12
(1931) 117 no2, fig 2-mv IX,
28-Gawltkowski Syria 48
(1971) 413-414 p1 XXIII 2-
Mi ik. p 270-2'T7 Aggoula,
Senutica32 1982'ilII-116
(gf of) WI-I[B']. (f of) MLKW	 CJS 4008 p1 XVIII-PSNCG 52
no9


















s of BW1N	 C1S4043
;SOor h of X	 Gawlikowski, SP 4(1970)87
90 fig 12
NOV153ADSOfBERJ4JJ(Y 	 lnvXl!,55pIXH
gf. of BRYKY and 'MIII". I of TYM'.	 Starcky. BMB 12(1955) 42-43
(s of) GYR', (f-in law of) NHWSY	 iioll. p1. XX 3 PS 3 p113
gf. OPQM?. f. of BL'IY GRMNWS	 CIS 4212, p1 XXXV—Inv VII, 13
=MFP 217 no 45
(ggf. of) HDN['], (gf of) liKE J. (I of)	 Palmyre Viii 122 no 26. p1
TYMH['J. (s of) DKY?	 LXXIX 166
fcC lILY	 Sahby,DM6(1992)272 no 12,
p1. 47 d
Nov 153 AD s of [ .IMLKY	 Bounni Mélanges K
Michalowski, 1966.p 316-319,
fig 4 MiltIg p 23—mv XII, 55,
pl XII
f of YRJIBWL'	 CIS 4406, p LXIII PS 258=
Starcky, BMB 12(1955)40 no 9,
p1 XVII 2
gf of t X, I of YRBBWL'	 CIS 4407, p LXIII
soINS'	 C1S4487
I Of TYMS'	 C1S4510=SSartke FB31 (1991)
89no 1. fig 2
















RTP 899 a, pt XLIII PSNCG
201 no202
[f of MQY s o(L1]S	 C!S3904 p11 Milik.p 266
a o(X	 mv I'll!, 167
MthuII	 ofTYMI I	 InvX,62.pl VI4
AD
RIP21Ob,pl XII
R7P432 a, pt. XXII
RTP535b,pI XXVI!
si8s s of'!?	 InvXII,41
AD
'50 AD s of MQYMW. (gs. of) BGS 	 C/S 4395, p1 XXXVI—PS 145r
Milik.p 247—PSNCG65no21
Mardi W3 s of HYRN. gs of SSN	 Ingholt, !Jeryius 2(1935) 76-77
AD	 no 2, p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1-
MFP 212 no 28
gfo(PSY'L,foIHGGWJs of)	 C1S4232B.pl XXXV—JnvlV,
WHHLT	 17b
f o(W3GW	 C1S4232D,pl XXXV mv/V.
17d




f Of CG3 s of 'GYLW. gs of TYBWL
	
Teixidor, SUmer 18 1962) 64-f5







$ of WN gs of MLKW. (ggs of) 	 I,w XI 55. p1 VII
GLW
May(1M9 (s of) 7'WR', (gs of) KMLW. (ggs of) PSNCG 106 no 62
frD GMLWH
I of WHBLT s of WHBLT (gs of)	 CIS 4348 p1 Ull PS 227
GWR'
ML' (189 1)	 (ggf of)HWR.(gf of)PSY'L(f of)	 RSP 105 p1 VI mv Xi! 17 p1
'T'QB alias HWR	 IV As'ad AAS 18(1968)132pill1 Bounm, MUSJ 46(1970)
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gI of HRMS. (I of) X. s of ML'
of GDRSW,s of HNYN'









gf of ML'.f of cG.s O('GYLW gs.	 C!S4197 p1 XXXII mv VII. 15
ci) 'YT[YB)L	 A B MFP 188 no 16
ICf 188 s of C(3, gs of ML'. ggs of'GYLW	 CI 4197 p1 xxxn Irti' VII, 15
(gggs of) 'YT[YBJL
	
A B MFP 188 no 16
(1 of) B'LY, (s oI)'LJTW	 Safar Swner2O (1964) l3no 1,pill Mi1ikp258
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS MLT. s of) C!S 3936 p1 X mv III, (3
'EDY
243/244 Al) s of (YIHYB' (gs of) 'NN	 RSP I 18—Ha3san Starcky, AAS
3(1953)160 p1 111 1
(gf of) HW I of HGR. I -rn law ol) CIS 4443 p1 LVIII PS 432





?.tà 2 8 s o('G'. (gs of) NS' RB'
133,r133 sofDYNY
of TYM' (s of)TYM?
Cantineau, Syria 12(1931)134
no 13, fig 13-Milik. p 171
RSP 109-Hassani Starcky AAS
31953)151 lS2.pl 14
C1S 4269-PS 298-Wartke. FR
31(1991)94 no 13. fig 14
ML' (369-3)	 s of ML'. gs of IlL'	 CIS 4342 p1 UV
ML' (3802)	 f of KHYLY,(s of)KHYLY	 Sal by,DM6(1992)280 no39
p1 54 c=Sculptures no 265
ML' (395 2)	 f of MLKW,S of MKY	 CIS 4492 p1 XXXVII PS 89-
PSNCG 58 no 14
ML' (400 1)	 (gf of) EMIL', (f of) YRHY	 IP 31=Cantineau, Syria 12
(1931) 117 no2, fig 2-JnvIX.
28=Gawlikowskj, Syria 48
(1971) 413-414. p1 XXIII
2-Milik. p 270-277-Aggoula.
Senuhco32(1982 111 116
ML' (401 1)	 gf of ML'. f of TYBWL	 CIS 4573 A B PS252-Pariaska,
DM3 ( 1988), p1 47d
ML' (401 4)	 s. of TYBWL and 1 'QM', gs. of Ml'
	
CIS 4573 A B PS 252=Parlaska.
DM3 ( 1988), p1 47d
ML' (402- 1)
	 gf. of'BLP. f of YRHBWL'	 CIS 4405 A B, p4 Xli, LVII-
PS 168=PSNCG 105-106 no 61
ML' (403: 1)	 gf. of 1 HB'. f of 1 HB'. (f.-in law of) 	 CIS 4513 A-B, p1. XLVIIIrPS
ML'	 418




ML' (404 1)	 gf ofSKY,f ofWHBY	 mv VIII. 180=Seyng.Syrial4
(1933) 167, p1 XX
ML' (405. 1)	 gf of ZBYIY. f of DYNY	 CIS 4519. p1 XXXVI P5216
290
ML' (494 2)	 s of TYMS	 C!S4271
ML' (496 2)	 I of SGN', s of TYM'
	
PS 284
ML' (50 11) '5O-2 AD s of C' (gs ot) BWR?. b of BWLY' RSP I 1-Abdul flak. AAS 2(1952) 233 235 no 20 p1 11
2 Land des Baa! p 199,fig
1 78-Scidplures no 424
ML' (50 11)	 1 of 1 'MBy	RSP 12-Abdul flak, AAS2(1952)235no21.pI V2
ML' (5052)	 f ofZBD',s oCWLY
	
mv VIII, 168
ML' (536 2)	 1 of 'BGR, of IYIH	 Teixidor, Swner 18(1962)63-64
no 1. fig 8=Svria 40(1963)
33-42 no 1, p1.111
ML' (545 2)	 f. of MKY, (s. of) ZByIY	 Starcky Delavault, Senunca 24(1974)71-72no4,pI 11
ML' (565 3)	 150-ZOOM) s. of HNBLandHR', b. of'QYH	 CIS 4615, p1 XLIrPS 164
ML' (567 4)	 s of MLKW. h. of MKY bit '(3' 	 CIS 4014, p1 XVffl
ML' (601 3)	 s of BR?. patron of NRQYS	 C!S3996, p1 XV
ML' (66- 1)	 gf of G',f of SSN	 Sahby.DM6(1992) 271 272
noll,pl 47c
ML' 66 13)	 s of'G', gs of SSN	 Saliby DM6 ( 1992) 272 273
no 15 p1 48 c=Sculptures no 296
ML' 66 13)	 gf of BRWQ'. I of '0'	 Saliby, DM6 1992) 274 no 24,
p1 SOd
ML' (66 20	 s o(BRQ' (gs of)'G'.(ggs 0OSSN,b Saliby DM6(1992 278279
of njçp	 no32 p1 52 d=Sczdptwes no 269
291




ML' 2 (121 3)
ML' 2 121 3)
YWLYS 'WRLYS ML2
(121 3)
ML (664)	 SOISSN	 SalIbyDM6(1992)2'71fl09p1
47 a
ML' (66 9) s of YRHBWL'. gs of) SSN Sal by DM6(1992) 271 no 10.
p1 47b
ML' (70 4)	 (g of) RYRN. f oft BTMLKW.	 CIS 4413 p4 LXIII PS 462
(1 In law of) QRI)
ML' (84 11)	 30-150 AD f ci ML'. (s of) HYRN. (gs of) SQN'.	 PS 371 Stareky Delavault,
h o("BN' bIt TYRDT brYRHY	 Si itIca 24(1974)6971 no3.
ML' (84 12)	 s of' 'BN' and ML'. gs of TYRIYT and PS 371 Starcky Delavauji,
HYRN, ggs of YRHY and 2N' 	 SemItictZ 24(1974)6971 no3.
[ML' alias 'GRP] (264)	 MUA11Y Tel' KCL 1301131 AD s of YRHY, gs. of LESMS]. (ggs ci) 	 CIS 3959, p1 IX mv I, 2-BS 44
'AypC,wa[vI	 A B.p1. XII 4-5=Milik,p 10-11
ML' [alias MZBN'] (257 2) IMaAII TOO KUJ
M€cmcfr)a
ML' RB' (66.1)
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS MRWN',s of CIS 4209-MFP 201 no 65
'DRYNWS
I of SSN	 Sa1by,DM6(l992)271no6p%
46b
{M]L' ' (118 3)	 f of QRYNW, (s of) QRYNW	 BS 27 p1 VIII 5
gf O(YWLYS 'WRLYS ML',f of
	
Ingholt, Berytus2(1935) 84 no 6,
'WRLYS HYRN. (a of) HYRN, (gs of) p1 XXXVI, XXXVII IMFP
SSN	 213no32
gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS ML', (1 of) Ingholt. Be?y1u 2(1935) 84-86
HYRN	 no7 p1 XXXVIII) MFP 213
no33
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS Ml. f of
	
Ingholt.. &ryflis 2(1935) 82-84
HYRN a of) HYRN (gs of) SSN
	
no 5 p1 XXXVI. XXXVII 1
MFP 212 no3l
May 213 Al) s of HYRN, gs of SSN	 Inghoit, Berytus 2(1935)77 78
no 3 p1 XXXV!, XXXVIII
MFP 212 no 29
292
YWLYS 'WRLYS ML2	 123 AD s of HYRN, gs of SSN	 lngholt, Berytu 2(1935)78 no 4.
(121 3)
	
p1 XXXVI XXXVII I MfrP
212 no3O
YWLY S 'WRLYS ML' 3	s of HYRN. (gs of) ML'	 Ingholt. Bervrus 2(1935) 84-86AD(121 5)	 no7, p4 XXXVIII I MFP 213
no 33
ywxs 'wRiYs ML'3	 235 s of'WRLYS HYRN, gs of MD. (ggs Ingholt. Bervtus 2(1935)84 no 6,
(121 5)	 o1) HYRN, (gggs ol) ssr	 pl XXXVI XXXVII I MFP213 no32
YWLY S 'WRLYS ML'3
(121 5)
May 534 Al) s of HYRN. gs of ML', (ggs of)
	
Ingholl, Beiylus 2(1935) 82-84
HYRN. (gggs of) SSN	 no 5, p1 XXXVI, XXXVII I_
MFP 212 no 31
ML' 4 (82 8)	 t- 213 Al) s of MLKW RB'. (gs of) MLKW. (ggs Ingholl. Bervius 2(1935)9798




ML' 4 (828)	 213t214AD s ofMLKW RB'.gs oIMLKW.ggs of Ingholt,Berytus2(1935)99 100
MLKW,gggs oINWRBL,b of	 no8pI XXXIX 2, XL=A'IFP
YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL	 209 no 19
ML 4 (82 8)	 Ai 214 Al) [S. ofi MLKW RB'. gs of MLKW, ggs. Ingholt. Bervlus 2(1935)98 99
of MLKW. gggs. of NWRBL, b. of	 no 7. p1 XXXIX 2. XL=MFP
YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL	 208-209 no.17
ML 5 (72. 5)	 14V1 AL) s of SCDY. gs. of ML'	 Tadnwrea ii. 27=MFP 195
no.47 Sculptures no.224-226
ML' 5 (72 5) May 191 Al) s of S'DY. b of N'M'YN and S'DY 	 CJS 4173 p1 XXXI MFP 205-206 no 4
ML' 5 (72 5) Oct. 160 Al) s of Sqyj, ga. of ML'.b. of NYN	 CIS 4171, p1 XXXI—MFP 205
no2
ML' 5 (725)
I4jj 6 (72 2)
ML" (72 2)
No, 160 Al) s of S'DY. gs of ML'. ggs of SDY. b CIS 4172. p4 XXXI MFP 204-
ofNYNandS'DY	 205no1
gf of ML'. f of $DY	 Tadriwrea 11,27 MFP 195
no 47 Sculptures no 224-226
gf of NYN, ML' and S'DY. f of	 CIS 4171, p4 XXXI MFP 205
S'DY	 no2





ML' 7 (242 3)
	 s of YD'W, (gs of) YDY'BL	 C1S4177
ML' 7 (242 3)	 1 of 1HBT"	 C1S4178
ML' (242 3)
	 s of YD'W, (gs of) YDY'BL	 CIS 4181
YWLYS 'WRLYS ML7
	
Sej	 s of YD'W, gs of YDY'BL	 CJS 4175MFP 206 no 5(242 3)	 AD
[MJL[W]K'	 C/S 4619. p1 XXXIX
MLWK'	 f.ofGYLWandYRHY	 InvXJI,34,p1.VIII
MLWK'	 I-2D (s. of) MQYHY
	
CIS 4406, p1 XLV LXII-PS 226
MLWK'	 'IOUALO	 228d229 Al) s. of SWDY	 ID 12=Rep. 1,62
AuptAtoc
Ma)xix
MLWK' (436 4)	 200-250 AD (S of) NQB'. (b of) BS'	 Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938) 102
no3 b. p1. XXXVII 4




MaAx&	 [1 of YWLYS 'WRLYS SPIMY]WS
	
CIS 3941-/nv ill, 8-Milik, p
MLK[W. s of NSWM]
YWLYS 'WRLYS MLWK' 'lovAloc	 A	 of GRMN', b of YWLYS 'WRIXS 	 Tadmorea 111.36 crrMFP 215-
(562 3)	 Ap11ALo	 HYRN	 216 no42-Amy-Seyng Syria 17
Ma)iixas	 (1936) 260, p1 XLVIII 3
FM1LWKM (299 5)	 1 of IILYW, (s of) 'TYK'	 CIS 4442, LVIII, LX PS 491
MLWK' (299 5)
	 f at NWRBL (s of) 'TYK'	 CIS 4441, LVIII
294
MaAKfMIJ(" (4071
MI WK" (299 5)	 f of HB',(h OOHGRbItML1	 C154443 p1 LVIII PS432
MLY
	 (ggf of)LILNWR,(gf ol')MQ(YMW, RTP272b,pL XV
(1 of) HYRN
MLY (397	 (gf of) SGL. (f of) tTFN	 CIS 4495 p1 LVIII, LX PS 423
PSNCG 96 no 53





	 RSP 57 p1 II Ascad Taha AAS
15(1965)41 no 6c=Sculplwes
no 327
MLK	 211/218 Afl b of DMS	 RSP 108=Hassani-Starcky, AAS
3 (1953)149-151. p1 I 3
MLK'	 s. of X	 CIS 4377, p1 LV PS 323=
APML 204 no.202
MLK' (141. 2)	 (gf. of) DWR'. (f. of) ZBDBWL. s of) CIS 4084. p1 XXV
'TNDWR' 'PWQH
MIX' (224 2)	 gf. of MLK', f. of TYM'. (s. of) TY}vP
	
CJS 3984 p1 II mv V,9




gf of ZBYL. f of NSR!. (s of) ZBYIY CIS 4404, p1 LXffl
Se 241 s of W]GW. gs of MIKW, ggs of)
	
RSP I 16=Hassani-Starcky, AAS
ZWZY,b py	 3(1953)158-159 p1113
gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS YDY'BL.1	 Ingholt,Beiysus2(1935) 110-
o(BD1Y'	 112 no2,pl XUV MtP217
no46
gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS YDY'BL
	
Ingliolt, Berylus 2 1935) 112








MLK'L	 118/119 AD	 R77'691 b p1 XXXIII MiItk,p
186 187 PSNCG 189 no 176






G'YS [LQNIYS	 ratov ALKLVLOP
PLWYNWS LMLKW] (559. +Aataov
2)	 MaALXOV
[MILKW	 s of [N}BWZBD. ga. o(MQYMW,	 RSP 168_Pahnyre 1,211 no 5,
(ggs.o4) NSWR	 hg 99—Mihk. p. 162
of YRHB[WL'l	 CJS4.072
MQALXOV	 March 122 s of KHYLW alias QYMW. gs of
	
mv X. 54, p1 118
[NW1BL). ggs. of [K1-IY)LW
(s of) HYRN. (gs of) "B[Y]	 RTP 770 a, p1 XXXVII
gf of X. f [of BR1TH	 CJS 4489, p1 Xl PS 444-
PSNCG 99 no 55
gf of MLKW f oCX. S of MQYMW. mv VII!, 73 MFP2O3 no75
gs oCX ggs oCMZY
gIoITYMRSWandMLK'L.f of
	
C1S4372A-C p1 LV P598
ZBDBWL (s of) RMY
50150AD s of ZBDBWL. gs of MLK'L(ggs of) CIS 4372 A-C, p1 LV PS98
RMY (1, of) TYMRSW
(gf of) ZBD' (C. of) [HIYRN
	
mv XI, 61, p1. VU
f• of 'IvfT'. (s. of) MQYMW	 Saliby. DM6 (1992) 276 no 28,
p1 51d=Sci4piuresno34l
(gf of) HGWR, (f. of) MLKW	 Ingholt. Beryus 1 1934)3638
no3. p1 IIX 1






EM]LKW	 Fgf	 1SPYDN [gf ofiX, s of NES'l
	
CIS 4049
RTP236 a, p1 XIII
a o [NIBWZBD (gs of) MQYM
	 RSP 138—Palmyre IV, 197 no 20,
fig 228
f of T[Y]. s of WHEILT, gs o('RGN, CIS 3988 p1 II mv VI, 3 RSP(I rn-law of) MLKW	 128
(gf of) MLKW. (I of) HYRN	 mv VIII, 129—Milik, p 245





ML[X]W RB' (39 13)
[MLIKW
s o [NWRJBL	 Ingholt, Melanges K.
Michalowski, 1966, p 464
RSP 148—Pafrnyre 1,213 no 8,
fig 232
R1P874 a, p1 XLII




a o [NJNW. gs of) MQYMW. h of
	
CIS 4238 p1 XXXIV—Inv VII, 7
MRTHWN bcl L4S YRHBwL'	 MiIik, p 113
PSNCG 210 no 227 b
[ML]KW	 sal G']	 RTP13bpII
ML]KW	 RTP 625 b p4 XXX
297
EMLJKW	 of MQIYI MEW) (gs of) [ SE J
	
RTP 766 b p1 XXXVII
fl[KW]	 IP 59





(Md)t L XO	 s of YRi4BWL.gs of BWRP ggs of	 C!S4618—Mi ilcp 238
M(L)KW [gggs o('SYLT]




[fJof BE ]Y,(s of)LDJYNS
	
RSP30rBounni AAS 11(1961)














f ,fjy'	 C1S4115 bis.pl XXVII mv IV,
18b
(gf of) HYRN, f of) MQYM[W]	 RSP 127 Hassani Starcky. AAS
7(1957)111 114.pl 1V6—Milk,
p 255-257no30
f of	 ff, s ci) MTY, f
	
of) Sal by DM6 1992)279 no 34,
yj	 p1 53 b
I of MLK[W] s of X (gs of) HLKS
	
RSP 104 p1 V
h of }IBT' bit ZBE J 1w HNY SRY

















f O('GYLW s cIHYRN
	
BS6O p1 XVI 12
f of WH[B'J s of)ML'	 CJS4008 p1 XVIII F'SNCG52
n09
AP1	 s O([LS]MS gs of X	 RSP 164 p1 VII MFP 190
no2l Palmyrelli,235no1.uig
272
(s of)TYMY	 BS68-69 p1 XVffl I
s of M[QY]MW	 BS 22. p1 VII 2-Milik, p 120
s. of KLY	 BS 22, p1 VII 2-Milik, p 120
f of HYR.N, NWRBL and YDY['BL 9]	 BS 22, p1 VII 2=Milik, p. 120
s of HYRN, [gs. of 'JGYL[W]	 Tadinorea II!. 32-Milik, p 46
s of TYMCMD ga o(BWRF (ggs of) Tadmorea ill 33-MIilc p 147
ZG[WGJ, b ci [ZJBD'fTH] and X
f of WHIB1'	 As'ad Teixidoi, DM 2(1985)43
no 18
MaXfxou	 APr	 s of'LYY, gs of MQYMW	 CIS 3913. col 13. p1 IV
MaAx[o '	 f off 'QMT. of ['JLHBL	 Ingholt. Berytus 3 (1936) 98-104
no 7 p4 XIX 2-Milik, p 182 184
I OIYWLYS WRLYS YPBWL'
	
I gholt MUSJ 38 1962 106 p4
II 1-PSNCG 162 163 no 131




















MaXxofu]	 t ° Es of'ZYZW]
Ma) f (xou]	 I of [YMLKWJ
Jait (1)9 Al) f of [ J', (s of) ['SJTWRG'
MLXXLXOU	 gi o(BGY, I of ZYZW







Teixdor MUSJ 42 (1966) 177
178no1.pIIi MIikp26
Starcky BMB 12(1955)38 no 7,
p1 X 1114
Im' K 112. p1 VII 2_Seyng.
Syria 22 (1941) 252 253 no 21
MFP 203 no 72
CJS 3982, p1 XVII Borkowska
Kolataj, Melanges K
Mjchalowskz. 1966, p 307 308.
fig 1
mv IV, 7 brrCantineau RB 39
(1930 532 533 no4B
CIS 4390, p1 XXXVII PS 176-
PSVCG91 no4S
CIS 4399, p1 LVI PS 372-
Mackay. Iraqi! (1949), pI LXI
3 APML 166no 169
CIS 4400, p1 XXXVI PS 76-
PSNCG6Oi-io 16
C!S4451.pI LVffl
CIS 4451, p1 LVIII
C1S4459.pI XL-PS513
















I of BWRP	 CIS 4494 p1 XXXVI LX PS 75
PSNCG59no 15
f of HBYBY. (s of) BLY[IY] 	 CIS 4509 p1 LIX
fofTYM'	 C1S4511 p1 XLV P5172-
Wartke WZ31 (1982) 338. fig
l9SandFB3l (1991)93 no 11.
fig 12
gf of [ J'. f of fTY]MH'	 CIS 4549. p1 LXI PS 17, p1 V 3
s. [of] ZB'. (gs of) BR['TH]
	
CIS 4552, p1 XXXVI
170190 AD Es of] PSY'L	 CIS 4555-4556, p1 XXXVII,
LXIII-PS 21 1-PSNCG 94 no.51
(s. of) SM'WN	 RTP 322 b, p1 XVIII-PSNCG
178 no 149
BS26,pI. IX 3-8
ggf. of YWLYS 'WRLYS TYMRS[W] Iiiv VII 1 BCantineau, RB 39
and YWLYS 'WRLYS X.gf of X.f	 (1930) 525-527no2_MFP218
oI'WYIY	 no5O
(s of) SWN. (gs of) HM'
	
RTP 17 b. p1 Il-Milik, p 278
no 45
(s of) WHBLT	 RTP 118 b, p1 VII Milik, p 278
no46
f of ZBY	 RSP212-Palmyre 111,239 fig
275
RSP218_Pabnyre IV, 193 no 13
















MaX(o,	 [f of X. s of HT)WD4]	 Mv IV 16—Milik p 148-149
s of z yY RB'	 Mv VIII, 7
S o(TYMF ], gs of'MSY	 Mv VIII 17
s of X gs of UM}LKW ggs of	 Mv VI!! 73 MFP 203 no 75
MQYMW, gggs of X. ggggs of MZY
f of MQYMW	 hiv VIII, 96
mv VIII 98
s. of NHSTB	 Mv VIII, 104
Mv VIII, 118
(s of) }flJ	 mv VIII 184
Mv Viii 196
gi of YRHY, I of X s of X	 InvXJ 48
Ajw 898W 1 of X, S of X

































RTP465 a, p1 XXIV
RTP 469 a, p1 XXIV
RW482b.p1 XXIV
RTP 548 b, p1 XXVII
RTP 561 a, p1 XXVIII
R77'729 a, p1 XXXV



























l50-200AD S of HI •-1






200-250 Al) s MLKW, gs of) StD
I MLKW, (s of) SD
s of) HDWDN
RiP 964b p1 XUV
RTp 992 a, p1 XLV
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Ingholt. Berylus 2(1935)93 95
of) MLKW RB', (s of) MLKW (ga
	
no 3, p1 XXX1X 2, XL=MFP
NWRBL	 208 no 13
MLKW 21 (82 4)	 (gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL 	 Ingholt, Be7ytus 2(1935)9798
and ML'. (1 ol) MLKW RB', (s of) 	 no 6, p1 XXXIX 2, XL=MFP
MLKW, (gs. 01) NWRBL	 208 no 16
MLKW 2 ' (82 4)	 gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL and Ingholt Berytus 2(1935)98 99
ML' f of MT KW RB' of in	 no 7 p1 XXXIX 2, XLMF'P
ga of NWRBL	 208-209 no 17
MLKW 2 ' (82 4)	 gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL and Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)99 100
ML', f of MLKW RB', s. of l4JJ	 no 8, p1 XXJUX 2, XL-MFP
gsofNWRBL	 209no19
MLKW 22 (82 3)	 f of MLKW, s of NWRBL	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935) 90-91
no I Mv WI!, 60=MFP 194
no4O
Is,iucw 22 (82 3)	 ggf of) NWRBL and y 'Ql'ff Hi3', (gf	 Ingholt, Berylus 2(1935)91 93
of) MLKW RB', (f of) MU(W (s
	
no 2, p1 XXXIX 2, XLMFP
NWRBL	 207 208 no 12
MLKW 22 82 3)	 ggf of) NWRBL and 1 'Q?vff EB', (gf Ingholl, Berylus 2 1935)93 95
of) MLKW RB', (f of) MLKW (s
	
no 3 p1 XXXIX 2, XLMFP
NWRBL	 208 no 13
MIJ(W 22 82 3)	 ggf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL	 ngholt, Berytus 2(1935)9798
and ML'. (gf of) MLKW RB', of)	 no 6 p1 XXXIX 2, XL.MFP
MLKW, (s of) NWRBL	 208 no 16
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MLKW 22 (82 3)
MLKW 22
 823)
MIJ(W RB' 23 82 5)
MLKW RB' 23
 (82 5)
MLKW RB' 23 (82 5)
MLKW RB' 23 (82 5)
MLKW RB' 23
 (82 5)
MLKW 24 (114 1)
MLKW 24 (114 1)
MLKW 24 (114 1)
MLKW 25 (203 2)
	
MuAxou
MLKW 25 203 2)
MLKW 25 203 2)
[MLKW] 26 (49- 8	 MdAxoc
ggf of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL and Inghoit, Berytus 2(1935)9899
ML'. gf of MLKW RB', I of MLKW, nO 7 XXXIX 2, XL_MtP
s of NWRBL	 208-209 no 17
ggf of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL and Inghol Berytits 2(1935)99 100
ML' gf o(MLKW RB' I of MUW, no8 p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
soINWRBL	 209no19
f of NWRBL and 1 'QMF HB'. s of	 Inghol Berytus 2(1935)91 93
MLKW, (gs of) MLKW, (ggs of)	 1)02 p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
NWRBL	 207 208 no 12
f of NWRBL and 'QNff BR' s of	 Inghol Berytus 2(1935)9395
MLKW (gs ol) MLKW, (ggs	 no 3 p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
NWRBL	 208 no 13
f of NWRBL and ML'. s of iijçw,	 Inghol Berytus 2(1935)9798(gs 01) MLKW, (ggs of) NWRBL	 no 6 p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
208 no 16
I of NWRBL and ML', s o(MIKW, gs Ingholt, Berytus' 2(1935)9899
of MLKW, ggs of NWRBL	 no 7 p XXXIX 2. XL=MFP
208-209 no 17
I of NWRBL and Ml, s of MIXW gs Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)99 100
of MLKW, ggs of NWRBL	 no 8, p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
209 no 19
ggf of	 y,f HBY andNl3Y. gf of	 Ingholt, M(JSJ 46(1970 71)
B'LY, f of DYWN	 184-187, p1.111 IV
gf of) B'LY. I of) DYWN	 Ingholt, Berylus 2 (1935)93 95
no 3, p XXXIX 2, XL'-MFP
208 no 13
gf of WLY. I of DYWN	 Ingho Berytus 2(1935)95 %
no 4, p XXXIX 2, XL-.MFP
208 no 14
f of NLT,s of NSRLT	 Inghol Berytus2(1935) 109
liOnol p1 XLVI-MPP
195-1% no 48
gf of) BLY. f of) ZBYD', s of)
	




Inghoft, Berylus 2(1935) 110=
PS 2.54
[s o(ZBYEP gs of MQYMW ggs of lnvX Seyng,Syria22 1941)
HWML, b of MQYMW and YRHY]	 1)010
319
(MLKW) 2' 49 8)	 MAxo	 s of ZBYD' gs OIMQYMW g s of	 fnvX 2_Seyng Syna22(1941)
ZRYIY gggs o(HWML. b of	 241 242 noll p1 XX
MQYMW and YRHYJ
MLKW (63 27)	 MaAtxo	 Aj	 s of W}II3LT,gs of M'NY.(ggs oI)	 CJS4 34—lnvIV.27a=MFPI9I
'LI-1BL 1, of 'LHBL. M'NY and SKYY 1)028
MLKW	 63 27)	 MctAtxov	 (1)20/12) s of WHBLT, gs of M'NY	 CIS 3921 pI XVI mv IX 31
MLKW 63 27)
MLKW 2 63 27)
MLKW 27 (63 2'7)
MLKW 27 (63 27)
MLK[W] (63 10)
MLKW 28 (63 10)
(MLKW} (63 10)
Mahchi
MLK'W ' 63 10)
MLKW
MLKW
EMLKWI 51 3	 MaXtxov
I oIWHBLT,s oCWHBLT	 C1S442 p1 XXVIII InvtV27
C
8 of WHBLT.II of'TYbrtMLTbr C1S4146,pI XXVIII InvlV,27
MNY	 'I
I of WI-IBLT, a of WHBLT, b of	 CIS 4 55 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27
tHBL	 w
f of SGL s of WHBLT. gs of MNY C/S 4156 p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27
x
f of HYRN. s of H[YRN]. gs of 	 Iizv VIII, 106=Milik, p 245
'[LHBL]
s oIHYRN (gs ofl'LHBL	 1P33 Botinni Sal by AASI5(1965)126-135-41 52.pJ 1V3.
A 2/63 Arabic)—Mihk p 243
f cI'LHB[L alias S'IRNYNSJ 	 C/S 3962 p1 XIII J,w X 17 p1H6andV3 Seyng,Syria22
(1941)236-237 no 6—Mi ik p
245
gf of BGDN. f of 'LHI3L 	 CIS A02 p1 XUI PS i44Milik,p 245=APML 195 no 196
fOfj5y	 RTP64 b=PSNCGI88noL73
ftIRSY	 PSWC 188no173a
I of NSWM. s ( NSWM. gs of	 Gav4 kowski M 7anges PCollart 1976.p 200 fig 4LSGRMJ
320
MaA(xouMLKW 51 3)
MLKW 3° 51 3)
MLKW 3 51 3)
MLKW 3
 (51 3)
MLKW 3 (51 9)
MLKW 3 ' (51 9)
ML[KW] 32 (414 2)
gf of TM' f of SMSGRM, s of
	
C/S 4508, p1 LXI. LXII PS 376
NSWM
(f of) NSWM, (s of) NSWM	 RiP 773 a, p1 XXXVIII Mihk.
p 235-237 no 14-15=PSNCG 194
no 185
gf of BWR1. f of MSORM].s of
	 As'ad Teixidor, Svna 62(1985)
SM.SGRM	 2741)04 fig 4—AAS32 (1982)
91 no4 fig 4
f of) [NJSWM	 RTP 774 a, p1 XXXVIII Mthk,
p 235 237 no 14-15
gi of NSWM. f. of EZBDF. s of
	
RTP 778 b p1 XXXVIII Mthk,
NSWM	 p235no14-15
gf of NSWM,f of ZBIY,s.ofNSWM RTP837b,pI.XU MIik,p 235
no.14-15
f of 'ZYZY	 C/S 3965, p1 XIII
MLKW 32 (414 2)	 f of MNY. s of X	 CIS 3964, p1 XIII
ML[KW] (112 1)	 (gf of) EMLJKW. (f of) BLHZY
	
Gawtikowski, Berytus 19 (1970)
80, fig. 11
MLKW 33
 (112 1)	 (gf of) YD?'BL (f of) BLRZY	 Gawlikowski BerytzLY 19(1970)
79. fig 10
MLKW" (112 1)	 (gf of) SRYKW (1 of) BLHZY
	
Gawhkowski, Beryhss 19(197)
77 78 no7, fig 8
[MLJKW 34
 112 3)	 2000A1) s of BLHZY, (gs of) ML[KW]
	
Gawlikowski, Berylus 19 197)
80, fig 11
MLKW 3' 112 3)	 (gf of) MRTY, I of) TYM.H
	
Gawl kowski Beiytus 19 1970)
80. fig 11




MLKW 3' 238 9)
MLKW 96 238 9)
MLKW 1 (437 2)	 MaXou
MLKW 3
 (437 2)








I C(HYRN s o(NSWR	 1D31 32-Rep. Vii 279no908
s of NSWR. (gs ci) NSWR	 ID 38-Rep VII, 281 no 911
5o. l5oAi) s o(GDRSW. (gs 01) HNYN	 CIS 4317 Ingholt Rerytus 1
(1934)32no1.pI VilIl
'0o15oA1) s of GDRSW (gs ci) HNYN	 eixidoc Semiflca 25(1975)
103 104,pl Vii
f of N. s of NSR'	 C1S4403. p4 LX
f of MQYMW. s of NSR!	 Ben Hayyim. BJPES 13(1947)
141 no 1 Pailaska RM92
( l985) 351 , pl 149,1
250 AD s of HGGW gs of MLKW. h of
	
CIS 4501 p4 XLII PS 73
HDYR'	 APML 172 173 no 175=Milik, p
f of TYM s of HGGW. h of t HDYR' CIS 4502, p4 XLII PS 74-
APML 178-179 no 180
patronof'W'rK'	 C1S4385 p4 XLV P5279-
Wartke, FB31 ( 1991)93 no.12.
fig 13
s of YRHY 'GRP gs ci) YP.}IY. ggs Ingholt. Syria 7 1926) 128 140,
of) YDY'BL, (gggs of) CG (ggggs ci)	 p4 XXXIV Milik. p 261 262
YCjbofPRThKS	 no
(s oOYRHY	 RIP55Ia-b p4 XXVII Milik,
p 265
f	 Boanni M7anges K
Machalowski, 1966 p 3 6-319
ig 4-Mi ik. p 23 mv XII 55
p1 XII
iSo.200AD d of YIYN
	
CIS4S8L p4 LX PS 404
d of gd of SSN	 Sal by DM6 1992 273 no 19.
p4 49c
322
MLKT' (66 21)	 d of BRQ'. (gd 01) cG3, (ggd of) SSN	 Saliby DM6 (1992) 278 279
sis of ML'	 no 32, p4 52 d=Sculplures no 269
MLQ	 zaAD s of MQYMW. gs o('QYR'	 InvX!l,45 p4 X
?vILQ (1803) 150.200 AD I of BWLY. s of [ IR'. (gs of) HYR. RSP 180 p4 VIII Palmyre Ill.




(1 of) MQYMW	 RTP 595 b. p4 XXIX
MNDRS (428 1)




(gf of) TYBWL (1 of) HYRN	 RTP 954 b. p4 XLIV
(gf. of) 'EQM'I. (1. of) MQYMW	 RSP 26, p4 1 Bounni, AAS II
(1961) 151-152no3
(gf of) LYT. (f of) TYMRSW
	
Land des Baal p 200 fig 181
[gf. ofJ BRNBW, [1. 01] BRNBW
	 RSP 178. p1 IV—Palmyre II!,





Mav	 (s of) HGY. b of YWLYS 'WRLYS	 CIS 4211. p4 XXXIII—MFP2I5
'W'IX' and [GYS YwILY[s 1-IRMYs
	
no.40=PSNCG 164-165 no 132
Ajr 239 AD d of BWN'. gd of BWLL?	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 124-
133 no2. p1 XLVJ1 I MFP2JS
no4l




AF 139 Al) s of IILVP gs of M[
Aggoula. Semilica 27(1977)
117 I22,pf XIV
















Sept 132 s oPNMW gs of StDLT, b of'BYDW CIS 3973
and 'BDW
gggfofBWTFLggf of LSMS.gf of 	 C1S3957,pJ VIII JnvV,6
MLKW I o(MQYM[W} s of HIYPY
I of SM'WN, s of SM'WN. (gs of)
	
lily XII, 31 p1 VII
HN
150-200 P.1) s CC BR'. gs of ZBJYFH	 PS 209
gf ofM'N I of 1 GTMY	 CIS46O4AB.pI XLVII-PS
260
200-250 *1) s. 0ff GTMY, gs of M'N	 CIS 4604 A B. p1 XLVII PS
260
150-200A2) s of [.. ], fgs J of WFIBY	 RSP43-Bounni, AAS Il (1961)
160-161 no 20=Sculplures no 293
I. of SWN. s. of WRTN	 PNO 35 a-b. p1. XXVII 3
(1 oØ'HLT s ofZBYIi	 PNO76a,pf.XLVJII2a-c
f oIZBYD' s ofBWLNWR.(gs of) 	 C1S4199,pl XXVII MFP 199
(NWR)1H	 nos9
(ggf of) 'QMT, (gf of) HOUW. (I of) CIS 4200, p1 XL-PS 412
ZBYEP
200-250 Al) freedman of BWRJ 1w MRQL'	 CIS 4567, p1 XLIII PS 273
F.th 165 Al) f of BSS. s of 'RQIWS	 mv Xl, 5, p1 I
M'N[W] -MN[YJ)

















f oINBWL' (s of)PY
	
RSP 16 Abdul Hak,AAS 2
(1962) 240 no29 p1 IX 2—Land
des Baa! p 200 Ig 180
s of MQYMW b of WLTG' 	 Teiudor MUSJ42 (1966)178-
179no6-7 p1 116-7
f of [MOJY?vff s of MQYMW	 mv VII!, 96
(ggf of) SLMLT. (gi of) MLKW, (1	 RTP 630 b p1 XXX Mdik, p
Of) HYRN	 279no51
22Feb '5 Es oil TYM'MD gs ofBLYD'.b of	 C1S3995.pl XV
BLYD' and 'TNWRY
Es OI'TYM'J	 mi' 111,23
'°°	 s of[YRJHYWL'.(gs ol)[ ]Y
	
C!S4356,pl UV P5517
f ofTY	 C!S4521,pI LXII
f of EZIBIYTH
	
CIS 4563, p1 XLIII, XUV PS
199
(s of) 13R'T'	 PNO 4, p1 XXI 2
Mv Vii!, 124—Mi ik, p 246
f of'MT'	 Mv Wi! 173 MiIIcp 245
















	 RTP719b p1 XXXIV
M'NY





[s of) vfI', gs of HDW[DN. (ggs of) 	 iF 1OMilik, p 34
PRIMWINJ
f of PPLYS -YS] KH{YLY]. of	 RSP 136 pt. VII Pa1mre II!,
KH LY, gs [of Xl	 244 no 14, fig 279=Mlik, p 230
gf of M'NY, f of ?''1LXW RB' (s of)	 C/S 3989 p1 XIX—lnv Vi, 9=
PW!vP	 RSP 131PaLe V. 178 fig
228
Febr. 132 s. of MLKW RB'. gs of M'NY. (ggs	 CIS 3989, p1 XIX—Inv VI, 9—
of) R'WM'	 RSP 131=Pabnyre V. 178, fig.228
s of MQY, (gs of) MBY b of [ I'	 mv VIII, 200—Ingholt, I3er tiis 3
and HGR
	
(1936) 95-97 no 5 A-B. p1 XX 3
gf of t HG',f ofThD'	 mv WI!. 138
gf fYWLYS 'WRLYS SLM.f of	 C/S3943.pI XI mv Iii 6
QS N'
s of MLKW gs of X	 CIS 3964. p1 XIII
MNY1 504 3) 122J123AD sofMLT.gsofWHBLT	 RSPI6OplVIPabnyreV,118
noI4M,ik.p76.pI VI
Es oPGYLW.gs ofMLT.ggs of	 CIS 4215, pl XXXII MFP2O3
N b of YRHBWL', SLM NS' and 	 no 77
D)
326
MNY Jun (63 47)
EMCN]Y (63 24)
MCNY ' (63 24)
EMINY 1 (63. 24)
M'NY ' (63 24)





M'NY 2 63 8)
[MN] (58 7)	 Es of GYLW gs of SLMLT ggs of	 CIS 4215, p1 XXXII MFP 203
N b of YRHBWL' SLM' NS	 fl077
'GYLW and BRSDJ
MNY 63 32)	 s oPLHBL. gs o(WHBLT	 CJS 4138 p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
M'NY 65 10)	 s of BR ', h of MR HWN bit	 CIS 4524 p1 LXII
TYMRSW br YDY GRB
s of WI-IBLT gs of [M'N]Y	 CIS 4139, p1 XXVIII liw IV, 27
gf of M'NY. f of WHBLT	 CIS 4139. p1 XXVIIIlm' IV. 27





f of 'TPNY. s of Wl-IJ3LT	 C/S 4135, p1. XXVIII liw IV, 27h
f of WHBLT,s of WFIBLT	 CIS 4144, p1 XXVIII=Iflv IV. 27
g
f of 1 HDYRT, s of WHBLT	 C!S 4147, p1 XXVIII Jiw IV, 27
0
s of WHI3LT h of BLTYI]N	 CIS 4152, p1 XXVIII 11W IV, 27
'TPNY
f of WHBLT b of SK'x'Y	 C/S 4153, p1 XXVIII liw IV. 27
U
300ct 121 s of WHBLT gs o1)MNY.h of 	 C1S4158 p1 XXVIII-Inv /V,27
BLTYHN brt 1fp.4y br ML1W
'IRSWRY
f of WHBLT	 C!S 4149. p1 XXVIII mv IV, 27q




Mavva(ouM'NY 2 63 8)
MavvaCouM'NY 2 (63 8)
M'NY 2 (63 8)
M6NY 2 63 8)
ggf of HDYRT gf of MRQS 'LPYS	 Bounni Saliby.AAS 15(1965)
'LHBL,I O(WHBLT	 126 135=4152,pl VX(Arabs nB 18/64 MIik,p 163
ggf of) HDYRT. (gf of) LHI3L f 	 CIS 4154, p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
Of WHBLT	 V
f of'LHBL and WHBLT. s o('LHBL	 1P33 Bounni Saliby AAS 15
(1965) 126-135=41 52, p1 V 3,
A 2/63 (Arabic)—Mi ik, p 243
gf of MLKW, f of WHBLT
	 CIS 3921, p1 XVI mv IX, 31
MCNY 2 63 8)
M'NY 2 (63 8)
M'NY 2 63 8)
M'NY 2 (63 8)
M'NY 2 (63 8)
M'NY 2 (63 8)
[M'NY] 2 (63 8)	 Mavvou
M'NY 2 63 8)
f of'LHI3L, s of'LHBL
	
CIS 4140, p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
C
gf ofFYandMLKW,f.ofSLMLT	 C1S4146,pl XXVIII mv IV 27
and WHBLT
gf of r 'Q]MT. f of WHBLT	 CIS 4150. p1 XXVIII=lnv IV 27
1•
ggf. 0ff SGL gf of MLKW, f. of 	 CIS 4156, p1 XXVIII—lnv IV, 27
WHBLT	 X
ggf O(BLQB gf of'LHBL. f of	 CIS 4157, p1. XXVIII mv IV,27
WHBLT	 b
gf ci) M'NY. (1 of) WHBLT	 CIS 4158, p1 XXVIII=lnv IV 27
y
ggf of'L}-IBL,gf oIHYRN,f of 	 Palmvre 11,237 238 no 1,fig
'LE-IBL]	 288—Milik, p 244
f [of] MLT	 C1S4452 p1 XXXVII PS 95
MPL('J (198 1)
MPLWN (66 15)
Mc4Aou	 ggf of t'WN gf of PYL'. f of	 CIS 4I6OrMFP 193 no 35
SM'WN





J) .RJ,L11 IV I
Ingholt, Stud esGC	 s 1974.
p 50 p1 IV 1
BS22 p4 VII 2_Mi k.p 120





1 MQY (555 3)
MEQY]	 Mm aLou]
ISIAD	 s oIZBDE3WL gs ofSSN b o(ZBL	 Saliby DM6 1992 272 no 13
p1 48 a=Sculpwes no 370
f of SLWQII Es o]TYDWR'.gs of C1S4094 p1 XXV
x
m of '?fP d of 'MRS	 C/S 4437 p1 XLVI
200-250 AD w of RBT	 CIS 4353 A 13 p4 LV PS 70
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRY.	 Mv V7II 58
YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBDI3WL and
YWLYS 'WRLYS ['ff1 LW]. (s 01)
HBZY
M[QY]	 C/S 4069
[M]QY (102 3)	 f of'GYLW.(s of)HDWDN.(g ol)	 Cantineau,Svna 12 1931) 138
no 17 hg 17—Mit Ic p 317
Palniyre VI. 78—Inghott, PBP,
120=Gawhkowskj, Syrsa 62
(1985) 253 no 1
[MIQY (87 2)	 gggf of ['GYJLW. ggf of RYR[N1. gf C!S3990, p1 XV
of BLHZY.f of BLH',(s of)[cB]Y
MQ[Y]	 (1 ol) BRWQ[']	 RTP 220 b p4 Xffl
MQ[Y1 (939)	 (s	 PNO7c.p1 XXIII I
MQY	 f of[Y]RHBWL'	 GC MIes, 1974.




















Aug. 253 AD S of L4S
b of YDY
f of MQYHY





Is of ML'. gs o(LvIIS
CIS 4080 p1 XXVI
CIS 4046 p4 II
Ingholt. Bery'us 5 1938) 137
C1S4212 p1 XXXV mv VII
13 MFP217no45
C1S3968 p1 XIV mv VI,6-
Milik, p 7-8—RSP 157
CIS 4505
CIS 4540. p1 LXII Wartke, W7
31 (1982)338. fig l96andFB




RIP 486 490-492.495 p1
XXIV XXV Milik, p 270
APML 114no87
BS6I b p4 XVI 25
C1S3904.pl I MI k,p 266
mv VIII 135
330
MQY	 PNO76c pt XLVIII2a
MQY	 CIS 4064 p1 XXIV
MQY	 MaIcKa( [ou]	 C1S3910 p1 II
MQY	 (s of) LG	 RTP 396 b p1 XXI
MQY	 (s of) M'N WI or MN[Y1)
	
RTP5 b. p1 XXV










(gf ol) YWLYS 'WRLYS MQY. (f
	
Ingholt. Berylus 2(1935) 60-64
of) ZBDBWL, (s o4) DWHY	 flO 2 p1 XXIV 2—MFP 200
no 62=Seyng, Syria 18(1937).
p1 IV
(ggf of) 'L' gf of) 'YIYN (f of) 	 1P78
YRHY
(1 oflNS' (s of)NS'	 PS307
f of [ J' HGR and MNY. (s ci)	 mv VIII 200=Ingholt, Bervius 3(1936) 95-97 no 5A B p4 XX 3
gf ofPLf o(BWLM'	 Saliby DM6(1992 283 46,
p1 56 b=Sculptures no 30
gf of YRHY f of MBWD'	 CIS 4048 p1 XXIV Mi k. 67
MQY 420 1	 gf o(MQY f O(DY	 137
331
MaKKaCOUMQY (60- 13)
MQY (418 1) I of SKY	 Ingholt, Berfius 5(1938)114. p1
XLI 3
MQY 2 (102 3)
MQY 2 (102 3)











I ofH13YBV.s of NWRBL
	
Saliby.DM6(1992)284no51,
p1 57 c=Sczslpliires no 271-
Parlaska, Land des Baal p 195,
fig 175
200-250 AD s of'BIYSTWR. gs o(YRHBWL' CIS 4422, p1 LII PS 276=
Ingholt, Berytus 5 1938) p1
XLVIII I
200-250 Al) s of ZBYT)', (gs of) MQYMW. b of	 CIS 4245 A, p1 XLVII PS 271
BR[KJ'
s of YTM'. patron of'BNRGL	 Starcky, MUSJ 28(1949 50)
45-51 no I.fig 1
I of 'GYLW. (S of) 'GYLW, (gs. of) 	 mv X, 44, p1 V 2_Ingholt, Syria
[HGGW} (ggs ci) SWYR'	 13 (1932) 289-292 fig. 2—Milik,,
gf of 'T', f of NBWIY	 RSP 101 d—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 102 105 no28=
Sculptures no 188 193
(gf of) 'ZYZ. (I of) 'BYHY	 CIS 4592, p1 XLII!
(gf of) S IIP]'IM[YWS] HDWDN, (f	 Gawlikowski, Syria 48(1971)
of) SVIMfYW]S 'GYLW	 412421 p1 XXIII I_PabnyreVi, 76-77 no 11
(gf of) HDWDN, (1 o 'GYLW	 1P31—Canuneau. Syria 12
(1931) 117no2 fig 2—InvIX
28=Gawlikowski, Syria 48
(1971)413-414 p1 XXI!! 2-
Mi ik, p 270-277—Aggoula,
Sem,0ca32 19821111 116
of ZBDBWL	 lngholt, Berylus 2(1935)64 no 3.
p1 XXVI
Aj 229 Al) s o ZBDI3WL, (gs of) MQY (ggs of) Ingholt, Berytus 2 1935) 60-64
DWHY	 no 2 p1 XXIV 2--MFP 200
no62_Seyng. Syria 18(1937)
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS HYRN. s of 	 Ingholt Berylus 2(1935) 88-89


















I of YWLYS 'WRLYS HYRN. s of	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)86-88
ypily	 no 8. p1 XXXVIII 2—MFP 213
no34
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS HYRN and
	
Ingholt, Berytus 2 1935)7778
YWLYS 'WRLYS 'B' s of YRHY	 no3 p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1
MFP212 no 29








(1 of) MLWK'	 CIS 4406, p1 XLV, LXII—PS 226
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BWLHZY	 114 no.3. p4 XLIV I MFP 2 7
no 47
MQYMW 2 ' (75 5) f of YRHY. 'TNWRY and ZBDBWL Lngholt, Berytus 5(1938 94-95
no 1, p1 XXXJV 2=MFP 194-
195 no 43
MQYMW '(75 5)	 gf of'QMT, I of YRHY	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938 95-1 1
002 p1 XX)UV241FP214
no36
MQYMW ' (75 5)	 S of NWRBL. gs of ZBIY. h of	 Sabeh. AAS 3(1953) 18-21 no 2.
TDMR	 p112
MQYMW 2 ' (75 5)	 s. of NWRBL h of 1 TDiR	 CIS 4258, p1. XXXIX PS 37, p1
X14
MQYMW 2 ' (75 5)	 gf of SD'L I of ZBDBWL	 CIS 4261, p1 LI
MQYMW 2 ' (755)	 gf ofS'D'Lf of ZBDBWL	 CJS426lbis.pI.X)OUX-PSI3,
p4 1V3
MQYMW 21 (75 5)	 f of TDM[R]. s. of NWRB[L]. 	 CIS 4262, P1 U
(f-in law of) ZBDB[WLJ
MQYMW 2 ' (75 5)	 f of NWRBL (s of) NWRBL	 CIS 4263, p1 XXXIX-PS 16, p1
V2
MQYMW 2 ' (75 5)	 gf of M[QJYMW, f of N(W)RBL	 CIS 4264, p4 XXXVIII PS 222
[MQYMWI 22 (49- 6)	 Mo.4tpou]
(MQYMWJ 22 49-6	 Mox(iou
(MQYMWII 2 (49-9	 lousaavàc
[MQYMW] 2 49 9	 1ouKLUyör
[gf 0IMLKW,MQYMWandYRHY,f InvX 1 Seyng Syria 22(1941)
ofZBYD',sofHWML	 241no10
[gf of MIKW. MQYMW and YRHY. f mx 2_Seyng Syria 22(194
o(ZBYIY s of ZBYIY gs of HWML] 241 242 no h.p4 XX
Es of ZI3YD'. gs of MQYMW. ggs of	 mv X 2-Seyng Syria 22(194
ZI3YIY,gggs o(HWML, b ofMLKW 241242no11.pI XX
and YREYJ
[s of ZBYD' gs of MQYMW.ggs of JnvX 1 Seyng Syria 22 (1941
HWML, b of MLKW ypjyj	 241 no 10
350
MQYMW 24 (65 2)	 [M0IK(pou ggf oCYDYandZBDBWLgf of
	 1S3948 p1 Xi! InvIJI,28
TYMRSW I of TYPvP (a ca') GRB'
(MQYMWJ 65 2	 M0K(pou	 [ggf of YDY gf of TYMRSW f of
	
IS 3949, p VI mv 111,29
TYM'. (a ol) GRB'J
[MQYMWJ (65 2	 Moiapou	 [gf of ZBYD' f of TYM'. a of GRB']	 1 V 11.26
MQYMW (2404)	 M6KLpOV	 Aix 139 AD a of BRYKY. gs of 'MRS'. ggs of	 CIS 3931 p1 XVI mv 113
YRHBWL'
MQYMW (2404)	 Moic(p€	 23 Aug 138 a of BRYKY (gs ol) 'MRS' 	 294-29500 234
[MQY]MW 26 (176 3)	 f 0ff SGL a. of YRHBWL'. gs of 	 CIS 4058. p1 XXVI Milik, p
81-182[GML'J






MQYMW 28 (375 2)
MQYMW 28 (375 2
MQYMY
MQYMY 94 9
gf of 'WYIY. I of YRBJ3WL', (s 01) 	 RSP I 15=rHassaniStarcky. AAS
(1953)356-l58.pl 112
(gf of) HYRN. 1 01) YML'
	
RSP 117 Hassani Starcky, AAS
3 l9.53) 159, p1 fl4
f of LMSW and ', s of HRSW. 	 Caflt1flU, RB 39 1930 539 540
(f in law oO'HNT
	
no9—MFPJ94no4I
I of LSMS (a 01) }IRSW	 LOZhmeijr, Semiuco 29(1979
5-07 p1 V
MOIcE PtO	 Aix 104 AD a of WHBY gs BWLIIZY. b of 	 'iv Viii. 59—MFP 191 92 no 29
BWLH' HYRN L&4S and B'LLYJ
f of LSMS	 PNO 47 a, p1 XXXIV 5




MQYMT	 s of MLKW	 mv viii, 96
MQYN (243 1)	 ggf of QYRI].gf of MZBW.1 of 	 RSP4O p1 II I3ounni AAS 11BRYKY (1961)158-159 no 17 l3ounni
Sal by MS 7(1 57) 50 no23
Sculpiures no 335
d of BR'T	 Saliby DM6 (1992 284 no 50
p1 57b
(529 3)	 210-230 Al) d of YRI-IB W)L' TMYS. gd of	 C/S 4409, p1 XL-PS 475=
YDY'BL	 PSNCG 125 noSO
9	 1 of MIKW	 Staicky, MUSJ 38(1962) 132139no2,pl I
1 of BNY	 PS 104=APML 160 no 164
iuiiHi	 1. of 'B!)	 C/S 4550, p1 LXI, LXII-PS 173
[MRIWN' (423 1)	 gI of MRWN'. 1. of BDWDN 	 CI'S 4061, p1. XXIV
MRWN (423 3)	 s of HDWDN, gs of [MRIWN' 	 C/S 4061, p1 XXIV
	
wixs 'WRLYS MRWN' 'IouAtoc	 M2rch 236 s of ML' [alias MZBN]', gs of	 C1S420941FP201 no65
(257 3)	 A1,piIXLO	 'DRYNWS
MJapwa
MRY'	 f j	 mv XI, 38. p1 V
s cC YREBWL['J
	
PNO 79, p1 XLIII 3
MRYWN	 f of X	 mv Xi, 94, p1 XII







MRYWN (57 11)	 I of 110GW S of 'LH[BJL (gs ol)
	
CIS 4299 p1 XLVIII LI PS 175
}IYRN
MRYWN (57 2	 gf ofMRTYandMRyWN I of	 C1S4296AB p1 LI LII P549
'LHBL	 p1 XV1
MRY[WN] (57 7)	 I of HYRIN] s of '[LHBL)	 CIS 4297, p1 U LII
11	 s of'UIBLh of WLTGpbttWY1Y CIS4296AB,pI LI LII PS49
&TYMRSWbO('MRTY	 pIXVI
MRYWN 57 7)	 23020AD OPLHBL	 CIS 4298 p1 XXXVII. U PS
302 PSNCG 120 no'76
MRYM (554 2)	 m O('DYNT, w.	 C1S4023, p1 XIX Mdik, p66
MRYNS	 erI37AD	 C1S3913,col 112. pl IV
RTP 914 a, p4 XLIII—Milik, p
332
(gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS SYBY. (I	 Jngholt Berytus 2(1935)82-84
o4) FIRMS
	 Mnoi; i2no31
gf of MRQWS I o(WLS 	 RSPf,3 p4 II AsadTaha,AAS
15(1965)42 no 12_Sculpiza-es
no 367
50-150 AD S f W1s and fDMWR. gs of	 RSP 63. p111 As'ad Taha. AASMRQW5	 15(1965)42 no )2—SculpUo-es
no 367
SO-ISOAI)	 RSP72—As'ad-Taha, AM 15(1965) 45-46 no 21










[MRQL'] (421 1)	 MapiofAAou
MRQL' sofX	 C154080.p1XXVI
(gf 0IIYWLYS WRLYS TYDRWS, C1S4209-MFP2I8no49
[f O(GRFb
I of BWRP	 C1S 4567, p1 XLIII PS 273
134/135 AD	 CIS 3968 pt XIV mv VI, 6-
Milik, p 7-8--RSP 157
E1oXuuou	 F 132	 BS 45 A B, p1 Xffl 1 3 Dunant.
Map.[AAou]	 AD	 MH 13 (1956) 216-225 Billers
Cussini,BASOR 286 (1992)35-
37, fig 1
f of BRTH RSP 51, p1. VI mv Xli, 14 pI
1I=As'ad Taha, AAS 15 (1965)
31. fig 3
MRQS 'MLYWS	 Mffpxov	 JUlY Al)	 mv X, 29-Seyng. Syria 22
MRQYNWS SQLPYIY
	




150-200 AD m. of YRHBWL', d of SBF 
.1	 RSP 64-As'ad-Taha, AAS 15
MR'P (100 6)
1 MRf' (195 9)
1 MR'r' (79- 9)
(1965) 43 no 13
130-200 AD d Of QRBLWN	 RSP 62 As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 42 no 11
50-150 Al) m of WSCY and CBDeSTWR	 RSP 71, p1 ifi As'ad Taha,
AAS 15 (1965)45 no2O
50150A1) d of MLKW, (gd of) YRHBWL' 	 CIS 4335, p1 LIII, UV PS 333
MRTHWN (10 13,39- 14)	 d of LSMS gd of YRHBWL'. (ggd of) C!S4238 p1 XXXIV mv I'lL 7
SKYBL w of MUK]w RB' hr	 -Milik, p 113
[CN] MQYM[WJ
r MRTHWN (338 4)	 O200AD d of [H]LYP gd of) BWN	 CIS4SI2B, p1 L-PS 446
'MRTHWN 65 11)	 d of TYMRSW gd of YDY ggd of) CIS 4524 p1 LXII
GRB',w o M'NYbrBR"
354
(d of) GYLW	 Inghoft, Berylus 5(1938) 135
1MRTY
	 100-250 Al) d of YRHY	 CIS 4429 p L—PS 463
'MRTY (112 9)
'MRTY (160 2)
1 MRTY (259 3)
1 MRTY (57 6)






200-250 AD d of TYMIP (gd of) MLKW	 wtikowsb. Berytus 19(1970)
80J1g 11
1-wo.i) w of BLY	 Ingholt, MUS) 46(1970 71)
180-18l,pl 14
'7o-19oM) d of SLMLT,(gd of)'KRN,w of X 	 C1S4391.pl. XLI PS437
PSNCG 102 no 58
d of 'LHI3L gd of MRYWN, sis of	 CIS 4296 A B, p1 U. LllPS 49,
MRYWN	 pIXV1
(2)15 Al) d of TYMRSW. sis. o( SGL
	
CIS 4554 A B, LX=PS 48, p1.
XIV4
dc(2nd w. oITYBWLbrYDY'Y TYBWL	 SMC298-299no238
c.AJ)	 QfJ)'
MapOeLv	 March 179 d of YDI', gd of WHBL1]. ggd of	 CIS 3954. p1 IXIflV V.5
SM'WN, w of SRYKIW hr HYRN)
MapO	 150-200AD d of TYMRSW, (gd of) DYNYS	 RSP36Bounni,AAS 11(1961)156no13 Bounni-Saliby,AAS 7
(1957) 47 no 11—Sculptures
no 329







ggf 0OMQYMW,(gf of)'LG'.(f of) RTP395b,p XX!
ZBDLI-1






	 (gf of) BRM[ 1. (1 of) TYM(. I 	 mv VIII, 169
MSKW




gf of 1'Nf N, f of KYLY. s 101)	 CIS 4596
'TDIRT,gs of HYRN
f of GD, (s of) HPQWS	 Teixidor. MUSJ 42(1966)
177 l7Sno 1, p1 1 1_Mhk,p 26
f of KHYLW s of YMLK[W1
	
CIS 4445. p1 LVIII
MSKW (1961)




(gf of) ZI3YLP. f. of TYM'MD	 CJS 3994 A-C, p1 XVH—Milik, p
293
(gf. of) ZBYIY, (1 of) TYMMD	 Safar, Swne-r 20(1964)18 no.8,
pill
(ggf. of) ZBYIY, (gI 01) TYMMD. (f 	 Safar, Surner 20(1964)19 no.9.
of)ZBYD'	 p1.119
boy	 Safar, Sumer 20(1964)16 no 5,
p'.115
f.of}IYRN,s ofWB,h.of"RT	 C1S3907.pI 1
(5)758AD sof?ffNY	 BS61cpIXVI25
(gggf of) CYLMY ,
 (ggf of) HYP.N.	 CIS 3930. p1 Vu—mv 11,2
(gf 04) MQYMW, (f ci) RYRN
(gggf of)' 'YLMY and ZBYD', (ggf	 C!S 4168, p1 XXIX —Inv IV, 9
of) IIYRN, (gf of) MQYMW. (1 of)	 a b=MFP 97 no 51—Mi ik. p
HYRN	 249
(gggf of) BWL4Y], (ggf of) ZBYD',	 RSP 125=Hassant Starcky, AAS




Ml" (55 1	 MOO









(ggf of) MQYMW. (gf ol) ZBYD'. (f CJS 4169 p1 XXXIV+JP 16=
of) 'p	 Milik,p 251
(gggf of) BWLY. (ggf ci) ZBYIY. (gf RSP 126=Hassani-.Starcky, AAS
ci) HYRN (f of)MQYMW	 7(1957) 102 lll.pl 1V2
[gggf of BWLY. ggf of ZBYJY gf of Milik p 250 (C+D, A+13 IP 14
HYRN f of	 A+B C^D=Makowskj, DM1(193),p1 49b
[gggf oIBWLY,ggf ofZBYIY.gf of inviV,9c=1P13 Ml,k p 250
HYRN. f of MQYMW]	 —Makowski, DM1 (1983) 181,
p1 SOa
ggggf of YMLKW gggf of MQYMW C!S4123 bis—!nv IV, 6 a=MFP
'QLYS. ggf of MLKW 'BNYT,gf. of	 188no 17
BL'QB,1 of MYK'
gf of'TH,f O(NS' InvX,145rio2—Starcky,Syria
26 (1949) 44-45no.1, pt. III 1=
MiIik,p 223
(gf of) MZBN', (f of) BR" Masson, E&W 17(1967) 239-
247. fig 2, 4=Altheim Stiehi in
GMA. 1970, p 706
f. of'QBWIY, (s. ol) 1vITNY	 CIS 4496, p1. LVIII, LX=PS367
=PSNCG 71 no.27
211dc AD f of SY4'	 Mackay iraq 11(1949)185 186
p1. LX 4. LXI 2
&)-150	 CIS 4375, pt LV APML 210
AD
s of) [HYIRN	 RTP488b p1 XXV
I of'BTML'	 RSPI91—PafrnyreV,IlSno8
fig 55
I of YRHBWL',s Of BR'TH RTh' 302 b=PSNCG 177 no 147—
Stucky. Syria 48 1971)137 138
fig 2a-b














(gf ol) ENIJBWZBD. (f o4) MLKW 	 CIS 3980=MiJjk p 119-
Palmyre Vi 50, fig 7
150-200AD s. of BWN' gs of YRHBWL' SLMWY. CIS 4334 p1 UV PS 214-
ggs of	 APML 236 no 229
f of ZBDB(W)L, s of ZBDLFJ, gs of
	 mv VIII. 9
BL'QB ahas '
s of X	 Sculptures no 173 Bounni
Saliby AAS 15 (1965) 133 134.
p1 X-Mthk. p 164
(f ci) ZBD'TH. (s 01) 'NQY(R)
	
RTP 819 b. pl XL-Milik, p 164
(s of) ZBD'TH	 RTP 305 b, p1. XVII
(f of) ZBIYTH	 RI7'287b.pl XVI
fof'G'	 C1S4205,pIXXXHI




BS 35 p1 X 4









MI'NY (150 2)	 1 of YRHY. s o'(3'	 CIS 4471 p1 XLVIII
MTNY (21 11) Sei5 115 s of QYNW. (gs of) BR'TY RB' RSP 143-Gawlikowski Syria 47(1970)313 316 no 1, p1 XVffl
12 Palmyre VI,97
I'.ffNY (21 4)	 ggf of WHBLT gf of }ffNY, I of	 BS 60. p1 XVII 2-Pafrnyre VI,
GDRSW,s of QYNW, gs of
	
17
1<D R>TY. ggs of YDY'BL RB'
MI'NY (21 6)	 1 oIWHBLT.s o(GDRSW.gs o 	 BS6O.pI XVII 2=Pafrnyre VI.
MI'NY, ggs of QYNW, gggs of	 17
BR'4) R>TY, ggggs. of YDY'BL RB'
MTNY (327 3)	 s of 1RYKY, (gs of) BT' 	 mv VIII, 10








I of 'QM?, s. of HYRN	 CIS 4606, p1 L-PS 352
(gI of) 1 QBWtP. (I of) MT'	 CIS 4496 p1 LVffl, LX PS 367
=PSNCG 71 no 27
gggf oCMTNY ggf oCNWRBL,gf of C1S4130,pI XX)U MFP 190
MLKW,f of TYMH',s oIBWN',gs of no24
Ml NY alias MHWY
gggggf of ?v!fNY, ggggf of NWRBL
	
CIS 4130, p1 XXXI-MFP 190
gggf of MLKW ggf dTYMJIcgf of no24
k'IFNY,f oII3WN'
Aug9SAD s of NWRBL and NHY, gs of M1.KW, C1S4130 p XXXI MFP 190
ggs of TYMH' gggs of MINY, ggggs 	 no.24
of BWN',gggggs of MFNY alias
gf of) NWRB I of) TYMY
	
CIS 4133 p1 XXXVII PS 518-










gi. ofH1GT, C of YRHY
(1 of) NBWL'
RSP 181—Palmyre 111,246 no 17,
fig 200
CIS 4249, p1 XLI
MINY (54 10)
	 s of NWRBL,(gs o4)MHWY
	 C1S4131,pI XXXVIII
2Si M) s of MQYMW 1YTWYLW, Ii oCr '1) RSP 1 19-Hassant Star ky AAS
3(1953) 160 163.pl ffl2
gf of YDY, f of HYRN	 RSP 91 Ascad Taha, AAS 18(1968) 98-99 no 17 Sculptures
no 204
s of BRNBW	 CIS 4231 D p1 XXXV, XXXJX
=mnv VIII, 194D
fof'T>,sofMQY	 RSP101d—AsadTaha,S18(1968) 102 105 no28=
Sculptures no 188 193
o- SOAD s. of M]J(W, gs of CGYLW	 RSP 101 g=As'ad Taha, AAS 18(1968) 102-105 no 28=
Sculpiures no 188 193
I of YRHY. s. of MQY
	
CIS 4048, p1 XXIV
—Mihk, p 67
N1 BWZ' (445 2)





I ofX,s O(TY[MJ' gs oINBW?4R C1S4206,pI XXX] Inv!V,la
—MFP 215 no39
C of TYMRSW	 RSP 142—Mihk, p 294=
Palmyre V. 114no6, fig 90
I of[MJLXW,s 0IMQYMW,(gs of) RSP168—Pabnyrel 211 no5,
NSWR	 fig 99—Milik, p 162
Ftr 34 4r- s of MLKW, (gs ci) MEN'	 C/S 3980=M ik, p 119-
















I of [MJLKW, (s of) MQYM
	
RSP l38.Palniyre IV, 197 no 20,
fig 228
I of GRYMY	 mv Xl. 100 p1 XIII Star ky,
Slwh Levi Della Vida, 1956, p
514-516no2,pf IA Mjlik,p
3l,pI 113
s of ZI3YrY	 RTP 822 a, p1 XL-Milik p 279
no4S-PSNCG 198 no 190
s of NBWZE3D gs o(NBWZBD	 mv VIII, 155
I of NBWZI3D, s of NBWZBD	 Thy VIII, 155
gf of NBWZBD, I o4'NBWZBD	 mv Viii, 155
(s of) N}IY	 PNO 16 p1 XXIV 5
(f of)KHYLW	 RTP191b,pI.XI
(s of) MQYMW	 RTP 306 b p1 XVII-Milik. p
159, 162
RTP398b.pl XXI
I of QRYNW	 RW749 b, p1 XXXVI
(1 ol) QERYINW	 RiP 818 b, p1 XL
I of BRYKY,S o(NBWZBD	 RSP39-Bounni,AAS 11(1%!)
157 158 no 16=Bounni Sahby,
AAS 7 1957)48 no 14-
Scislpliires no 331 332
s of I3RYKY and 'QivfF gs of)	 RSP 37 Bounni MS 11 (lxi)
NBWZBD and HYRN (ggs of) BNR	 i56-157noI4-Bunni-Sa1iby.
des Baa! p 203 fig 182-
Sculptures no 330
361
NT3WZBD (148 3) No[uaI8]ov	 f of YRHY,s oC[SLMLT.gS of 	 invX 38 p1 1111 Seyrig Syna
'QDN1	 22(1941) 253 255 no 21 bis
NBWZBD (181 4)	 s of S'DY. gs of MQYMW. ggs of)
	
PNO 43. p1 XLV 6=Milik, p 178
HYRN
NBWZBD (384 2)	 I of HL'.s of KYLY	 CIS 4210 p1 XXXIII
NJ3WZBD (52 12)	 I of NS'. s of NS' (gs ol) 'HMR	 mv Xli, 24, p1 VII
NBWZBD (91 3)	 gI of NBWZBD anf YRHBWL' I of 	 CIS 3986, p1 XX Milik. p 90
BRNBW, s of ZBDL', (gs of) 'KNBY
NBWZBD (91.5)
	
	 Mig. 114 AD S. of BRNBW, gs of NBWZBD, ggs of CIS 3986, p1. XX-Mthk, p.90
ZBDL', (gggs of) 'KNBY
'PU'YS NBWZBD (7 15) 'AwoAAiav(ou	 gI of 'LKDRYS, f. of'LKDRYS. S. of	 mv IV 7 b=Cantineau. RB39
TYM",gsof'GDM	 (1930)532533no4B
YWLYS 'W(R)LYS	 'louXtoc	 Dec. 262 M) s. of S'DW, (gs. of) HYR'	 CJS 3939. p1. X1-Jnv III, 10
NB[W]ZBD (367: 4)
NBWZBD' (101.5)	 I of BRYKY,s of BRYKY.[gs]of	 RSP38-Bounni AASIJ (1961)





RSP39=Bounni MS 11 (1961)
157-158 no 16-Bounni-Saliby,
MS 7(1957)48 no 14-
Sculptures no 331 332
NBWZBD' (101 5) gf of BRYKY, I of NBWZBD RSP39=Bounni,AAS 11(1961)
157 158 no 16=Bovnn2 SaJ,by.
MS 7(1957)48 no 14
Sculptures no 331 332
NBWZBD 2 (13 12)
	
Ncua6os A 83 AD a of BLSWRY. gs
 of HYRN. ggs of	 CFS 4124-Fm' IV 3-MFP 189
BLSWRY gggs of GDRSW alias BC . no 18_Mihk,p 87
b of SHY, TY[MY and NBWL']
NBWZBD 2 (13 12)	 soC L3LSWRY.gs oIHYRN.ggs of
	
MiIik.p 86
BLSWRY. (gggs ol) GDRSW, (b 01)
SHY and NBWL'



















s of [B1R'TH. gs ci) NBWYD'	 mv VIII, 28
(s of) 'TQB. (gs of) [']G' (b of) vP PSNCG 179 no 153
O15OAD s oIWHBLT gs of'I'Y	 RSP3 AbdulHak,AAS2(1952)
221001,pl 11
s of MCNW, (gs of) 'r y	 RSP 16—Abdul Hak, AAS2
(1952) 240 no 29, p1 IX 2—Land
des Baal, p 200, fig 180
(s of) YRHE I
	
Safar, Swner 20(1964)16 no 5,
p1115
Oct 177 s of'GYLW	 Sculptures no 308
(f of) GRYMY	 R7P3O8b,pI. XVII MiIik,p.
159,163
s. of'GYLW	 Sculptures no.262
(gggf of) YWLYS WRLYS MLKW, liw X, 115, p1 VII la-c
(ggf of) WSHW, (gi. of) MLKW, (f
ci) WSHW
f of GPN s of SW9, (gs of) BTWSY Sculptures no 347
r ci Muw, s of Teixidor, Sunier 18(1962 6364
no 1. fig 8=Syrw 40(1963 33
42 no 1, pull
(s of) NBWZ', h of SLM[T]
	
CJS 4249 p4 XU
gf of MF and NI3WL'. f of MLKW CIS 4256, p1 XLIV





NBWII (44w I) 	 (gf of) HNYN (1 of) 'GYLW
	
mv VIII. 119
[NBWL'J' (13 15)	 NouAa	 Aj 3	 s of BLSWRY. gs of HYRN. ggs of
	
CIS 4124-11W IV 3 MFP 189
BLSWRY gggs of GDRSW alias Bc', ii°18-MIik p 87
b of Y, NBWZBD and TYLMY]
NBWL' (13 15)	 s of BLSWRY.gs of HYRN,ggs of
	
MIik,p 86
BLWRY. (gggs of) GDRSW (b of)
SBY and NBWZBD
NBWLH	 (a of) HI)WDN	 RTP 290 b [II XVI Milik. p 163
[NBJWM' (571 1)	 f. of ["]QM and [N]YNY
	
Tadnwrea 111.36 e





AJp1ALo.'	 3n1 c Al) of) [SBY][N][]oupaLov
NBWM[R1' (201.2)	 ggf.ofX.gf.ofNBWZ'.f.ofTY[M	 C1S4206 p1 XXXI=InvIV,la
=MFP 215 no 39
NBWMR' (201:2)	 ggf.0IYWLYS 'WRLYS 'G'and	 C1S4206 p1 XXXI-lnvJV,la
YWLYS 'WRLys SLM'. gf of SLM'. =M° 214 no.38
1. of IYM'
NBWMR (201 7)	 f of SLMLT	 RSP 142-Milik, p 294-





NBWSWR (68 2)	 gf of NYBN, f of YDY	 RSP 80. p1 III As'ad Taha,
A.AS 18(1968)95 no.5=
Sculptures no 217
NBWSWR 1 (682	 ggf oOBWLH', gf Of)GYLW. f	 RSP100c As'adTaha.AAS18
of) ZBDI3WL	 (1968)101 102 no 27=
Sculptures no 188 193
NBWSWR (68 2)	 (gggf of) MLKW, (ggf 01) GY W,	 RSP 101 e=Asad Taha, AAS 18
(gf of) ZJ3DBWL. (1 of) BWLH	 (1968) 102-lOS no 28-
Sculptures no 188-193
NBWSWR 68 2	 ggf of) 'GYLW gf of) ZBDBWL f RSP 1 1 f As'ad Taha, MS 18
of) BWL}?	 (1968 102 1 5 no 28-
Sculptures no 188193
364
NBWSWRY 68 2) I of BWLH'	 RSP 75=As'a Taha, MS 18(1968)85,tig 2
NBWSWR (68 2)	 (gf of) t BDY'. (f of) BWLH' 	 RSP 102 b=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 105-106no29=
Sculptures no 188-193
NBWSWR (68 9)	 gf of 1 NYBN f ofBLH'	 RSP97 AsadTaha,AAS18
(1968) 100-101 no24
NBWSWR 14 24 68 39)	 °-'	 s ofQM, gs of'G' (ggs of)'QML	 RSP 103 b=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 106-108 no 30=
Sculptures no 209 212
NBWSWR 164 3)	 f of t HL', (s of) YDY. (gs of) BLH'	 RSP3 As'ad Taha, AAS 18




(ggf of) BR'TH,(gf of) BWI}P (f of) RSP94=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
'G(Y)LW	 (1968)99 100 no 20=Sculplures
no 213
50-150 AD s of YRHY, gs of BWLH' 	 RSPS2—As'ad-Taha, AAS 18








50-150 AD s of'GYLW, gs of'GYLW, ggs of
	 RSP 103 c Asad Taha, AAS 18
'GYLW	 (1968) 106-108 no 30=
Sculptures no.209 212
50-150 AD s o('GYLW, gs ofGYLW	 RSP 103 d=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 106-108no30=
Sculptures no 209 212
50-150 AD s of NBWSWRY	 RSP 77, p1 ffl—Asad Taha,
MS 18(1968)94 no 2=
Sculptures no 217
I of NBWSWRY	 RSP 77, p1 ifi As'ad Taha,
AAS 18 (1968) 94no 2=
Sculptures no 217
(gf of) HYRN (1 of) BWLH' 	 RSP 87 p1 ffl—As'ad Taha,
MS 18(1968)97 no 12=
Sculptures no 188
gf of) ZBDBWL (I of) BWI H'	 RSP 85—As'ad Taha, AAS 8
(1968) 96 no 10=Sculplures
no 194
NBWSWRY (68 2 ggf of) G19. g of) HWR' (f of)	 RSP 76 p1 ifi As'ad Taha,

















(1 of) BWLff	 RSP8I As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968)95 no 6=Sculptures
no 198
(ggf of) HWR' (gi of) BWLH'. (f of) RSP 88AsCad Taha, AAS 8
HWR'	 (1968) 97 no 13 Sculptures
no 205
ggf of) 'GYLW, (gf of) BWR'. (f of) RSP 90, p1 IV As'ad Taha.
BWL}P	 MS 18 (1968) 98 no 15=
Sculptures no 208
gf of GYLW. f of ZBDBWL alias
	 RSP 96AScad Taha, AAS 18
QRBL'	 (1968) 100 no 23-Sculptures
no 213
(ggf of) 7BDBWL QRBL' (gf of) 	 RP 100 b=As'ad Taha AAS 18
'GYLW, (1 of) ZBDBWL	 (1968) 101 102 no27
Sculptures no 188-193
1. of BWLH'	 RSP 79=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 94 no 4-SculpWre
no 199
m. of BRYKY anMBT'. w of TYM' Starcky. BMB 12(1955) 42-43
brML' GYR'	 noil.pI XX.3_PS3.p113
d of YRHY. gd of ZGWG	 CIS 4522, p1 LXII
d of"YLMY. gd. oILSMS	 Saliby DM6 (1992) 270 no2, p1
45 b=Sculpiures no 342
d of KHYLY, gd of YDYBL 	 CIS 4463. p1 LIX
m of ZBDBWL and 'SBR, d o('SF1
	
Sculptures no 352
m of MTNY, (w of) NWRBL	 CIS 4130, p XXXI MFP 190
no24
d of YRHBWL'	 Sthby DM6(1992) 274 no22
p1 SOb
d of'G'. gd of)SSN	 Saliby DM6 1992 273 no 18
p1 49 tScu4itures no343
366
NBY (66 18)










[NWR BL (82 2)
NWRB [LI
NWRB[LI 451 3
d of BLSWRY	 Saliby. DM6 (1992)271 no5 p1
46 a
d of WLY. gd of DYWN ggd of	 1 gholt, MUSJ 46(1970-71)
MLKW sis of' Y and ilBY	 P1 111 IV
m of RMY. d of B'LY gd of DYWN Ingholt. MUSJ 46(1970-71 190
fo(GLMLT	 InvX!62
f of HYRN. (s of) BWS'	 I gholt, Syria 11(1930)243 p1
XLI 2
(2)26/227 d of MN. sis of SY'WN'	 CJS 4300, p4 XLV, U
gf of NWRB[L]. I of N'B'	 mv VIII 143-Milik p 173
IP 46
I of S'YL'.s of' >Q?vfF	 mv XI 92 p4 XI MiIik,p 102
150-200 AD [I of if	 CIS 4499 p1 LIX PS 2.53-
APML 176 no 178
(gf of) r 9TY. (I of) [MQYJMW
	
CIS 4424, p4 L-PS 401
f of EMILKW	 agholt. Mélanges K
M halowskz 1966 p 464
[s o(INcB gs ofN[WRBLP
	
flY VIII,143 Mi k,p 173



















f of SMSGRM	 CIS 4218 p1 XXVII MFP 219
no3 APML 188no 189
a ZBIYrH. gs of NW1BL	 BS 18, p1 VI 2
gfo(NWRBLfoIZBIYTH	 BSI8.pI V12
a BRNBW	 Saliby, DM6(1992) 283 284
no 49, p1 57 a=Sci4pu,es no 264
f of NN	 CIS 4541, p1 XLIX PS 425
if ol) MZBN'	 RTP 855 b, p1 XLII—APML 86
no8
fofYRHY	 APMLI15no9I




May 62 AD boy	 RSP 159 p1 VI—Pabnyre V.
111-112no3,fig 108_Milik,p.
79-80, p1 V 2
(gf of) RMY, (1 of)K'B1 1
	
mv VIII,36
mv Xl, 67. p1 Vifi
[gf of KflLKW, [f oil KHYLW	 mv X. 54. p 118QYMW, [s of KHYJLW
gfo(MLKWfofLfS.sof	 CIS4I67pIXXXMFPI96




NWRBL (14 14)	 gf ofNWRBL.MQYMWandHYRN.f InvXIJ,1,pI I
of MLKW. (s of) 'QML
NWRBL (14 2)	 f of ['GYJLW. (s of) 'QML	 Tadmorea ii 25=Palm yre %7,
56-57 no3-Milik. p 303 304. p3
XII 2
NWRBL (14 27)	 Ncr 144 AD s of MLKW, gs of NWRBL, (ggs of) 	 In'.' XII,! p1 I
'QML. b o(MQYMW and HYRN
NWRBL (23 2)
	 gf of ZBDLH. f of BRYKY s of)	 BS 37, p1 Xli
QYNW
NWRBL (28 2)	 f of WHBY. s of 1 'QMT	 Tadmorea 11,24
NWRBL (299 12)
	 s of MLWK', (gs of) 'TYK'	 CIS 4441. LVIII




gf of NWRB[L]. f of LSMS	 RSP l76=Palniyre 111, 237 no 3,
fig. 182
gf. of HBYBY RJB'], I of YRBBWL' 	 PS 167
gf of HBYBT'. I of MQY	 Saliby. DM6(1992) 284 no 51,
p1 57 c=ScuIpDAres no 271
Parlaska, Land des Baa!, p 195,
fig 175
I of YRBY. (s of) SGRY	 CIS 3994 A-C. p3 XVII
NWRBL (54 12)
NWRBL (75 4)
so-iw s of TYMY,(gs of) MTNY	 C1S4133 p3 XXXVII PSSI8-
PSNCG 113 no69
ggf of 'B[YIIN]. gI of [vf' WN, I of	 CIS 4162. p1 XXXIII mv VII 1
'BYHN	 A Canlineau, RB 39(1930)525-527 no 2-MFP 193 no36
ggf ofTDMWR,MQYMWand 	 C1S4259AD p3 XXXIX PS
"LYT, gf O(ZBDBWLI of 	 67
MQYMW s of ZBEP. gs of DY.





NWRBL alias '[ ] (25 2) [Noup i9ou Toll
WLI( aAouivouJ
gf of MLKW. f of MLKW	 Ingholt, Melanges K
Michalowsk, 1966, p 465
f of MLKW	 Ingholt, Mélanges K
M,chalowski, 1966, p 460
gf ofMLT,f of[YRHBW]L',s of
	
C1S3966,pl XIV lnvII,1(pl
YDY'BL	 InvVI p 6)=RSP 156 p1 VMshk,p 82-85 p1 1V23
NWRBL (53 4)
[NWRBL] 2 (14 2)
	
NoupAou
f of'BD'STWR. s of KHYLW gs of	 Ingholt, Re,ytus 5(1938) 120-
'TNWRY. (ggs of) 'SWLY	 1241)01 p1 XLVI 1 2-MFP
191 no26
(gf of) t B'LTG'. (f of) 'BIYSTWR	 CIS 4419 p1 L-PS 350=Ingholt,
Berytus 5(1938), p1 XLVI 3
gf of 'RWN' and ['GYLW]. f of SDY. CIS 4120. p1 XXVI-Inv VIII. 75
(s of) ['JQfl	 A B^Inv VIII 67-Milik, p 304-305-MFP 187 no.11
ENWRBL] 2 (14 2)
NWRBL 3 (822)
gf of 'RWIP and ['GYLW]. f. of S'DY. Tadinorea ill, 38-Milik. p.305
(s. of) 'QML
gf ofMLKW,f.ofMLKW	 IngholLBerytus2(1935)9091
no 1r!flv Viii, 6OMFP 194
no.40
NWRBL (82 2)
	 (gggf. of) NWRBL and "QMT HB'. 	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)93 95
(f of) MLKW RB' (gf of) MLKw, no 3, p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
(f. of) MIKW	 208 no 13
NWRBL 3 (82 2)	 (gggf. of) YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)9798




NWRBL 3 (82 2)
NWRBL (82 2)
NWRBL 4 82 6)
gggf of YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRBL	 Ingholt, Beiytus 2(1935)9899
and MI' ggf of MLKW RB', gf of	 no 7. p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
MLKW, f. of MLKW	 208-209 no 17
gggf OCYWLYS WRLYS NWRBL	 Ingholt,Bei'yIuN 2(1935)99 100
and ML' ggf of MLKW RB', gf of	 no 8 P1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
MLKW,f of MLKW	 209no19
S of MLKW	 gs of MIKW, (ggs	 Ingholt. Berylus 2 1935) 91 93




NWRBL 4 82 6 S Of MLKW P.B', gs of MLKW (ggs	 Ingholt, Berylus 2(1935)93 95





NWRB (75 4) f of MQYMW (f in law of) TDMR 	 C/S 4258 p4. XXXIX PS37,pI
Xl 4







Od 213 s of MLKW RB' gs of MIKW (ggs	 Ingholt, Beryius 2(1935)97 98
of) MU(W, (gggs of) NWRBL b of	 no 6 p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
MI..'	 208no16
Aug. 214 AD [ ofi MLKW RB'. gs of MLKW. ggs	 lngholt, Bervtus 2(1935)98 99
of MLKW, gggs of NWRB . b of ML no 7 pl XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
208-209 no 17
213/214 AD of41jw RB'. gs of MLKW, ggs of Ingholt, Berylug 2(1935)99-100
MLKW, gggs of NWRBL. b of ML'	 DO 8 p1 XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
209 no 19
gf ofTDM[R]. f. of MQYMW	 C/S 4262, p4 U
NWRBL 5
 (75 4)	 (gf. of) NWRBL (f. 04) MQYMW	 C/S 4263. p4 XXXIX=PS 16, p4
V2
NWRBL 5
 (75 4)	 f of MQYMW. s. of ZBD' f. in law	 Sabeh, AAS 3 (1953) 18-21 no.2,
O1)1TDMR	 p112
N(W)RBL 6 (75. 10)	 f. of M[OJYMW, s. of MQYMW	 CIS 4264, p4. XXX V1lI-PS 222
NWRBL 6 (75 10) iwie 181 AD s. of MQYMW,(gs. of) NWRBL	 C/S 4263, p1. XXXIX P516, p4
V2
NWRBL 7 (54 7)	 f of MTNY. s of MLKW, gs of	 C/S 4130, p1 XXXI-MFP 190
TYMH', ggs of MTNY, gggs of BWN', no 24
ggggs of K'uI'NY alias M1-IWY,(h 01)
'NBY
NWRBL 7 (54 7)	 f O(MTNY, (gf of) !vIE{WY, (fin law C/S 4131. p1 XXXVIII
of) ThP
NWRBL 5 of SMSGRM. (s of) GYMWS	 R17' 381 b p4 XX Milik, p 279
no 54-PSNCG 180 no 155
NWRBL	 f of ijpj	 RTP 767 a, p1 XXXVII Mi k, p279 no 54
YWLYs 'WRLYS NWRY AIp1'jAL0	 200-250 Al) s of MIQYI, (gs ol) HBZY b of	 mv VII!, 58
Not[€o j















(gf of) 'QMr. (f of) BLIUY	 CIS 4464 p1 LX
(gI of) ZBDBWL (1 of) HYRN	 CIS 4465 p1 XLII PS 146=
APML 1941)0195
I ofGYLW, (s of) ZBDBWL
	
CIS398OrMjI k, ph9-
Paimyre Vi. 50 1i8 7
gf of' 'YLMY. NRGLZBD and	 Cantineau RB 39(1930)536-537
'GYLW,f ofBL}TLY,s o(ZBDBWL, i)06A MFPI89noI9
(gs of)cYLMY
(ggf of) ZBYD' (gf of) M'N. (f of)	 CJS 4199, p1 XXVII MFP 199
BWLNWR	 1)059
(gf of) GDY', (I of) TYBWL	 C!S4529, pI XLVI
ggf of MLKW, gf of YRHBWL', I of
	 As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62(1985)





Fetw 214 (f of) NBWZBD
	 PNO 16, p1 XXIV 5
Aug 245 Al) (s of) ['IRBY
of MLKW
CIS 4041 p1 XXV
mv VIII. 104
NIrB
	 gf of SLEMN].I O4X	 PN045 pl XXX3
N}TB	 (s. of) 'LWR
	
PN078,pf XLfl2
N1TB (5992 M 1S6 Al) freedman of INT WHBY HLPP	 Ingholt, Eiervtus 2(1935)91 93






NYBN (63 19)	 50-150A1) d of BLiP, gd of NBWSWR	 RSP97 As'ad Taha, US 18(1968) 100-101 no24
NYBN 63 29)	 o-iD m oIHYRNandBLH'.d of BLH'	 RSP77 p1 ifi As'ad Taha,
AAS 18 (1968) 94 no2-
Sculptures no 217
NYBN 63 29)	 iO-150 Al) d of Y Y, gd of NBWSWR, w of	 RSP 80 p1 III Ascad Taha,
BWLH bcZBDBWL	 AAS 18 (1968)95 no5=
Sculptures no 217
ENJYNY (571 3)	 s of [NB \VM, b of r ']Q
	
Tadraorea 111.36 e
(ggf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS I3WIM	 C/S 4206. p1 XXXI mv IV I a
(gf o1) ZBDBWL, (f of) BWLM'	 —MFP214 0038
[ggf ofi YWLYS 'WRLYS BWLM' 	 CIS 4206. p1 XXX] Mv IV, 1 a
[gf of) ZBDBWL [(f of) BWLM') 	 —MFP2I5no39
C/S 4085, p1 XXII]
50-tSOAr d o(NWRBL	 C/S4541,pI XLIX PS 425
N[S'l	 ggf of 1SPYDN, gf of X, I of	 C/S 4049
[M]LKW









a of IlL gs of NS' ggs of) HMR	 Irrv IX 14 b Cantineau, Syria 12
193 125006 ig 6




NS' RB' (443 1)
NS' 52 10)
NS'' (52 10)
NS' 2 (95 2)




NS' (52 5)	 of [N]S' [gs of RJP['JL	 CIS 4059
gf O(NS', f of FL' s of IlL'. gS	 C/S 3916, p4 VI mIX 14 a
IL ggs of 'I3SY
N€o1	 Apt i AD s of IlL'. gs of NS' ggs of IlL'. gggs	 C/S 3916 p1 VI tin' IX 14 a
of R1L, ggggs of BSY
(gf of) ML'. (f of) c())	 RSP 109—Hassani Starcky, AAS3(1953)151152 p114
gf of NS' f of HL' (s of) 'HMR	 mv IX, 14 b=Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 125 noo. fig 6
gf ofNS'.f of NBWZBD (s oD'HMR tin' 111.24 p1 VII
(gf of) }JBYBY. (f of) HBYF3Y	 CIS 4311 A, p4 Lifi
f of BRWQ'. (s of) J3N	 CIS 4311 B, p11111
[f oil NWRB[L], s of NEWRIIL]?	 VIII. 143 Milik, p 173
f of Y[DY'BLJ,s of YDY [IlL]	 InvXl 87 p4 X Tadntoreal,6_
Mihk,p 173 PahnyreVl,22
150 AD w of HYR' br MLKW 'SYN	 Ingholt. PGS p4 IZ=Cussini,
Syria 69 (1992) 427429, fig 3-4
N'M 4605)	 '-'°	 d of RMY. gd of RP'L	 nfl01t. ''Y'	 (19i).
NM	 s of GDYLT	 CIS 4092, p1 XXI
t NM Yl 2384

















Dec 150 Al' m of ZBYEP, d of ZBIY gd of TYM'
	
CIS 4268, p1 U PS 40
ggd of HLPT' w of HLVI' be ZB IY
brTYM' HLPI"
oct 160 AD s of S'DY, gs of MI], b of ML' and
	
CIS 4171 p1 XXXI MFP 205
S'DY	 no2
No, 160 AD s of SCDY. gs of ML', ggs of S'DY, b	 CIS 4172. p1 XXXI MFP 204-
ofML'andStDY	 205no1
May 191 A]) s of S'DY, b of ML' and S'DY
	
CJS 4173, p1 XXXI MFP 205-
206 no 4
fo('QYH,sof'QYH	 C1S3917p! VI InviX 15=
Milik,p 307 Palmyre VI,73
(gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS YRHI3WL', C/S 4204. p1 XXXIH=MFP 214
(f. of) MQYMW	 n
(gf of) SLMN, (f of) SM'WN	 Starcky, Sem,hca 3 (1950)45 52
d. of YRHY, gd of BRYKY	 Tadmorea 111,36 g
d of TYPYLS. w of BWN br 	 Tadmorea 111.36 d
YMISW
(ggf of)[M]LKW,(gf of)	 RSP168-Pahnyre!,211no5,
[N]BWZBD, (f of) MQYMW	 fig 99-Milik, p 162
(ggf of) 'DY NT, (gf of) 1ff RN, (1 of) CIS 4202, p1 XXIX mv VIII, 55
WHBLT	 -MFP 202 no 68_Ingholt, PBP,
120=Gawlikowski, Syna 62
(1985)253 no2
(ggf of) SPIMYWS '[DYNT]. (gf of) As'ad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
IHYRNI, (f of) WHBLT	 (1986) 169 170 no 1=
Gawlikowski, Syna 62 ( 985)
257no 13
gf of) MLKW, (f of) NSWR	 ID 38-Rep. VI!, 281 no 911
gf of HYRN f of MLKW	 JD 28-30=Rep VII, 278 no 907
375
NSWR 202 2	 gf of BYRN f of MLKW	 1311 Rep VJi,279no 908
NSWR 202 2)	 I of MLKW. (s of)NSWR	 ID 38-Rep VII 281 no9ll
NSR' (2493)	 1 oIZBYD' s oIMLK' (gs of)ZBYD' C1S4404 p1 LXIII
NSR' (3792)	 f of [YRHIY, (s of) KD/R[HJ	 CIS 4481 p1 LXII
NSR' (437 1)	 gf of NSR'. I of MLKW	 CIS 4403, p1 LX
NSR' (437 1)
NSR' (437 3)	 NaapaAXaOe
NSR' (438 1)
NSRY (131 3)
gf of MQYMW, I of MLKW	 Ben Hayyim. BIPES 13(1947)
141 nol Parlaska,RM92
(1985)351 p1 149,1
s of MLKW, gs of NSI 	 CIS 4403 p1 LX
(gf of) 'WYDLT, (f of) YRHY	 mv Viii, 19-1P76
I ofTYKS' s of LSMS.(gs of)'HYB 1P79
NY HBY (139 2)	 gf of) NSRY HBY (f of) 'G', (s of)	 CIS 3968, p1 XIV mv VI, 6=
'R113N	 Mi ik, p 7-8-RSP 157
NSRY HBY (139 4)	 s o(O, (gs of) NSRY HBY, (ggs of) CIS 3968, p1 XIV-Inv VI, 6-
Milik, p 7-8-RSP 157
NSRLT 2033) s oIMLKw,gs O(NSRLT Ingholt,Berytus2 1935)109
110no1 p4 XLVI MFP 195-
1% no 48
NSRLT 203 3)	 175 AD s of MLKW	 Ingholt, ReTylus 2(1935)110=
PS 254
NLT 203 1	 ggf of) BLY (gf of) ZBYD', f f)
	













gf of NSRLT I of MLKW
	
Inghoft, Berytus 2 (4935) 109
110 no 1. p1 XLVI MIP 195-
1% no 48
ggf 01 GYLW, gf of MQYMW. I of	 Mv Viii, 179
RF3WL
(f of) BS'	 Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938) 101
102 no3a, p4 XXXVI123
(1 of) MLWK' and BS'	 Inghoft, &7y1u5 5(1938) 102
no3b p1 XXXVII4
No,t7AD s ofBL1ZY gs oINWRY ggs of 	 Cantrneau.RB39(1930)536 537
ZBDBWL(gggs of) 'YLMY, b of	 no 6 A-MFP 189 no 19
'YLMY andGYLW
200-250 AD s of SLMN MRQL', b of QLSP. u of (J1S 4566, p1 XLIII-PS 295
TYM
MMCII 212	 JP 3 1=Caxitineau, Syria 12
AD	 (1931) 117no2,fig 2-JnvlX,
28=Gawlikowski, Syria 48
(l97[) 413-414, p4 XXIII 2-
Milik, p 270-277 Aggoula,
Semit,ca32(1982) 111 116
Dec. 125 Al) freedman of ML' BRP
	
CJS 3996, p4 XV
May t91 AD freedman of GYLW bi MLKW
	
CIS 4173, p4 XXXI-MFP 205-
206 no 4
July 191 Al) freedman of 'GYLW
	
CIS 4174-MF'P 205 no 3
NRQYS (600 2)	 (freedman of) 'GYLW	 CIS 4185
NS	 I of ZBYD'	
C!S3913,co1 13,pl IV
NS
	 I of ML'	 CIS 4487
f ofTWRY	 BS22 p1 VII 2-Mi ik,p 120
377
NS'	 f o(HGGW (s o1)HRS	 Safar,Sumer20(1964)16no5,
pill5
NS'	 (s oI)BRP	 RTP lOb p41 Milik,p 221
N[J	 N€a	 I of ZBYJY. CBDY	 CBJ)CSTWD (s
	
hw X. 130, p1 1116
of) F'T'}QB
NS'	 f of MZBN	 RSP 173 Pabnyre II 243 244
no7, fig 294
NS'	 f of ZBIY	 RSP 177—Palmyre III. 238 no 6.
fig 158
NS'
	 (f. of) EZIBDLH
	
Ji'' VIII, 125
NS'	 s. of TYM'	 mv VIII, 171
N
	
f. of TYM'MD, s. of X	 mv IX, 16=Cantineau, Syria 12
1931) 126 no7
NS'	 s ofZBDBWL	 InvXI,82 p4 X
NS'	 f of RPL (s of) flY[M]'	 CIS39O8bis.pl H
NS'	 (I. 01) TYMRSW	 RTP179b,pl X
NS'
	 RTP 687 a b. p1 XXXIII
NS'
	 RTP848 a, p4 XU
N




f of P9 (s OflHGGW	 C1S4232C p1 XXXV lnvIV,
17c









f oIYRHY. (a of) [MIQ(Y1M[W1	 CIS 4558 p1 XLVIII PS 272
2O-O	 (s. of) MQY. (gs of) NB'	 PS3AY7
F of HYRN, (a of) TYBWL. (gs 01)	 Cantineau RB 39(1930) 538-539
r b of MLKW, u of PPLYS 'LYS	 no 8-MFP 195 no 45
TYBWL and PPLYS 'LYS YRHI3WL'
JyI3AD a of BLYIY	 mv K. 29-Seyng. Syria 22
(1941) 263 no 24, p1 XX
gf of t"QMT. F of'H', (1 in law of)	 C1S4516A B. p1 L_PS 102
'TNTN
f.ofYRHY (s of)MKY	 C1S4207-InvJVIb
NS' (4 6) f of 'TFI. a of MP Iirv X, 145, no 2-Slarcky Syria26(1949)4445no1 Mi ik,p.
223
[NIB' (444 1)	 gf of WHBLT f o(BL'QB	 tiw Xl 65 p1 VII
NB' (445 1)	 gf of RI3N' and NI 1. F of [NIBWZ'	 CIS 4015 p1 XXII
NB' (446 1	 (gf of) ZBD'T', (1 of) YMLKW	 CIS 4617 p1 XXXVI PS 224-
CSIAI 5-106no81
NB' 45'? 2	 f off 'Mfl? and DYNYS a co RB'L	 Sculptures no 320
379
NS' (526)	 Ncoil	 gf of(N) I oIHL',(s oI)1	 InvX,124,pl IV2a-b
(N) (528)	 ?[ol1]	 s o(HL'gs ofNS'.(ggs of)HL'
	
InvX 124, p1 IV2ab
NS' (526 2)
	 (1 of) HLPWN' s of YRBBWI1
	
PS 149-Milik, p 43 PetrangeIi
MBSA 120no250 p1 XX 1
NS' (58 17)	 (s of) 'MWN. h of t	 PS 498-MI ik, p 43 Ptetrangeli,
MBSA.120no249 p1 XX2
N (59 11)	 I0-200AD s of QWQ}L(gs of) HLVP 	 CIS 4274, p1. XXXVIII PS 165
NS' (595)	 150-200 Al) s of HLPP. (gs of) QWQH	 CIS 4273, p1. XLV PS 228
N 6 7)
NS' (63 6)




s of 13L1?, (gs of) HSS
	
CJS 4560
gf of t 'MrH',f of BL'QB	 C154151.pl XXVIII InvJV,27
S
ggf of LSMS and ZBYD', gf of
	
CIS 3978 p1 XXI Miuik, p 306
MLKW, I of YDY'BL
Sept 214 s of BRTH	 lngholt,MUSJ38 (1962) 106, p1
II 1 PSNCG 162 163 no 131
I of YRHBWL', (s of) G'. gs of)
	
Ingholt, Berylus 1 (1934)33 no 2,
p1 V1112
I of MWN, s of)'G. gs f)M
	
PS244A
NS' 5812	 I of YRHH WL'] s of)'G' f-in w CIS 4411 p1 LXI P5497
of)'LY[Tbrt]YRHR[WL'J	 APMLI7 110173
N	 63	 Na	 I o(MLKW s tIBWL}? al as }fS
	




NS' 2 (6 3)
f of MLKW s of BWU? (gs of) HSS Cantineau Syria. 12(1931)123
125no5 fig 5=Inv IX. 12a
f of HSS s of BWLB. gs of) HSS	 CIS 3915 p1 VI mv IX. 13
NS' 2 (6 3)
NS' 3 (95 2)
f ofBLIH' (s of) HSS	 CIS 4559 p1 XLVIII PS 117
Mi ik, p3
f of HBYBY, (s of) 'LBN	 CIS 4309
NS' 3 (95 2)
ENS'] 4 (58 1)	 N€a
NS' 4 (58 1)
[NS'] (58 6)	 Noas
NS' 5 (58 6)
[NSWM] (51 13)	 Naaaouiou
NSWM (51 2)
[NSWM] 51 2)	 Naoaois ou
NSWM 51 2
NSWM 51 2
(gf of) HB BY (f of) HBYBY	 CIS43IOA, p1 XLIX P5263
[ggf of YRHBWL'. SLIvP, NS' M'NY, CIS 4215. p1 XXXII—MFP 203
'GYLWandBRS'T),gf ofGYLW,f of
SLMLT]
(gf. of) NS' (f of) 'G'	 CIS 4423, p1 XXXVIII PS 127
Es of 'GYLW gs. of SLMLT. ggs. of 	 CIS 4215, p1 XXXII—MFP 203
NS' b of YRHBWL' M', MNY, 	 °
'GYLW and BRD)
s of'G'. (g of) NS'	 C!S4423 p1 XXXVIII PS 127
[gi of YWLYS 'WRLYS SVDVIYJWS CIS 3941 mv III, 8—Milik, p
MLK[W, f of MLWK']	 236
(gf of)X, f of) MLKW	 InvX.106.pI V114—Milik,p
236
(gf of NSWM. f of MLKW. s of	 Gawl kowski, Melanges P
SMSGRMI	 CollarS, 1976, p 200, fig 4
ggf of TM' gf cIT SMS RMf of	 CIS 4508 p1 LXI, LXII PS376
MLKW
gf of) NSWM, f of)MLKW	 R1r7T3 a, p1 XXXVIII Mi k,
p 235-237 no 14-15=PSN G194
no 185
381
Nu000upov[NSWMI 2 (Si 5)
NaoaououNSWM 3 (Si 11)
IouAto Ba000NSWM 3 (Si 11)
NSWM 2 (51 5)
EN)SWM 2 (51 5)
NSWM 51 5)
NSWM 2 (51 5)
NSWM 3 (Si. 11)
Nv1 (135 2)
NSRY
[s of MLKW ga of NSWM, ggs of	 Gawhkowski. Mélanges P.
SGRMI	 Collart 1976. p 200 hg 4
(s of) MUW ga of) NSWM
	
RTP 773 a, p4 XXXVIII Milik.
p 235-237 no 14-15=PSNCG 194
no 185
(s of) MLKW	 RTP 774 a ph XXXVIII Mihk,
p 235-237 no 14-15
ggf of NSWvL gf of (ZI3DJ' f of	 RTP 778 b ph XXXVIII Milik,
MLKW	 p 235no14-15
ggf of NSWN& gf of ZBIY f of	 RTP 837 b, ph XU MIik. p 235
MLKW	 no 14-15
(ggf. of) YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBDLH,	 C1S 3932. ph V, IX—Jnv 111,22
(gf. oh) MLKW, f of) MLKW
[s.ofZBDJ',gsofMLKW.ggs.of 	 R1P778b.p1 XXXVIII Milik,
NSWM	 p 235 no 14-15
s. of ZBIY. gs. of MLKW. ggs of 	 RTP 837 b, ph XLI_Milik, p 235
NSWM	 no 14-15




	 CIS 4f5. ph XXIII
NTNY 388 3	 s o(MLT gs O(LSMS	 mv Vii! 157
S[ 1 (	 m of H. d of MQYMW. (w of)	 CIS 4373 A B, ph LV LVII
T'QB TYM'
SBYN'	 f of HRQLYD'	 CIS 4514, ph h-PS 277
382
SBYN' (226 3) 1 of YRHBWL' s of TYM' Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938) 103-
106 p1 XXXVIII 2—MFP 216
0044
SBYNS 515 3)	 s of YRHBWL' (gs of) YRHY 	 C1S4086.pI XXV
SI3N'	 I of YRHY	 CIS 4543, p1 XLIX PS 291
SBQ	 150-250*0 d of X, gd. of ZBYI) 	 RSP 190=Pabnyre V 115 no 7,
fIg79
SG' (470-1)	 (gI OflMLKW (I of) YRHY	 InvXI,50.pl VI
SGN (496 3)	 200-250 Al) s of ML', gs of TYM'	 PS 284
SWYR' (517 1)	 gf ofWM, I of BLHZY	 AscadGawlIkowsk1 AAAS36
(1986) 168-169no9
SWS' (227 4)	 s of [LJS1. gs of'GYLW. [ggs Of 	 CIS 4057. p1 XVIII
T YM'
fl y	 A 137*1)	 CIS 3913, col 11104, p1 IV
SIM (274 3)	 (s of) HYRN. (gs of) 'S"	 RTP 480 b p1 XXIV
S1M (332 3)
	
(s of) BWN'. (gs ol) BLTY	 RTP 752 b, p1 XXXVI
SIM 35 3)	 s of ZBDBWL (gs I) ZBIYTH	 RTP 407 b p1 XXI
SIM'	 s of) MYP	 RiP 720 a, p1 XXXIV APML
86 no 9










SY'WN' 2 (125 '7)
SYWN' 2 (125 7)
SY'(W)N' (125 2)
SY'WN' 3 125 2)
SY'WN' 3 (125 2)
SY'N'
1SY9'
d of MLKW, (gd of) DJ[ I
	
IP 81
m of'QM.w O(BLSWRY	 SalIby,DM6(1992) 278 no3l.
p1 52c
f o(( JW13/DIR'	 lnvX!,31 p1 V
f of MLKW s of WHI3LT	 RSP 69—Asad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 44no 18
f of PSY'L, a of WHBLT	 RSP 73—As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)46 no 22
15O-200AD a of WHBLT gs of MLKW	 RSP74—As'ad Tah& AAS 15
s of SUvIN. b of' NHR'	 CIS 4300 p1 XLV, U
I of SLMN. a. of SL1vIN, h of r LWY'	 CIS 4301, p1 XLV PS 52
Mackay, Iraq II (1949)174, fig
5a—Wartke, FB3I (1991)91
no6. fig 7
s of SUvIN	 C1S 4302, p1 UI
I of t YDY	 CIS 4304. p1 LII. LIII
f. of G'. a of TYM'	 CIS 4303 p1 L
I o(YDY'T,s of TYME'l
	
PS419
I of ZB[YJIY	 CIS 4073 p1 XXII
d of HI VP	 CIS 4530 p1 XLVII APML
224-225 no219
384
SKBL (5253)	 l5O-200AD s oIYRHBWL',(b of)'TM'.(u of)	 C1S4535A13 p1 LXI! 1XIH
ypJjrTj &lers Aft) 17(1954-56)192
193 Ig 5a—Cussini.Sya6
(1992 424-425 fig 1 2
SKYY (464 1)	 gf of YRHY. I oI'GYLW	 RSP 120—Hassan -Starcky. A.AS3(1953) 164, p1 ffl3
SLWQ'	 I of QWSY	 CIS 4048 p1 XXIV ?vliI k, p 67
SLWQ['l (500 3)	 12P&239 s o(MQWL, (gs of) TYDWR' ggs of C/S 4094 p1 XXVAD
SLWQWS NY1WR
	 ID 28-30=Rep. VII, 278 no 907
SLWQS (226 2) gf of SLWQS. I of TYPYLS Ingholt, Bervas 5(1938)103
106, p1. XXXVIII 2—MFP 216
n044
SLWQS (226 7)	 inJy 251 Al) S of TYPYLS gs of SLWQS. n of	 Ingholl Berytus 5(1938 103
YRHBWL'	 106, p1. XXXVIII 2—MFP 216
no44
SSN (167 2)	 1 of MQY	 Saliby.DM6(1992)283no44.
p1 55d
[S]SN (66 2)	 [ggf off 'MT]'. [gf of MLIKW. [f of	 Saliby DM6 ( 1992)278 no 3
BLS1WRY	 p1 52b
SSN 167 2)	 s of BWRI	 Saliby DM6(1992 282283
no 42, p1 55 b=Sculplures no 297
SSN 167 2)	 foiL )'.s oIBWR?	 Saliby DM6(1992)283no45
p1 56a
SS!'.I 167 2)	 1 of BWRP.s o(BWRP	 S by DM6 1992 283 no4
p1 55 c=Scalptuies no302
SSN 167 2	 gf of BWLM' f of 'BRNYQ, (s of) 	 Sal by DM6 1992 282 no 4















SSN (66 2)	 f o(MJ.'	 Saliby,DM6 (1992) 271 no9 p1
47 a
SSN (66 2)	 (gf of) ML'. (f of) YRHBWL'	 Saliby. DM6 (1992) 271 no 10
p1 47 b
SSN (66 2)	 1 of 'G'. a of4Jj	 Sa iby DM6 (1992) 271 272
no h.p1. 47c
gI of YRHY. f o(YRHBWL'	 Sal by,DM6(1992) 272 no 14
p1 48 brrSculphsres no 295
gf ofML',f.ofG	 Saliby.DM6(1992) 272 273
no 15, p1 48 c=Sculptures no 296
(gf. of) MPLWN. (f. of) CG	 Saliby, DM6(1992) 273 no 16
p1 48d
(gf of) CQ, (1. of) BLSWRY	 Saliby DM6(1992) 273 no 17
p1 49a
(gf. of) 'NBY. (f of) qy	 Satiby. DM6(1992) 273 no 18,
p1 49 b=Sculptures no 343
gi of MLKT. f ofCj'	 Saliby. DM6(1992) 273 no 19
p1 49c
gf ofsM'f of'rvrr'	 Saliby.DM6(1992)274no.23,
p1 50 c=Sculptures no 340
(ggf of) MLKT' and ML'. (gf of)
	
Sahby. DM6 (1992) 278 279
BRQ'. (1 of) p	 no32, p1 52 d_Sculplw'es no.269
gf of 7131)' and Miwi.f f 	 Saliby.DM6(1992) 272 no 13
ZBDI3WL	 48 a=Sculpfwes no370
of YRHBWL'	 Sal by DM6(1992) 273 274
no 21, p1 50 a=Scz4pflues no300
gf oIML',I OIHYRN	 Ingholt.Rervnic2(1935)76-77
no 2. p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1
MFP 212 no 28
386




HYRISJ	 no 3 p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1
MFP 212 no29
SSN' 121 1)
	 gI of YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'. I of
	 Inghoft Be-ytus 2(1935)78 no 4
HYRN	 p1 XXXVI XXXVII I MFP
212 no 30
SSN 121 1)	 (gggf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS ML'.
	
Inghoft Beryi'us 2(1935) 82-84
(ggf of) YRN (gf of) MI', (1 of)	 fl05 PI XXXVI XXXVII 1
MFP2l2no3j
SSN (121 1)
	 gggf of)YWLYS 'WRLYS ML',
	
Inghoft Beryniy2 1935)84no6,
(ggf of) HYRN, (gf of) ML', (f of)
	






SRY 2 (47 37)
SRY 2 (47 37)
My (2)7
s of ZBD'TH. gs of 'T'QB
(gf. of) SRY, (f. of) BR'
(s of) BR". (gs of)SRY
(b o)TYMN'
C1S4042,pI XXV
C1S4194, p1 XXVH=MFP 207
no 8
Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938)116, p1
XUI I
Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 116 p1
X1JJ1
Ingholt,Beryuss5(1938) 114
SRY (476	 ggf o(ZBIYT}Lgf of'T'QB.f of
	
CIS4 59,pI XXXIII MFP 192
ZBD'TH. s of ZBD'TH, gs of Mixw no 33
alias 'R'S
SRYK'	 I ofvffB'[LJ	 Ben Hayyim BJPES 13 1947)
145
SRYKW	 I of WHBLT	 C1S4028 p1 XVIII
















(gf of) [ 1' and X, (1 of) 'GY[LW]	 RSP 98=Gawlikowski Bervus
19(1970) 76-77
I of [HYRN]. (s of) HYIRN]	 CIS4OF,6
(ggf of)YWLYS 'WRLYS SPIMYWS C1S3940,pI XI mv 1119
YIY, (gf of) [SPIMYWS]
'LKS [ND]RWS, (I of) HYRN
(s of) RB'L	 Briquel-Chatonnet, Syria 67
(1990 183 l87fig 12
(s of) BRYKY	 APMLlO9no72verso
Drei ers, Semsuca 27(1977)
105-116.pl XIII
gfofXfo(ZBWDW	 !nvXl,19
R7'P647 a, p1 XXXI
(f.of)YRHY	 R71'715a,pI XXXIV
(ggf of) ZBYD',(gf of)MLKW,(f of) C1S4033
ZBYD'
gf of'B' I o([KYJLY
	
CIS41O1.pl XXVI
o([KY]LY gs o(['B'	 CS4I 1.1)1 XXVI
(s of) YRHY (b of) M p	 Ru' 493 a, p1 XXV—PSNCG 182
no 162
















APML 96 no 37 rccto
I5O2OOAD s o(MRH	 C/S 4550 p1 LXI, LXII PS 173
BS77 p1 XIX4
(f of) DNY	 RIP 329 b p1 XVIII
* of) 'WYR (iw 'YWR)	 RIP 884 a, p1 XLII
of TYM'	 RIP 891 b. p1 XLIII
I of TYBWL s of TYBWL
	 lngholt,Bery&r2(1935)76-77
no2 p1 XXXVL XXXVII I -
MFP 212 no 28
freedman of' 'QM'
	
CIS 4482, p1 LXII
(f, of) 1 SLI'vff, (a of) 1'Y, (gs of) 	 CIS 4598 p1 LXII
SYDN, (f -n law of) TYRDT
RIP 37 b p1 III Milik, p 284
of) [YJRBRWLI	 fin' XI, 64
238/239 Al)	 PNO 42 p1 XXVUI S
a of) K}IYLW	 CIS4IIO











As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62(1985)
277 noS fig 8
s ofZBDBWL' gs ot)S[ I	 Safar Surner20(1964)16no5,
p1 115
s of NIS' gs of) '1" B b of ZBYD	 Mv X, 130, p1 m 6
and 'BIYSTWR











s of'TNWRY.(gs of) HYRN.h of	 mv XII, 15.pl H




(gf of) YW1,ys 'WRLYS MLT f. (IS 3936, p1 X-Inv Iii, 13
of)M1'
f 0IYWLYS 'WRLYS 'GTWN',(s	 Ingholt,Berylus2 1935) 104-
of)DWN	 IOGnol2,p1 XUI2-MtP2IO
no23
ggggfoftTDMwR,MQYMWand	 CIS42S9AD.pI XXXIX PS
'LYT ggg of ZBDBWL ggf of	 67
MQYMW gf of NWRBL, I of ZBEP,
sof)ZB )J3i1jJ,
Ri'? 622 a, p1 XXX PSN G 188
no 172
APML 101 no48
BDLT 295 2)	 f cjVLW $
	











fWHB', (s 01) BWLY	 Ingholt. Belytus 1(1934)42-43
nof..pl X2




(gf of) BRNY, (f ci) BLY. (s
	




Of N[', (gs of) T'JQB b of ZBYD' mv X. 130, p1 ifi 6
and ry
	
5O-150AD S of MR'Pb Off BrSc?	 RSP71,pl ifi AsadTaha,
AAS 15 (1965) 45 no2O
gggf of'GYLW and YDY, ggf of 	 mv IX, 7
[YDJy,gf of MLKW,f of'GYLW.s.
of 'T'
I o(	
. of yp,HBWL'	 lngholt, Belylus 2(1935) 106-




CIS 4418, p1 LVII
'BIYSTWR' (53 5)	 'A&faaOwpov Apr 99 AD s of NWRBL gs of KJ-IYLW, ggs of	 Ingholt, Beryhss 5 (1938) 120-
'I'NWRY, (gggs ci) 'SWLY	 124 no 1 p1 XLVI 1 2=MFP
191 no26
'BD'STWR' (53 5)	 f 0V BLTG', (s of) NWRBL	 CIS 4419 p1 L=PS 350=Ingholt,
Berytus 5(1938). p1 XLVI 3
CBDrSTWR I
 (53 5)	 gf of YDY'BL f of BWN	 CIS 4420. p1 XLII—PS 196
CB)rSr.JR Z
 (53 11)	 1 oI'YWLY' 'WRLY' SLtvfr,s of	 Ingholt. Beytus5(1938) 124-
ypjp	 133 no 2. p1 XLVII I ME? 215
no 41
'BD'STWR 2 53 11)	 gf Off fl3, f of 2vff. (s of)	 CIS 4421 A B, p1 XXXVIII-
YRIIBWL'. (I in-law ci) ZBYL
BD'STWR 2 53 11)	 1 Of MQY.s of YRIJBWL'	 CIS 4422, p1 LII PS V6Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938). p1
XLV1U 1
391
'BET!"	 s of SLI.4N	 CIS 4536 p1 LXI
'B1)TH (7 4)
	 ggf of YDY'BL 'GYLW, TYMH' and 	 Mv IV, 7 a=Cantineau RB 39
'TY gf of TYMI? f of YDY'flLand
	
(10) 529 532 no4A MFP
187 no 12_Milik,p 39flY RN, (s of) 'GDM
'BDSYR' (149 3)	 No, 160 AD freedman of PQB br RPBWL
	
CIS 4172. p1 XXXI MFP
204-205 no I
['BDR9]	 * ASapoff	 Z3Z3 Al)	 As'ad Teixidor, Syria 62(1985)
276 no5 fig 5crAAS32 (1982)
92no5 fig 5
'BDSLM'	 (s of) 'RFIDWN	 RTP 682 b, p1. XXXII







'BYDW 'STY YI'W 135 4)
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS YDY'BL,(s.
	
Ingholt,Beiylu2(1935) 112
of)MLK'	 114 no3.pl XLIV 1—MFP217
no.47
f.ofYWLYS 'WRLYS YDY'BL,S of Ingholt,Berytus2(1935) 110
MLK'	 112 no.2, p1. XLIV MFP217
no46
f. of MQYMW, (f. in law of) X	 Parlaska, El' 15(1990) 317-322,
fig. I
Sql. 132 f of S*DLT,s of'NMW,[gs ofl
	
CIS 3973
S'DLT b O(M'YTY and 'I3DW
h of 1 BTZBYD' bit GDRSW	 CIS 4027, p1 XXV—APML 138
no 148














	 RSP Ill Ilassani Starcky. AAS
3(1953 I52153 p116
31.160A1) freedmanofMQYbr ylMb of	 Starcky MUSJ28 194950)45
M1-llDT	 51 no 1, fig 1
1reedmanofLSMSbc}3Yp GL'
	 InvXI42,pI V
BNRGL 589 2)	 Auf. 143 AD Ireedman of TY}' P br NN
	
C!S4000 p1 XXI MiIik,p 248
c1,
	 lOO-I5OAD [S 10	 WM. (b ci)tp	 CIS 438 pt LV PS 525=Milik,
p64
'BSY










ggggf of NS, gggf of HL', ggf of NS,
	 CIS 3916 p1 VI mv IX, 14 a
gi of HL',f O1RIL
s of IYN,(gs of)HNYN,(ggs of)
	 Inghcierytus2(1935)78-79
YRQ	 no4A,a
h of'MRTY	 Lngholt,Beryzus2(1935) 78 79
no 4 A, c
I 0f 1 BTSMY'	 Ingholt,Berysus2(1935)80no4
A, e
I o(Sc Y,s dHNYN'.(gs OOYRQ	 lnghoft,Beryszts2 1935)82no4
A, h
Dec. 223 AD s of HNYN' gs of HNYN', ggs of G .
 Ingholt, &ryius 2 1935)78 no 4,
(gggs YRQ
	
























f of [ML KW
C1S4365 p1 XLI LVII
PSNCG 132 noS6
CIS 3968 p1 XIV mv VI 6-
Mihk p 7-8--RSP 1.57
C1S43948 p1 XLI PS476-
PSNCG 126 noSj
CIS 4205 p1 XXXIII
CIS 4475, p1 LX





Ingholt, Beryuis 5(1938) 118, p1
XLIV I
RW37b p1111 Mitk,p 284
Scuiplures no 312
Sculpiures no 312
Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 106
nol4a,pI XIV
lip, VII! 185a














'C? 11 15)	 EyQI
(8 ol) GPY'	 1047
fofBR}P	 PNO4Ip1XXLX2
f off BLTC?	 CIS 4053 p111
s o(ZBDBWL	 C!54079 p1 XXV
(s oI)'G'	 R1P474b,pl XXIV
(f of)'G3	R1P474b,pl XXIV
RTP562b,pl XXVffl
(1 ol)[. JY	 RTP591b,pI XXIX
(s.of)'W[...]	 R27'650b
RTP893 a, p1 XLffl
SO-ISOAD s of N'ffNY	 PS 124
gf of 'C?. f of 'GYLW, s of MQYMW. CIS 4193 p1 XXXIII
gs of HD[WJDN	 Can(jneau, RB 39(1930) 535-536
no 5—MFP 187 no 13
AW 73AD s o('GYLW and "vfFH'.gs of'C?
	
CIS 4193 p1 XXXffl-
and BWNS ggs of MQYMW. gggs of	 Cantineau RB 39(1930)535-536
noS=MFP 187 no 13HD WJDN
f o YRIBWL',S of YRHBWL' gs of CIS 3914 p1 V mIX 25=
HDWDN, ggs of ZI3DBWL gggs of	 ' P 3334
HDW[DNJ (ggggs of) PRMWN (b ci)








'0' (125 4)	 of SY'WN' gs of TYM?	 CIS 4303 p4 L
128'129AD s of ML'. gs of'OYLW. ggs of 	 Teixidor, Swner 18(1962 64-65
TYBWL alias BR'HTY	 no 2. fig 10-Il Syria 40 1963)
42-43no2pI 1V12
I of NSRY HBY. (s of) NY HBY. CIS 3968 p1 XIV hrv VI 6=
(gs of) 'RI13N	 Mlik, p 7-8-RSP 157
gI of NBWSWR f & 'QIvP (s of)
	
RSP 103 b=As'ad Taha, AAS 18(1968) 106-108no30-
Sczdptw'es no 209 212
70-140 s of LSMS gs of'DYThI. (ggs of) 	 RSP49, p1 1 Pabnyre IV 85
AD	
'QML	 no4, fig 216
f of HB', (s. of) 'QML. (f.-in law of)
	
Palmyre VII!, 122 no 27, p
TYMS'	 LXXXV 184
gf of YRIJY.f of MTNY	 C1S4471. p1. XLVIII







['EJyä	 ggf. of YRHB[WL', gf. of ML]KW, f. of Tadmorea 1.11
X
gf of YRHBWL' and BHR', f of	 Sculptures no 277
B'DY', (s oi) BWLH'
(f of) BWRP. (S of) ZBYD' gs of)	 CIS 4597. p4 LXII
MY1
f & 11)3'. (s of) y } Y	 CIS 4538. p1 XLII PS 512-Mackay Iraq 11(1949) p1 LII
2 APML 196-197no 197
.- 1 Al) S ofM SMSGR?L gs of BR[SM]S CIS 4197 p1 XXXII mv VI!, 15
'G'.ggs of'YTYBL	 A-B MFPI88noI6
















(gf of) 'IG' f oo MLKW (s of) 	 as 4295, p1 U
ZWR
S 0CMLKW,(gs of)'G'.(ggs of)ZWR C1S4295.pI U
f of YRHY, (s of) "RG	 S by DM6 (1992) 282 no 40,
p1 54d
f of'TM',(s of)'SYDRNY	 11w Viii, 11
I of'MRY s o('BDY	 Chabot,JA 12 (1918) 282 no7
f. of S'D, s. of'WYDY	 mv VIII, 62-MFP 194 no39
gf of MLKW, f of MQYMW	 Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 548-549
no 14-MFP 206 no 6
(gf of) [N]BWL' and SLM' (f of)	 PSNCG 179 no 153
'T'QB
gi. of HYRN. f of SUVN	 CIS 4360, p1 LVII, LXIIIPS 90
=PSNCG 54 no 10
[gf of] '(3'. [f of] HYRN	 C1S 4350. p1 UV-PS 88




50- 150 At) s of 'BRWQ gs of) HBN b of	 CIS 4571 A B-PS 55
'MT
f ocwjy . s of) HGy
	
CIS 3967 p1 XIV-Inv VI 7-
RSP 158-Pafrnyre IV 189 no 9.
Ig 221
397
'(3' (435 2)	 I o(MQYMW, (s ci) MQYMW	 Sal by, DM6(1992) 276 no 27,
p1 51 c=Sculpflires no 298
'(3' (44 9 48 5)	 I o(MLKW,(s oQ"[BYJ,(f in law 	 C!S3988 p1 II !nvV!,3 RSP
of) 'T[Y
'(3' (443 2)	 f 01 ML' a of) NS' RB'	 RSP 109—Hassani-Slarcky, MS
3(1953 51152. p1 14
'(3' (482 2)	 f of 1 PM. (s of) YKY	 RSP 41 Bounni, AAS 11 (1961)
159 no 18—Sc is4*ures no 337
'0' (484 2)	 f d'Ty s of TYBWL. (f in law of) Ben Hayyim BJPES 13(1947)
YRRBWL'	 146 no .5
(3) (50 10)	 1X)AD s Of BWRF	 RSP 7=Abdul Hak, AAS 2(1952)
225no5 p1 ifi 1
'0' (50 10) I of ML' and 1 BWLY', s O(BWRP RSP Il —Abdul-Hak, AAS2(1952) 23 235no20 p1 II
2 LanddesBaa4p. 199. fig
178_Scu4*ures no.424
'0' (50 8)	 I of BWRE. (a of) 'y	 RSP9—Abdul Hak, AAS2 (1952)
228no17 p1 1V2
'0' (567 1)	 f.of 1 MKY.(f.inlawof)ML'	 C1S4014 p1 XVffl
'0' (58 16)	 f	 }IB'. fin law of) NS'	 PS498—Mi ik p 43_Pietrangeli.
MBSA,120no249,pI XX2
'0' (58 3)	 1 of NS', a of) NS'	 CIS 4423 p1 XXXVIII P5127
'G' (61 14)	 of YRHY gs of) Y'T	 CIS 4323 p1 XXXVIII P5246
'GIl (61 14)	 a o(YPJIY gs of) Y1. b O(RB'L 	 CIS 4022 p1 XXII+PNO 73 p1
XXVIII 3 Milik, p 263


















'(1' (66 22)	 f of BRWQ'. s of Mi 	 Sal by. DM6 (1992) 274 no 24,
p4 SOd
	
'0' (66 5)	 s of SSN gs of Mi'	 Saliby,DM6 (1992) 271 272foil p4 47c
C of ML".s of SSN	 Saliby,DM6 (1992) 272 273
no 15, p1 48 c=Sculptures no 2%
f of MPLWN.(s. of)SSN	 Saliby,DM6(1992) 273 no 16
p1 48d
C. of NBY. (s of) SSN	 Saliby, DM6 (1992) 273 no.18,
p1 49 b=Sculptures no 343
f of 1 MLKC,s ofSSN	 Saliby, DM6(1992) 273 no 19.
p4 49c
(gf.of) 1 MLKT' and ML',(f of)	 Saliby.DM6(1992)278 279
BRQ). (s. of) SSN	 no.32, p4.52 dr=Sculptures no 269
of HWR'. gs of BWLH', (ggs. of)	 RSP76, p4 ffl-As'ad Taha,
NiwswRy	 AAS 18(1968)93 no 1=
Sculptures no 217
gf of 'Q, C of ZBDBWL	 CIS 4336 p4 Ull PS 267 Milik.
p 267
50-1SOAD f of ZBIY	 RSP23-Palmyre 1, 220 no 17,
fig 201 Sculptures no 279
YWLYS 'WRLYS '0' (201	 s of SLM'. gs of TYNP ggs of	 C!S4206 pl XXXI mv JV 1 a=
14)	 N13WMR, b of YWLYS 'WRLYS
	
MFP 214 no.38
'0''(230 3)	 f of B'LTC?	 Ingholt, Beiytus 5(1938) 135
no4C











'C? 4 (86 2)




f of BTY	 Ingholt,Berytuss(1938) 135
no 4 h
f of 'I-P	 Ingholt, Berytus 5 1938)135
no 4 F
RiP 622 b p1 XXX PSNCG 188
no 172 LI aced
APML1 1no48
APML 102 no 49
(s of)YRHY	 RTP429ab pI XXII APML
Il8no 101
(s of)YRHY	 APML 103 104no56-59
(s 01) YRHY	 APML 108 no 69
(s of)YRHY	 APMLII7 122no9'7 100,
102110 12
(gf of) HNYN',(f of) HNYN'. (s of)	 CJS 4557 p1 XLVHI PS 275
YRQ
ggf of YWLYS 'WRLYS 'I3SY.gf of Ingholt Bery us2 1935)78no4.
HNYN3 I O(HNYN' (s of)YRQ
	
p1 XXXVI. XXXVII 1 MtP
2 2 no3





102 no 1 p1 XLI 1 MFP 210
no 21






Q[]6 (93 8)	 [s of jYN', gs o('GY[LW]	 PNO 7 a, p1 XXIII I
c0s6 93 8)	 (1 of) QRYN	 PNO7b p1 XXIII I
CC'6 (93 8)	 s of HNYN' gs of 'GYLW, (ggs of)	 PNO 8
'SRY
'(P 7 (215 4)	 F'IIoUA[LoP
	
A 259AD g O('ZYZW, (gs of)'Z[YZWJ, (ggs	 C1S39'35 p1 X mv III, 15
Oyyavj	 Of) S'YL'
YWLYS 'WRLYS 'C3 alias ['I]ouAtov	 Oa 254 Al) s of 'ZYZW, (gs of) 'ZYZW, (ggs of) 	 C!S3934 p1 X-Inv 1!!, 14
SLWQWS 7 (215 4)	 A[Aov	 S'YL'
Oyycv Tel' KaI I
IUEuKov
'G' (85 2)






f.of 110GW, s. of YDY'BtLI
	
CIS 4468 p1 LX, LXT-PS 230=
Milik, p. 267
ggf of S'DW. gf. of TYM', f. of 	 CIS 3920 p1 VI-!nv IX, 32=
LSMSY, s of YDY'BL	 P267
gf of HGY. f. of YRHY, (s of) 	 mv VII!, 108=Milik, p 267
YDY'BL
gf ofHOGW,1 ofYRHY,(s.of)	 InvX,69 p1 1112_Milik,p 266
YDY'BL




I of YRHY. s of) yq'	 CIS 4325 p1 XL, Ull PS 400=
PSNCG 95-96 no 52-MIik, p
263
(gggf ci) PR1NKS and MLKWS'. ggf	 Ingholt. Syria 7 1926) 128 140,
of) YRHY 'GRI gf of) YRHY (I	 '1 XXXIV-Mi ik, p 261 262
no3 1YD BL,(sof)Y'T









'd'' 2 (58 10)
((3)12 (58 10)




'OYLW (22 6)	 'Oh' Aou
G(Y)LW 68 4)
2011202 A!) s of TYBWL (gs ci) ZWR	 CIS 4294 p1 LI
fofWHBY,so(WI-IBY	 BS6pfffl2
f o(MLKW s ofWHBY,gs of	 BS7.pI 1113
BLHZY
f of MLKW s of WHBY, gs of
	 BS 40. p1 XI 3 Milik, p 95
BL1IZY
I of BLHZY S of WHBY (gs ci)	 BS 43, p1 XII 3
BWLH'ZY
(gf. of) YRHBWL'. (f of) NS', (s of)
	
Ingholt, Berytus 1(1934)33 no 2,
SIM	 p4 V1112
(gf of) 'MWN, (f of) NS', (f of) SLM' PS 244 A
(gf of) YRHB[WL']. (f. of) NS'	 CIS 4411, p4 LXI PS 497-
APML 170 no 173
c 90-110 d of RMY. gd o(TYMN'	 Sculptures no 272
AD
1(x)-200AD d ol'TYMY.gd o(BN[Y] 	 C1S4436,pI LVII PS522
f of 1 HOT (s of) 'MR	 RSP 171-Pabnyre 11. 154, fig
170 and 241 243 no 5, fig
292 293
RTP 666 b p1 XXXII
[I of] ZBDBWL, S of ['Q]?vfF, gs of	 Mv X. 40 p1 III (P7 Milik,
'[GYLW]. (ggs of) ["]KY	 102
(gf of) BR'TH, (f of) BWLH', (s of)	 RSP 94-As'ad Taha. AAS 18













'GY [LWJ 229 5)
GY [LW] (357 3)
'GY[LW] (73 12)
['GYJLW (87 5)
(gf oF [ 1' (f of) ZB1Y	 RSP 161, p1 VI
sofLBDBWLgsoIX	 InvXI,12,plII
f of X	 lnvXl,40,pl IV
(1. of) [LSMIS	 RTP 656 b p1 XXXI
f of YJYW S of YDCW CIS 4060. p1 XXI. XXIV-





RTP 233 a, p1 XIII
(f of) ZBDBWL	 RTP 299 b, p1. XVI
(f of) BY (RN)	 RTP 799 a, p1 XXXIX
1st C	 s of NWRBL (gs of) 5QML	 Tadmorea II 25=PaL'nyre VI,
56-57no3 Milik,p 303-304,1,1
XII 2
f of X, (s of) WHBY (f in-law of)
	
CIS 4354 p1 LV. LXIU—PS 30,
[ 'JBN' bil MN br SUvIN hr	 p1 X 1.-PSNCG 43 no 2
TYMRSW
i. 213	 Es 01) TYMRSW gs [of) HD	 XI, 11, p4 I
gf of ]' and X, s ol) SRYEKWI	 RSP 198 rGawI kowski, Berytus19(1970) 76-77
s of EYRNI gs	 JJ42Y ggs of	 CIS 3990 p1 XV
BLIHP (gggs c4) [MIQY ggggs of)
["BIY
403
CGYL WI	 soITYMN'	 mv VIII SOb
CGYLEWJ
	
mv X 94 p1 V 6
IGYLEWI
	 [gf o41 MLKW [1 oIl RYRN	 Tadmorea ill 32-Mthk p46
CGYLEWI
	 RTP5I6b p1 XXVI
[ GYL[W]










(1 ) lfl y 	Ingholt, Berylus 5(1938) 135
i5O2lX)M) s of'BT'RI)Y	 RSP93 As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 99 no 19=Sculpures
no 216
OtuAn	 Ingholt,Syria7(1926) 128-141,
p1 XXXIV Mihk, p.261 262
no3l
Polmyre Viii 121 no24 p1 CI
230
Tadmoreal, 12A
9°	 s of YRHBWL'. (gs of) 'SPIYR	 BS 17 p1 VII
I of X	 131 Canflneau, Syria 12
(1931 117no2. fig 2=hrvlX
28=Ga kowski, Syria 48
(1971 413-414 p1 XXIII
2-Mi k,p 27 277 Aggoula.
Semin a32 1982 111 116
Mrcb2fl s O(MHRDD	 1P31-Cantineau, Syria 12
(1931 117 no 2. fig 2_mv IX,
28=GawI kowski Syria 48
1971 4 3-414 p1 XXIII
2-Mi kp 27 277 Aggoua.
Senntzca32 1982 111 116
M 2fl a of WRWD	 IP 31-Can neau Syria 12
AD	 (1931)117no2 fig 2_InvIX,
28=Gaw kowski, Syria 48
1971 4l3-414 p1 XXIII
2-MI k. p 27 277-Aggou1a

















190-2IOAD s of'WSY	 CIS 4362 p1 XLII PS 519-
Milik,p 63
200-250AD s of YREY
	
CIS 4430 p1 XLIX P5294
I of BWLY	 CIS 4533 p1 XLVI
s of)TYMH'	 RTPI4b p11 Milik,p 232
noll PSNCG 171 no 137
I of YRHY.S of TYMH	 Milk, p. 232
(s ol) KVFWF. (b o) SM'WN	 RTP 731 a,pI XXXV PSNCG
191 no 179
of ZBDBL	 ES 22, p1 VII 2-Milik, p 120
of MQYMW	 8522 p1 VII 2-Miik, p 120
s of ZBDBWL	 Sculptures no 171
(I oOYRHY	 Sculptures no 261
I of NBWL'	 Sculptures no 308



















s of BLH'	 Rep VII, 282 no 912
s o() KYLYWN master of ,MJJ	 PNO 14 p XXIV 3
CIS 4052 pi XXV
of HYR['J	 CJS 4077, p XXII
fofSLMN	 CIS4097pI11
Tadmorea III, 37—Milik, p 177
RTP178a,pl X
RTP 35 b. p1 XVIII
(s of)'9'	 R71'420b.pl XXII
ot) BWN'	 RTP 477 b, pt XXIV
R7P67Ob p1 XXXII





















f of NBWL'	 Sculptures no 262
s of [M]QY (gs ol) HDWDN (ggs ol) Cantineau, Syna 12 1931) 138
no 17 fig 17 MiIikp3 7-
Palmyre 'i7, 78-lngbolt. PBP,
120=Gawlikowski, Syria 62
(1985) 253 not
Apr 73AD f of 'G'.s of'G'.gs of MQYMW ggs C1S4193.p1 XXXIII
of HD[W]DN, h of 1 '?ffFP bit BWN'	 Cantineau, RB 39(1930) 535-536
no5 MFP187no13
ggf of BWR}b and MLKW gf of	 CanUneau RB 39(1930)537538
SM'WN. f of BWRJ. (s ) ffl4	 riO 7 MFP 193 no 37
gf of '(3', f. of ML'. s of TYBWL alias Tetxid, Sumer 18 962) 64-65
no2. fig 10-11 Syria 40(1963)
42-43 no 2 p1 IV 12
f of [YWLYS 'WRLYJS MQYMW	 Gawlikowski Beryws 19(1970)
and 1 X,s of YRHBWL',(gs of)	 71731105
'[QMJL
gggf of MLKW, ggf of LSMS gf of	 CIS 4167 p1 XXX MFP 196
NWRBL f of MQYMW. (a of) 'Qvff, no 49=Milak, p305
f of ZBYIY	 Sculptures no 315
s of ZBYD'. gs oPGYLW. ggs o1) 	 Sculptures no 316
'SDR
ggf of HYR'. gf of HYRN f of HYRN CIS 4623 p1 XLV
AD a of'WSY. gs of KI-IYLW	 CJS 4 9 p1 XXV MEP 86











f of YRHY s of HYRN (gs of)	 BS 46 p1 XIII 4
DWHY
ggf o(GYLW and YDY, gf of	 mi, IX,7
EYDIY f of MLKW a 01'BJYSTWR
gs oI'TZ'
Fe 24AD a of [YDJY. gs of MJJ(W ggs Of	 Mv IX 7
CGYLW gggs of B1YSTWR, ggggs of
4TZ' (b oI)YDY
a oIMQYMW,gs oIRPI3WLggs of	 Mv VIII. 179
NSRLT
of MLKW gs of MQYMW (ggs of) CIS 3987, p1 XV
QSIY
I of 'TQB a of ZBDBWL. gs of	 As'ad Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
MQYMW alias QR'
	
(1986) 169 I7Ono 10=
Gawlikowski, Syria 62 1985)
257 no 13
ggf o(ZBDBWLgI of'GYLW I of	 lnvX,40,pl II 1=1P7 MiItk,p
['Q]MT, (a of) ["IKY	 102




s of'N'. gs of TYMRSW	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938 135
no 4 B
ggf ofML'.gf of'G'.f ofML'.(s of) C1S4197,pI XXXII mv VII,15
'YT[YBJL	 A B MFP 188 no 16
I of t TM' (s of) 'RQYM'7	 Sculptures no353
'GYLW (276 2)	 I of) CGYLW. a of) 'SM	 RIP 537 a p1 XXVII
GYLW (276 3)	 (s of) 'GYLW (gs ci) 'SM	 RiP 537 a, p1 XXVII
GYLW 2792	 fol)YRIIY.sol)'U-113L	 BS6II,pIXVI2S
408
GYLW (295 3)
	 s of 'I3DLT gs of'RBY
	
CIS 4044, p1 XXI XXIII
'GYLW (312 1)	 (gf ci) TYMI?, (1 ol) 'LYS'
	
Sculptures no 322
'GYLW (312 1)	 gf of SLMT. f of ZBYIY	 Sculptures no 346
'GYLW (313 1)	 gf of ZBYD'. f of 'MBY, (f-in law	 Ingholt. Bei'ytus 1(1934 40-42
of)YDY'BL	 no5,p1 Xl
'GYLW (314 1)	 gf o(MLKW, f of ZBIY
	
Scu4turesno321
'GYLW (315 1)	 gf ofGYLW. f of MQFYM]W
	
RSP 161, p1 VJ
'GYLW (315 3)	 s of MQ[YMIW. gs
 O(GYLW	 RSP 161 p1 VI
'GYLW (344) 3)	 Sept18 Al) S. of YDY'BL gs. of BWRP	 RSP 165, p1 VII Palmyre V. 110
no2. fig 107—MFP 185 no4-
Mililçp 268
'GYLW (341 5)	 S. of BWRP, h. of SLMJ' bit BWLH' bi Cantlneau RB 39(1930)548-549
no.14_MFP 206 no 6
'GYLW (433 3)	 lIo-I2oAD s of MLKW, gs c(MQYM[W]	 CIS 4332 p1 UV PS 91-
PSNCG 55 no 11
'GYLW (4402)	 1 o(HNYN' (s CONBWL' 	 mv Vifi, 119
'GYLW (456 3)	 (s ol) BWRI (gs ci) QSI'	 RTP 60 b p1 IV
'GYLW (462 2)	 (o(TYMW, (s of) RBBT	 C/S 3980=M1I k. p119-
PoJmyre Vl.50,Iig 7
'GYLW 464 2	 1 of YRHY, S of SKYY	 RSP l20=Hassan-Starcky, AAS3(1953)164 p1 m 3
409
	1'JGYLW (465 3)	 s of YRHY. gc of SBYHY?	 mv VIII 94
CGYLW (474 2')	 f of YWLY(S 'WRLY S) MLKW s	 Ingholt Berytu.c5(1938) 124-133 no2,pl XLVIII MbP2I5
no 41
'GYLW (603)	 S8or I8 f of BWRP. M and 'GYLW s of	 RSP I Abdul Hak, AAS 2(1952BWPI, (gs of) QSM'	 199




'GYLW (511 2)	 1 of LSMS s of YMLKW	 Starcky Delavault, Seinffica 24(1974) 69 no2 p1 I
	
'GYLW (516 2)	 f. of YRHY. s of YRHY	 RSP 170—Pabnyre Ii, 240 no 4,fig 291
	




f of 1 R'T',s CIYRHBWL'	 Chabot,JA 12(1918)281 no.5
	
'GYLW (532 2)	 1 of MQYMW,s of ZBIY	 IP 85
	
'GYLW (579- 1)	 1 of'QM'. ( rn-law of)YDYBL	 C1S4346,pl XLVIII—PS3G1
	
E'GYLWI 58 3)	 'OyllAOc	 [f of YRIIBWL',S1J,4?,NS' M'NY, 	 CIS 4215, p1 XXXII—MFP2O3
'GYLW and BRS'D, a of SLMLT, gs of no 77
NS'l
	
[CGYLW1 (58 8)	 'OyAoc	 [s of'GYLW ga ofMLT, ggs of	 CIS 4215. p1 XXXII—MFP2(J3
N9b o(YRHBWL' M' NS'	 no77
M'NY and BRS.CDI
	
'GYLW (60 11)	 'O1ilAou	 (gf of) 'GYLW, I oOMQY s o) 	 JnvX 44 p1 V2(Palm)lngholt,[W3GW] (gS 0OSWYR'
	
Syria 13(1932 289 ig 2
Greek)=M ik, p1 II I
	
'GYLW (60 14	 '0YIIA0'	 S of MQY ( oO'GYLW (ggs of)	 mv X 44 p1 V2 (PaJm)=Ingholt.FWKIWI, (gggs ol) SwyR'	 Syria 13(1932 289 fig 2Greek)=Mi ik, p1 II 1
410
'GYLW (61 10)	 f 0([1HB]T'.(S of)SLMWy	 C!S4326 p1 XLLI.L1II PS483
GYLW (61 7)	 s o(YT.gs ofY[DYBL]
	
mv XI, 69 p1 IX MiIik, p 262
'GYLW (62-5) Fd 34 AD s of NWRY. (gs ol) ZBDBWL C1S398&-=Mthk.p 119-






No gl M) s of BL}Y. gs of NWRY, ggs of	 Cantineau RB 39(1930) 536-537
ZBDBWL(gggs of)'YLMY b of	 no6A MFP 189 no 19
"YLMY and NR(iLLBL)
gf of NBWSWR I of'GYLW s of
	
RSP 103 c=As'ad Taha, MS 18
'GYLW	 (1968) 106-IO8no3O=
Sculptures no 209 212
gf. of NBWSWR, I of GYLW	 RSP 103 d-As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 106-108no30=
Sculptures no 209 212
(gf of) 'GYLW and GYLW, (f of)	 RSP 95_Asad-Taha, AAS 18
QRBL' and I'VILKW	 (1968) 100 no 22-Sculptures
no 215
50-I5OAD s of ZBDBWL alias QRBL', gs. of	 RSP96-As'ad Taha, AAS 18








(gf of) YRFIY and QRBL', (f of) 	 RSP 99, p1 IV-As'ad Taha,
MLKW	 AAS 18(1968)101 no 26=
Sculptures no 214
50-I5OAL) I oI 1 HG'	 RSPIO3a As'adlaha,AASI8
(1968) 106-108no30=
Sculptures no 209 212
I of NBWSWR, a of'GYLW, gs of 	 RSP 103 c As'ad Taha, MS 18
'GYLW	 (1968) 106-108 no3O=
Sculptures no 209 212
I of NBWSWR, a of GYLW	 RSP 103 d=As'ad Taha, MS 18
(1968 106-108no30=
Sculpture no209 212
5°- 5°	 a of HWR gs of BWLH'.(ggs of)	 RSP9O p1 IV As'ad Taha,
NBwswRY	 AASI8 1968)98no J5cr
Sculptures no 208
gf of QRBL' and B'D', I of MLKW	 RSP 10 a-b=As'ad Taha, MS
18(1968) 102 105 no28-
















NIMLKW.S oIZI3DBWL,gs of 	 RSPIOIe As'adlaha MS 18
BWLH', (ggs 01) NBWSWR	 (1968) 102 105 no 28—
Sculptures no 188 193
50-150 AD s of ZBDBWL, gs of BWLH (ggS ol) RSP 101 f As'ad Taha, AAS 18
rwSWI	 (1968) 102 105 no 28—
Sculptures no 188 193
gf o(NBW!Y, f o(MLKW	 RSP 101 g—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 102 105 no28=
Sculptures no 188 193
gf ofGYLW, f of MLKW	 RSP 101 h—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 102-105no28--
Sculptures no 188 193
gf o(GYLW, I o(MLKW	 ESP 102 c=As'ad Taha. AAS 18
(1968) 105-106 no 29—
Sculptures no 188 193
gf of YRHY, f of MLKW	 RSP 102 dAsad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 105-106no29=
Sculptures no 188 193
of ZI3DI3WL, h oV BDY' bit BWLH' RSP 102 b=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
r.lBwSwR	 (1968) 105-106 no 29=
Sculptures no 188 193
ggf of NBWSWR. gf
 of'GYLW. I of RSP 103 c=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
'GYLW	 (1968) 106-108no30=
Sculptures no 209 212
50-ISOAI) s of QRBL'.(gs oI)'GYLW RSP9S—As'adTaha, AAS 18
(1968) 100 no 22=Sculptures
no 215
50-1SOAD s of MLKW. (gs oI) CGYLW RSP9S—As'ad Taha, US 18
(1968) 100 no 22=Sculptures
no 215
50-ISO AD s. of MLKW, gs of'GYLW	 RSP 102 c—Asad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 105-106no29=
Sculptures no 188 193
SO-JSOAD s of ZBDBWL QRBL'	 RSP lQOa Asad Taha, A4S 18
(1968)101 102no27=
Sculptures no 188193
50-150 Ar) s of MLKW, gs Of'GYLW	 RSP 101 h—As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968) 102 105 no 28=
Sculptures no 188 193
s of HYRN andMYS',ga of'BIYrH
	
mv IV 7a=Cantineau, RB39
and TYM'. (ggs ol) '(3DM and
	
(1930) 529 532 no 4 A MFP
187no 12—Mi lk,p 391YMWN b of TYMB' q'y and
Y ' BL
412
'GYLW (8 2	 No, 6BC f o'YIYN	 Tadmoreail,l7 Milik,p 219
220
'GYLW (8 6)	 0)'Xou	 f of YRMY,s o(TYMH' g O('YIYN Gawlikowskj Berytus 19(1970)
'SRY. ggs o(ZBDBWL, gggs O('YIYN 65-67 no 1 fig 1
'GYLW (88 9)	 s o(MQYMW gs o(MLKW (ggs of) C1S4319'-PS87
"WYD
'GYLW (9-3)	 28/29 Al) s of TYMY, gs of ZBDBWL	 CIS 3922, p1 XVI mv IX, 9
'GYLW alias BR' 'KY (22
	
1 of MLKW	 mv XI. 88 p1 X-MIik, p 102
2)
1YTS 'LYS 'GYLW	 (TLTOU AA(ou	 I of 'LYS BWR'	 Ingholt, Svna 13 (1932) 278-289,
' OyELAOU]	 Ig 1+Milik.p37.pl ff12
YWLYS 'WRLYS	 A,pflALo	 200-230 AD s of M[QYJ,(gs. of) IIBZY b of
	
mv VIII, 58
['GYLWI	 '07t)IO	 YWLYS 'WRLYS NWRY and
YWLYS 'WRLYs ZBDBWL





'GY[LW] 2 (93 2)
Sept 214 s of'PRFff. frdman of ZBDBWL
	
I ghoft, MUS) 38 (1962) 106 p1
__	 11 1-PSNCG 162 163 no 131
Aug. 214 Al) 0f'PRFIT. freedman of ZBDBWL br	 Ingholt. Be7ylus 2(1935)9899
MLK 'SWYT	 no 7, p1. XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
208-209 no 17
gfof'G['L f0(flNYN	 PNO7a,pIXXIII1
['GJLW 2(93 2)	 [1 clx]. (S ci) 'SRY	 PNO 2 bis, p1 XLV 4
'GYLW 2 (93 2)	 (f of) Hr. YN'. S 01) 'SRY	 PNO 2, p1 XLV 9











'GYLW 4 (24 2)
Oy1?,oU	 Apr	 a of SDY, gs of [NWRBL] (ggs of)
	
CIS 4120 p4 XXVI mv VIII 75
[IQML b of RWIP	 A B+Inv VIII 67 Milik, p 304-305—MFP 87no11
59 Al) a of S'DY. gs of [NWRBL] (ggs of) 	 Tadmorea III. 38—M uk, p 305
'QML, b of 'RWN
gf of MLKW f of HYRN s of)
	
RSP 161 p1 VI
[YT YBL
gf ofX,f of[HYRN (a of)'YTYBL BS23.pl VIII I
'GYLW (24 2)	 gfofXfofHYRNsof'YTYB[LJ BS34pIX3
'GYLW 4 (24 2)	 ggf of'YTYBL g oITYM',f of	 mv "III,4
'YTYBL
'GY [LW] 5(3 3)	 (f of) MQYMW	 RIP 378 a, p1. XX
['GYLWI 5(3 3)
'GYLW 6 (301 2)
'GYLW 6 301 2)
[f 0IMQYMWI.s oIPSY'Lgs of	 InvXII 35 p1 LX
TYMY alias H[KYSW]




150-200AD s o(ffNWRY	 CIS 4497 p1 LXI PS73
Stucky, Syria 50(1973) 174, fig
13—AP.1L 177 no 179
I Of 1NWRY	 CIS 4498 p1 UX—APML 175
00177
'GYLW 102 4) I of HDWDN. (s of) MQY	 1P31—Can neau. Syria 12(1931)1 7no2,fig 2_InvIX,
28=Gawlikowski, Syria 48
(4971 413-414 pt XXI
2—MI ik, p 270-277 Aggoula,
Senuuca32 1982 111-116
I of S[PJ1MYWSJ HDWDN s of) 	 Gaw kowsk, Syria 48 971
MQY	 412-421, p1 XXIII I Paimyre
VI, 76-77 0011





'GYLW 9 (49- 17)
'GYLW '° (600 3
'GYLW' (6003
(gf ol) TYM, (1 of) 'LHS'
	
mv IV, 8 a=IP 68—Milik, p 28
((of) 'MT (s of) B(W)LE3RK,h of	 mv XII, 12,pI HI Sculptures no
SL'
(f of) 'QMT, (s of) B(W)LBRK, b of 1,0' XII 13, p1 III Sculptures no
rw y	 356
S of MLKW, patron of NRQYS	 C1S4173 pl XXXI MFP 205-
206 no 4
patron of NRQYS	 CIS 4174—MFP 205 no3
'GYLW '° (600 3	 (patron of) NRQYS	 CIS 4185




Sculptures no 188 193
'GYLW" (68 36	 f. of BWL}P, s. of ZBDBWL gs. of)
	
RSP 100 c=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
wswi	 (1968) 10l-102no27=
Sculptures no 188 193




'GYLW 2 (142 2	 gf of YRHY, f of ZBYEP. (a of) 'S'DR Sculptures no317
[']GYLY 191 2	 gf Oft LWY' and ZBYD', f of YRHY. CIS 4532 p1 XLVI
(a oONLKW
'GRWD	 boy	 RTP 99 a, p1 VI Milik, p 234
W O(NRY brMQYMW 1YTWY W RSP Ilssani-Starcky,AAS
3 1953 160 l63, pl 1112
'DWN (290- 1
	 (gf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS B'LY,	 Ingho(t, Beryft&c 2 1935) 104-
of) 'B Y
	






WYD RTh628 a, p1 XXX
gf of PSY'L, f of STWRG'. s of
	
CJS 4199, p1 XXVII—MFP 199
LSMS,gs.oILSMS	 no59
I of YRHBWL'. of X.gs of 	 RSP162=Gawlikowski,Syna47
[YRHBWIL' ggs of HYRN	 (1970)319 325 no5. fig 2
f of X, (s of) BGDN	 CIS 4455, p1 LVI
CDN	 f of BTW1-LBY	 CIS 4380 p1 LV PSNCG 155
no 124




July 203AD	 C1S4012 p1 XXI
WDW (303 1)
	 (gf 01) [WHIBY I of) 'TNWRY	 C1S3980=MiI k, pl19
Pa!nlyre VI, 50, fig 7
[W]YD	 I ofH[NTJ'	 CIS 4006, p1 XXffl
WYL)	 gf. Of YWLYS 'WRLYS TYMRS[WJ	 Iin VII. I B—Cantineau RB39
and YWLYS 'WRLYS X, f of X, s. of (1930) 525-527 no 2=MFP 218
MLK	 no 50
'WYD	 Safar Swner 20 1964)16 no 5,
p1 115
WY])	 f of RB'L s of Y1)Y	 Tadmorea 1,5
'WYD'	 fo('X	 RSP 193 PalmyreV,ll6nolO.
fig 76
'WY I)	 RSP 209—Pabnyre ii 257, fig
307
416
S O3JYY	 PNO47a p1 XXXIV 5




wY1y	 RTP 424 b p1 XXI1
WYD (11 17)	 'Aou€C11
	
'" s of HDWDN gs of YRHBWL', ggs of CIS 3914. p1 V liw IX, 25r
HDWDN gggs o(ZI3DBWL, ggggs of
	
p 33-34
HDWIDN] (gggggs of) F'RMWN, (c
of) YRHBWV
WYD' (11 17)
	 (1 of) HDWDN. (s of) [HDWD]N
	







M4Y 240 Al) s of YRHBWL', gs of MQYMW. (ggs
	
RSP I I5=Hassani-Starcky AAS
of)YML'	 3(1953)156-158.pl 112
f of MLKW (s of) 'NQYR
	
CIS 3968. pI XIV mv Vi, 6-
Milik. p 7-8--RSP 157
gf of'[W YE) I of TYMRSW	 RTh'30, PI	 MiNc, p 277-
278 no.34
(gi Of)TY (f Of)CTNTN (s of)	 C1S4227
TYBWL







f of lIllY	 CIS 4230
s of TYMRSW gs of 'WYD'
	
RiP 30 a, p1 111 Mit k. p 277
278 no34








	 Staicky, Mélanges P Collarl,
1976 p327.fig 12
(f Of) YRHBWL'	 RTP 421 b. p1 XXII
7 Fetw 115 [S of) BWLM', ga o( 'WYDY. ggs of
	
BS 25 p1 VIII 3-4--Tadmorea
BWLM' 'BB. b of MLKW, ypJ1j3'y1j 11,21 Milik, p 59-60
and [HJGWJ
ID 3-6
'w y v y	 RW494b,pI XXV
'WYDY (163 2)
	 gf of 'WYDW. MLKW, YRIIBWL' and AS 25, p1 VIII 3-4=Tadmorea
tIflGWl. [I Of] I3WLIvP so(BVjL?'P 11,21 Miik. p 59-60
'BB
'WYDY (304 1)	 gf of S'D, I of'G'	 mv VIII, 62-MFP 194 no 39
'WYDY (305: 1)	 (gf of) SLMLT. (f of) TYM'	 RTP 760 b. p1 XXXVII
'WYDLT	 f. of 'BYSY	 RSP 6-Abdul Hak, AAS 2(1952)
224no.4.pl 111
'WYDLT (264 2)	 (1 of) TYMLT, (s of) '1%1JS' 	 mv IV, 24
'WYDLT (34 13)	 'AOUEL&iXAaOou	 f of[4]7BN' yIHy and ZBDP u of Cantineau RB 39 (1930) 546-547
YDY'BL	 noi3B MFP211no26=Milik,
p 19
'WYDLT (34 9)	 1 of WHBLT, s of YDY BL gs of	 Cantineau, RB 39 1930) 545-
VS',b o(WHEILT,u o(YDY'BL	 546no13A MFP 191 no27
'WY DLI (438 3)	 a of YRIIY gs of) NSR' 	 lay VIII, 19-IP 76




s of'BYHY. (gs of) MQY
f of X



















RTP 157 b p1 IX
C/S 4361 p1 LVII LXIII PS





CIS 4288 p1 XXXVI PS 251
C/S 4592, p1 XLIII
IP 63




InvX 112 p4 VII 2—Seyng.
Syna 22(1941 252 253 no 21
RiP 549 b p4 XXVII
419
'ZYZW (243 ) gI of QYRL'. f of ZBD'. a of ZBIY RSP 40 p1 11 Bowrni A.AS 11(1961) 158-159 no 17 Bounni
Salby A}S 7(1957)50no23
SculpWres no 335
'ZYZW (4184)	 (S of)'BYHY	 Ingholt,Berybs5(l938)114 p1
YZW (458 3	 0t 178 A a of '1)' gs of PB'L	 Tadmorea I, S-MFP 206007
'ZYZW'(34 3)
	
' Attov)	 Sp1 11 Al) s of YDY'13L (gs of) BRKY	 CIS 3925, p1 XV mv lx, 6 b
'ZYZW' (34 3)	 ['Aou}	 f of YDYBL,s of YDY <BL	 CIS 3924, p1 XV-Inv IX. 6 a
'ZYZW 2(215 3)	 ['Aou]	 f of YWLYS 'WRLYS (3' alias	 CIS 3934, p1. X mv III. 14
SLWQWS. (S of) 'ZYZW, (gs of)
'ZYZW 2(215 3)	 'A [ou]	 f of '(3' (s of) 'ZEYZWJ, (gs. of) S'YL' CIS 3935, p1 X=Inv III, IS
'zyzw 2 (215. 3)	 f. of BWLN' s of 'ZYZW gs. of S'YL' CIS 3976, p1 XIX
'Z[YZW] (215 2)	 gf. of'G', (f of) 'ZYZW, a of) S'YL'	 CIS 3935, p1 X mv III, 13
'ZYZW 3 (215 2)	 gf of YWLYS 'WRLYS '(3' alias	 C1S3934 p1 X mv Iii 14
SLWQWS. (1 of) 'ZYZW (s of) S'YL'
'ZYZW 3 (215 2)	 gf of BWLN', I of 'ZYZW. s of S'YL' CIS 3976, p1 X1X
'ZYZY (414 4)	 s of MLEKW]	 CIS 3965 p1 Xffl
1D50







'LBN 1 (95 1)
'LBN (95 1)
d of YRHY	 Ingholt, Berytus 1(1934) 384)
no4 pl 1X2—Milik,p 260
d of'YD'N,gd of YRHY (ggd of)	 1P78
MQY
9 Aug. 189 d of ZBY1. gd of 'T'Y. (ggd ci) RP.	 CIS 4010=Inv XI. 23. p1 XIII
wo(YDYbrTYMRSWYDY
113 114 Al) d of YRHY. (gd of) '1313	 CIS 4374, p1 XLII PS 31. p1 X
113114 AD d of YRHY. (gd ci) 'ff3	 CIS 4374 bis. p1 XLII P532 p1
X 3—PSNCG 44-45 no 3
June 161 AD f of X CIS 4001 p1 xxm Cantrneau.
Syria 12(1931)135-136 no 15=
Miltk,p. 178
(ggf of) HYR'. (gf of) 'W''DLT (1 of) Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938)135, p1
MQYMW	 XLIX 2
(gf of) HBYBY, (f. of) N'	 CIS 4309
'IJIN' (95 1	 (gfof)BRWQ'.(foflNS' 	 CIS4311B.pl LIII
'10	 (f of)ZJ3YD'	 RTP293a,pI XVI
'LG	 (f of) MQY	 RTP 3% b p1 XXI
'LG'
	 (f of) MQYMW, (s ci) ZBDLH. (gs
	 RTP 395 b p1 Xxi
of) MSY
'LY (319- 3)	 s O(TYMLT, gs of BYDN	 mv VIII, 136


















(ggf of) ZBIYrH. (gf of) IIG(JW (1
	
Cu Syria 62(1985)57 59,
of) ZBIYFH	 fig I-APML 148 no 156
(gf of) MKY. (f of) TYMW
	
Thy Viii, 5
s of SLIVIF.gs of MKY
	
mv Xi 63 p1 VII
s of'ST RGI' gs of DNY.b of DNY
	
C1S4002 p1 XXIII Mtltk p
194
d of WHD' (gd of) 'S1WR
	
CJS 4M3, p4 U11-PSNCG 167
00136
I of BLITZY and ZBDBL
	 BS 22. p1. VII 2-Milik,p 120
buy	 RTP 137 a, p4 VilI-Milik, p 158
f. of HBYBY MQYMY
	 mv VIII. 110
bny	 RW295b p4 XVI 111ikp 158
boy	 Dunant, Syria 36(1959)107
no 25 b, p4 XIV-MiIik, p 158
ggf of YD' gf of SRYKW, 1 o	 CIS 3 50, p1 XII mv V. 1
}IY[RNI (s oØSH1'
gf of'LYN' I of HYRN (s of) SFR'	 CIS3 51, p4 VII Thy V.2
gI of YKW, I of HYRN, (s of) R' CIS 3 52. p1 Vii fin' V.3















gf oI'LYN'. f of'LYN'	 RP 167 Gawlikowski. BelytiU
19(1970)7376 fig 6
'LYN' 2 (73 7)	 'AAa& [v]v	 irth 179 s of HYRN. gs of [' ILY N' (ggs of)	 CIS 3951, p1 VII mv V.2
Al)	 __
'LYN' 2 (73 7)	 NO, 135M) s o(HYRN. gs O('LYN	 RP 167—Gawlikowski, Beiytiu
19(1970)7376 fig 6
'LYS'	 f 0ff 'LYT	 mv VII! 53 b
(s of) 'SQR'	 RIP 181 b. p1 X
beguming s. of TYMY and t 'TY. b of B'LTG'	 (3awlikowski, Syria 48(1971)ls*c.AD	 422,pI XXIV 1
s of BWN'. gs of SBY b. of B'LTG'
	
CIS 4129 A, p4 XXXVII
No, 114AD S of BWN',gs of SHY. ggs of BLSWR. C!S4129B.pI.XXXVII—Miltk,




422. p4. XXIV 1
Es ofX.gs.of)BWLH'.(ggs of)
	
!nvXI 80 p1 D(—Mi{lILp 15,
'YWN[WJ, b o(DYN'	 p1 11
S 0fLSMS gs oIZBDBL	 BS3,4AF.pI 111-4
[f of) MI4J(W]. Es ol] MLKW, (gs ol) BS 14 p1 V 2
I of MLKW,s of MLKW, gs of) 'SR' BS 15, p4 V 3
(s of) MLKW






I'LYS'] 2 (76 7)
'LYS 2 (76 7)
'LYUF (58 13)
LYT
'AXa(oaRJ	 Sept. 233	 s of WJOW, gs O(LSMSI ggs of	 CIS 4213, p4 XXXIV mv VIIM) TYM (gggs of) 'ZRLYRT. (b 01	 11 MFP 201 no 66Mihk, p 276
HDWDNJ
Ai 164 Al) f of HDWDN s of HGGW, (gs of)	 mv X 24 p1 117 Seyng Syria
LSEMSI (ggs of)'ZRZYRT b of	 22 (1941) 267 no27 Mi ik,p275
}1[DJWDN
250 Al) d of YRBB(WL'J w of YRHB[WLI t C/S 4411 p1 LXI P5497
N5(P	 APML17Ono173
125150 d o(TYMRSW. (gd of) MNM	 Land des Baa! p 200. fig 81
AD
"LYT Of qy CJS 4500 p1 LIX LXII PS436=Starcky Syria 61(1984)
43-44, fig 6 APML 182no 183
'LYT	 d of'LYS'	 mv VIII, 53 b
1'LYT	 d of ZBDBWL	 Chabot,JA 22 (1918) 294no 17
1st c.Af) d of YPJ3Y, gd of SW As'ad Teixidor. Syria 62 985)
276 no6, fig 6=AAS32 (1982)
92 no6. fig 6
50-120 ci of ZBDBWL w of TYMY	 C!S4412 p4 LVI PS 56—
Al)	 APML 212 213 no209
150-2ooAJ) d of ZI3DBWL, gd of MQYMW ggd	 CIS 4259 A D, p1 XXXIX PS
of NWRBL. gggd of ZBIY ggggd of	 67
'I3DY, (gggg d of) IZBD]BWL S's of
TDMWR and MQY}4W
150-200 AD d o(ZBDBWL	 CIS 4260, p4 XXXIX PS 420
MR 292 1) gf of)' HOT. (1 ol) 'GYL RSP 171 Pabn3re 11154 g170and241243no5.fig 292
293
'MR' x'BIY	 Ru' 344 a, p4 XVffl
'MRW 542 2
	 gf of ZBDBWL (flp,, MLKW.	 C/S 3911, p1 111 Mi k. p 89



















Y 146 AD s OIBRSMS and BLHY. gs of	 CIS 391 I pl III Mifik, p 89
ZBDI3WL and 'MRW b of ZBDBWL
'TNWR, MLKW and YDY'BL
'	 d oIL1S.gd o(YRHHWL['l
	
CJS 4241 p1 XXXIV mv VIII,
i0&Mil&p 113
(gf of) IIYR', (f of) YRHY	 RTP 783 b p1 XXXVIII Milik,
p 278 no39
s of MQ(YMW]	 fin' Viii, 42
(f of)BWLY'	 InvXI,S7,pI VII
RTP992b,pl XLV
[f ofl [M'NY], s. of HDW[DN, (gs. of) IP lOMIkk, p.34
PRJMW[NI
[ggf of W1-IBLT, gf of MQYMW, I of Ingholt, BerØus 3 (1936) 104-
TYM']	 105no8,pI XXII
(s. of) HYRN	 PNO 65
(s of)TYMY	 RIP 167 a, p1 X
gf of S'DLT, I of 'BYDW, M'YTY and CIS 3973
'BDW, [s of] S'DLT
(gf of) ML'. (I of) [YJHYB'
	
RSP 1 18-Hassan Starcky AAS
3(1953) 160, p1 ifi 1
PNO47b fig 8
gf of B(3R,f of TYM'	 Ingholt,Berytus2(1935) 106-
iO8noi3 p1 Xliii MFP
210-211 no24
425
'NN (589-3)	 f oI'NN. s of TY	 patron of	 CIS4000,pl XXI Milik,p 248
BNRGL
'NN (5894)	 s of CNN.gs of TYM'	 CJS4000 pl XXI MIIcP 248
['N]NW (399)	 f of ML[K]W RB' s ol) MQYMIW] CIS 4238 p1 XXXIV 1,iv VII,
7 Mhk,p 113
'NNW	 Safar Swner 20(1964)20 no 12,
l Ill
'NNW	 mv XI. 37, p4 IV
'NNW (39 22)	 1L 228 An s of YRHY. b of MLKW	 Starcky, Syria 26(1949) 40-41
-	 no2,pI 16
'NNW (39 4)	 A B 'Avavt&, 21 Mcb s of MIKW, (gs. of) 'NNW	 CIS 3994 A-C, pl XVII—Milik, P
C'Avavou	 II4AD	 114
['NNW] (39- 9,42 2)	 'Ai'av'-bou	 [ggf of BTY, gf. of MQYMW, f of
	
As'ad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
MLKW]	 (1986) 165 no2
['NNW]' (39. 1)	 'Avav(&w	 [gf. of MLKW, f of MQYMW]	 As'ad Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
(1986) 166 no5a
['NW}' (39 1)	 ['Avav(öouj	 fggf 0IMQYMW, gf o(MLKW f of As'ad-Gawlikowski,AAAS36
MQYMW]	 (1986)167 no 7
'[NNW]' (39 1)	 ['Avav(bou]	 (ggf of) MQYMW (gf ol) MLKW, (1 Asad-GawIikowskj. AAAS36
of)[MQY]MW	 (1986) 167no8





I of 3TY,s OIMQYMW gs
	




'ST[WRGI	 s of LSMS. (gs of) BNH. b of 	 lily XII, 26 e, p1 VI
MQYMW
'STWRG'	 (0fyq	 Inghcif I. StuthesCG Miles, 1974,
p 50.pi IVI











I of LfS, s Of LMS]. gs cC	 Canlineau, RB 39(1930)540-542
[I3JRYKY, ggs of LQY SLMN	 no 1O=MFP 201 no 64
I of PSY'L, s 0i'WYD. gs oILSMS	 C!S4199 p1 XXVI —MFP 199
ggs o(LSMS




(gggf of) YDY'BL, (ggf. of) 'T'QB. (gf C!S4561. p1 XLVI—PS7 p1 113
of) YDY'BL, (I of) 'T'QB 	 =Ambler. Bulletin Cuy Art
Museum of St Lows4S (1961)
83-86
(gggf of) [TYMJRSW RB'. (ggf. of)	 CIS 4562, p1 XLVII=PS 12, p1
'T'QB, (gf of) YDY'BL. (f
	
IV 2
gggf of) PQB. ggf of) YDY'BL. (gf CIS 4616, p1 XLVII PS 11. p1
of) 'T'QB, (1 of) Y Y'E1L	 IV I
[ggf 011 YRHY, [gf f] NBWZBD. [f
	
mv X, 38. p1 1111 Seyng Syria
ofMLTJ	 22(1941)253255no21bts
I of(BWL'	 C1S4394A. p1 XU—PS476=
PSNCG 126 no 81











150-200 At) s of 'T'Q13. (gs of) GDY' 	 C/S 4117, p1 XXXVI PS 204
[ggf cc ZBD11WL gf of ZBDBWL I	 mv X 125=Seyng Syria 22
of ZBIYI}11	 (1941)240 no 8, p1 XVIII
200-250 AD s ci BRSMS	 CIS 4450 p1 XXXVII PS 287
(I of) NHY'ZYZ	 CIS 4041 p1 XXV
gf of 'GYLW, I of 'BDLT	 C/S 4044 p1 XXI XXIII








ggf ofT[Y],gf of[MJLICW f ,ç	 C!S3988,pl 11-/nv VI,3 RSP
W1-IBLT	 '	 128




(ggf of) MQYMW, Z(IBDBWU,
	
mv XI. 81, p1 X-Milik, p 234=
MLKW and BWRE. (gf
	
Pabnyre Vi 83-84
MQYM[W) RB'. (1 of) ZBDBW(L)
gf of MQYMfWJ, I of ZBDB[WLJ	 Tad,norea 1, 12 B-mv VIII 71
MFP2O4no8I-Milik.p. 233
(gf of) MQYMW (f ci) MQYMW
	
1P36-MiIik, p 233 Palmyre
VI, 89
gf ci) MQYMW, (gf ci) MQYMW. dii Mesnil dii Buisson. CRAI.
(1 of) ZBDBWL	 1966,170 174 no4, p1 III IV-




	 C/S 4099 p1 XXIV
428
OnAaOou'SYLT (41 1)





ggf f TYMRSW, gf of BWR}, f of	 mv Vii, 5 A-Cantrneau, RB 39
MLKW	 (1930) 523 524no1A MP
197 198no53 Miltk,p 237
[gggf of) ML[KWJ, [ggf of)	 CfS4618-MIik, p 238
YRI8WL'. [gf oil BWRI [f of)
M(L)Kw
gi of MLKW f of TYM'
	
RTP 764 b, p1 XXXVII Milik, p
237
I Of ZI3DBWL







(s of) EGDNJBW	 Cljabot, JA 22(1918) 282 no 6
(gf ol) r 'JLYY. (f of) WI-TB' 	 CIS 4343, p1 Ull-PSNCG 167
no 136
I Of [YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYD'],(s.	 C!S4209MFP218no49
of) ZBYD'
(ggf. of) YWLYS 'WRLYS ZBYIY,	 C1S 3933, p1 V. VIII=Inv Hi,
(gf of) MQYMW, (f of) ZBYIY, (s of) 21-Milik. p 103
BYD'
(I. of)ZBYD'	 RTP997 a, p4 XLV
(gf of) [. p, (1 of) MLKW	 C1S 3982 p1 XVII Borkowska-
Kolataj. Melanges K.
M,chalowski, 1966, p 307 308,
fig 1
gf 0I 1 SGLI ofLSMS.s OIPSY'L	 C1S4199.pl XXVII-MFP 199
no.59
I. of DNY and flLYW. s of DNY	 CIS 4002, P1 XXffl Milik. p
194
Nov 23 Al) d. Of PRDS	 BS 10, p1 IV 2
tp (6850	 50150AD d o(NBW[, gL of MQY, w of	 RSP 101 d=As'ad Taha, AAS 18







FHN 3,d c. AD
Marcbll d [ofX,gd ofl'WSY.w O( BWLH'	 C/S 3969 p1 XII ThvXl 84 p1
[bcX}	 IX Milik,p62
t5O2OOAfl d ofC'.(gd of)SRYKY	 RSP4I Bounni,AAS1I (1961)
159 no 18—Sculptures no 337
d of YDY'}3L s's of'RW[N] 9	 C/S 4352 A B p1 LIII, LIV PS
63
200-250 AD d of YML'	 C/S 4622 p1 XLVII PS 496
'TDIRN












d. of NS'. gd of Iv!P, w of MLKW	 mv X 145 no 2=Starcky Syna
26(1949) 44-45 no 1 —MIik, p
223
(gf. of) [t I1TN]'. (f. of)TYMRSW RSP29-Bounni,AAS 11(1961)
153 no 6=Bounni-Sal by. AAS 7
(1957) 44 no.3
m of 'Q?JF, d of LtS]MS. w of 	 mv XII, 13. p1111—Sculptures no
GYLW B(W)LBRK
Bounni, Melanges K
M,chalowsk, 1966, p 314-316,
hg. 3—/nv XII. 56, p1 XII
ggggf oPGYLW and YDY, gggf of 	 liw IX, 7
[YD]Y ggf of MLKW, gf of 'GYLW,
I OIBI)STWR
gf oV FRsrIp OI1YMRSW	 RSP24—Bounni,AAS 11 1961)



















d of [MJLKW gd of WHBLT ggd of CIS 3988 p4 II mv VI, 3 RSP
CRON w OIMLKW&'C' )C[BYJ	 128
d of'[Lj"	 CIS 4433 p4 LVIII PS365
d of M'NY
	
CIS 4521 p1 LXII
J. 211 AD d of TSWR	 CJS 4526 p1 XLVII PS 47 p4
XIV 3
d [of] YR[HY]	 CIS 4539 p4 XLI
200-250 Al) d of '13'
	
PS 473 APML 239 no 232
A8OLq	 150-200 AD [d of MLKW]	 PS 421 Ronzevalle, MUSJ 4
(1910) 179 no33.pl VJ
Parlaska, RM (1985) 352, p1
149,2
Mzcb(1)81 d O('TSWR. gd of KLBY. ggd of 	 CIS 4527 PS 45. I XIV 1=AD	
LSMS, gggd of KWLY	 PSNCG 49 no.7
d of RB'L gd of HYRN. (ggd of)	 CIS 4455. p4 LXIII Milik. p 247
BG[SW.wofB[ ]
begiiung d O1 <LYS'	 Gawlikowski Syruz48(1971)
ICAD	 422.pl XXIV 1
in of 1 'MY' and YRHY. d oPDYNT 	 CIS 4594 A 13
150-ZOOAI) Ed of MQYIMW. (gd of) [NWR]BL 	 C1S4424 p4 L-PS4OI
1 of CC? gd O(TYBWL w of 	 Ben Hayyim BJPES 13 1947)
YRHBWL' hr TYBWL	 146 no 5








'TY (63 28)	 d of SLMIT gd o(M'NY,w of	 C1S4146 p1 XXVIII lnv!V,27
MLKWbrWHBLT	 n
"TY (90 20)	 "-'°° d of 'TNTN. sis of YRHY	 C/S 4284 p1 lIT PS 370=
APML 169 no 172
'ry	 PNO6d,pl XXII!
'AO6ai	 s of HYRN and MYS' gs of'BD'Th
	
mv 1V.7 a=Cantrneau RB39
and TYMS' (ggs of) '0DM gg	 (1930) 529 532 no 4 A MFP
1YMWN. b of 'GYLW, TYMH'
	
187 no 12—Milik. p 39
YDY'BL




of'TNFN. (gs of) 'WYD'
	
C/S 4228
gfo( f HGRJ OfBWRfb 	 C!S4438.pf LVII
I of BLYD', (f-in law of)' 'H'
	
CIS 4440, p1 XLI. LXIII PS 68








(gf of) 1 HIYW. (1 of) [M1LWK[']
	
C/S 4442, LVIII, LX PS 491
gfof t HGR,fofZBYD'	 CIS4444pILIX
gfofS'Dand"QM'.foINWRBL	 PSNCGII6-117no73
I of MLKW	 Ben Hayyim BJPES 13(1947)
146no4
20 Nov 205 s of MLKW
	


















I of MLKW	 CIS 4390 p1 XXXVII PS 176=
I'SNCG 91 no 48
m dBWfH.BR'TI-LBRNBWand	 C1S4231E,pl XXXV XXXIX
NBWGDY, Ed of) MQYMW (gd of)	 mv Viii 194E
GDYBWL
	
JYI46AD s o1BRvfSand'R1HY gs of	 C1S3911,p1 HI Milik p89
ZI3DBWL and 'MRW b of ZBDBWL
MLKW 'MRW and YDYBL
I of[WFIIBY.(s of) 'WDW	 CIS398OMiIik p 119-
Palmre Vi 50 hg 7
RTP 670 b, ph XXXII
(f of) MLKW	 RiP 831 a ph XL-Milik. p 278
no 42
(f of) HYRN, (s of) LMy	 RiP 27 b ph!! Mi ik, p 278
no35
(s of) ZB[DBIL	 RIP 110 b, ph VI
I of ZBIYFH	 RSP 68—As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 44 no 17
(s of) ZBDBL	 RiP 995 b ph XLV
(soflBWR1	 R1PIO3bpIV!
s of)BWRP	 Dunant,Syrza36 1959 105
no 13 b ph XIV
I of BWLW. s of HYRN	 Dunant, Mélanges P C Uan
1976 p 161.fig 1
	
gf of) 'T'QB. (I of) YRHBWL'	 Dunant, Mélanges P C (lan




	 f o(BDY Is oI)HYRN (f inlawof) InvXlI 15 p111
E]













s of HYRN. gs of <TNWRY	 IUY XI, 59 p1 IX
I of OYLW
	
CIS 4497 p4 1X! PS 231-.
Stucky Syna 50(1973) 174, fig
13 APMLI77no.179
ca)-15O s OIGYLW	 C1S4498,pI LIX APML 175
M)	 no177
gI of TNWRY, I of TYM" IlL'	 Tadmorea I!. 22=Milik, p 61-62
Mffb 219 s of TYM" IlL', gs of'TNWRY
	
Tadnwrea Ii. 22—Milik, p 61-62
f oVSGLs. O(MQYMW	 CJS 4345, p1 LIII PS341
ggf of BD'STWR. gf of NWR13L I of Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 120-
KHYLW, (s of) SWLY	 124 no 1, p1 XLVI I-2=MFP191 no26
133/134 AD s of MQYMW b of YRHY and	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 94-95
ZBDBWL	 nol. p1 XXXIV 2—MFP
194-195 no 43
22 Febr US s oil TYM'MD, gs of BLYIY. b of	 CIS 3995, p4 XV
BLYD' and M'NW
I of MQY	 lngholt, Studtes C G Miles, 1974.
p SO,pI IV!
I ofZB 1'TH	 fin' Viii I





'TNTN GWRY (90 15)
'TNTN KVF'WT (18 2)
'UNFN 173
1ThJTN (107 5)	 s of KYLY. gs O(MSKW. ggs [of] 	 CIS 4596
<TDIRr, gggs of HYRN
CTNTN (16 4)	 1 of KI-IYLW and HYRN s of 	 CIS 4109 A B p4 XXVII mv
KHYLW	 IV28ab=MfPl84nol Miik,
p 62
'TNTN (164)	 fofKHYLWandHYRN	 C154111
CTNTN (223 5)	 'A0iivaOu	 s ocZBLYrH. gs of YDY ggs of 	 Ingholt, Berytus 2(1935)59-60
TYMY, b of	 no 1 p1 XXIV 1 MJP 199 no 5
TNTN (292)	 gfof'MTLT,fofBR'	 BS1I,plV3
'TNTN (29$ 3)	 f 0f 1
 'Q?!F. s of ZBIYTH. h of '1? brt CIS 4516 A B, p1 LPS 102
NS'
TNTN (35 6)	 May 55 Al) s of ZBDtTH. (gs of) TSE3	 CIS 3972 p1 XVII PS 1. p111
Seyng.Reryws3(1936) 137-
139, p4 XXX Mthk,p 224
'TNTN (90 11)	 170190AD S of MLKW. (gs. of)'HYTWR	 CIS 4280, p1 XXXVH-PS 218-
PSNCG 93 no 50
(gf of) 'TNTN GWRY. (1 of) BWR}	 CIS 4281, p1 XXXVIII, LI PS
(s of)'HYTWR	 4.pI 14-PSNCG46-47no5
(gf of) "liGT. (1 of) BWLH (s of) 	 CIS 4287 p1 XLVIII PS 337
APPAL 164-165 no 168
gf of BWRP I of BWRFa s of BWLH' Ingholt, Berylus 1(1934) 38-40
no4 p1 1X2_Miltk,p 260
S of BWRFD
 gs of)1NTN ggs of)	 C!S4281 p4 XXXVIII U PS
'ThTWR	 4 p1 14-PSNCG46-47no5
f Of YMLKW s o(BR'	 As'ad-Gawikowski,Semiti a
41-42 199 92 163 172.ig I
gggi oIHYRN ggfofBWN.gf of	 Rod son Syria 27 950)137
RB L, f of BWIP, s of TYMY	 142 hg I Mi k. p 72=
Pabnyre VI, fig 12
435
'T'QB I25JAD s of HYRN
of RPBWL
'F'QB 150-200 AD






Tu'f)TN 2 (90 12)
'rNTN 2 (90 12)










(gf of) BWRP. (f of) BWLH'
	
C/S 4286, p1 XXXVH PS 95=
PSN G61 no 17
f of YRHY.s of BWLH'.h of 1 vIF C/S 4283 p1 XLI,U P557
PSNCG 73 no 29
f oft crY and YRHY
	
C/S 4284 p1 LII PS 370
APML 169 no 172
[f of B]WLH', Es. of BW]LH'. (gs of)
	
C/S 4285. p1 XXXVI, U—PS
'HYTWR	 142_PSNCG64n02O
f of'TY.(s oO'WYIY.(gs.ol)	 C1S4227
TYI3WL
f. ofTY, (s. of) Cy[)	 C/S 4228
'T'Y (234: 3)	 gf. 0f'L', 1. of ZBYD.(s of)RI	 CIS4OI0=!nv XI, 23, p1. Xiii
'T'Y (251 5)	 241 s of HGGW. gs of MLKW. (ggs of) 	 RSP 1 16—Hassani Starcky. AASAD
ZWZY,b of MLK'	 3(1953) 158-159, p1 113
PY (842)	 (gf oOMT.(f oO'BtP.(s of)	 C!54598,pI LXII
SYDN
'PM	 d of TLY'. gd of(Y)RHY	 StMCky, BMB 12(1955)38-40
n08 p AVU 1
mv 111,43 p1 X—Gaikowski,
Syna4S(1971) 408, p1 XXIV 2
Ingholl, SWdies C G. Miles, 1974.
p 50 p1 IV!
















f of MQYMW	 CIS 4583
AOn [Kal1ou]	 (gf ol) ZBYIY. 'BDY and 'B1)STWR. 	 mv X, 130, p11116
(1 of) N(S'J





(s. ci) HYR[N]	 RTP 756 a, p1 XXXVI
RTP 838 b, p1 XU
(s.of)BR'TH	 RTP996a,pI.XLV
s o(YRHBWL'. (gs of) 'TNWRY	 Dwiant, Mélanges P Conan,
1976.p.I6l.IIg 1
(s. ci) MQYMW. (gs of) GDY'	 Ins' Viii, 95
s of TYMS' and' 'QMT. gs Of ZBIYTH mv Viii 63—CanUneau, RB 39
and TYM', (ggs cl) QYS', b Of	 (1930) 542 543 no 11
ZBD'TH and TYM'
1OUALO	 APr 252 AD s of 'GYLW gs of ZBDBWL, ggs of	 As'ad-Gawl kowski AAAS 36
MQYMW alias QR'	 (1986) 169-170 no 10=
AOqaica o-}
	 Gaw ikowski, Syria 62 1985)
257 no 13
f of HB' s of) TYM". (h. of)'S[ ]
	
CIS 4373 A B. p1 LV LVII
f of) NIBWL' and M' s ofl[61G' PSN G179no153
437
TCQB (373 2)
	 1 of WHBLT of l V
	 firv VII!, 39
PQB (398 3)	 i5OAD (s of)MLKW.(gs oflMjY	 CS489,pI XXXIX P597
PSNCG 62 no 18
'TQB (47 14)
'T'QB (47 17)




s of BWTH. gs of'TQB. ggs of
	
1P35
ZJ3D'TH. (gggs of) 'R's, b of RPBWL
and SRY
I of'QM'. (s of) FZBDrFI-1 (ga ol)	 CIS&24
['TJ6QB




ggf of MQYMW. gf of ZBIY I of	 CIS 4159, p1. XXXIII MFP 192




gf of BWLH'. I of HYRN, (s of)
	
RSP 127 Hassani Starcky. AAS
HWMI	 7 1957)111114 p1 IV 6-Milik,
p 255-257no.30
s of )Y and HOT	 CIS 4287, p1 XLVIII-PS 337
APML 164-165 no 168
'fQB (96 4)
'T'QB (96 8)
1[ B] alias NB(WZBD] 'A011aKaPoo TOO
(149- 1)	 wLKaAoupô'ou
N[couau6ouJ
PQB alias HWR (119 2)
'T'QB RB'
gf of'TQB. f of YDY CI3L, (a of)	 CIS 4616, p1 XLVII-PS II, p1
YDY CBL, (gs of) 'QBY	 IV I
I3My 157 s of YDY'BL gs of PQB. (ggs of)
	
CIS 4616. p1 XLVII P511, p1
YDY'BL (gggs of) BY	 IV 1
ggf of [YWLYSI 'WR[LYSl
	
CIS 4203 MFP 200 no 61
RPII3WLJ, gI of PQB, I of RPBWL
gf OCHWR.I0IPSY'L(s of)ML' RSP 105 p1 VI InvXIJ,17 p1
IV As'ad AAS 18(1968) 132,
p1 111 Boonni,MUSJ46 197
337
RTP233b p1 XIII





'NlYKS TcQBi (149- 4)
'T'QB 2 1494)
T'QB 2 149 4)
'TQB 3
 194)
gf of) KYTWF. (f of) MZI3N' 	 Ingholt. BeryAss 5(1938) 115, p1
XLI S
I of 'NTYKS RPBWL s of RPBWL Ingholt, Berytus 5 (1938) 106-
lO9nol p1 XL1 MFP2O7
no 9
I oI'N'IYKYS RPBWL Ingholt, Berylus 5(1918)1 0
113 no3, p1 XL 2—MFP 207
noll
s of RPBWL patron ofBDSYR' 	 C/S 4172. p1 XXXI MFP 204-
205 no 1
f [of YWLYS] 'WR[LYS] RPIBWL]. C/S 4203 MFP200 no 61
Is ofi RPBWL, gs of 4T'EQB) alias
NBIWZBD]
I o('QYB'. (s of) GDY'	 C/S 4117 p1 XXXVI PS 204
'T'QB 3
 194)	 Apr M) s. of GDY'. gs of 1'QB	 C/S 41 16.-MFP 186 no8
'T'Q8 4 (19 2)	 gf of) MQYMW. (1. ci) GDY'. (s of) CIS 4118, p1 XXXVIII PS 151
[ZIBD' [RIB'
'PQB 4 19 2)	 gf of 'T'QB. f of GDY' 	 C/S 41 16=MFP 186 no 8
	
''Q13 5 (96 3)	 ggf of) YDY'BL (gf 01) 'T'QB f of) C/S 4561, p1 XLVI PS 7 p1 113
YDY'BL, (s ol) QBY	 Ambler. But/nm City An
Museum of SI Louis 45(1961)
83-86
	
PQB 5 96 3)	 ggf o([rYMIIRSW RB',gI o((T CQB. f C1S4562,pI XLVII PS12.pI
of YDY'BL, (s of) 'QBY	 IV 2
	
_7	 I of YDY'BL s of) YDY'BL gs of) C/S 4561, p1 XLVI—PS 7 P1 113
'VQB. (ggs 04)	 rAmbler, BuIleIJn CitYIAYI
Musewpi of St Louis 45 1961
83-86
	
1'QB 6 96 7)	 1 of	 çjjj RB'. s of YI) 'BL	 CIS 4562. p1 XLVII PS 2 p1
P o('T'QB (ggs of) QBY	 IV 2
	





gf of TVB PJ13WL and Y f of	 IP 35
rH,s of ZBIYTH,(gS ofl'R'S
gf o(ZBDBWLI of[ 11-! 	 CI4112 p1 XXVII MFF 184
no2-APML 189no 190
ggf of) t BLTYHN.(gf oflPNY. f C1S4158 pI XXVIII mv !V27
00 MLKW	 Y
ci of ZBDB(W)L	 CIS 4341 p1 XL-PS 349-
PSNCG 68 no 24
hip VIII. 118







f of q'y	 CIS 4526, p1 XLVII-PS 47, p1
XIV 3
f ofTY s of KLBY. gs of LSMS.	 CIS 4527-PS 45, p1 XIV 1
ggs of KWLY	 PSNCG 49 no 7
Starcky,BMB 12 (1955)30 33
no 1, p1 XVII4
Jai. 213 Al) lngholt, Uerytur 2 (1935) 95 96
no 4. p1 XX)UX 2, XL-MFP
208 no 15
200-2SOAD s of NHY	 Ingho4t,MUSJ46 1970-71)
176-178 p1 1 2
f. of 'HP	 Sculptures no 348
'TTN
crr 177 2
f of) BWITN	 PN066
f of'HLYVf s of GRYMY	 C1S4460 p1 LX P554 p1 XVI











f 0('GL (s of) MLY	 C1S 4495 p1 LVITI LX PS 423
PSNCG 96 no 53
(gi of) 'BN', (1 ol) QRBLIWN1	 RSP 59—Asad Taha, MS 15(1965)41 no8
9) 0(QRBLWN	 RSP55—Asad Taha, MS 15
(1965) 40 no 4
5O-150A1) s o(Q[RBJLWN	 RSP58 As'ad Taha. MS 15
(1965)41 no7
I QRBLWN	 RSP61 As'ad Taha, MS 15
(1965) 42 no JO
I of MLKW	 RTP 234 b. p1 XIII
(1 of) GRYMY	 !P84—MIhk,p 164




VIRQLS al as STWRG' 	 llaTp&AOu TOO
20 2)	 'Aaoup
Fn
gf of) YRHY, (1 ci) ZBIYF' 	 C1S 4531, p1 XLVI
(ggf of) PZL gf of) ZBD' (f of) 	 CIS 4595 p4 LXII Eders. AJO
ZBL	 17(1954-56) 192 193 fig Sb
io-oo	 s of ZBD', gs of ZBD' ggs of) PZL 	 C1S 4595 p4 LXII Eders. AfO
17(1954-56)192193 fig Sb
I of '130R. s of LQYSW	 To4morea Ill, 29—MI k, p 74=
InvX p1 VU3
boy	 RSP 154=Gawfikowslu Syria 47
1970) 316-317 no2. p1 XVIII3
441
VnP	 bny	 Tadmorea 11. 22-Mit k. p 61-62
PYL' 19 3)	 f of SM'WN s o(SM'WN. gs at)	 CJS4I6OMFP 193 no35
PYL' 346 1)	 gf at) MLKW (1 ot)MTNY	 mv L'711,32-Milik p81
PLWYN'	 RTP 913 b p1 XLIII Mu k, p
232
PLYN	 RTP858b p1 XLII Milik,p
232 PSNCG 199no 196
'wRLYs PLYNWS	 Abp'4AL[oc	 Ot 251 Al) s of MRY' PLYP WY
	
CIS 3944 p1 X mv III. 16-
•Aa1kavèjs	 Milik p 232,317 Ingholt,PRP,
13G=Gawlikowskj, Syria 62
(1985) 254 no 4
PLNS (493 4)	 iSO Al) s o(WHBLT. gs




gf of 'LKSDRS f of'U(SDRS
	
CIS 3913, CCI 12, p1 IV
fp9 (1287)	 d ofNS'. gs of)HGGW	 C1S4232C,pl XXXV-InvIV
17c
PS' (128 9)	 Ed at] HGEGW]. (gd at) M[L'l
	
CIS 4232 II, p1 XXXV-Inv IV
17 e
p w	 RTP464b,pI XXIV
PSY L	 I at] MLKW	 CIS 4555-4556 p1 XXXVII
LXIII PS 211-PSNCG 94 no 51














PSY'L 2 47 22)
ofHGGW.gs ofML'.(ggs or)
	
C1S4232B p4 XXXV InvIV
WI-IIILT	 17b
I OIHWR.s o("PQB alias HWR.(gs RSP 105 p4 VI lnvX!1 17 p1
of) ML' (1 in law of)'TE*fR	 IV As'ad AAS 18(1968) fl2p1 II Bounni,MUSJ46 197)
337
150-ZOO AD s of SY'WN', gs of WFLBLT 	 RSP 73 As'ad Taha, MS 15
(1965)46 no22
s. of BWLM. gs of MQY	 Sal by DM6 1992) 283 no 46
p1 56 b=ScuJpbAres no 301
gf of EMQYMWI, I of ['GYLW].s of mv Xli 35 p1 IX
TYMY alias H[KYSWI




a. of SkY. gs of RPBWL, ggs. of) 'R'S CIS 4219. p1 XXXTV
PSY'(L) 2 47 )	 I ofMY	 CIS 4220 p4 XXXIV
PSY'L 3 565)	 sof'STWRG gs of'WYD,ggs of	 C1S4199.pl XXVII MFP 199
LSM.S gggs ofL.SMS	 no59
I'SY'L 3 56 5)	 ggf of SGL gf of LSMS. f 0	 CS 4199, p1 XXVII MFP 199
'STWRG	 no59
1DS	 fof	 BS1OpI V2
ggf of) X. (gf of)	 WN, of)	 CIS 4458 b's p1 XXXIX LXIII
HYRN	 PS 38 p1 XII 1—).h k. p 2356
PSNCG50-51 no8
S o(YRHY GiP'. gs of) YRH ggs [ngholt Syria 7 1926 128 140.











Th1NKS 61 23)	 RTP8O6a, p1 XXXIX Mildcp
265
IR'INKS 552 3	 11€pTCi'CKO	 Ii o(' LWQL' (s in law ol) MRQWS 	 CIS 4401, p1 LVI APML 162
YWLYWS MKSMWS 'I1YDS	 no 166
YWLYS [PRYSKWSJ	 'IouA(ou	 242/2AD	 CIS 3932, p1 V IX mv 111,22[HpECuKou]
[PR MW[N] (11 1)	 (ggf of) [M'NY]. (gf of) 'N'IF. (f of)
	
IP 1O=MIliIç p 34
}IDW[DN]
[PRMWN] (11 1)	 4'íP$Ivoc	 [gggf of TMLK,ggf of HDWDN.gf
	
Ingholt Berytus3(1936) 109
of YRHBWL', f of HDWDN}
	 3132-Ingholt,SwthesG.C.
Miles, 1974. p 45, p1 [Ii
PPJ.4\7,TN (11 I)	 •LPIIWPO	 (gggggf ol) YRIIBWL' and 'WY!)',	 C!S3914. p1 V mv IX. 25-
(ggggf of) '(P and HDWDN (gggf of) Milik p 3334
YRHBWL', (ggf of) IIDWDN, (gf of)
ZBDBWL (1 of) HDV [DN]
PRMWN (11. 1)	 (gf of) HDWDN. (1 of) HDWDN
	
Tadnwrea 111,28 c=Milik. p 32
PRN(K) (591 2)	 DC IZS Al) freedman of ISMS bi SMSGRM
	
CIS 3996, p1 XV
	
Apr 147A1) m of HNBL d of TYMRSW. gd of	 RSP24-Bounni AAS 11(1961)
'TZBD w of	 irr tw iv!ixw bc	 146-149 no 1 Bounni Saliby.
DYNYS	 AAS7(1957)2930
[d] 0fTYMRSW,(gd of) TFIZB[D1 RSP29-Bounni,AAS 11 (1961)
153 no 6=Bounni-Saliby, AAS 7
(1957)44 no 3
gf of I I'. I of YPJJEWL'	 RSP 166 p1 IV MFP 190 no 22
gf o(MLKW f oCYDY












SLMY	 gf o HYRN, (f o4) 'TNWRY	 RiP 27 b pill Mi ik p 278
no 35
SLT	 I of'LHS?	 1D25
ggf o HYRN PPLYS 'LYs TYBWL CanUneau, RB 39(1930) 538-539
and i'ixs 'ixs yRpJ3%%rTj(gf of)	 no 8-M!P 195 no45
NS' and MLKW (I ci) TYBWL
Dc 237 *1) d of LSMS lngholt. Belytus 2 1935) 88-89
no9, p1 XXXVIII! MFP213
no 35
u€Sou	 [gf of S'DW I OfBR'TH] (s 01) 	 InvIV, 14-MFP198no55
1Z[T1-fl
[aJ€&oc	 179	 [s. of BRTH. gs of S'DW]. (ggs 04)	 mv IV, 14-MFP 198 no 55
1'[T}fl
SlDY
	 PSNCG 210 no 227 a
S'DY (1813)	 1 of NBWZBD,s of MQYMW.(gs ci) PN043.pl XLV 6=Milik,p 178HYRN
S'DY (40 2)	 (1. of) 'LH[S'] 	 mv VII!, 123 Milik p 28
ggf of NM'YN ML' and SCDY. gf of	 CIS 4172. p1 XXXI MFP
S'DYfo(ML'	 204-205no1
(gf 0 'QM' I o1) DYNYS	 CIS 4287 p1 XLVIII PS 337
APML 164-165 no 168
(gg ci) MQYMW, gf of) 'LHS'. I
	
CIS 4 89 p1 XXXIV PSNCG
of) MQYMW	 1€6no 133 Mthk,p 28
1a6& [1]	 166 136) [S o MQYMW b of LH' and	 C1S 4187 p1 XXX mv IV 2-
'GYLW
ggf	 'Q?v!f gf ofHrn' I of	 C1S4190 p1 XXXIV Milk,p
MQMW	 28
445
sEtS'DY 2 (40 2)
SeDY (72 6) gf oC 1 YWLY' 'WRLY' BTMLKW. f C1S4175=MFP2O6no5
of ZBDBWL
S'DY (72 6) ggf of BTMLKW, gf of ZBDBWL. f CIS 4176
of ZBDBWL
S'DY 2 (40 2
S'DY 2 (402




(gggf of) 'LUS' iw ggf of)	 CIS 4188 p1 xxxiv 1nIt
MQYMW jy ç 'LPS' Meiwiges K Mcha1owskt 1966,
p 47' Mi ik, p 28-PSNCG 166
no 134
gI of MQYMW, TYMS(' and ZBYIYI. CIS 4487 p1 XXX mv IV, 2-
1 of ('Lf-fS' s of 'LI-IS'	 Milik, p 27
(gi of) ZB(YDJ'. f of) 'LI-IS' 	 RTP 775 a, p4 xxxviii Milik,
p 253
(ggf of) 'L}IS, (gf of) MQYMW. (f 	 mv VII!, 127 Milik, p 28
of) 'LHS'
Oil. 160 AJ) s of S'DY gs of MI' b of ML' and
	
C/S 4171 p4 XXXI MFP 205
N'M'YN	 no2
Nov I6OAD s O(SCDY ,
 gs oIML' ggs o(S'DY, b.	 C/S 4472, p4 XXXI MFP 204-
ofN'M'YNandMJJ	 205no1
May 191 ') s of SDY. b of N M'YN and ML'	 CIS 4173, p4 XXXI MFP 205-
206 no 4
9DY (72 6	 ggf ofBTMLKW gf of ZBDBWL f C1S4184
of LI3DBWL
S'DY (72 3	 f of ML' s of Mi]	 Tadrnorea 1! 27 MFP 195
no 47 Sculpflues no 224-226
SeDY 4 (72 3	 1 of ML'. NM'YN and 9DY. s of ML C/S 4171 p4 XXXI MFP 205
oo2
S'DY 4 (723	 1 ofNM'YN,MLandSeDY,s olMi]. C1S4172 pI XXXI MFP2O4-
gso(SeDY	 2O5iioI
SeDY 4 (72 3	 1 of N'M'YN ML' and S'DY	 C/S 4173 p4 XXXI MFP 205-
206 no 4
446
f SI:R (59 14)	 d of H'/YN (gd ci) QWQH	 CIS 4276 p1 LII







(gggf ol) YIY (ggf of) SRYKW, (gf
	
C!S3950 p1 XII mv V 1
ci) HY[RNJ (I ci) 'LYN'
IE4I4EP	 (ggf of) CLYN (gf of) YRI'.J (I of)
	
C/S 3951, p1 VII mv V, 2
['ILY N'
I44€p	 (ggf of) SRYKW (gf ol) HYRN (I
	
C/S 3952, p1 VII mv V 3
of) 'LYN'
I€44Ep	 (gggf ci) HYRN. (ggf of) SRYKW.	 C/S 3953, p1 VU-mv V.4
(gf of)HYRN (1 oI)'LYN'
f o(QWP HIP.s of X [gs of 	 C154198B p1 X)UX
LISMS,ggs of X
I of HDWDN, (s of) 13R'TH 	 C/S 4165=MFP 195 no 44
SF'	 RTP38b p1 HI-Milik,p 284




QBWDIRM 67 13)	 -'	 d of BWRP sis of 1Y	 RSP 5=Abdut Flak, AAS 2 1952)
223 no3 p1 111
QWZ'	 ggf o(FflGW gf of TYMRSW,f of	 Asad Teaxidor, DM2 1985)42
FIGGW	 nol6
QW1 HFP 111 5)	 s of SPRY gs of X,[ggs OILISMS,	 C1S4198B p1 XXIX
gggs o(X
QWPYN 119 1	 gggf dY X. ggf ol) [ TFH. gf of) CS 4488 p1 XLI PS 348-
[MJQYMW, I ci) BWLI?
	
PSNCG 67 no 23
447
QWQ' 593)




QWQH 2 (59 3)
QWQH 2 (59 3)
QWQH (59 13)
gf of) S'YL' f of) HLP'P




1O2AD s of SWN, gs O(QWQH
CIS 4272 i( XLVLLJ
CIS 4273 p1 XLV PS 228
C/S 4274 p1 XXXVIII PS 165
CIS 4275, p1 XLIV PS 200
IS 4276, p1 LII








d. of SLWQ	 CIS 4048 p1 XXIV-Milik, p 67
(gf of) ZBDY, (I of) ZI3DNBW	 C/S 3983 p1 XVI mv / 4-BS
13.pl VI
2RdC.P.D gf oIYRHY,f of BWLH'
	
seen on the market
gggf oIWHBLT ggf OUV!FNY,gf of BS6O,p1 Xvii 2_Pabnyre Vi,
GDRSW,1 of MTNY,s of
	
17
1I<D R>TY gs of YD' 'BL RB'
I olMINY, s of) BR'TY p	 RSP 43_(3awl kowskj Syria 47
(197 313 316 no 1. p1 XVIII
1 2 Pabnyre VI,97
ggf	 ZBDLH, (51 01) BRYKY (1
	 BS 37. p1 Xl 1
o4) NWRBL
ggf of) ZBIYI'H, TYM' and 'T'QB.
	
mv VIII 63-Canhneau, RB 39
gf of) TYMS'. (I of) Z131)TH
	
(1930 542543 no I I
448











QLIS11 ' (383 1)
QLSP 1 (475 2)
s of SRYK[W1. (gs 01) YRIIY	 Safar, Sumer2O(1964) 15 no 3,
p113 Mthk,p 258
of SRYKW	 Safar, Surner 20(1964)17 no 6,
p1116
200-2)3 Al) s of z& and MZ13w, gs of czyzw RSP 40 p1 11 Bounni US 11
andBRYKY.ggs ofZBJYandMQYN 1961) 158159no 17 Bounm
Saliby AAS 7(l957)50no23
Sculptures no 335
I of TI(BERIUS) CLAUDRTS 	 C1S3903 p1 I
ALYPUS h of 1 CLAUDIA HEIPIS
f of MN s of'LHBL
	
lngholt, Berytus 5(1938) 95-101
no2.pI XXXIV2—MFP2I4
no36
gf of MLKW. f	 RTP 661 a. p1 XXXII=MItik, p
278 no 44
200-250A1) s ofJyf[N] alias MRQL'	 CIS 4565 pI XLIII PS 269
QLSP' (475 2)	 1 of TYM'. s of SLMN MJQL', b of	 C/S 4566, p1 XLffl—PS 295
NRQ(Y)S
(L)WQYS 'NTVTNYS	 A. 'AVTUVLu	 Au.I74AD	 !iivX 1l3,pI fl15=Seyng,
QLSIRTS	 KaAAtOTPUTh	 Syria 22(1941)264-266 no.25,
L(ucius) Antonius
Callisatus
QLQYS (596 1)	 AD freedman 01 QY SR	 CIS 3913, cot 1162, p1 IV
IS 3962 p1 XIII mv X 17 p1
11 6 and V 3-_Seyng, Syria 22
194[) 236-237 rio 6—Mitik, p
245
Celesticus
(ggf 01) W1-II3LT, (gf ol) ZBYD', (1 	 Aggoila, Scm ii a 27 197/)
of)WH1ILT	 117 122, p1 XIV
b oISLMN.TYM'andSDW	 PNO 14 pt XXIV 3
QML' 467 2)
	 f oIBGSW, s ol]SD
	




Kcwotavoll	 f oIYWLYS WRLYS SLIvP,s of
	
CIS 3943 p1 XI mv III 6
NY
QSYN (393 2)	 f (SLM'	 Tadmoreal 5
[QSYNJ' (267 3)
	
Ka[aat]a	 br	 s of ZBYIY.(gs of)'PYN	 CIS 4003 p1 XXIV
QSM' (50- 1)	 (ggf at) BWR1, [ J'M and 'GYLW.	 RSP I Abdul Flak, AAS 2(1952)
(gf at) 'GYLW, (f at) BWRP	 199
QSPRYNS	 114011141	 RTP 785 a, p1 XXXVIH=Mitik,
.40	 p247no19
EQSPRYNS	 KaoircptuvoU	 140/141 Al) Es of ZBYIY]	 Seyng, Syria 20(1939)320 no 24
—Milik,p. 247no 19






QRBLWN 100 1)	 f of	 RSP 55=As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 40 no 4
EQRBJLWN 100-3	 I of BYRN	 RSP 60—As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)41 no9
f o('GYLW, (s. of) CGYLW. b of	 RSP95=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
MLKW, u O(GYLW	 (1968) 100 no 22=Sculpiures
no.215
50-150 Al) s. of MLKW, (gs of) 'GYLW, b. of	 RSP 99, p1 IV—As'ad-Taha,
ypJw	 AAS 18(1968)101 no 26=
Sculpwres no 214
50-150 Al) s of MLKW, gs af'GYLW	 RSP 101 a=As'ad Taha, AAS 18
(1968)102105 no 28=
Sculpuwes no- 188 193
I of 'ITN	 RSP 58 Asad-Taha, AAS 15
(1965)41 no7
Az A)	 CJS 3913 cal II 121 p1 IV
450
ORBUWN1' (1003)	 f oI"f3N',(s of)'TTIN1	 RSP59—As'adTaha,AASI5
(1965)41 no8
QRBLWN (100 3)
	 s of tTTN	 RSP61 As'ad Taha, AAS 15
(1965)42 no 10
QRBLWN (100 3)
	 f 0ff MRP	 RSP 62 Asad Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 42 no 11
QRD' (70-7)	 f. of HYRN. (h of) BTMLKW	 CIS 4413, p1 LXIII PS 462
QRD" (70-7)	 f of HYRN	 CIS 4415, p1 LVII
QRJY' (70-7)	 f o1BT'	 CIS 4416, p1. XLVIII—PS481
QRD' (70 1)	 (ggf of) TYBWL (gf. of) YDY'Y, (f.	 SMC 298 299 no 238
of) TYBWL
QRD' (70- 13)	 1 of HYRN. s. of YDY	 CIS 4414, p1 LVII=PS 268
[OJRYN (118 8)	 2511252 Al) s of HYRN. gs of YRHBWL', Eggs. of 	 RSP 122—Hassani Starcky. AAS
LSIMS (gggs of) QRYN	 7(1957)97
QRYN (118 1)	 (gggf o [QIRYN. ggf of) HYRN,	 RSP 122—I-Iassani Starcky, AAS
(gf of) YRHBWL', (1 of) ELSIMS	 7(195'7)97
QRYN (93 12)	 (s of)'G'	 PNO7b p1 XXIII 1
Q[RYINW	 (s of) NBWZBD	 RTP 818 b p1 XL
QRYNW	 s of NBWZBD	 RW749b p1 XXXVI
















• Point AA(ou	 242)243 AD
Kpiow€(vou
f of LSMS s of )flJ	 RSP 121 Hassani Starcky, MS
7(1957)96 p1 1114
gf of)QRYNW (1 OIMMIL
	
BS27,pl V1115
CIS 3932 p1 V IX mv III, 22
f MQYMW	 Thy VIII 34
(gf of) STWRGandSMcWN,(f of)	 BSI6.pI V4
ZBYIY
(gf of) [MILKW. (f of) HLKS
	
Tadmorea 1. 12 A
RTP78apI V
RJP9I b p1 V
RTP 142 b p1 VIII
gf of) TYMRSW. (f of) SLMN
	
RTP94 b p1 VI APML 100
no46
(gI of) CGYLW. (f of) BWRP	 RTP 60 b p1 IV





ggf of) M'NY gf ci) MLKW RB'.
	
CS 3989 p1 XIX mv VI 9-

















s of HYRN	 Levi Della Vida, Mélanges R
1)ussaud 111939 p 883-886=
duMesnild llwsson Syria 23
(1942-43) 133 134—Star ky
Gawlikowski, Palmyre, 142 no(e
11 Mi Lo43
f of HBT' and WJT s of YRHY. gs CIS 4022, p1 XXJI+PNO 73 p1
of) Yff b of((33	 XXVIII 3 Milik, p 263
l AD s of YM[U(W1	 As'ad Teixidor Syria 62(1985)
277 no7, fig 7
(1 of) 'B'	 Bn uel-Chatonnet, Syria 67(1990) 183 187 fig 1 2
s of TYM' (gs of) BRYKY	 Safar, Swner 20(1964)18 no 8,
s oPWYIY, gs of YD'Y	 Tadmorea 1,5
f ofBR< 'andBWRI s of BR"	 CIS4163 p1 XXXIII mv VIII,
61+1adnorea 111,39
fofWHBLT	 PNO7Op1.XLII6
boy	 R71'276b,pl XV.Mlik.p 73
R77'372b p1 XIX
(s of) ZBYD'	 RIP 745 b, p1 XXXVI
RTP9O1b,pl XLIII
R7P9IIb.pl XLIII








Pmau.A&	 [ggf of TYMS' gf of TYMS'. I of	 mv VII 3—MFP 189 190 no 20
ZBDBWL]
gI of) 'f1'}P and DYNYS, I of) NS' Sculph4res no 320
pf OI'ZYZW I of'D'	 Tadmoreal 8—MFP2O6no7












}'L 2 12 13)






(s 01) YRHY, (gs of) Y'T h. of 	 C/S 4326 p1 XLII. LII1—PS 483
['HBJT' brt GYLW SLMWY
I. oV'BRNYQ, (f-in law of) MLKW	 Sahby DM6(1992)280no37,
p1 54 a, 58 c=Sculpiures no 368
gf of HYRN, I o(BWN' s of BWN',	 Rodinson Syria 27 1950) 137
gs oU'TNTN ggs of TYMY	 142, fig I Milik p 72=
Palmyre VI, fig 12
gf of HYRN, I of BWN' s of BWN,	 mv JX 20=Milik, p 72
gs o(TNTN alias BRS'T
ggl of [BWN' and SB']. gf of EHYRN]. Tadnwrea I 7 A Ml& p 227
f ofBWN' Es oIBWN']	 Pabnyre VI,44
134/135 At) s of BY RN. (gs of) BGSW	 CIS 3968 p1 XJV mv VI, 6-
Milik, p 7-8--RSP 157
I of 'TY. s of HYRN. gs 01) BG[Swj CIS 4455 p1 LXIII Mi k, p 247
RB'N
	
















(gf OUTYMW (1 OO CGYLW	 C1S3980=Milik,p 119-
Palmyre VI, 50, fig 7
(soOHYNY	 R7PI83bpIX
(gf of) ')1 (1 ol) RMY	 CIS 4371 p1 LV PS 118
f of S W	 Salar, Swner 20(1964)20 no 12.
p1 In
S ol'[NJBWZ' gs of N, b of NE J	 CIS 4015 p1 XXII
1. of SRYKW	 CIS 3908. p1 II
Ruhatis
s o(BL'Q13, (h ol) MQY	 CIS 4353 A-B p1 LV —PS 70
freedwoman and wife of BR'T'
	
CIS 3901. p1 I
Regina
LO(HRMSYN'	 C1S4016,pI XXIV
d of MQY	 CJS 4080, p1 XXVI
Juiy IAD freedman of' '?ffSLMN fr1wcxnan	 Inghoft. Be7c 2(1935)91 93
ofL bi1ZBYD'	 no2. p1 XXXIX 2, XL—MFP207 208 no 12
f o(YWLYS WRLYS G' Ingholt.Berylur2 1935) 100-
101 no9.pI XLI 2_MFP2IO
no2O
f O('(]'	 Ingholt.Berytus2 1935) I I
lO2nolO,pl XLII MFP2IO
no2l
w of 'i RHY hr GYN'
	























C!S4376 p1 LV PS359-
APML 208 no 206
Oa 213	 s of SRWN. (gs of) BLY, b of BS'
	
Ingholl. BerynLl 2 1935)9798
no 6 p1 XXXIX 2, XL—MFP
208 no 16
(1)381139 S of ZBDLH, gs of BWLH	 CIS 4257 p1 XXXV! PS 6, p1
H 2—CSIA 106-107 no 82
ggf of YDY, gf of MQYMW, f of	 IP 37
YDY, g of HJJ
d.ofNBY,gd of B'LY.ggd of	 Ingholt,MUSJ46(1970-71) 190
DYWN
f of '0', s.of'G'	 Sculptures no312
S of K'B[. 1. (gs of) NWRBL	 mv VIII, 36
ggf of) TYMRSW and MLK'L gf of) CIS 4372 A-C, p1 LV PS 98
ZBDBWL (1 ci) MLK'L
s of TYMN.gs of ZF3'
	
mv VIII 23
I of 1 'GB.s O(TYMN	 Sculptures no 272
fofW}-fBY,(f-inlawof)'HG'	 mv VIII 138
fof']1Y sof)RBWFY	 C1S4371.pI LV P5118
456
I oIWIIBLT,s of RIL
50-ISOAD f of NM,soIRPL
I of L.SMS (s of) RPL
I of RPBWL (s oI)Y
C1S4600 p1 LXIII PS 109-
Ingholt. Bei-ytus 5(1938) p1
XLII 3























f of 'WRLYS FLYNWS	 CJS 3944 p1 X—Inv III, 16=
Mi ik,p 232.317—Ingholt, PAP,
130—Gawl kowski, Syria 62
(1985) 254 no4
gf of YRHY. I o(LSMS	 11w! SBS 1 B.pl 113 AS 1
A. p1 11. 4
gfofYRRY.f oILSMS	 BS2AE,pI 15
(ggf of) [MI' alias 3GRFbI. (gf of)	 CIS 3959 pI IX Mv! 2—AS 44
YRHY. (I o4) L[SMSJ	 A 13. p1 XII 4-5rrMi1ik. p 10-11
Jiiie73 AD S of 01) gs ofTYMY. (b of MLKW) AS 24 p1 VII 3-4
50-l5oAD d oIMQYMW	 CS4572 p1 LXIII PS 373—
APPAL 224) no 216
d.o(YMIIL'],w oIHIRYbrYRHY	 C1S4485

















d of'GYLW.gd of YRHI3WL' 	 Chabo(,JA 12(1918)281 no5
'35-I5° d of MQYMW.(gd of)"WYD C/S 4320 p1 XXXVII ps 379-
PSNCG 86 no 44, Ingholt, AA 3
(1932) 10, fig 4
(ggf ol) 'P. (gf of) ZBYIY. (f of) 	 CIS 40101nv Xl, 23 p1 Xffl
T'Y
Es of) X	 CIS 4080, p1 XXVI
2151216AD s. of NS'. (gs of) fT1Y[M)'
	
C/S 3908 his, p1 II
(ggf of) ZBDBWL and MQYMW. (gf C/S 3981, p1 XVffl, XIX
of) GLP, (F of) MQYMW
gf of WHBUI'. f of RMY C/S 4600. p1 LXIII—PS 109
Ingholt. Berytus 5(1938). p1.
XUI 3
(gf. of) LSMS, (1. of) p, y	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938) 117, p1
XIII 2




sof TWP. (gs of) ZBDBL	 Starcky Syria 26(1949) 3638
no 2-APML 144-145 no 153
s of TPN
	 Starcky, Syria 26(1949)38 no 3
—APML 144-145 no 153
[gf. ofl NS'. [f of NJS'	 C/S 4059




RPB[W]L	 (s. of) BL}TZY	 Ru' 887 b p1 XLII
RPBWL	 Mrcb	 s Of PQB	 1ngholt Stuthes C G. Miles. 1974,Ar	 p50,pIIVl
RPBWL	 gf of YWLY' 'WRLY' 'QM',	 Ingholt, Studies C.G Miles 1974,
YWLY' 'WRLY' BTRPBWLand 	 P SO,PI IV 2
YWLY' 'WRLY' BT'T B, I of
WRDN
RPBWL	 (s ci) YRHY	 RTh' 779 a, p1 XXXVII! MIIIk.
p 279 no5O=PSNCG 194 no 186
R1'BWL	 I of W'L'	 RSP 56 p1 H—As'ad-Taha. AAS
15 (1965) 40 no 5
RPBWL	 mv Xi, 71, p1 VIII
RPBWL	 of 'HWD	 lflt' Xi, 98. p1 XI
RPBWL
	
RTP 505 a, p1 XXV
RPBWL (154 2)	 (gf of) MZBN', (f. of) YRHBWL', (s. 	 PS 210
of) BGDN
RPBWL 204 2)	 gf of 'GYLW, f of MQYMW. s of	 iin Viii, 179
NSRLT
RPBWL (47 15)	 s Of BRTII, gs of PQB ggs of 	 1P35
ZBD'T}i, (gggs of) 'R'S, b of (TCQB
and SRY
RPBWL (47 27)	 8 of RSFQ', (gs 01) Y	 C/S 43 79
RPBWL (483 2)	 f of HYR'. (s of) TYBWL	 Starcky Delavaull. Seminca 24(1974)72 73 no5.pl I
['BWL,] 537 3	 ?€4xf[Aok	 Es of BORN gs of ZB[YTHI	 liw Viii 80
459
of MLKW
(gf of) WH13LT, (f of) MIKW	 RiP 765 ab p1 XXXVII Milik,
p. 279 no 55





'NlYKS RPBWL' (149-6) s of N1YKS 'TCQB. gs of RPBWL Ingholt. Beryrus 5(1938 106-
lO9nol p1 XLI MFP2O7
no 9
'NlYKYS RPBWL (149-	 s oI <T'QB.patronof'WRLYS WRDN Ingholt,Berytus5(1938) 110
6)	 113 no 3 p1 XL 2—MFP 207
noll
[YWLYS] 'WRILYS] 	 [1ouAi-oJ	 J 218 AD s [ofl T'QB. [gs 011 RPBWL. ggs of	 CIS 4203 MFP 200 no 61
RPIBWLJ' (149 6)	 AupiAtoc	 'T'[Q13 alias NBIWZHDIP€,aiAo
RPI3WL 2 (149-2)	 gf of 'NlYKS RPBWL I of'NTYKS	 Ingholt, Berytus 5(1938)106-
109 no 1. p4 XL 1—MFP2CI7
PPI3WL 2 (149 2)	 1 of T'QB	 CIS 4172. p1 XXXI MFP 204-
205 no 1
RPBWL 2 (149 2)	 Pe4z1Aou	 I gf. o(YWLYS} 'WRILYS] RF(BWLJ. C1S4203—MFP200no6I
[f of) 'T'QB. s- of'T'[QB] alias
NB[WZBD]
RPBWL 3 (47- 8)	 gI. of PSY'L. f. of SRY. (s 01) 'R'S	 CIS 4219 p1 XXXIV









of [YJRHBWI] and MIIRD[11
	 APML14 no 157
(ggf of) YWLYS 'WRLYS G' alias 	 CIS 3934. p1 X liiv JII 14
SLWQWS. (gf o4) 'ZYZW, (I ol)
'zYzW

















ggf O BWL gf of'ZYZW,f of
	
CIS 3976 p1 XIX
of N]WR3L gs of 'QMT	 mY Xl, 92 p XI Mu k. PlO2
S 01 ILVI", (gs of QWQH	 CIS 4272, p1 XLV1 U
gf 0 'HPLY (f of) HYRN. (s ol)	 CIS 3927 p V Mi ik, p 73 p1 I
IIYRN (gs oflBWrP S[']T	 3 PoI,nyre VISl,fig S
68/69 A) S of HYRN) gs of] BW'P. fggs of]	 Tadmorea 1,7 A MjUk. p 227
RB'L [gggs	 [b BW]	 Palmyre VI, 44
d of'TTN, (gd of) BRP	 mv VII!, 107
°' "d of MQYMW, gd. of HRSW, sis of
	
Caimneau, RB 39(1930) 539 540
LSMSW	 no9—MFP 194 no4l
-° d of MQYMW. gd of)"WYD	 CIS 4321, p1 Lfl P5338=Afl	 APML 163 no 167
130 Al) d of TM'. gd. of ZBYDE'I 	 CIS 4382 p1 XLV LVHPS 378
—Wartke, PB 31 ( 991)89 no 2.




f of YRHBWL'	 RiP 15 b p1 Ml k, p 248-249
no22_PSN G171 l72no 138
(s 01) YRHBWL'. gs of) MQYMW. 	 RiP 188 b p1 xi Mi k, p 249
(ggs ci) TYMRSW
i of pjwij	 R11'22b p1 II MiIik,p 248249 no 22
461
SBY 13 11)








I of X, s of BISWRY CIS 4127 A p1 XXVI mv VII!.
161 b=Gaw kowsb Beryus 19
(197083 g14
Apr M) s of BLSWRY gs of HYRN. ggs of
	
C!S4124-hn' IV 3 MEP 189
E3ISWRY, gggs O(GDRSW alias l3'
	
no 18-Milik, p 87
b of NBWZI3D, 1'YIMY and NBWL']










gf of 'LYS' and B'LTG' f of BWN' s c/s 4 29 B. p1 XXXVII Mi k.
ofBLSWR,gsofHYRN	 P87
gfofSBY.SBYand3Y.f of	 C!S4125.pI XXVI mv VII!,
BLSWRY.s o(BLSWRY	 160
a of BLSWRY.gs of HYRN.ggs of 	 Milik p86
BLcWRY, (gggs ci) GDRSW. (b of)
NBWZBD and NBWL'
s of[BLSWRY.gs ol]HYRN.ggs of	 Gawlkowski.Berylusl9(1970)
[BLSWRYI. (b. of) IIYRN	 fig 12
a of BLSWRY, gs of SBY. ggs of 	 C!S4125, p1 XXVI mv VIII.
DLSWRYboISBYandSBY	 160
s of BLSWRY. gs of SBY. ggs of	 C!S4125 pl XXVI m y Vi!.
BLSWRY, b ci SBY and SaY	 160
a of BLSWRY. gs of SBY ggs of	 C!S 4125 p XXVI Thy VI!!,
BLWRY.b c(SBY and SHY
(gf of) [YWLYS 'WRLYS	 I,w IX, 30
[NBWMYJ (gI ci) FFYMSMIS (f ci)
BWN
f of MELT	 Gaw1 kowski Syria 47 ( 970)
319 no4 pt XIX3-4
tSaTY
	











SBTY (182 4	 d of'NNY,gd of MQYMW (ggd 01) 11w VIII, 15=Milik p 67
SG' 2602)	 [f of]ZBYD' (s ofl'KLB	 InvX!,28.pl IV
SO' 470 1)	 (gf ot) 1 'QMT. (1 of) YRHY	 CIS 4574 p1 LXI PS 346
1 SGL	 Pabnyre VIII 121 no23 p1 C
229
'SQL	 150-200	 d of BWRP	 CIS 4547, p1 LXI PS 424
'SOL	 150-200A0 d of YDY	 C1S4585,pl LXIII PS431
dofHB'	 CIS4548pILX
d of [MQY]MW. gd of YRHBWL,	 CIS 4058, p1 XXVI Milik, p
ggd. of [GML')	 181 182
d of (YY. gd of SLMN. ggd of	 CIS 4149 p1 XXVIII-.Inv IV. 27
TYM.R[SWI RB' w o(W}-IBIT hr	 q
M'NY
Oi7OAI) d. o(T1'N. gd of) MLY	 CIS 4495 p1 LVIII, LX PS 423
PSNCG 96 no 53
5°-'5°	 d of []TNWRY gd of MQYMW	 CIS 4345, p1 Ull-PS 341
ch193 d ofLSMS gd of STWR(?,ggd of	 C1S4199 p1 XXVII MFP 199
PSY'L
d oITYMRSW,sis of'MRTy	C1S4554A13.LX PS48,p1
XIV 4
d of ZBYEP atron of '{)4N	 Ingholt, Beryfttc 2 1935) 91 93
no 2, p XXXIX 2, XL-MFP
207 208 no 12
463
SGL (6051)	 75I176 AD freedwoman ci YRHY	 mv VII!, 114
SGL (62 13)
1 SGL (63 36)
SGL (63 43)
SGL (63- 46)
130-1SOAJ) (d of) WHBLT (gd of)' 'YLMY. ggd Ingholt, Syna 11(1930)242. p1
of) BLHZY	 XL 1
d of 'LJ-IBL. gd of WHI3LT w of
	
CIS 4155, p1 XXVIII Inv IV, 27
WHBLT br MLKW bi WIIBLT	 w
i of SKY[Y]. gd. of WHBLT. w of	 C/S 4148, p1 XXVIII mv IV 27
BL['QB] br 'LHBL bc WHBLT	 P
d of MLKW, gd of WHBLT ggd of
	 C/S 4156. p1 XXVIII-Inv IV, 27
M'NY	 X
(1 of) MQYMW	 RTP82b,pl V M]Jik,p Ill.
150
mv XI, 26, p1 II
	3RY (471: 1)	 (gf. of) YRHY. (1. of) NWRBL
	 C/S 3994 A-C, p1 XVII
	
SGRY (472 1)	 gf of'TMH,f.ofMQYMW	 mv VIJI,3
SDD' (122. 1)	 gggf o(ZI3tYf}L ggf of HDYDW, gf
	
Safar, Sumer 20 (1964) 2(1 no 12,
of [ZBDJffJ-J f. of ypjy	 p1 III
SDY (90 16)	 fof'T'QB,hof 3TbrtBWLH'
	
ClS4287,pl XLVII1 P5337-
'TNTN 'HYTWR	 APML 164-165 no 168
SHYMW (481 1)	 gf ofMf,f o SHYMW
	 Tadmoreal,8-MFP2O6no7
SHYMW 481 2)	 f oV SUvff , s of SHYMW	 Tadmorea 1, 8-MFP 206 no 7
















J RW (373 2)
]RW (564 3)
J RY
ou6aCou	 f of MIWK'	 ID 12_Rep 1.62




€oupa	 (gggf of) 'GYLW. (ggf	 MQY. (gf	 Jiw X, 44 p1 V 2 (PaIm)ringholt,
01) 'GYLW, (f of) [}IGGWJ	 Syna 13(1932)289 fig 2(Greek) Milik, p1 111
(gf f)'X, (f of) [YR}HBWL'	 mv WI!. 115=Milik, P 25
(gI of) TYMRSW and HGGW, (f of)
	
Safar. Swner 20(1964) 18 no 8.
TYM'	 P1 11
s.of YRHY 'DPWS. h of SLWM bi	 As'adGawlikowski, MAS36
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(1942-43)80 p1 V
P4( 118 AD f of BWRP and MLKW s of BWRP'. Cantineau RB 39(1930)537 538
gs O('GYLW, (ggs of) ?vfIN 	 flo.7 MFP 193 0037
(f. of) WHBLT	 RTP 724 a, p4 XXXV=Mihk p.
231 232 no.10
(1. of) WHBLT	 APML 105 no.62
SM'[WN] 2	 (f. of) WHBLT	 RTP 696 b, p4 XXXffl=Milik, p.
233 0012




	 boy	 RI'P 128 b, p1 Vii MI k, p 118
[SM'JWN 4 (69-3)	 If of) 'BIYHNJ. S of'BYHN. gs of	 CIS 4162, p1 XXXIII hrv VII, 1
NWRBL	 A—Cantrneau RB 39(1930) 525
52700 2—MFP 193 noL36
	
693)	 (ggf o(?J YWLYS 'WRLYS 'BYH!'	 IiW WI I B=CaIltIne2lu RB 39




4 %,%rN 5 89-4)	 J'k191 AD S of B', gs of HNYN	 CIS 4174—MFP 205 n03
483
I of BrTl'
s of'B', (gs of) 'BRM'
sof'B'







RTI'585 a, p1 XXIX
RTP7O6b,pl XXXIV
C!S4218 p1 XXVEI MFP2I9
no3=APML 188 no 189
CJS 4540 p1 LXII Wartke, WZ
31 (1982) 338. fig l96andFB
31 (1991) 94no 14, fig 15
RSP 53=As'ad-Taha, AAS 15
(1965) 39 no 2
mv VIII. 202
vftWN S (89 4)
SMWN 5 (89 4)
















Cantineau, Syria 12(1931) 139
nol8.IIg 18
I of ZB[D]LH. (s ol) 'YS'
	
Iiiv X. 39 p1 II 5=IP 6
gi of 'LHS' I of TYMS'. s ci)
	
CIS 4191 p1 XXXIV PS 147
[HIBZY	 Mihk.p28
f off MF and HYRN. (Ii. ci)
	
CIS 4507, p1 LXI. LXII PS 46.
p1 XIV2
484
1SG1M (591 I)	 f of LSMS	 C1S39% p1 XV
vfSGJM
1SG1M'
SMSGRM 2 (51 4
SEMSGRMI 2 (51 4	 I[a.i$rtyeplapou
[SMSGRM} 3 (51 1)
SMSGRM 3 (51. 1	 [Iaii€p]aiiou
SMSY
s of NWRBL, (gs cO GYNWS	 RiP 381 b p1 XX Milik p 279
no 54_PSNCG 180 no 155
s of NWRBL	 RTP 767 a, p1 XXXVII Milik. p
279 no 54
f of TM' s of MLKW. gs of NSWM CIS 4508 p1 LXI, LXII P5376
f of BWRP s o(MLKW gs of 	 As'ad Te xidor Syria 62 (1985)
SMSGRM	 274 no4 fig 4—AAS32 (1982)
91no4,Ig 4
[ggf of NSWM. gf of MLKW, f of	 Gawlikowski, Melanges P.
NSWM]	 Coilart, 1976. p 200. fig. 4
ggf of BWRP. gf of S[MSGRM]. I of As'ad-Te xidor, Syria 62(1985)
MLKW	 274 no 4 fig 4—AAS 32(1982)
91 no 4, fig. 4












2&zGaw kowski, Syria 48
(l971)4L3-414,pI XXIII
2—Milik p 2 0-277 Aggoula.
Sennhca32(1982 111 16
Macb 272 s of 1'QB gs	 1P31=Cantrneau Syria 12
1931)1 7no2, fig 2—/nv IX,
28—Gawl kowski, Syria 48
1971)4 3-414 p1 XXIII
2—Mi ik. p 270-277 Aggoula,
Senuaca32 1982)111 116
(gf ol) MLKW, (f of) MLKW	 Vv uthnow Studien E Lstbnann
1935 p 64 p1 65
230-250 AD s of NWRBL, gs O(TYK'. b oV 'QM' PSNCG 16-117 no 73














SDW 367 2	 ouou
[gf of] BGSW [f of] QML'	 Starcky ARNA, 161 162 no 1 p1
fof14S(fiflIwof)MT	 CIS4478ABpILXJI
I of ZBY	 Ingholt, Syria 7 1926) 1.-l41,
p3 XXXIV Mi ik, p 261 262
n031
50150M) s of RMY,(gs OORBWTY
	 C1S4371,pl LV PS 118
1O25OAJ) d of fCLYT CIS 4500 p3 LIX LXII PS 436
Sla7cky Syria 61(1984)43-44.
fig 6_AP,fL 182 no 183
v in s O(ZI3DBWL gs of MQYMW	 C!S4261, pI LI
3No, in s of ZI3DBWL, gs of MQYMW




	 Safar Swner 20(1964)20 no 12
p3 III
b of MN. QML' and TYM'
	
PNO 14 p3 XXIV 3
bny	 RIP 341 a, p3 XVIII Mi k, p
117
p1 XXV
(gggf oi)YRIJY, ggf O1)HLYPY. gf C1S3902,pl I
of) YRHY, (f of) LSMS
f of YWLYS W(R LYS NB[W]ZBD. CIS 3939, p3 XI mv III 0
(s o4)HYR'
486
StDW (3672)	 (f of) HYR	 RTP550ab p1 XXVII
SVW (372 3)
	
Sept 240 s of MLKW gs of) HSS 	 C!S4038 p1 XXIII Mi ik p 39
SDW (533 2)
	 f of MLKW (s o4) ZBIY	 BS73 p1 XVJII5
[S'DWJ (39 19,42 9)	 oubou	 [s OPLHBL gs of BRT' h of BTY	 Asad-Gawlikowski AAAS36
bit MQYMW br MLKW br 'NNW] 	 (1986) 165 no 2
[DW1' (42 9)	 Iou8o [uJ	 [f of MLKW s of 'LHBL gs. of BRT') As'ad-Gawlikow'ki. AAAS 36
(1986) 164 no I
S'DW' (42 9)	 Sept 201 g of 'LHBL (gs of) ML[KWI. (ggs. of) Asad-GawIikowski, AAAS 36
BRT'	 --	 (1986)165no3
f of MUCW, s of 'LI-JBL (gs. of) BRP As'ad-Gawlikowski, AAAS 36
(1986) 165 no4
SD[W] 2 (232 2)	 (&x )ov	 gf of S'DW. I of [BLIYD'. (s of)	 Mouterde Poidebard. Syria 12
TYMSMS	 (1931) 101 115, p1 XXVI(Greek)+Milik p 13 14 (Palm)
S'DW 2
 (232 2)	 [X]oabou	 gi. of SDW. I of BLYD'. s of	 Gawlikowski, Berytar 19(1970)
TYMSMS	 65-67 noi. fig. 1
[S'DWI 2 232 2)	 0Q6oU	 [gf of S'DW. f of BLYD')	 BS 45 A B p1 Xffl I 3—Dunant,
MH 13 (1956) 216-225
S'DW 2 (232 2)
	 fo(ZBYJY (s oOTYMSMS	 CJS3919.pI VI InvIX,19=
Milik,p 228-229
[SD]W3 232 5)	 [ 6abov	 s of BL[YD']
	
!v K 56
SDW 3 (2325)	 Iozbou	 MthI47 s ofBLYIY gs of'DW ggs of	 Ga1kowski BeJ'ytzLsl9 1970)
S'DW' (42 9)
[S'DW] 232 5)
TYMVLS	 - -	 65-67 no 1 Fig 1
&i6ov	 Pe 132 [s ofBLYIY.gs ofS'DWI	 BS4 A B p1 Xffl I 3—Dunant,
MH 13 (1956) 216-225
487
S'DW 3 (232 5)
	
o]cIbou	 s of [BL1YD'. gs of SDjWJ, (ggs of)
	
Mouterde Poidebard Syria 12
TYMSMS	 (1931)101 115 p1 XXVI(Greek)-i-Miik,p 1314(Palrn)
SDW' (85 13)	 0 127*1) s O(TYM gs of LSMSY ggs o(G'	 CIS 3920 p1 VI mv IX,32-
gggs of YDYBL	 P 267
S'DW 4 (85 13)	 [6c6oJ	 s of TYM gs of LSMSY	 C1S39C4.pl I Mthk,p 266
SCDY	 f of MQYMW	 Starcky. BMB 12 (1955)33 34
no2, p1. XVII3
SDY	 s Of TYM'	 mv VI!! 45
	S'DY	 of [f 'IMBw, (1. in law of) TYM' 	 mv VIII, 149?vhlik, p 325
	
DY	 RTP 197 b, p1 X1—MIik, p 4950
S'DY
	 boy	 RTP334 a, p1 XVUI
[S]'DY	 RTP 533 a, p1 XXVH
SDY (420- 2)	 f of MQY. s of MQY	 mv VIII, 137
DY (468 1)	 (gf of) MLKW, (f of) MLKW	 CIS 4370, p1 LV
SDY 86 10)	 s of HNYN' gs of) HNYN, (ggs of) 	 InghoIt, Beryfts 2 1935) 81-82
YRQ	 no4Ag
SDY (86 16	 s Of'BSY gs of HNYN', ggs of) YRQ Ingholt, Reiytiu 2(1935)82 no 4





Iaaai	 f of'RWN and ['GYLWJ. s of 	 C/S 4120 p1 XXVI mv VIII 75
[NWRBLJ (gs oO['IQML	 A 13+/nv VIII 67 Mi k,P 34-305 MFP187no1I
f of 'RWN and ('GYLWJ, a of	 Tadmorea 111,38-Mi k, p 305
[NWRBLJ (gs o1) 'QML
I of HIYR]N
	





mv IX 5=Fierna, Basor 263
(1986) 81-83. fig I
ggf of S'DLT, gf of 'L3YDW MYTY	 CIS 3973
and 'BDW, I of 'NMW
s of'BYDW gs of'NMW, ggs of 	 CIS 3973
S'DLT. n of M'YTY and 'I3DW






boy	 BS 25, p1 VIII 3-4=Tadmorea
11, 21=Milik, p. 59-60
Jimel88AD a of BLY	 Ingholt,Beiylus2(1935)95 96
no 4, p1 XXXIX 2. XL=MFP
208 no 14
f of BS' and RYSQ', (a 01) BLY
	
Ingholt Berytus 2(1935)9798
no 6. p1 XXXIX 2. XL-MFP
208 no 16
(gf of)'MW,(f of)BS'	 Ingholt,Berytus2(1935) 102
104no11,pl XUIL MFP21O
no 22
(gf of)'MW.(f oflBS'	 Ingholt,Berytus2(1935) 104-
106 no 12, p1 XLII 2-MFP 210
no23
Rep. VII, 282 no9l3a
R' 469- 1	 gf o(YR}IY.f oITYMRSW
	
Teixidor Swner 18 962 63-64
no I fig 8_Syria 40 1963)
















bny	 ID 2()rMilik, p 242
(gf of) 'BN' (f of) SWN	 C/S 4306, p1 L
ggf of) ML' gf of) ML' (f or)
	
PS 371 Starcky Delavault.
Senvuca 24 (1974 6971 no3.
pill
(gf of) X, (1 of) [ J'	 C/S 4378 p1 LVII
s ofBRT1-Lgs ofTQB ggs of 	 1P35
ZBDTH,(gggs of)'R'S,b of'T'QB
and RPBWL
f of PSY'L, s of RPBWL (gs of) 'RS	 C1S4219, p1 XXXIV
foVX,(s of)'R'S	 C1S4222
[gf of] SLM', [L of] 'QM(L] 	 CIS 4220, p4. XXXIV


















RTh' 741 b. p1 XXXVI
SRYKW 2 (73 8)
[YKWI (73 8)
YKW 3 112 4)
SRKW 1124)
SRYKW	 gf of YRHBWP I of MQYMW
	
InvX.53,pl VIII 4
SRYKW	 (I of) HYRN	 RTP 871 b p1 XLII
SRYKW (169-6)	 s oV'QM'andBNWRY, gs of
	
C1S4518A-C, p1 XXXVIII
MLKW ggs o(DYNYS, b of BTHW,
n of MLKW
SRYK[W]' (520 2)	 f of QYFb,(s of) YRHY	 Salar, Swner20(1964)15no3,
p413 Mthk,p 258
SRYKW (520 2)	 1 of QYP	 Safar Sumer 20(1964) 17 no 6,
p1116
SRYK[W] 2





opaIxou	 I of YE)', s of HY[RNI, gs. of'LYN'. 	 CIS 3950 p1 XII mv V I
ggs of)H
SRYKW 2
 (73 8)	 X6PLLXOV	 s of HYRN. gs of'LYN'.(ggs of) SIR' CIS 3952 p1 VII liw V 3
'OPa(XOU




mv X 27-Seyng Syria 22
(1941 251 no 19 p1 XX
s of BLHZY. gs of) MIKW	 Gawl kowski Berynts 19 1970)
7778no7.iig 8
of BWLN' s of BL}TZY	 W ikowski. Beryns 19 1970)
79 hg 9
491
YKY (482 1)	 (gf of) 1 'T'M, (1 of) 'C]'
MI'	 9j(sOOBNYH
I3LL	 JO(YDY
RSP4I I3ounni AAS 11 (1961





i50-200PJ1 d of 11(3GW. (gcL of) MLKW CIS 4503 p1 XLII PS
409-APML 171 no 174
RTPI84b,pl X Mhk,p 118




s of ZBDLH	 I,w XI 99, p1 XITI Starcky,
Siuth Levi Della Vida, 1956, p
516
. 165 Al) freedwoman of BSS br M'N[W] br	 mv XI 5, p1 I
'RQ'P.VS
gf ofX,f of4'W'	 mv Viii 49





iso-wo AD d of ZBDBWL, gd o MQYMW ggd CIS 4259 A D p1 XXXIX PS
of NWRBL gggd of ZBIY ggggd of
	
67
'I3DY. (gggggd at) [ZI3D BWL, sis of
MQYMW and tLYI
TDM[RJ (75 11)	 d of MQYMW, gd o NWRB{LJ w of CIS 4262 p1 U
ZBDB[WL]
TDMR1S9-7)	 5oAodofHiygdocMuwwofHwR RSPJ5pIVIlnvXIil7p1





	 m of ZBYIY d of ZB IY w of	 CIS 4252, p1 XXXV
BNWRY bi BR"
492
TDRS 3rd c. AD
TWRY (35 3)
TWRY (499 1)





	 of MQYMW hr NWRBL	 CIS 4258 p1 XXXIX PS 37, p1
TDMR (75 6) of MQYMW hr NWRBL hr ZBIY	 Sabeh AAS3 1953) 821 no 2.
p112
Beth 199 no 17
TDRS





150-200 AD d of TYM'	 CIS 4620 p1 XLII PS 422-
APML 198-199 no 198
I of RJbL, (s. of) ZBDBL	 Starcky Syna 26(1949) 36-38
no 2—APML 144-145 no 153
(ggf of) 1YR]N. (gf of) TYM', I of) CIS 4306 p1 L
HYRN
s O(NS'	 BS22, p1 VII 2—Milk. p 120
YBWL fO-5)
TYBW[L]
gf of BR",f of MQYMW.s o(BR"	 As'adTeixidor.CRA! 1985 p
287. fig I
(gf of) 'MBY. (I of) TYBWL	 PS 356
Je l3 AD s of MLKW, (gs of) TYBWL, (ggs of) Cantineau RB 39(1930 538-539
f b ol'PPLYS 'LYS YRIBWL', c
	
no 8—MbP 195 no45
ofmRN,n o(NS
I of TYBWL,(s of) TYBWL
	 Sculptures no3 0
AD s of MQYMW gs of TYBWL,(b of) InvXJ 85 p1 XIII Mi k,p 75
X	 pIVII2
In-v XI 67 p1 VIII
493
TYI3WL 483 1 (gf of) HYR'. I of) RPBWL	 Starcky De avault, Senun 024
(1974) 72 73 no5.pi I
TYBWL	 F of GBL	 CIS 4593 p1 LXIII PS 478
TYBWL	 RTP 38 b pl HI MI k, p 284













gf of X and [TYIBWL. f of MQYMW mv XI 85. p1 XIII Mi ik, p 75.
p4 V112
(gf of) HYRN PPLYS 'LYS TYBWL Cant,neau, RB 39(1930) 538-539
and PPLYS 'LYS YRHBWL', (1 of)	 no 8—MFP 195 no 45
NS' and MLKW, (s of) S}VP




gf ofTYBWL,f o(BD'	 Ingholt,Bery&c2(1935) 76 77
no 2. p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1-
MFP 212 no 28
ich	 s oC'BD', gs of TYBWL	 Ingholt. Berylus 2(1935) 76-77
no2. p1 XXXVI, XXXVII 1
MFP 212 no 28
I5O-200AD s of LSPv, gs of) TYBWL RB'	 CIS 4288, p1 XXXVI PS 251
I oIML' s dM1', (h of) 'QM'	 CIS 4573 A H—PS 252—Parlaska,
DM3 1988),p147d
(s of) HYRN gs of) MNDRS	 Ri'!3 954 b p1 XUV













TYBWL (484 1)	 f of YRHL3WL'. (fin law of) 'TY	 Ben Hayym DuPES 13(1947)
146 no 5
TYI3WI (484 1)
	 gf of TY I of CG	 Ben Hayyim. BJPES 13 1947)
146 no 5
TYBWL (485 1)	 (gf of) TYBWL, (f 01) (T]YBWL	 Sculptures no 310
TYBWL (485 3)	 252,2a.3a.D s of ETIYBWL (gs ci) TYBWL	 Scu4inres no 310
TYJ3WL (499 2)	 f of"MBY (s O4)TWRY	 P5356
(gf of) TYBWL (f of) YDY'Y. (s. ci) SMC 298-299 no 238
QRD'
. 180 AD S of YDY'Y, (gs of) TYBWL, (ggs of) SMC 298 299 no 238
QRD', (11. of)' MRTY
f of 'ZYZ
	
CIS 4288, p1 XXXVI PS 251
ggf of '0'. gf of ML'.I of'GYLW Teixidor Swner 18 (1961 64-65
no2. fig 10-11 Syria 40(1963)
42-43no.2,pl P/12
ggf of LSMS gf of HYRN, f of LSMS, Safar, SWIIeT 20(1964)20 no 11
(5oQSKyBL	 pJIIIhl
gf of' RN' I of MQYMW	 CIS 4493 p1 XLI PS 344=
PSNCG 70 no 26—Pailaska DM
3(1988 217 p1 46 b=Mi k. p
112
gf of) 'BL'LY. (f of) MQYMW	 RTP 638 b p1 XXXI Ml k, p
111 112
f of L4S s of (YBL	 liw IX I Tadrnorea 1 1 p1
XXII, fig 1
gf of) MLKW f of)'G', s of) 	 C1S4293
ZWRW
495
TYBWL 2 (248 2)	 f of'G',(s of) ZWR	 C!S4294,p1 LI
TYBWL RB' 3 (222 1)	 (gi of) TYBWL (f of) LfS	 CIS 4288 p1 XXXVI PS 251
[TYBWL] RB' (222 1)
	 (ggf of) HLPW. (gI of) HU (f of)
	
CIS 4289 p1 XLVI APML 159
no 163
TYBWL 4 (219 1)
	 f of BWRP	 CIS 4290
TYBWL 4 (219 1)	 (gf of) t RT',(f of) HYRN	 C1S4291,pI.LI_PS482
TYBWL 4 (219 1)
TYDWR' (500 1)
YWLYS 'WRLYS	 'IouAt e€o&
TYDRWS (421 3)
ggf of HYRI'J, gf of BWRP. f. of
	
CIS 4292, p1 Lil—Pailaska, DM
3(l988)pI 45b
[gf of] SLWQE'I. [f oil MQWL'. s. of CIS 4094, p1. XXV
X
s. of ['G1U, gs of MRQL'I
	
CIS 4209MFP 218 flO 49
TYKS' (131 4)	 d of NSRY, gd of LSM, (ggd ci)	 1P79
'HYB
TY[M'1 (569 3)	 d of HYRN, w of ZBYflY1 Lw	 'P26
MQY[MWJ
[YWLY' 'WRLY' TJYM' [I)ouAu AJqM
	 w of YWLYS 'WRLYS HRMS,	 ImP IV, 13 1P40=MFP200




[TJY[MJ'	 (gf ci) RPL (f of) N	 CJS 3908 b.s, pill
mYM'	 of[MIZBN'
	 CIS 4426
[TIYM'(227 1	 [ggf oil SWS', [gf of] LSMS. Ef oil	 CIS 4057, p1 XV II
'GYLW
496
f of) PSY'[Ll.s oCX
I of R13'L(s of)BRYKY
cal5O-220 soCARYKY
AD
CIX 4088- p1 XXV
Safar, Surner2O(1964) 18no8,
pIll
Chehab MUSJ 21 (193738)76
















(gs of) GYR' h of NBWSY	 no 11 p1 XX, 3 PS 3, p113
I of r S]LM[T)
	
C/S 4393 p1 XL-PS 465=
PSNCG 127 no82
	
I7SAD soC M1KW	 CIS4SII p1 XLV PS 172-
Wartke, 1+Z31 (1982) 338.11g.
195 and FR 31(1991)93 no 11,
fig 12
f of 1 aMT	 C/S 4528--PS 439
l5O-ZOOAD s	 I3YIY	 C/S 4545. p1 12(111-PS 163
f of 1TW'L	 CIS 4620 p1 XLII PS 422-
APML 198-199 no 198
Dunant, Syria 36(1959) 105
no 12 b, p1 XIV
RSP 129-mv VI 4-Palmyre V.
117 118 fig 226
[f ofM' 1J a1	 f/BN'J	 mv III 23
I of SDY	 mv VIII 45


















f OINS'	 fin' VIII. 171
fofMLT	 InvXI7,pl.LTI
fo(K'ff 	hn'X158p1 VII
(gf of) TYMRSW, (f 04) HRT' 	 ID 17
ID45=Rep VII,283no913 b
b 0fSLMN,QML'andS'DW	 PNO l4,pl XXLV3
Nov 191 Al) s of ZKY'	 PNO 39 p1 XX1X I
s.ofX	 C1S4104
(sol)SLM'	 RTP18SbpIXI
RiP 500 a, p1 XXV
I o('BI)	 RTP89Ib,pl XLIII
1V f of MLT
	
1P74=Milik, p 279
s of YRHY	 1)jnarn. Melan es P Collait
1976, p 161, Ig 1
of MLXW and HDYR' gs of	 CIS 4502 p1 XLII PS 74-









(gf of)' MZBT', (1 °) JIYRN	 CIS 4307, p1 LII LIII
[gf of W1-IBLT,f ofM YMW $ of
	 Inghoft Beryfus3 1936) 104-
MTJ	 105 no8 p1 XXI I
OUCpEL	 Apr 1sir	 Ty,4RSW, (gs o LSMS (ggs	 mv X 77 p1 VI 7 Tadmorea
of) GWRNY	 III 28 C
gf of ZBIYI'H. TYM' and 'T'QB. I of
	
Iv VIII. 63-Cantineau. RB 39(1930)542 543 noll
s of TYMS' and 'QMT gs of ZBIYTH mv WI! 63=Cantrneau, RB 39
and TYM'. (ggs o() QY,, b of	 (1930) 542 543 nolI
ZBIYFH and PQI3
(ggf of) MLK'. (gf of) TYM', (f of)
	
CJS 3984, p1 11-fm' V.9
MLK'
f. of MLK'. s of MLK', gs of) TYM'	 CIS 3984 p1 11-mv V,9
TYM' (226: 1)	 gf. of YRHBWL'. f of SBYN'
TYM' (228 4)	 1 of ZBD',s of HLVr'
Ingholt. Berytus 5 (1938) 103
106, p1 XXXVIII 2-MFP 216
11044
mv VIII, 2
TYM' (24 5)	 1 of 'YTYBL, S Of 'YTYBL gs of	 mv VIII, 4
'GYLW
TYM' (255 2)	 I of SY'N s of'BGR
	
CIS 4199 p1 XXVII AlP? 199
n059
TYM' (278 2)	 I of YRHBWL',s of'ZMR	 Im' VIII, 31
TYM 29-5)
TYM' (295 2)
s oIBLHZY.gs o(ZBDBL.,1LO(	 BS11.p1 V3
"fLT bct BR" tir TNTN
I of 'BGR,s	 lngt.olt, Berytus 2 1935) 106-108n 13 p1 XUIIMFP2IO-
211 no24
499
TYM' (297 1)	 (gf ol) H1 (1 of) 1'QB	 CIS43 A B, p1 LV, LVII
TYM' (305 2)	 1 of MLT. (s of) WYDY
	 R77' 760 b p1 xxxvri
TYM' (41 2
	 1 of MU(W, s d'SYLT	 RiP 764a b p1 XXXVI] Milik,
p 237
TYM' (474 4	 s o(QLS1' gs o(SLMN MRQL?, n of CIS 4566 p1 XLIII P5295
NRQ(Y)S
TYM' (493 1	 gf of TYMI? and PU'S. I of WHBLT CJS 4369 A B p1 LV PS 514-
PSNC(, 1 no 46
1'YM' (494 1)	 (gf of) TYM'. (I of) ML'	 CIS 4269-PS 298-Wartke, PB
31(1991)94 no 13. fig 14
TYM' (494. 1	 f of t MZBT'	 CIS 4270, p1 XUX
TYM' (494 1	 fofML'	 C1S4271
fYM' (494 4)	 . 250	 s. of ML'. gs of) TYM'
	
CIS 4269-PS 298-Wartke PB
31(1991) 94no 13, fig 14
[TYM'] (495 1)	 gf of BL[SWR1,f of IYRHY1
	
InvX,78_1P8
TYM' (4961	 gfofSGN' oIML'	 P5284
TYM' (5102	 I oIHYRNandYML' s ofYML'
	
BS 19, p1 V13-4
TYM' 576 1)	 I of BWS' in law of) M	 CIS 4579 p1 UX PS 64
TYM' 5S91)	 gf of'NN I of'NN	 CJS4000 p1 XXI MI k,p 248
500
TYM' (59• 15)	 gf of TY?vP 1 of HLPP	 CJS 4265 p1 XLIX P599










TY[M]' 2 (201 4
TYM' 2 (201 4)
TYM' 65 3)
(TYM'l '53
I of SWYR'	 Boomu Mélanges K
Mchalowsk,, I966 p 316-319,
fig 4-MIIIk,p 23 hrv XII 55
PI XII
f of TYMRSW and HGGW. (s of)
	
Safar Sumer 20(1964)18 no 8.
SWYR'	 P
gf o(HYRN,f of YRHY,s O('NWBT CIS 3960 p1 XIII mv X 87
(Palm )+Inv X, 88 (Greek)-JP 9
OaLp [ lv]	 I oIHLVF'and HO'.s ofHLI. gs
	
InvX,119,pf VIIIS
AD	 of) BR'TH, ggs ci) 'LlY
?W 240 Al) s of'WlX', b of YWLYS 'WRLYS RSP 163, p1 V1-Pafrnyre 1 213
214no9B,fig 233 MFP2I6
no43
gf oILSMSI of LSMS Ingholt,Berytus5(1938) 106-
lO9nol,pl XLI MFP2O7
no9
gf o(L4S f O(LSMS
	 CIS 4195 p1 XXVII Inghclt
Berytus5(1938) 109 110 no2,
p1 XL2-MFP2O7noIO
gf of LSMS f of L1S
	
C1S 4194 p1 XXVII MF'P207
no8
gf of 1 X f of NBWZ' s of NBWMERI CIS 4206 p1 XXXI liw IV, 1 a
-MFP 215 no39
gf of YWLYS WRLYS 'Cl? and
	
C1S4206 p1 XXXI mv IV,! a
YWLYS WRLYS 5114' 1 of SLM',s rMFP2I4no38
of NBWMR
OatpIl	 gi OIYDYandZBDBWLI of 	 C1S3948 p1 XII In, 111.28
TYMRSW,s o(MQYMW (gs ci)
GRB'
re]	 gf oIYDY I oCTYMRSW, g
 of	 C1S3949 p1 VI lnvIll,29
MQYMW gs ci) GRBI
501
[TYM'J 3 (65 3)
TYM 4 5915)
[f of ZBYD'.S of MQYMW. gs of 	 my 111.26
GRBI
f of HLVr' s ol) HLVr'
	
C/S 4267 p4 U
TYM 5 (85 7)
TYM 5 (857)
TYM' 5 (85 7)
TYM" (59- 15)
	 gf of N'MY f of ZJ3JY, s of HLFP	 C/S 4268 p1 U PS 40
TY?vP' (59- iS)
TYM' 4 (59 15)
TYM' 4 (59- 19)
TY	 857)
TYM' 6 (127 4)
TYM' (7 4)
TY?P (125 1
TYMH 7 125 1
ggf of Zj3Y gf of }1JYp f of	 C/S 4268 p1 U PS 40
ZBYIY (s of) HLPP
50-150*1) S of HIPP gs o(TYMRSW. ggs at	 C/S 4277. p1 XUX
HLFP, gggs of SWN alias QWQH
RB'




 ç	 CIS 4336 p1 Ull-PS 267-Mihk,
p 267
f of S'DW, s of LSMSY. gs of'Ci'. ggs. CIS 3920 p4 VI=Irtv JX, 32
of YDY'BL	 Mthk,p 267
I of S'DW. s oF LSMSY
	
C/S 3904, p1 1 MiIiI., p 266
gf ofZBYr,f oILSMSY. s of)	 InvXl,2.pf I Milik,p 267
LS?tSY
f of'LHBL and EYRN.s o(HYRN
	
C/S 4305
I o(IIIYR] .s0fHYRN(gsol)	 C1S4306p1L
TWP
gf of '(I' I of SY'WN
	











ggf of HDWDN and LYS'J.gf of 	 CIS4'13 p1 XXXIV mv Vii
[WiGWJ f of [LSMSI (s	 11 MFP 201 yio66Mj ik,p 276
'ZRZYRT
gf of 133GW and MQYMW. of 	 Astad Te x dor Syria 62 (1985)
LSMS	 272 no 2 fig 2—AAS 32(1982)90no.. fg 2
fO(HGY	 C1S4469pIUXLX
f of ZBYIY	 BS22 p4 VH2—M k,p 120
f of YWLYS 'WRLYS L4S	 isv X 126 p4 III 4
TYMW (316 2)	 f off MKY. (s of) 'LYB'L	 isv VI 1,5
TYMW (377 3)
TYMW (389- 2)
by	 s of DBH. gs of HMYN
ofMF.(s of) LSMZ
lnghoh, Berysus 5 1938) 95-101
no2.pI XXXIV 2—MbP2I4
no36




Fcbr 34AD s of GYLW. (gs ci) PJ3BT	 ClS3980rMi k p 119=Palmyre Vi. 50, fig 7
gf of YRIIY.f of CGYLW,s of'YD'N GawI,kowski Ber'flis 19(1970)
'S Y. gs o(ZBDBWL, ggs of'YD'N 	 65-67 no 1 fig 1
r iu ysw	 Inghol Mélanges K
Mjchaiowsks, 1966 p 461-462,
fig 4 APML238n0.231




TYM F? s of TYMS'	 Safar Sianer 20(1964 15 no 3,p4 13—MI k,p 258
503
TYMEIPI (112 7)	 (gf of) BLHZY, (1 of) ML[}qw 	 Gawlikowski, Berytus 19(1970)
79
gf of X, f of SLMN	 RSP 163, p1 VI Palmyre 1,213
214no9B, fig 233-MFP 190
no 23
(gf of) HDN['J. (1 ci) 13K[ 1. (s ci)	 Palmyre VIII, 122 no 26, p1
ML', (gs of) DKY	 LXXIX 166











f of' MRTY (s of) MLKW
	 Gawkkowski, Berytus 19(1970)
80.fig 11
s. of'LYS,(gs OO'GYLW	 Sculpiw-es no 322
c	 s.oIWHBLT,gs oITYM',b 0IPLNS C1S4369AB,pl LV=PS514=
PSNCG 88 no46
ggf. of MTNY, gf. of NWRBL, f of
	 CIS 4130, p1 XXXI=MFP 190
MLKW, s. of MTNY, gs. of BWN', ggs. no.24
of IvffNY alias MHWY
Oat paij	 s. of HYRN and MYS', gs. of 'BIYI'H
	
un' IV, 7 a-Cantrneau, RB 39
and TYMS' (ggs o4) 'GDM
	
(1930) 529-532 no 4 A-MFP
'IYMYJN b. of 'GYLW	
__	
187 no l2rMlik. 39
YDY'BL
f. of YDY'BL, s of YDY'BL, gs of
	
Ins. IV, 7 a=Canuneau, RB 39
H[YrH (ggs. o1) '0DM, (h of) MYS' (1930) 529-532 no.4 A-MFP
bit TYMS' is- YDY DL TYMWN
	
187 no. 12=Mflik. p.39
(f of) 'GYLW	 RTP 14 b p1 1-Milik. p 232
no 11=PSIJCG 171 no 137
gf of YRHY.! of'GYLW
	
Milik,p 232
24Of241Ai) s O('BDY	 CIS 4040 p1 XXffl
Oatpato	 AT&3AD s of BISWRY,gs oIHYRN.ggs of
	
C1S4124-tnvIV3 MFP189
BLSWRY, gggs OIGDRSW alias B", DO l8Mi1Ik..P

















Sept74 AD s of[ )H. (gs ol) LS1v?S
	
BS 33 p1 X 2




(gf of) TYM[ J, (f of) MQYMW	 mv Vii!, 21
fofMQYMW	 !D11
s. of ZI3IYI'H	 RTP 451 b, p4 XXIII
(100 BRYK	 RTP554b p1 XXVII
(1 of) MLKW	 RTP 992 a, p1 XLV
so(X	 1P58
f of YRHY s of YRH	 Dunant, Mélanges P Cohort,
I976,p 161 Ig 1
(gf of) TYMY (1 c1) DLSWRY	 Eilers AJO 16 1952 53) 311









I of 1 y
	j WLTC?	 (lawl kowski Syria 48(1971)
422, p1 XXIV 1




ggggf of HYRN. gggf OIBWNS
 ggf of Rod nson Syria 27(1950) 137
RWL O(BWIP.I	 Ti
ggf of I'NTN and HIYRNJ gf o	 Ingholt Rerytus 2 1935) 59-60
ZBIYTh, I of YDY	 no 1, p1 XXIV I MFP 199 no 5
ggf of X gf of YRHBWL', I of ZBYD' Tadmorea 1,78 Mb'!' 203 no 76








I. of'G13', s. of BN[Y]
	
CIS 4436. p1 LVU=PS 522
f. 0ITYMY, s.d BLYHJ3
	
Teixidor, Si4mer 18(1962 63-64
no 1. fig 8—Syria 40(1963)33
42no1,pI Ill
ISOAD s of TYMY,gs.o(RLYIffi	 Teixuior,Sumer 18(1962)63-64
nol.fig 8_Syria 40(1963)33
42no1,pf ifi
h of LYT brt ZBDBWL	 CIS 4412 p1 LVI—PS 56=
APML2I2 213 no209
f of 'GYLW s of ZBDBWL	 CIS 3922, p4 XV =tnv IX 9
gfofMLKWandR'Y'Lf or	 BS24pIVII3-4
SO-1SOAD f of GD'	 Vtt!,35
TYMY alias 1KYSWJ2
	 ggf of [MQYMWJ. gf of [G LW]. I mv XII 35 p1 IX
(3 1)	 of PSY L
506
TYMY alias HIKYSW] 2 [Ou(ptoç TO	 ggf cI MQYMW, gf of VYLW. F of	 CIS 3923, p4 VH-.Inv IX 8-
(3 1)	 sJI Oxxaiaou	 PSY'[LJ	 Milik,p 154
TYMY'	 briy	 APML96rio38
TYMY'	 bny	 RiP 262 b, p4 XIV
TYMY 4 (54 11)	 F of NWRBL, (s of) NffNY	 CJS 4133 p1 XXXV!! PS 518-
PSNCG 113 no69
TYMY 4 (54- 11)	 1 of TM' (S of) MHWY	 C/S 4132, p1 XXVI
[TY ]MY CM[D]	 (f. of) MLKW	 RTP 328 b, p1 XVffl
TEYML]T	 s of YRHY	 RTP 316 b. p1 XVII
TYMLT	 s. of YMLKW	 mv Viii, 29
TYMLT	 s of X
	
mv XI 28, p4 IV
TYMLT	 F of X	 mv XI 35 p4 IV MI k, p 294
TYMLT	 s of TYMJLSW	 PNO 54 a, p1 XLII 3
TYMLT (264 3	 (s of) 'WYDLT, (gs of) 'MRS	 Thy IV 24
TYMLT (319- 2	 f of CLY s of BYDN	 mv Viii, 136


























s of BTSMY',gs of NS'	 Ingholt,Berytus5(1938) 127 p
XLVIII 2
f of 'GYL[WJ	 mv VIII, SOb




f ofRMY,s oIZB'	 mv VIII,23
gf of 1 'CB', f. f P.t4Y	 Sculptures no 272
f. of MLKW, (s. of) BZY	 mv VIII, 24
(gf of) Y[DIY'[BLJ, (f of) TM' 	 liw VIII, 47
(s of) BR"
	
Ingho(t, Berytus 5 (1938) 114,
116
(b of)SRY	 Ingbolt,Berytuss 1938) 114
I of ZB' (s o4) WHB[Y]	 BS54A B,pI XVI 2





T[YIMC ) (78 6)
T[YJM6 ' (73 8)
TYM (486 1)
TYM1 ' (7 14)	 Oat ia
TYMc







Jie 232 AD	 Cantineau RB 39(1930 540-542
no I0=MFP 201 no64
I of ZBIYTH. TYM' and F'QB s of 	 mv VIII 63-Canuneau, RB 39
ZBD'TH, (gs of) QYS'. h of 'Q?vff M (1930)542543 nO 11
TYM'
gf ol) TYM". (I ol) M'[ J (s of)	 RSP 127 Hassani Starcky. AAS
BLYDN	 7(1957)111 114 p1 IV 6-Mi k,
p 255-257no.30
Aj 205 AD s of M'( 1. (gs of) TYM". (ggs of) 	 RSP 127 Hassani Starcky. AAS
J3LYD[1
	
7(1957)111114 p1 1V6-Mi k,
p 255-257 no3O
(gf of) MQYMW (1 ci) TYMRSW	 CIS 4569 p1 XLffl
ggf of'LKDRYS.gf of'LKDRYS I of fin' IV.7b=Cantineau.RB39
'PLNYS NBWZDD,S o('GDM	 (1930) 532 533 no4B
f of CJ7.4wy s of qjyjy	 Tadmorea ii, 22-Miluk, p 61-62
fOfRWSY	 PN074
(s of) ZBDBL
	 RI'? 223 b, p1 XIII
(gf of) [ IL, (I of) '113	 Tadmorea II, 25=Palmre VI,
56-57 no3-Miltk, p 303 304. p1
XII 2
of) [BL7 FY	 RTP777a,pI XXXVIII Mi k,
p 279 no 57 (suggests TYM'1-4)
rth 123 s of Srw '	[nghoft, StuthesCG Miles, 1974
p 50 p1 lvi





TYMMD	 r of MLKW F71BIYIfl-I] and X, s of	 Thdmorea 111.33 Milik p 147
BWRP.(gs oOZOIWGI
TYMCMD	 (s 01) TB WT	 RTP 174 a, p1 X
TYfl















(gf ci) MLKW (gf ci) MQYMW	 C1S3980=Milik p 119-
Palmyre VI. 50, fig 7
s of ZBYD'. k of SLM1' bit MUW] Saliby DM6 ( 1992) 279 no 34,
p4. 53 b
I of MLKW	 Sahby DM6 (1992) 279 280
no35,pl 53c
I O(ZBYIY (S. OflZBYt	 Saliby.DM6(1992)280no38,
p1 54b,58c
oil BLYD'. 'TNWRY and MNW. s. CIS 3995 p1 XV
o(BLYD'
I of ZBYLY. (s ci) MSKW	 CIS 3994 A-C. p1 XVII Milik, p
293




(s 01) BWLH'	 Teixjcjor, MUSJ 42(1966)178
no3a,pI 13
scf)BWLH'	 RTP64bpIIV
TYM9 (40 15)	 s of'LHS'.(gs Of)GYLW	 mv IV 8a=1P68-Milik,p 28
510
TYMS' RB' 2 (36 2	 ggf oIKYTWT gf OfTYMRSW f of C1S4115=InvJV, 18a—MPP 185
KYTWT	 no6
TYMRSW 234 5)	 1 of YDY (s of) YDY	 CJS4O1Q=Inv XI, 23 p1 Xffl
nSw O(LLIICLPOOiJ f of [YWLYSI 'WRLYS HNYN' Asad ixglor Syria 62(1985)
276no5 fig 5cAAS32 (1982)
92no5 fig 5
(TYMRISW	 I8BAD	 s O(MQYMW	 As'ad Teixidor S'rza 62(1985)
277 no 7, fig 7
TYMRSW (201 13)	 May 234AI) s of NBW7'	 RSP 142—M uk. p 294-.
Pabnyre V, 114 no 6 fig 90
TIYMRSW] (491 3)	 jrcb 229 s of WFIBLT. gs of TYMRS[W] 	 CIS 4026, p1 XX Milik, p 347
[T]YMRSW (492 1)
	 (gf of) r B'L]TG'. (1. of) [')BGR	 RSP 171 Palm yre II 154, fig
l7Oand 241 243 nos. fig
292-293
ETYJMRSWJ	 s of TYMRSW	 RIP 740 b, p1 XXXVI
[TYJMRSW (231 1
ETY]MRSW (69-5)
[TY M]RSW RB' (96 10)
YMiSW
1YMRSW
gf of YRHY. 1 of B[RJYKY	 Tadmorea 111,36 a=MFP 192
no3l. Amy-Seyng. Syria 17
(936 pIXXXVII5
[f of' YWLYS 'WRLYS 'BYHN and l,n Vii, I B—Cantineau RB 39
YWLYS 'WRLYS MLKW. Of	 1930)525-527 no2—MFP2I8
PPLWS 'LYS 'BYHN, gs of WN	 ° 5°
4r	 s of'T'QB.gs of YDY BL ggs of	 IS 4562 p1 XLVII PS 12,pI
'T'QB. (gggs of) 'QBY	 IV 2
gf oIBWN' 1 OIYRHY	 Palmyre VIII, 121 122no25 p1
CIZ31
I ci 'LYT. s of)MN'M	 Land ks BaaI p 200 fig 181
TYMRJSWJ	 f O('BGR	 i,yvX 99 p1 IV 7a-b=Seyng

























Aur.2 19 AD s o(BRYKY
sof ZBIJI3WL
(s ol) I&P. gs o1) TYM'
C/S 4534 p1 LXIII
RTP66 p1 LV Ml k.p 111
PSNCG 172 no 140
BS 22 p1 VII 2—Mi ik. p 120
BS45A B p1 XIII 13 Dunant,
MH 13 (1956) 216-225





RIP 171 b p1 X
Cantineau, Syria 12 (1931)132
133 no 12. fig 12_Palsnyre VI.
3 34 ig 5Mi1ik, p 219, p1 LX
12
































CJS 4006 p1 XXIII
RTPI79b p1 X
RIPI79b p1 X
RTP 197 b, p1 XI—Mthk, p 4950
R1P233 a, p1 XIII
RW339b, p1 XVffl Mthk. p
117
RiP 739 b. p1 XXXVI
R1P740b p1 XXXVI






















I of TYM']. (s 4) L4S gs 01) 	 mv X 77 p1 VI 7 Tadmorea
GWRNY	 ill, 28c
50-150AJ) s of ZBDBWL g of MLK'L (ggs of) CIS 4372 A-C p1 LV PS 98
RMY, (b of) MLK'L








ggf of rIBN'.gf of SLMN.f of
	
CIS 4354. p1 LV LXIII PS3O.
pIXIPSNCG43no2
I of YWLYS 'WRLYS TYPYLS $ of Tadmorea 111,36 c=MFP 215-
[ZJBYIY	 216 no42—Amy-Seyng Syria 17(1936) 260. p1 XLVIII 3
I of BWN'. (1 in law of) N	 Tadmorea 111,36 d
TYMRSW 256 2)
	 1 of YRBBWL'. a of) 'BRWQ	 CIS 3980=M ik p 119-
Pabnyre Vl.50 Ig 7
TYMRSW 357 2)
	 f. oIl 'GY[LWJ. a [oil H[	 mv XI, II p1 I
TYMRSW 36 7)	 1 o(KYTWF. s of KYTWf gs Of	 CIS4ILS=hw IV. I8a=MFP 185
TYM9RB'	 no6











OalpaPoas	 "	 s o(BWR1 p o(MLKW, ggs of
	
mv Vii 5A-Cantrneau RA 39
•sy i	 (1930 523 524 no 1 A MFP
197 98no53 Miik,p 237
f ofWHBLT,s 0fMLKW
	 RSP 35=Palmyre lii 241no 1,
fig 277 Paimyre VI, 96 no 13
&apupoou	 f of [ I' s of MLKW [gs of LSMS	 liw X 57 p1 IV I VIII 3





C1S3963 p1 XIII InvX47,pl
V1112
a of MLKW, gs o(TYMRSW. (ggs. ci) CIS 4457. p1 LVIII PS 115cr
q)y	 APML214no2I1
a of SLMN (gs of)QSF'	 RTP94b p1 VI APML 100
no46
f of YRIIY of Siw	 Teix dci, Sumer 18 1962 63-64
no 1 fig 8-Syria 40(1963)




TYMRSW (488 1)	 (gf of) t B'YT, (f ci) HYRN	 Masson, E&W 17 (1967) '39
247 fig 1 3 Aitheim-Stiehl in
GMA, 197 ,p705
TYMRSW (489 1)
	 (gf ol) KYLY f of) Y'QWB
	
CIS 4029, p1 XXV Milik, p 152
TYMi[SWJ (49w 1)	 gf of EMIQYMW.1 O('LYBWI	 i,rvXI 54,pl VII Mthk,p 263
TYMRSW 491 1)	 gf of T[YMRSW]. f of WHBLT	 CIS 4026 p1 XX Mi k, p 347




1oftMRfYand3L	 CIS4S54AB LX PS4Sp1
XIV 4
515
TYMRSW (59-7)	 gf of TYM' I of 11121' s of 11121'.	 CS 4277 p1 XLIX
gs OISMrWN alias QWQII RB'
TYMRSW (608)	 s of TYM'. (gs of) SWYR' b of	 S at, Sumer 20 1964) 18 no 8
mow	 p11
TYMRSW (65 9	 f Off MRTHWN s of YDY (gs ci)
	
CS 4524 p1 LXII
ORB' (1 -iii law of) M'NY
TYMRSW (80- 17)	 euLvatp1U	 I OfMRfY.(s of)DYNYS
	
R P36=Bounni AM 11(1961)
56 no 13—Bounni Sal y AAS 7
957)47 no 11 Sczdpwres
no 329
TYMRESWJ (80 21)	 EOLLUUPOaVI	 201/202 AD Is of) ZBD'TH. h off 'FOM' brtl
	
RSP 26 p1 I B unni, AAS 11
MQYMW ?V(N'[YM	 1961)151 l52no3
YWLYS 'WRLYS	 S OIX, gs of'WYIY gs of MLKW. b hn' WI. I B=Cantrneau, RB
TYMRW]
	
of YWLYS 'WRLYS X	 (1930 525-527 no 2=MtP 218
noSO
T(Y)MRSW '(230 1)	 f oV'N'	 logholl, Berytus 5 1938) 135
no 4 A
TYMRSW'(230- 1)	 f of"P.gf of'GYLW	 Ingholt,Besynus 1938)135
no 4 B
TYMRSW 2 (36 2)	 f of MN. s of SKYY	 154113 p1 XXVII-inv Viii
56—MFP 185 no 3
YMRSW] fl 2 (362.	 ggf of )Lgf OfSKYY.f ofMN C1S4149 p1 XXVIII InvIv,27
631)	 '1
TYMRSW 3 44 11)	 (gf ci) MZBN'. (f of) MLXW. (s ol) 	 C/S 4456 p1 LIX PS 153 A
'BY
TYMRSW 3 44 II)	 gf Of TYMRSW. f of MLKW. s of)	 S 4457 p1 LVIII PS 115=
APML 214 no 211
TYMRSW 4 65 4)	 Octpap a	 A 193 AI 1 ci Y Y and ZBDBWL s of TYM'. C/S 3948, p1 XII mv Iii 28
gs o(MQYMW (ggs of) ORB'


















(s of) DYNY	 Dunant, cyna 36(1959) 104 no 2
b p1 XIV
gf (H'LT GI' I O('WYD'	 CJS 4296 p1 U LII PS49 pl
XV 1
I of'[%V]YD' a of'wYI)	 RTP3Oa,pI III Ml ik,p. 277
278 no34
gf of HNBL f. of 11SFN', s of
	
RSP24-Bounni MS 11(1961)
'TZI3D (f in law of) MLT
	
146-149 no 1 Bounni-Saliby,
AAS 7(1957)2930





I of TYM[}1'] 	 Safar, Sumer 20(1964 15 no3
p113 Milik,p 258
of 'LHS' ti. 0f Pj' '(p 'QM].	 Palmyre Viii 122 no 27, p1
LXXXV 184
I of BNY 'LHS' and 'R'WM, s of	 C1S4I2I mv IV, 5=MFP 188
BNY alias 'RWN'	 i° 14-Milik, p 305
eutpoa	 (I of TYMS' a of ZBDBWL. gs of 	 mv Vii, 3-MFP 189 190 no 20
F&LJ
Outi.oc	 An [a of TyMS' g of	 r[,, ggs of	 mv Vii 3-MFP 189-190 no 20
1'LJ
I of'LHS' a oISMS'3RM.(gs of)	 C1S4191 pI XXXIV PS 147-
[HJBZY
gf Of YD BL'GYLW TYMB' and 	 Mv IV 7a=Ca lineau RB3








gf o1'Q',1F I of BRWQ	 Saithy 0M6(1992 279no33
p1 53a
Ocup [uia}	 I of 'LHS'	 CIS 4 87 p1 XXX mv IV 2_
Mihk,p 27
(I of) 'ULS'	 RIP 725 a, p1 XXXV Mu k, p
253 no26-PSNCG 190-191
no 178
[Oatpto(I]	 166 136) [S of 'LI-ISp gs of S DY. ggs of 'LIlS'. CJS 4 87 p1 XXX mv IV. 2_
b of MQYMW and [ZBYD']
	
p 27
I oI'LHS'	 C/S4191 p1 XXXIV P5147
Mi ik. p 28
TYMS' (405)	 (1 ol) 'LI-IS	 Dunant, Svna 36 1959) 107
no.24 b. p1. XIV Milik, p 253
no26
TYM[S'4]S	 gf of[ fofX	 RSPI95,pI VII





TYMS4S '(232 1)	 Outptuapoou
TYPYLS (226 4
TYPYLS 2504
[I of YWLYS] 'WRLYS [NBWMYJ, mv IX 30
(s of) BWN' (gs. ci) JSBY]
ggf O(S'DW gf O(BLYIY I of S'DW Gitwl kowaki Berytus 19(1970)
65-67no 1, fig 1
gf of) ZBYIY. (I of) S"DW
	
CIS 3919 p1 VI Irn' IX 19-
Mi k. p 228-229
ggf of) StDW. (gf of) LBLIYIY. (I of) Mouterde Poidebard Syria 12
S"D[WJ	 (931 101 115 p1 XXVI(Geek)+Mick,p 13 14(Palm)
f of S WQS s o(SLWQS
	 Ingholt,Beryuas5( 938
1 3 106. p1 XXXVIII 2-MFP
2 6no44
I of N9 in law of) BWN'
	
Tadmorealll,36d
YWLYS 'WRLYS TYPYLS IouAte A,piiAt	 S o(TYMRSW (gs of) 7]BYIY
	
To4morea III 36 MFP215-(250 4)
	 2 6 no 4 Amy-Seyng Syria 17




[TY]RDT (84 7)	 1 of r ']Ml ('	 CIS 4599 p1 LXII
TYREff (84 7)	 (s of) YRHY h of' SL?ff '13D' PY	 C1S 4598 p1 LXII
SYDN
TYREYF (84 7)	 gf of ML' I 01' '13N' s of YRHY.	 Ps 371 Starcky De avault,
(Irnlawof)ML'	 Syria24(1974)6971no3 pill
TLY'	 I of T'M, s of (Y)RHY	 Sta ky BMB 12 1955) 38-40
no8 p1 XVII 1
3jd C. Al) (d of) 'MS'	 Beth 198 no 12 p1 VIII 4-
Mazar, JPOS 18 1938). p1 VIII
I5O-ZOOAD d of MLK	 RSP57, pill As'ad Taha, MS
15(1965)41 no 6=Sculptw-es
no 327
'TM'	 150-200A1) d of ML' d oIX	 RSP 192-Palmyre V 115-116
no9, fig 75
'TM'	 SO-150AD d of WN	 PS 377
'TM' (272 3)	 100-IIOAI) d of 'GYLW (gd of) 'RQYM9	 Sculptures no 353
'TM' (273 3)	 d of'G'. gd of) 'SYD/RNY	 Iiw VIII. 11
	
'TM' (51 7)	 50-I5OAD 1 ofGRM.gd 01MLKW.ggd of C1S4508 p1 LX1 LXII PS376
NSWM
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